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fe INTRODUCTION
Qi

BY THE

RIGHT HON. DAVID LLOYD GEORGE, M.P.

rpO those interested in the economic and social

questions of the day Mr. Chiozza Money needs

no introduction from me, and they will welcome the

fact that he has devoted to the National Insurance

Act his well-known powers of popular exposition of

complicated subjects.

The task that he has set himself and carried out so

admirably in the following pages is one of very great

importance. Nothing is more vital at the present time

to the success of the Act than that it should be widely

and thoroughly understood. Whether it be due to

misconception or to misrepresentation or to the inherent

difficulties of the subject, there is no doubt that a tangle

of false conceptions has grown up about the National

Insurance Scheme. If the tree that has been planted

is to grow strong and bear good fruit this tangle must

be cleared away. To one who plies the axe as vigorously

and thoroughly as does Mr. Chiozza Money in this book

is due the gratitude of all who have the success of the

scheme at heart— all, that is, to whom the difficulties and

suffering that millions of the workers of this country have

to face are not a matter of indifference.

Mr. Chiozza Money does not confine himself to a bare

exposition of the scheme. He deals with the conditions

that call for a measure of National Insurance, and with
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Mil INSURANCE VERSUS POVERTY

the fundamental principles that underlie that measure.

Ho also devotes a chapter to consideration of the methods

followed and success attained by Germany, the pioneer

of National Insurance. In Germany the inception of

the scheme was not unaccompanied by discontent, un-

popularity, and gloomy prophecies. Its success is now

triumphant, unquestioned alike by employers and em-

ployed. It was from Germany that we who were

privileged to be associated wath the application of the

principle to the United Kingdom found our first inspira-

tion, and it is with her experience before us that we feel

confident of the future.

There is growing and spreading at the present time a

consciousness that some features of the social conditions

of this country are a blot upon the fair name of our

nation. To this consciousness the National Insurance

Scheme makes its appeal. It calls for certain elements

of sacrifice from all : it asks of the industrial population

mutual thrift and providence, from the State and the

employer it demands the recognition of obligations

hitherto generally neglected. If this appeal be not

made in vain—as I, for one, am confident it will not

be—and the campaign against poverty, squalor and

disease in our midst evokes the same patriotism that

is always ready to leap to the call of external danger,

then the National Insurance Act will prove to have

provided a better and firmer foundation for our national

greatness.

.^



PREFACE

THIS book deals with Social Insurance in general, and with tho

National Insurance Act, 1911, in particular.

The plan of the work is as follows : It is divided into two distinct

books, and each of these books is again divided into three sections.

The first book deals with Health Insurance. Its first part consists

of argumentative and possibly challengeable matter, written by one

who is an ardent advocate of compulsory State Insurance against social

and industrial vicissitudes. It puts the case for compulsion, shows the

necessity for extension of the principle beyond the borders of the

National Insurance Act of 1911, and takes opportunity to refer to

foreign experience. Part II. is a descriptive and critical account

of the National Health Insurance Law of 1911, which is complete

in itself. Part III. is the Health Section, or first part, of the

National Insurance Act, 1911, printed verbatim, with explanatory

notes designed to assist the reading and understanding of what is

necessarily a complicated Act of Parliament.

Book II. deals in similar fashion with Unemployment Insurance.

In Part I. an attempt is made to sketch the problem of unemployment
in its broad outlines in order to exhibit the nature of the problem, and

the necessity for the regular payment of labour, to which end the

author regards Unemployment Insurance as a first step. Part II. is

an exposition of the Unemployment Section of tho Act of 1911. Part

III. is the Unemployment Section, or second part of the Act, printed

verbatim, with explanatory notes as in tho case of the Health

Insurance.

These pages make no pretence to be written by one who has not

made up his mind about the Act. The author has been for many
years a convinced believer that it is vitally necessary to adopt for

the United Kingdom a suitable modification of tho Social Insurance

system which has done so much for the German working classes.

In the years to come, he believes, the entire nation will accept

State Insurance as it is accepted in Germany, without division of

party. In those days men will look back with amazement to tho

extraordinary campaign of calumny and misrepresentation conducted

against tho measure and against Mr. Lloyd George in tho winter

of 1911-12. In those days, too, the man who had tho courage to

challenge insularity with a now type of legislation, and who piloted
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X INSURANCE VERSUS POVERTY

his inoasuro through rarliament with a consummato skill that

extorted the admiration ovon of his adversaries, will be named

with gratitude by millions who will reap the harvest of his sowing.

This book was written and almost completed by the printer when

the South Manchester by-election of March 5, 1912, was fought and

won. It is generally agreed that the Insurance Act played a large part

in the result, which was as follows :

—

THE LOSS OF SOUTH MANCHESTER BY THE LIBERALS.

Resdlt of Election, January, 1910.

Hdworth (Lib.) 8,121

Jackson (U.) 5,669

Liberal majority 2,452

Result of Election, March, 1912.

Glazebrook (U.) 7,051

Haworth (Lib.) 6,472

Unionist majority ... 579

At the election of December, 1910, there was no contest, Mr. Glazebrook being too

late for nomination.

This is an extraordinary reversal of opinion. Did it mean a condem-

nation of the National Insurance Act ? For answer let the reader turn

to the accompanying page, upon which I have reproduced Mr. Glaze-

brook's representation of the Act to the electors. It will be seen that

those who voted in the belief that Mr. Glazebrook's circular was true,

did not vote against the National Insurance Act, but against a measure

of Mr. Glazebrook's imagining.

Observe that Mr. Glazebrook told South Manchester that the

Act—
" Gives an insured person only half the benefits that would he given for

the same numey by a well-managed Friendly Society,'^

and he explained his extraordinary allegation by adding :

—

" This comes of the Government's insistence on expensive and inefficient

officialism. Although the Act is not yet working, scores of new Officials,

Commissioners, Lecturers, dc, have been appointed and already draioing

Large salaries at the nation's expense."

As to the main misrepresentation, the reader will find the truth

exhibited in Chapter XX. (p. 174) and Chapter VIII. The average

insured male under the Act gets more than 9d. worth of insurance for

less than 4d. (Chapter VIII. p. 81, and Chapter XX. p. 179). Further,

if the Act did not exist, a Friendly Society, formed to grant the benefits

of the Act on the most economic scale possible, would have to charge

the following contributions to a male contributor entering into in-

surance at the ages named :

—



A MEMENTO OF SOUTH MANCHESTEE.

The following is an exact copy of the leaflet issued by Mr.

Glazebrook, M.P., at the South Manchester by-election of March 5,

1912. It deserves to be put on permanent record.

MR. GLAZEBROOK
AND THE

NATIONAL INSURANCE ACT

Who now believes that the Act is going to give 9d. for 4(3. ?

The People, directly or indirectly, will pay 9d. in each case, but what
Mr. Glazebrook wants to secure is THAT THEY GET THEIR MONEY'S
WORTH, 9d. for 9d.

The Act falls utterly short of doing this. It gives an insured person only

HALF the benefits that would be given for the same money by a well-

managed Friendly Society.

This comes of the Government's insistence on expensive and inefficient

officialism. Although the Act is not yet actually working, SCORES OF NEW
OFFICIALS, Commissioners, Lecturers, &c., have been appointed and arc

already drawng large salaries AT THE NATION'S EXPENSE. IN NO
CASE have they been selected by competitive examination.

Mr. Glazebrook supports THE ENGLISH PRINCIPLE OF PROMOTION
BY MERIT.

Ho wants to see better terms granted to THE POST OFFICE DEPOSI-
TORS under the Act. The Government has deprived nearly a million of

liritish workers of proper Insurance benefits, although they have to pay

the same contributions as others. Mr. Glazebrook believes in FAIR
TREATMENT.

The Government refused to make SIClv V\Y payable from the first day

of illness. THEY REFUSED TO REDUCE THE WAITING PERIODS
FOR sickness benefit from 26 weeks to 13, and for disablement benefit from

104 weeks to 52. They want to force THE DOCTORS to accept an

inadequate rate of pay, and to force insured workers to bo treated by such

Rfcdical Men as are willing to undercut the rest of their profession. They
refuse to f,'ivo Parliament time to make the IMeasuro adequate and sound.

MR. GLAZEBROOK wants ;i b( tier Act, ONE WHICH WILL WORK
MORE SIMPLY AND MORE ECONOMICALLY in the interests of ALL
classes.

The burden imposed by National Insurance is groat. If it is worth while

accepting the burden, lot us at least draw THE FULLEST POSSIBLE
BENEFITS.

VOTE FOR GLAZEBROOK
AND AN IMPiiOVED INSURANCE SCHEME.

VOTE FOR GLAZEBROOK
AND INSURANCE unfetti;im;d by jobbery.
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VALUE OF STATE BRNKFITS.
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BOOK I.: PART I

THE CASE FOR COMPULSION

CHAPTEK I

OF THE BLESSED WORD COMPULSION

WHEN on the 4th of May, 1911, a British Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer rose in the Mother of Parliaments to move for leave

to introduce a Bill " To provide for insurance against loss of health,

and for the prevention and cure of sickness, and for insurance against

unemployment, and for purposes incidental thereto," a new landmark
was set up in the field of British legislation.

For the Bill so introduced by Mr. Lloyd George, which became
the National Insurance Act of 1911, is a measure of compulsion, out

of the pages of which hundreds of " shalls " and *• shall nots " leap

to the eye. Of these the "shalls" are the things remarkable and
significant. The imaginative mind may hear the Act intoning "Shall,"
" Shall," " Shall," to toll the knell of laissez faire. We have won out

of the dark days of "let be," through an intermediate stage of "shall

not," to the beginning of " shall." There are to be positive laws as

well as laws of negation. There are to be duties as well as restraints.

It was good for freedom when we began to deny the right of a man
to do what he liked with his own, and to learn that lil)erty comes
through law. We shall gain a larger freedom by each common rule of

positive action that we apply to our society, and to the industry which
is the basis of our society. We shall never gain the maximum of

freedom until, being sulliciently civiHzed to agree upon, and to perform,

and to share, a minimum of necessary working functions, wo give leisure

as well as labour to every man thi'ough organized work.

There has been for long a conviction in the minds of British poli-

ticians and British publicists, born of I know not what evidence or

observation, that the British working man would never submit to

compulsion. Britons never, never would be slaves. Laws enacting
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compulsory contributions were all very well for Germans, but British

workmen would never submit to such an infringement of the inherent

rights of liberty-loving Islanders. We have now put the enactment

of the compulsory principle to proof, and what has become of the

long-cherished and often expressed opinion as to the views of British

workmen on compulsion ? We have found that the principle is accepted

hy all but an insignificant minority without murmur, and that where

the Act is disliked it is not because of the application of the principle

of compulsory insurance, but because of false representations, which go

the length of alleging that the Act cheats the workman by taking part

of his wages and giving him little or nothing in return,

I remember that about six years ago, before State insurance had been

taken up or even thought of by a British Government, when I was one

of hardly more than half-a-dozen persons who ventured to advocate

it, I described the German compulsory insurance system to a public

meeting of my then constituents in North Paddington. When I stated

that there was a statutory compulsory deduction of insurance contri-

butions from the wages of German workmen, there was a single cry of

" Shame " from somewhere at the back of the hall. When I showed

how much the German workman obtained as a citizen right in exchange

for his compulsory contribution, the deepest interest was manifested,

there was hearty general applause, and the gentleman at the back of

the hall no longer thought it a shame. In scores of other places I

have made the same test, and always I have found that an average

British audience, in any part of the country, not only consents freely

to the principle of compulsion as applied to insurance, but promptly

recognizes that it is a proper social obligation, and is surprised to learn

how much can be done when millions of mites are aggregated to form a

fund for the rescue of the unfortunate. I have compared notes with

other public speakers, and I find that my experience is the common
experience. An average audience, consisting of all classes, but con-

sisting, as all average audiences must, mainly of the poor, will give

earnest attention for an hour and a half or even two hours to a man
who can talk to them with knowledge on the subject of State Insurance.

Objection to compulsion is rarely or never met with, or apparently even

thought of. The average workman eagerly seizes upon the idea of the

thing, and only desires to be satisfied that the best is being done under

the given circumstances.

I suppose that it never occurred to many persons amongst those

leisured classes who in the past have had the entire monopoly of the

effective pubhc expression of opinion, that compulsion is a common
every-day matter to those who work for their livings. The great

masses of our people labour under a degree of economic compul-
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sion so intense, so effective, and so inexorable, that it would be incredible

if it were not an accomplished fact.

Was it the mill-hand who was to have kicked against the pricks of

a compulsory insurance ? Go to sleep in a cotton town in the North,

and, unless you sleep heavily, you shall be awakened in what still seems

the night by the clattering of Lancashire clogs. If you are properly

curious, and lift up the corner of the blind, and peer out into the dark-

ness before the dawn, you shall distinguish huddled forms hurrying

through the greyness as though life depended on it. These forms are

human, and are those of people who work in order that others may
still sleep. You must not believe this morning clatter a thing of

occasion; it is so regular that you may set your watch by it, and

inquiry will show you that such exceeding regularity is achieved by the

aid of men who are paid by these forms to " knock them up" every

morning at the appointed hour. If your curiosity goes further, and

leads you to follow weavers into a shed, you shall never forget the

clamour and clash of the looms, and you shall begin to learn what work
really is. This, day after day, and year after year, is the freedom of

the cotton operative. Let your mind dwell upon it, and you shall

marvel at the compulsion of circumstance, and you shall begin to per-

ceive that never in the history of mankind was a more remarkable

thraldom exercised. There is no need for chains or barricades or such

minatory laws for the proper punishment of unruly slaves as you may
find written in Leviticus ; it is more effective, and certainly has more
humour in it, to create circumstances which compel people to chain

themselves, and even to pay out of their own earnings to be reminded

to get up early that the stroke of the clock may each morning deliver

them tied and bound to tend the same machine on the same spot for

long, monotonous hours. Yet these creatures of compulsion were,

forsooth ! to object on principle to a common rule for their own good.

Or was it the City clerk who was to have risen and asserted the

liberty of Man ? Watch his door in the suburbs between 8.20 and

8.25 any morning, and you shall surely sec him emerge, in a hurry.

If it is 8.20 he will hurry a little less, and if it is 8.25 he will hurry

a little more, for the train to town starts at 8.30. If you care to take

the same train, you shall see him arrive at the City terminus at 8.50.

Follow him still, and you shall see him enter a certain block of

buildings, and arrive at a certain accustomed ollico door on the stroke

of nine o'clock. If you still feel interested enough to keep observa-

tion upon this gentlemanly fellow, you shall sec him emerge for

lunch at one, and return precisely at two, and leave for home, not

BO precisely, at about six, post meridian. This, day after day, and

year after year, if he is lucky, is his life of freedom. In all the
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great world this is his Httlo part—this Httle tedious journeying and

working at fixed hours through the hest part of the day, in the days

of the prime years of a life that will not he lived again. Watch him,

iind you shall find him compelled and chained as securely as, or

even more securely than, the cotton operative. There is but one

chance of escape for him, and that is to lose his situation. If he

loses it, and you chance to see him leave that certain block of

buildings on the day of his freeing, you shall find him a little white

and haggard, wondering where in the great city there is another

office to which he may go chain himself. You shall pity rather than

smile, for he will not be happy until he is chained again. Yet is

he one of those who were to reject a law of compulsory social

insurance, and to do so because they had tasted liberty

!

Or was it the miner, living in his dreary little bouse on the dark

hill-side hard by the pit-head ? Observe his work, and again you shall

marvel that any man could consent to be chained to it for a lifetime.

You shall perceive that he is not a free man, but a pressed man—

a

man impressed by economic compulsion far more surely than those

who in other days were hauled off by press-gangs to serve His Majesty.

Get to understand the manner of his existence, and the nature of his

work, and you shall find a grim amusement in assorting with such a

life of sheer compulsion theoretic conceptions as to the iniquity of

compulsory contributions.

We may usefully observe in this connection a specimen of the

formularies of existing compulsion. Here is a copy of a form of

agreement used which has to be signed by a Welsh miner on entering

as a Free Man into his liberty of employment :

—

THE MONMOUTHSHIRE AND SOUTH WALES COAL-OWNERS'
ASSOCIATION.

To TUB OWNEUS OF THE COLLIERY AND TO ANY PeKSON CARRYING ON THE

SAME OE ANY SECTION OR PaRT THEREOF.

Whereas I the undersigned have this day been employed as a workman by you or

one of you at the said Colliery. Now I hereby authorise and require you or either of

you to deduct from time to time out of the wages earned by me while so employed all

payments which shall from time to time be made by you or either of you for me upon

my request in respect of medicine and medical attendance, fuel, tools, or material

supplied for me by you or either of you, and such an amount as is necessary for the

payment of wages of the check-weigher, and also rents in respect of any tenement

occupied by me as tenant to you or either of you.

Signature of

Workman.
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Let it be observed that the form contains the words " upon my
request " ; effective compulsion remains in spite of these v^ords, and
does not contravene the Truck Act.

Go, indeed, where we will amongst the many millions of persons
who are brought within the great scope of the National Insurance Act
of 1911, and we find everywhere the bonds of an extraordinarily

effective economic compulsion, accentuated in a lai'ge proportion of

cases by attendance upon machines. The compelling of the new law
is an insignificance when measured by the tremendous scale of com-
pulsion which is the every-day life of the great majority of those to

whom the Act applies.

Moreover, there is stirring amongst the masses of the people a new
interest in politics and a new faith in democratic government. It is

not difficult to get the average man who works for his living to see that

the compulsion of democratic law is not only a different thing from the

economic compulsion to which he must day by day submit or starve,

but that by vii'tue of the compulsion of law he may find mitigation of

economic compulsion and even be saved from it. In the past, govern-

ment for the masses mainly meant the government of the employer.

What mattered the sitting of a Parliament at Westminster to a man
to whom the employer was the beginning and the end of law, the giver

or withholder of the precious gift of hard work, the immediate arbiter

of destiny ? It mattered nothing to him while that far-off Parliament

was 'not conceived by the worker as concerned with the immediate
bread and butter of life, but merely as a place where there was much
talk about high politics—politics so high as to be far above the heads

of the common people. It matters everything to him now that Parlia-

ment is beginning to be conceived as an assembly regardful of life as it

is and of work as it is—as an institution which can rise superior to the

majesty of the employer and which can make laws of compulsion to

express the will of a people to rule themselves in very truth.

To ray mind there is a simple explanation of the new and lively

concern in politics which has manifested itself throughout the country

in the course of the last eight or nine years. Mr. Chamberlain builded

greater than he knew, and I, for one, find it difficult to regret that he

shot his fiscal bolt. The thing itself was not great, but it had great

results. The concrete fiscal proposals of 1903 were ludicrous in rela-

tion to the industrial and social needs of the people, but, owing to the

fact that such proposals brought into the field of controversy realities

which had been carefully banned from politics in recent times, they led

to the holding of a much needed national inquest, which is still

proceeding. Observe our prosperity, said the Free Trader; take note of

our imports and exports, our Inconio Tax returns, our bankers'
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cl(>ar:inccs, our ships aiul sliippin^f, our fovoign investments. Hundreds

of tliousands of men who had rarely seen a £5 note in their lives began

glihly to talk of millions—the millions of a select class. On the other

hand, the Protectionist delighted in dragging to the front every evidence

of distress or of poverty that lie could discover in Government return

or Blue-book. The glowing periods of those who look only at the

niT.Tivcate wealth of the nation have been chastened by evidences that

when that aggregate wealth is analyzed, it is seen to leave many

millions in poverty, and several millions in dire poverty. I know of

nothing more amazing than the ignorance of the average politician,

with regard to our trade and the broad facts relating to social and

industrial conditions, that became obvious at the beginning of the great

fiscal controversy. Few of them knew where to go for information, or

in what oilicial publications the most essential facts were to be found.

I observed, with a mingling of amusement and astonishment, the rapid

process of superficial education that went on. I saw great, wise, and

eminent men snatching at values and quantities and illustrations

hastily got up. In the course of a few years reports and returns,

which had for long been neglected, began to assume their rightful

place in the sphere of political discussion. The Board of Trade

Returns became familiar ; the Inland Revenue Returns were at last

scanned ; the Board of Trade Labour Gazette was discovered ; the

Abstract of Labour Statistics was taken down from the shelf. Even

more information was demanded ; new reports and returns were called

for, and the Board of Trade officials found themselves sadly over-

worked. Articles of serious interest began to make their appearance in

the daily newspapers, and it was discovered by the select with

astonishment that there were millions of readers amongst the common
herd for what used to be deemed dry, unpalatable, and unpopular

subjects.

So the national inquest arising out of the fiscal propaganda brought

about a change in the orientation of British politics which led to

the framing of the National Insurance Act, and it was the popular

interest in the new politics which helped men to understand the mean-

ing of the word "compulsion" in relation to common rules for the

general good of society. The time is rapidly passing when politicians

will be able to regard the public at large as children to be fed on empty

phrases, and as voters to be wooed with honeyed words at election

times. The politician is finding that he must at least be as well

informed as his constituents when it comes to the discussion of realities,

"While politics were mainly concerned with unrealities, it was easy to

pose as of a superior education. When it comes to the discussion of

the principles of an Insurance Act, the average Member of Parhament
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finds ill his constituency hundreds, if not thousands, of men who,

themselves versed in the details of insurance contributions and sick

pay, are on more than level terms with their representative. Let me
give an amusing concrete illustration. Soon after the Insurance Bill

was introduced into the House of Commons in 1911, a Unionist

Member put down a question asking whether, if a person contributed

under the Act and remained in good health, he would receive no benefit.

Here we had an "educated" Member of Parliament showing by his

question that he was absolutely ignoi-ant of the nature of sickness

insurance, a subject on which he could have been enlightened by

hundreds of the humble constituents whose interests he was supposed

to represent and to guard.

There are amongst us millions of men who are capable voluntarily

of setting up institutions and of framing rules to bind themselves. If

we care to examine the meaning of our existing Friendly Societies and

Trade Unions, we see that the principle of compulsion, as exercised by

men in these democratic societies, is known in practice to large sections

of the community. Why, then, should we be surprised when the same

kind of people who submit themselves to their own rules and regula-

tions in the matter of a Trade Union or Friendly Society, begin to sec

that they can do the same kind of work, but with much more effect,

through a Parliament, as soon as their voice is effectively heard in it ?

What, indeed, becomes of the word compulsion in this connection when
the thing is born, not merely of consent, but of a happy realization of

the virtues of co-operative effort, and of the nature of the common rules

necessary to give them effect ?



CHAPTER II

OF VOLUNTARY SOCIAL INSURANCES

THE ui-^ent need for insurance against loss of health, and a not

improper pride in being at least buried decently, has led to the

voluntary insurance of a certain proportion of our 45,000,000 people.

So great is the desire to escape the final disgrace of a pauper's grave, and

so keen is the army of insurance agents, that there is scarcely a house-

hold or tenement in the land which cannot boast of one or more petty

burial-money policies. I have found them even in sweating dens

where a penny an hour is hardly earned by unremitting labour.

There is a certain amount of available information as to the number
of the existing social insurances of the poor. Some of the pertinent

facts are clearly shown in the table on the following page. It relates to

Friendly Societies, Trade Unions, and Collecting Societies.

A Friendly Society is a mutual help association, the main purposes

of which are the maintenance or relief of members or their dependents

in sickness or old age and the payment of funeral money for the

member and his wife and children. It is largely carried on by

voluntary work, and by registration under the Friendly Societies Act

it gains certain valuable privileges such as better status, freedom from

stamp duties, power to vest securities in trustees, &c. Registration is

not necessary, however, and registered societies are not compelled to

keep solvent. Thousands of registered societies are carried on in

cheerful bankruptcy.

A Trade Union often, but not always, docs Friendly Society work
in addition to performing its specific function of securing better conditions

for labour.

A "Collecting Society" is a mere burial club which employs

collectors to go round and gather in the pennies put up by its members.

Although not run for profit, it is a costly concern to its members, the

cost of management being usually sixpence in the shilling.

It will be seen that these Collecting Societies have a larger member-
ship than the Friendly Societies proper which are recorded in the

first two columns of the table, viz., " Ordinary Friendly Societies,"

10
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES AND COLLECTING SOCIETIES

Years.

(1)

Fbiendly Societies
(properly so called)

Ordinary
Friendly
Societies.

Societies
Having

Branches.

(2)

Trade Unions
Many, but

not all, give
Sickness

and Funeral
Benefits.

(3)

Collecting
socibtuis

(Burial Clubs).

Number Making Returns—

1898
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nioniliership 3,173,71'^, and " Societies having branches," membership

2, 701, 404. By "Societies having branches" is indicated the groat

Friendly Societies which are Affiliated Orders, the branches of each

possessing a certain degree of autonomy, and being affihated to

Central Body to form an institution of considerable dimensions. The

chief of these Affiliated Orders are the Manchester Unity of Oddfellow?,

which has about 800,000 members, and the Ancient Order of Foresters,

which has about GOO.OOO members. The " Ordinary Friendly

Societies " are truel Friendly Societies which do not possess branches,

and many of which are exceedingly small local institutions, which, as

wo shall see presently, are in the majority of cases insolvent.

The Trade Unions had, in 1908, 2,379,723 members; but less than

1,500,000 of these subscribe for funeral money benefit, and probably

not 900,000 for sickness benefit. The indefinite character of the

available information is, of course, characteristic of our methods of

government.

But our table does not exhaust the field of burial money insurance.

The Industrial Insurance Companies do an enormous burial business.

There are about 21,000,000 potty death policies taken out by poor

people with the Prudential and other Industrial Insurance Companies.

If we add to them the 6,800,000 memberships of Collecting Societies

shown in the table on page 11, and bear in mind also that the 6,200,000

Friendly Society members and the 2,379,000 Trade Unionists mostly

subscribe for funeral benefits, we get the extraordinary fact that

there are now current some THIRTY-FIVE MILLION petty life

assurances, thus :

—

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS TO FRIENDLY SOCIETIES,

TRADE UNIONS, COLLECTING SOCIETIES, AND INDUSTRIAL
INSURANCE COMPANIES IN RESPECT OF PETTY LIFE INSURANCE
OR FUNERAL MONEY.

Number.

Friendly Societies 6,200,000

Trade Unions (say) 1,500,000

Collecting Societies 6,800,000

Industrial Insurance Companies (say) ... 21,000,000

Total 3.5,500,000

Even this gigantic total understates the number of actual insurances,

since Friendly Society subscriptions often cover a joint life insurance

of the member and his wife. But, to disregard that point, the total is

huge enough, and shows how widely funeral benefits are subscribed

for. The explanation is a very simple one, unfortunately. It is not

alone that poor people are anxious to insure themselves, their wives

and their children against the only certainty in the life of a workman.
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It is that an army of collectors gain an uneconomic livelihood in going

from door to door persuading the poor to insure themselves and all

their relations, from their aged parents to their latest infants, in a

Collecting Society or Industrial Insurance Company. These collectors

are paid by commission, and their eagerness will therefore be under-

stood. The trade is of huge dimensions, as will be gathered from the

number of policies, and tens of thousands of men are engaged in it.

As need hardly be explained, the cost of collection forms a very large

proportion of the premiums collected. In the case of Collecting

Societies, we know from the returns made to the Registrar that out of

eacli £1,000 collected, as much as £499 is wasted or almost entirely

wasted in management expenses ! A very large part of the sixpence in

the shilling is accounted for by collectors' commissions.

So much is this collecting business a " trade," that collecting

books are freely bought and sold, according to the value of the

"round" in commissions. You can buy a "book" for £50 or £100,

and start earning your living as a collector with a sort of acquired

goodwill. As for the shareholders of the Industrial Companies, they

sometimes make princely profits. Huge fortunes have been built up

out of the pence of the poor.

It should not be thought that the figure 35,000,000 stands for the

insurance of 35,000,000 distinct individuals ; many people are insured

over and over again, and it is to be feared that many quite illegal and

improper insurances are entered into every year, and that thousands

of improper policies exist at this moment. The system, indeed, is

crowded with evil things, and it ought to be promptly reformed

by Parliament. It would be an excellent business proposition for the

poor if it were abolished, and if we suljstituted for it a compulsory

insurance for funeral benefit, the contributions of which would cost

a mere trifle to collect, and which would therefore save the working

classes perhaps £1,000,000 a year. Of course this ought not to be

done without compensating the collectors for the loss of their liveli-

hoods, but that could be easily done and yet leave the abolition of the

trade an excellent national investment from a financial point of view.

I pass from industrial Hfe insurance to industrial health insurance,

and in doing so, direct attention to the important and interesting

records of the Friendly Societies which are printed on pages 11,

and 14-17.

In judging of the progress of Friendly Societies, in the table on

page 11 regard should be paid chii-fiy to the first two columns,

which deal with the Friendly Societies proper. It will bo seen that

while they have made considerable progress in the period reviewed,

they have not grown like the Collecting Societies, whoso activities
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UNITED KINGDOM FRIENDLY SOCIETIES AT THE END OF 1903.

Ni'SiiiEit OK Societies, Memiieubhip, Admissions, Deaths, and Lapses.
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are stimulatod by largo commissions on small contributions. The

great Afliliatod Orders have grown but littlo. An account of the

progress in recent years of some of the greatest of our Friendly

Societies is printed below, and it will bo seen that the main

advance has been made by the temperance and great centralized

societies. In recent years the membership of the Manchester Unity,

the Foresters, and some other well-known Orders, has regrettably

fallen off, and it would almost appear that they have reached the

limits of their development. No doubt the extraordinary activity

of the collecting funeral-money companies and societies has had

something to do with checking the progress of the true Friendly

Societies and their excellent social work.

FIFTEEN YEARS' PROGRESS OF THE GREAT FRIENDLY
SOCIETIES.

Society.
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In the table on page 14 an interesting account is given, for the

latest year available, 1905, of the variation in membership in that

year. It will be seen that in the United Kingdom in 1905 the follow-

ing changes in membership occurred :

—

New Members were admitted

Members died

Members lapsed or were expelled

The gain of membership was therefore only

458,854

64,528

338,235

56,091

THE FOURTEEN CHIEF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, 1909.

Society.
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Horo we put our finger upon one of the chief weaknesses of the

Frienilly Society system. Wo see three memberships lapsing for every

four new memberships added in a year. It is a sad illustration of the

uncertainties which crowd the life of the working man. It is exceed-

ingly ditlicult for a large proportion of workmen to maintain their

sul)scriptions. To obtain a sickness plus funeral benefit worth having,

in a safe Friendly Society, costs a sum which is no small fraction of a

workinrf-class income. Doubtless many more could afford such con-

tributions than at present pay them, but let us not forget that the

normal conditions of life of the majority of workmen is such as to breed

unthriftiness.

From the facts given in the tables referred to, which are derived

from the reports of the Chief Kegistrar of Friendly Societies, and may

be accepted as authoritative, we can endeavour to judge what propor-

tion of the population is insured for sickness benefits.

We see that in 1909 the true Friendly Societies had about 6,200,000

members. These are not 6,200,000 individuals, however, for a con-

siderable proportion of Friendly Society members belong to more than

one society. On the other hand, we have to add for a certain propor-

tion of Trade Unionists, perhaps 900,000, who subscribe for sickness

benefit without doctoring. It is possible that, between Friendly

Societies and Trade Unions, there are from 4,500,000 to 5,000,000

individual persons nominally insured for a certain payment per week

in time of sickness, and most of them for medical treatment also. It

is a number small indeed when compared with the size of our working

population, for, be it remembered, we have about 19,000,000 persons

engaged in occupations for gain whose incomes do not exceed £160 a

year, and of these some 15,500,000 are manual workers or wage-

earners.

In addition to these 4,500,000 to 5,000,000 persons, who are nomi-

nally insured for sickness benefits of some kind, there are a few

millions more who contribute more or less regularly for some sort of

medical aid. There are provident dispensaries, works clubs, medical

aid societies, and so forth, which give real or sham doctoring for various

small sums. This, of course, is not a true sickness insurance, and its

value will be judged when we come to examine the poor man's

doctoring.

In speaking of the 4,500,000 to 5,000,000 persons who subscribe for

sickness benefits, I was careful to use the expression " nominally

insured." I did so because it is regrettably true that a considerable

proportion of our Friendly Societies are insolvent, and that their

members possess no guarantee that they will receive the benefits they

are subscribing for when they come to want them.
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The law imposes no obligatioy upon a Friendly Society to keep

itself solvent. It has to make returns, and that is all. It is a comical

illustration of old-time legislative method, but an exceedingly serious

thin-^ for the poor. It is a pressing need that every sort and kind of

institution which takes the people's money for investment should be

put under Government control. Every year brings its major and minor

crashes. Every year a hundred or two of small Friendly Societies

collapse ; every year slate clubs smash in considerable numbers ; rarely

a year passes without a large scale catastrophe like the Liberator

swindle, or the Charing Cross "Bank" criminal misrepresentations,

or the Birkbeck honest misjudgment.

Few people are aware of the deplorable position of our minor

Friendly Societies as a whole. I cannot find in the obscure documents

published by the Kcgistry of Friendly Societies a complete recent

valuation account, but there is published year by year a full account

of the valuations returned in the year (Part A, Appendix of the

Eeport of the Eegistrar-General of Friendly Societies), and they are

sufficient for our purpose. In the following table I show the financial

position of the Friendly Societies which made returns in the year

1910 :—

FINANCIAL POSITION OF SOME OF THE SMALL FEIENDLY SOCIETIES.

SuMMAiiY OF Returns made in the Year 1910.
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gate surplus of £356,738; the 538*231 uninsured members have an

aggregate deficiency of £1,691,541. The proportion of really insured

members in the societies making returns in 1910 is seen to be less than

one in three.

The point is of so much importance that I give on page 19 the

openmg page of the official White Paper detailing the societies included

in the summary I have just given. The details in this page will show

what an exceedingly unsatisfactory position many of our small societies

occupy. We see Httle benefit clubs, meeting in schoolrooms, mission-

rooms, and sometimes in public-houses. Fifteen out of twenty-two of

them are insolvent. In this single page of the Eeturn the societies

with surpluses have 1,842 members, while the societies which are

insolvent have 1,298 members. This is above the average page of the

Eeturn in point of solvency, but even so it is a depressing picture of

small thrift institutions.

We see that we cannot flatter ourselves that even as many as

4,000,000 of our great working population are insured in a business-like

way for sickness benefit. We see an urgent need for the strong arm of

the State to stretch protectingly over the interests of those who already

subscribe to sick clubs, and we see the groat necessity which exists for

making provision on a large scale for the great majority who do not

even belong to sick clubs of any sort, solvent or insolvent. Day by day

hard-working families are being pulled down because when sickness

assails the breadwinner there is no succour for the afilicted. Day by

day men who ought to lay up and get well arc compelled by economic

necessity to remain at the mill or the shop or the forge when they

should be renewing their health. Day by day consumption is

making its insidious way in the lungs of thousands of our fellow-

creatures when we have power to arrest its ravages and in many cases

to save its victims from an early death. Wo can if we will make a

national sick club which shall prove the virtues of co-operative

endeavour for our teeming miUions every year. Tlio case for State

action is seen to be unanswerable. It is strong in regard to industrial

life insurance ; with regard to health insurance it is overwhelming.

It remains to deal with insurance against accidents. In the United

Kingdom we have a Workman's Compensation law which says, " If in

any employment personal injury by accident arising out of and in the

course of employment is caused to a workman, his employer shall be

liable to pay compensation," ami wo leave tho workman to get his com-

pensation if ho can. There is fio real national accident inawancc in tlic

United Kiiujdoin. In thousands of cases men fail to get compensation,

or are worsted in comljat with the Insurance Companies who relievo

employers of their risks. Trade Unionists are well advised on such
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matters but, as we have seen, there are only 2,300,000 Trade Unionists

while wo have 15,500,000 wage-earners besides millions of salaried

persons now within the law.

There is great need for the substitution of the sensible German

system of compulsory accident insurance for our laws which piously

define employer's liability and leave the rest to the play of natural

(and unnatural) forces. I shall return to the subject in greater detail

in connection with the whole subject of German Social Insurance.



CHAPTER III

OF THE POOR MAN'S DOCTORING

THE establishment of voluntary thrift institutions which count

amongst their functions the supply of medical aid to their

members has called into existence a thing partly good and partly evil

—

Contract Medical Practice.

There is nothing inherently bad in this thing, but existing con-

ditions are such that there can be no doubt that in a certain proportion

of cases in connection with it commercialism has worked havoc with

the medical profession.

In " Unto This Last " Ruskin pointed to the " duo occasion
"

of death for the members of five great professions : the Soldier's,

whose profession it is to defend, to die rather than leave his post ; the

Pastor's, whose profession it is to teach, to die rather than teach

Falsehood ; the Physician's, whose profession it is to heal, to die rather

than to leave his post in plague ; the Lawyer's, whose profession it is

to enforce justice, to die rather than countenance Injustice ; the

Merchant's—ah! what was his due occasion of death? Ruskin's

answer was, to maintain, to the point of death, the duty of Providing

good things and truo things for the economic necessities of his

country.

And what of the Doctor who is compelled by circumstance to

become a Merchant? Ruskin did not treat of him, but bo exists.

What of the Doctor who, in a society where merchants have no " due

occasion of death," but who arc esteemed to l)o out for gain at the least

expenditure of labour, is forced to play the r6le of merchant? It goes

hard in many cases with such a man.

Friendly Societies are composed of poor men who earn at the best

scanty wages and at the worst sweated wages. It is doubtful whether,

in all our 45,000,000 of people, wliich include some 13,000,000 of

adult men, there are as many as 1,000,000 who earn liOs. a week and

upwards. Construct a family budget how wo will, there is little that

can be spared from wages as we know them to alford remuneration for
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medical attendance. The average Friendly Society member must not

be blamed if be tbinks of a doctor's pay in terms of tbe scale of bis

own wages. It would be surprising if be did not do so. To the average

British working man £300 a year appears a princely income.

The under-payment of labour leads naturally to the uuder-payment of

those who serve labour, and as a natural consequence of low wages,

combined with competition on a commercial basis amongst medical

men struggling to keep their heads above water, the customary rates at

which doctors are paid by sickness insurance institutions have become

very low. It is a subject which has engaged the attention of the medical

profession for years past, and in 1905 the British Medical Association

issued a most interesting report on the subject, entitled " An Investiga-

ANALYSIS OF RATES PAID TO DOCTORS IN

CONTRACT PRACTICE.

Per Adult Male Member ver
Annum.
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how a doctor can undertake to attend and supply medicine, even

perfunctorily, to a circle of 500 patients for the inclusive sum of

£30 a year, but the thing is done.

Let us see what rates of remuneration are actually paid in a

representative number of cases. The British Medical Association

obtained particulars from 856 practitioners engaged in contract

practice who, between them, served 1,6-il Friendly Societies and

similar sickness clubs. The rates of payment in these cases were

as shown in the table on page 24.

Thus, in 23-85 per cent, of the cases reported on, the payment per

head was less than 4s., and in 76-5 per cent, of the cases it was less

than 5s.

To put it in another way, in only 23-5 per cent, of cases was it

over 5s.

All these particulars refer to duly quahfied medical practitioners ; I

have heard of cases, however, in which unqualified men are contracted

with.

The medical men who made the returns in many cases accompanied

them by expressions of opinion on contract practice. The views

abstracted in the report differ widely, from complete satisfaction to

complete disgust. Of the 856 doctors who reported, only 165 expressed

themselves as satisfied with the rates they received. Others, to the

number of 389, made definite suggestions as to what rates (per head

per annum, apparently including the supply of medicine) they con-

sidered they ought to be paid. These 389 suggestions are thus

analyzed by the Association :

—

SUGGESTIONS BY CLUB DOCTORS AS TO FAIR RATES OF
REMUNERATION.

No. of Doctors
Making SuRRestion.

Per head
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practitioners named rates no higher than 4s., but we have to bear

in mind that contract practice at least affords a certainty of income
from working-class patients in place of an uncertain income and
an accumulation of debts impossible of recovery. And many of them
doubtless had in view what one of them describes as " foes of our

own household"—medical men ready to compete at any price. The
above ligures give a fairer idea of the report as a whole than quotations

of individual opinion can do, but it is of interest to set out some
of the divergent opinions expressed.

—

A Renfrewshire doctor :

—

" The sole reason why medical men nowadays take to do with Friendly Societies

is to feed their private practice. It gives a new-comer and a young man a start and
an introduction to families. The expenses practically eat up most of the profit, but

yet for above reasons they are eagerly sought after."

A doctor in district unnamed :

—

"I get on fairly well with my clubs and have a strong feeling that all working

men should join those great Friendly Societies as being an insurance in days of

sickness. Moreover, it is the fairest way for the doctor, who simply insures the

man and takes his risk. . . . Above all, when a man has a long illness, the doctor

either gets nothing, or too small a fee, or if he be a hard-hearted, cold-blooded man,
extorts from poor persons money which ought to be spent on food, wine, or change

of air. ... I am of opinion that a working man who pays Ss. per annum for attend-

ance and medicine for himself is equitably treated."

A Leicestershire doctor :

—

"In a manufacturing town it is absolutely necessary to have sick clubs and
medical officers paid at contract rates, or we should have to work for nothing and
keep a clerk to keep our books, for the overdue accounts would be enormous."

A Yorkshire doctor :

—

" Most of the members in this district are in two clubs, and pay the doctors'

fee for both ; they therefore pay 6s. a year for their doctors. It would be more
satisfactory if there were a common medical fund, and every member of a society

were to pay os. a year into it, and choose the doctor in the district whom he wished

to attend him in case of sickness, each doctor to be supplied with a list of those

members who wish him, and the doctor to be paid 5s. for every name on hia list."

Another Yorkshire doctor :

—

" The medical men in this district combine, and the clubs we have pay us 5s.

per annum per member. The other clubs formed a Medical Aid Association, and
imported two blacklegs at about one halfpenny per week per member, including women
and juveniles."

An Essex doctor :

—

" I consider that even at 4s. per annum I am much better paid for the amount of

work I have to do for these clubs than I am paid by the Guardians for attendance on
the paupers."
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A Lancashire doctor :

—

"Last year all the medical men gave notice to the different societies that they

could not further do the work at 2s. 6d. per head, and struck for 4s. The societies

held out, and have got an outside medical man to come to the town and do the work

at their terms."

A Stafford doctor :

—

"I may mention that I was the Medical Officer to a . . . club with a varying

membership of 730, for which I was paid 4s. for every member on the books during

the year. I kept a strict account of the work done for three consecutive years (one

year comprising a very bad epidemic of influenza), and, averaging for three years, I

was well in pocket, the influenza year about balancing itself."

A Scottish doctor :

—

" If a Medical Officer keeps his place with members and office-bearers, and is

careful to admit none but healthy applicants, my experience is that the duties

are very light, and friendly relations are easily maintained, especially as healthy

members mean increase in funds."

A London doctor :

—

" Friendly Societies, in my opinion, are doing a splendid work, and when the

Medical Officer gives reasonable attention to the members, are very desirable appoint-

ments. By far the larger part of the work is done at home ; 75 per cent, of the cases

give little trouble."

A Derbyshire doctor :—
" I sincerely hope that the whole villainous system of contract medical practice may

be abolished."

A West Yorkshire doctor :

—

"If clubs are done away with the people would go to the hospital or to the

chemist and very often to quacks."

A doctor in place unnamed :

—

" I think that the sum of 5s. would just about bring in what the present rate for

private practice (minus bad debts) Ijrings in from the same class. I think the con-

tract principle should be abolished ; ... if all the Friendly Societies pooled the sum

of 58. per man per annum, I believe they could get any medical man to attend and

pay him, say, 28. per attendance; . . . have kept figures very carefully." (This

doctor then show.s that in the r\x years ]HH'J-1!)04 he received £148 from clubs, and

made in return 1,922 attendances upon their members, which works out at Is. CAd.

per attendance.)

A doctor in place unnamed :

—

" I have stf^adily refused clubs, quarries, or Friendly Societies, as I consider the

remuneration paid for them degrading. Hcccntly another medical man has come

here, who began by starting by a private club, at the rate of Is. per month per

family."

A doctor in place unnamed :

—

" Of course, a club doctor has a tremendous pull over a man who will not

condescend to that work, by the introduction he gets to thtir wives and families."
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A doctor in place unnamed :

—

" I think the general system of clubs, so far as known to me, utterly unsatis-

factory : (o) giving work at absurdly unremunerative fees ;
(b) tending in some cases

to cause individual carelessness on the part of the club doctor ; and (c) hurtful to the

respect due to the profession and to its individual members. As regards the second

of these points, it may be instanced by the fact of a doctor telling me that his wife

frequently dispensed mixtures of peppermint water with cochineal, or of chloroform

water with cardamoms, when he was out or was too tired or too lazy to trouble about

the case. As for the effect on club members, I have been told by a patient that he

could have gone to his club doctor, but that he did not think he could get much for

9d. per quarter, and that he preferred to pay me a fee and get his medicine from

a druggist."

A Lancashire doctor :

—

" I have had these clubs for twenty years, and I attribute my small amount of work

done to extreme care in examining candidates for admission, and to the hospitals

taking most accidents off my hands."

Anottier Lancashire doctor :

—

" For the last ten years I have refused to have anything to do whatever with

Friendly Society clubs or provident associations. They are a great detriment to the

medical profession, and in no way benefit the sick poor."

A Scottish doctor :

—

"We doctors in . . . made a joint demand for an increase from 2s. 6d. to 3s.

per member, including medicine. . . . Our demands were refused, and a Friendly

Societies Council formed, under which all the societies in the town (13) were amal-

gamated. They advertised for a doctor, got numerous applications, had not the

slightest difficulty in getting a Medical Officer, and we were hopelessly defeated, and

have since been reduced to the condition of helpless paralytics."

Here is an interesting medley of opinions which, together with the

summary of returns which I have quoted, leave a somewhat un-

pleasant impression upon the mind. It is especially distasteful to see

the numerous references to blackleg practitioners ready to underbid their

professional brethren. It is also deplorable to find working men, who

suffer so much themselves from the under-selling of labour, betrayed by

their own position into tempting one doctor to undersell another.

There is no doubt that in what is an over-crowded profession (the

fact is, of course, that all soft-handed ways of getting a living are over-

crowded and becoming increasingly so, but that is another story) there

is evidence that there exist hundreds if not thousands of doctors who

are prepared to work for £300 a year, £200 a year, or less. Such rates

are commonly paid, indeed, by the Friendly Societies' Medical Institutes

which have been established in so many of our big towns, and which

now serve 300,000 Friendly Society members. A statement before

me issued by the Friendly Societies Medical Alliance Council shows
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that these Institutes have been established in about seventy-five towns,

and that in about one-half of them they have buildings of their own.

These Institutes employ the whole time of tame medical practitioners,

and their Council claims that their officers are "not sweated," and

work in harmony and accord with them. The secretary of one of these

Institutes having communicated with me, I took the liberty of asking

him to tell me what was paid by his Institute to its Medical Officers,

and in reply he said (July, 1911) :

—

" In reply to your inquiry, the Senior Medical Officer of this Institute receives

£300 per annum and his residence free. The Assistant Medical Officer receives £220

per annum, but no residence. In addition, the Committee provide a carriage for each

of them to visit the patients, and provide all drugs and medicine which they may pre-

scribe. The club members pay 4s. per member per annum to the Committee for services

of the doctor when necessary, and the wives and children are charged a graduated con-

tribution on the same scale for services when required. Of course, you will readily

understand they do not all require medical treatment in any one year. There are

4,108 society members and 4,629 wives and children on the books."

In another communication this same Institute informed me that

—

" Our Medical Officers are not sweated. This statement is made by some Medical

Practitioners in private practice who are not in sympathy with our Friendly Societies.

Their contracts have been arranged by mutual agreement. Our Senior Medical

Officer has been with us twelve years, the Assistant Medical Officer four years, and

the Dispenser ten years. We claim that the Medical Officers of our Institutions are

entitled to equitable consideration under the State Scheme."

Let US think what this means from both points of view. The

Institute thinks its oflficers well paid because they accept its salaries

and have been in their situations for some years. The Governors of

the Institute should reflect that when they use that argument thoy are

using the common argument of employers. Behold, says the railway

company, we have paid such-and-such wages for years, and thousands

are eager to enter our employ. In each case the argument is of the

same value ; it is based upon the fallacy that because men can be

found to work for a certain wage that wage is just.

On the other hand, we see that a payment by male members of

48. per member per annum, and less than 48. by wives and children,

is sufficient to maintain a building, to pay two doctors, a secretary,

a qualified dispenser, to buy all necessary drugs, and to keep up two

carriages, the doctors being paid, the one £300 plus a residence, and

the other £220 without a residence. There are 8,737 men, women, and

children to be attended by the two doctors, or 4,3G0 eacli per annum.
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It socms heavy work. From other statistics supplied by the Institute

I get the following facts as to a year's work :

—

Visits of patients at consulting room 24,902

Visits to patients at their homes ... ... ... 6,026

Midwifery cases ... ... ... ... ... 97

Prescriptions dispensed 56,320

Thus, apart from cases of confinement, the two Medical Officers

have to treat between them G8 patients per day at the consulting-

rooms, and nearly 17 patients per day at their homes ! They have

also between them to attend a confinement once every four days, to

say nothing of visits before and after confinement. It is clear from

these facts that a great deal of work is done for very little money. If

we take the confinement cases to cost only four visits each, the two

doctors give between them 31,406 consultations in a year for £560,

calling the house worth £40. This means 4d. per consultation !

Observe, hozvever, that if 2s. per head per armum more was paid by

the 8,737 people, that ivould yield an additional income of £670 per

annum, which would serve both to employ another assistant officer and to

raise the remuneration of all three officers.

Unfortunately, there are worse things in the United Kingdom than

3s. per head Friendly Society patients, and £300 or £200 whole-time

Institute doctors. There are the Medical Aid Societies organized

as commercial speculations for the profit of their promoters. The

beneficiaries have no voice in their management. Canvassers are

employed to induce poor people to subscribe to them, and no small

part of the payment goes to the canvasser to maintain him in what is

really worse than idleness. It is a form of enterprise which is as great

an evil for the poor as it is for the medical profession.

. I confess that I have found the recital of the details of this chapter

an exceedingly distasteful task. The medical profession, perhaps more

than any other, is one in connection with which sordid considerations

should be out of the question. It is a melancholy thing that so many
men who entered a great calling with high hopes of service should be

reduced to the dull drudgery of a round in which patients are so much
(or so little) a head. It is not well that poor men and women should

lack the care they need, even while thousands of " duly qualified

medical men " are either waiting hungrily for patients or driven to

underselling themselves in an overstocked market of medicos.
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OF THE ECONOMY OF NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

WHEN it comes to the decision that we are to have a National

Health Insurance, there is room for considerable difference of

honest opinion as to how it should be paid for. The division of opinion

is by no means as between Socialists and Individualists. I have heard

both Socialists and non-Socialists argue on different grounds that the

wliole burden should be borne through taxation applied according to

the ordinary canons of taxation. As a matter of fact, it is the State

control of the thing itself which is the main point ; the manner of pay-

ing, whether it be by way of contributions by employers and employed,

or l)y a draft on the Treasury, or by a combination of contributions and

taxation, is a secondary matter. When a State enters into the insurance

business, or the railway business, or the postal business, or the army

business, or any other business, it performs an act of Collectivism, and

the fact is not altered one whit by the particular method which is

adopted of causing the beneficiaries to contril)ute.

Let us consider this in detail. A Government establishes a Post

OfBce and carries on the business of delivering letters, packets, tele-

grams, &c. Whether the State decides to carry on the business by

individual contributions for services rendered, as is actually done in all

countries at this moment, or whether it makes the Post Office as com-

munal as the highroad and levies taxation to support the business as

a whole is a matter of detail, not of principle.

A Government decides to carry on the business of railways. A

nationally owned and controlled railway business, as is now established

in Germany, or Switzerland, or Austria, or India, or Australia, is

Collectivism. It is Collectivism if the State decides to carry on the

business by demanding fares or tolls from those who use the railway,

and it is equally Collectivism if it makes the railway "free" to all and

charges all for it by taxation.

A Government establishes and controls an insurance system.

That is Collectivism. It is Collectivism when the Government
31
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asks the direct beneficiaries to pay premiums for their insurance, and

it is equally Collectivism, but merely a different method of applying

Collectivism in detail, if it insures the people and makes a general

levy by taxation instead of asking for individual premiums.

I may point out that municipalities commonly employ both methods

of putting public ownership into practice. For example, London has

a publicly owned tramway service and a publicly owned water supply.

In the case of the tramway service, the Tram Authority asks the direct

beneliciaries to buy tickets in payment for the journeys they take. In

the case of water, the Water Authority lays you on water whether

you want it or not, and levies compulsovily a little simple thing called

a water rate ; that is to say, it taxes rich and poor on a graduated

scale for water, so that the rich pay more than the poor for the same

or even for a smaller amount of water.

The amusing arguments we have had on the one hand from alleged

Socialists who oppose contributory insurance, and on the other hand

from stern Individualists who accuse contributory insurance of being

rank Socialism, merely arise from a confusion of thought which is

only too common amongst people who neglect to go behind cant

phrases to the real meaning of things. We may put aside the question

of Socialism in this connection, because, when we decide upon State-

controlled insurance, the details of payment become merely a matter

of expediency according to the needs of the time.

It is not for nothing that those nations, and they are many, who
have put national health insurance into practice, have decided in

favour of a scheme which combines in various proportions contribu-

tions respectively by the employed, the employer, and the taxpayer.

Some sort of payment by the insured person, or, to strip the thing of

customary words and to say what it means, some sort of work in return

for work, must necessarily be given, whatever the system adopted.

There is much to be said for making it as definite a payment as when
a citizen buys a railway ticket on a national railway service. There is

more need from the point of view of arranging a system in which the

insured persons themselves are to manage and safeguard the details

of the public insurance system. This point of view is modified, how-
ever, by the obvious justice of arranging that the employer, who uses

the best years of certain working lives for his particular and individual

advantage, and who has a direct responsibility for, and interest in,

the health of his workpeople, should contribute in respect of them.

It is a responsibility and an interest which in all countries have long

been recognized by the best and wisest employers. There is a third

consideration of importance, and it is that in a complex society where
many, but not all, are employers or employed, and in which all have
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a common interest in the general health, there should be a general

levy towards the special purpose of insurance.

Working on these broad lines, the arrangement of details must

necessarily be in some degree arbitrary, but not more arbitrary than a

scheme of general taxation for the same purpose would be. In

different countries different proportions have been arrived at, just as

in matters of income tax or death duties, but the general idea has been

pretty much the same.

It is of interest to examine (1) the incidence of contributions

levied in the manner which, as I have said, has been commonly

adopted in national insurance, and (2) their effect upon production.

What is it that we really do when we deduct x pence from wage

through the employer, and at the same time exact y pence from the em-

ployer, compelling him to stick an x plus y stamp upon his man's

insurance card ? Virtually we compel the employer to raise wage by

y pence. This would not be the case if the employer had, in the normal

case, power to deduct the y pence from his employee's existing wage.

There must certainly be a few cases where he has power to do so, but

(1) the existence of trade unions, (2) the fear of provoking an im-

mediate strike, trade union or no trade union, (3) the force of public

opinion, and (4) the happy fact that " social affection," to use a phrase

from the opening of " Unto This Last," makes it impossible for the

average employer to do such an obviously mean and shameful thing, are

between them sufficient to ensure that, in the general case, which is

tbe case upon which we have to fix our minds, the y pence is not

deducted from wage, and the virtual effect is to raise wage by y pence.

An increase in wage is a new element in cost of production, and the

employer's y pence insurance contribution is therefore a new element

in cost of production. As an element in cost of production it must

also be an element in price. Nothing is raoro certain than that the

employer will seek to recoup himself for paying the y pence contribution

\)y raising price. And nothing also is more certain than that in some

cases the employer will be quite unable to pass on to the consumer the

infinitesimal rise in cost of pioduction, and that in most cases ho

will not be able to do so immediately. Further, if ho is not able to do

so immediately, the consumer is not likely to suffer by reason of the

small addition to producer's costs for an important reason which we

will next proceed to examine.

What is the ultimate effect of an increase of wages upon production?

Experience has shown, and economists have been driven by experience

to argue, that the effect of higher wages is (1) to produce cilicicncy in

the employer by compelling him to use labour-saving appliances and

every other possible means of obtaining the largest amount of production

4
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with the least amount of hibour, and (2) to produce efliciency in the

workman by raising his standard of life and his consequent ability to

produce. The joint effect upon industry is to increase production,

which is to increase the wages fund, which is also the profits fund.

Out of that fund master and man draw more than before the rise in

wages compelled an increased efliciency, and in proportions which are

determined by other considerations, into which we need not now enter,

both master and man draw a greater remuneration.

As to the relation of the workman's efficiency to wages, I may
quote what has been so well said by Professor Marshall in his " Prin-

ciples of Economics "
:

—

" But it is only in our own generation that a careful study has begun to be made of

the effects that high wages have in increasing the efficiency not only of those who
receive them, but also of their children and grandchildren. In this matter the lead has

been taken by Walker and other American economists ; and the application of the

comparative method of study to the industrial problems of different countries of the Old

and New Worlds is forcing constantly more and more attention to the fact that highly-

paid labour is generally efficient and therefore not dear labour ; a fact which, though

it is more full of hope for the future of the human race than any other that is known
to us, will be found to exercise a very complicating influence on the theory of dis-

tribution."

In the particular case under considei'ation we are dealing not only

with an increase of wage which is compulsorily spent upon efficiency.

Not merely the y pence extra which the employer is compelled to pay,

but X pence more belonging to the workman, and z pence contributed

by the State, i.e., contributed by employers, by workmen, and by others

who are neither employers nor workmen, are devoted to the main-

tenance of health. Therefore the particular case of an increase of

wage which we are considering, even more than the general case of an

increase of wage, must lead to an increase of the common fund out of

which profits and wages are drawn.

It is worth while to observe in this connection that new elements

in cost of production fall into two classes in respect of their effect

upon price.

In the first class, consisting of items which raise price, are included

all such things as do not improve efficiency

—

e.g., a rise in the price of

raw materials, an import duty.

In the second class, consisting of items which do not raise price,

are included all such factors as improve efliciency

—

e.g., an improved

piece of plant or machinery, a comfortable and hygienic work-place, a

rise in wages up to the point of producing maximum health and

efficiency in the workman, a patent royalty.

The latter class, it will be seen, consists of costs which, while thena-
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selves elements in price, reduce aggregate costs by more than their

own price.

Thus we may sum up the whole case from the master's point of

view by saying that w'hile the employer's cost of production is in the

first instance increased by the insurance contributions, the ultimate

elfect is to decrease the employer's cost of production. With regard to

the workman, we may sum up the case by saying that while, in the

first instance, he is subject to a deduction of x plus y pence from

a wage increased by y pence, that deduction is for a purpose which will

lead to an increase in wages.

It is of deep interest to inquire whether known facts tally with the

theoretical considerations which I have advanced. I add some German

evidence as to the relation of compulsory Social Insurance to the course

of wages.

Let us compare the dates of the German insurance legislation with

the rise of wages in Germany. In the following table I show how
wages have varied at Krupp's arsenal :

—

THE RISE OF WAGES AT KRUPP'S ARSENAL.

Average Daily Eaknings at Kuopp's.

Date. s. d. Date. s. d.

1889 3 9J
1890 Invalidity and Old

Age Law bugau ... 3 10^

1892 4

1894 4

1890 4 2

1898 4 6

1900 4 8J
190.'i 5 Oi

1909 5 4J

It is not, of course, permissible to argue from these figures that the

rise in wages after the establishment of the German insurance laws, as

compared with the stationariness of Gorman wages in the years prior

to the enactment of those laws, is duo to the insurance laws. It may

even be argued that, but for the insurance laws, the rise in wages

since the 'eighties would have been larger. It cannot bo denied,

however, that there is nothing in these figures to show that Gorman

insurance contributions have been a deduction from wages.

But oven more remarkable figures may bo adduced in this connection.

As the employers' contributions to tho accident associations reveal not

only the number of persons employed but tho aggregate wages paid to

those persons, we have available figures for most trades relating to the

1870
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variation in German wages. The following ligures relate to two very

ditfereut industries, and I could produce siuailar figures for nearly every

industry :

—

WAGES REVEALED
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factory values (taking the trade as a whole), about £140,000,000. This

is an estimate which Sir Charles Macara would, I think, himself

accept. Let us first of all direct our minds to the inquiry by how

much these factory prices would be increased if the whole of the

cotton employers' contributions to the insurance fund were loaded on

to those factory values, thus affecting their competitive power in the

world of trade.

Taking the employment as returned by the cotton employers in

connection with the Census of Production, we find that there are

employed in the British cotton trade 220,600 males and 352,300

females. Let us suppose that, under a National Insurance scheme,

each employee costs the employer an extra 3d. a week. That would

mean that the cotton employers would have to pay an extra £370,000

a year.

We therefore get the following contrast :

—

£

Present factory prices 140,000,000

Addition to price of output, assuming that the employers' insurance

contributions are expenses without return 370,000

Total £140,370,000

The addition to factory price of the entire output being about 0-26 per cent.

Sir Charles Macara pictures the additional cost as so far handi-

capping British cotton employers that we should seriously endanger

the existence of the 80 per cent, of trade which is done in the export

market. Our inquiry shows us that the actual addition to prices is less

than one-third of 1 per cent. I think it might be submitted with con-

fidence that it is not the case that such an addition to price, assuming

the whole of the insurance cost to be loaded on to prices, would cause

such danger as is apprehended.

But that is to beg the question as to whether the employer gets any

return for the insurance contribution, and the question ought not to be

begged. I considered it earlier in this chapter, and the cotton industry

itself is eloquent of the truth of the arguments I adduced. Who that

studies the long history of the cotton trade can doubt that the salutary

influence of Trade Unionism in Lancashire, combined with the Factory

Acts, compelled efiicicncy in the trade? If Trade Unions had not

existed in Lancashire to force up wages, and if British Governments

had not, in spite of the Manchester School of economists, compelled

employers to maintain their factories in efficiency, the British cotton

output would not now be anything like £140,000,000, and Sir Charles

Macara would not be alarmed at the prospect of losing what we have.
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Let us glanco at average cotton wages for all workpeople, as

estimated by Mr. Geo. Henry Wood.

Year
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health, the standard of life, and therefore the eflficiency of the German
working classes. The remarks of Herr E. Schmidt, President of the

German Tobacco Manufacturers' Association, at the annual meeting

of that Association on November 24, 1907, are so much to the point that

they may well be quoted in extenso :

—

" I am convinced that when the social legislation was introduced, and for the first

time the large contributions for sickness insurance and later for old age and infirmity

insurance had to be paid, many of us groaned. To-day, however, these contributions,

which occur every year, are booked either to the general expenses account or the wages

account—for they are in fact a part of wages—and they are naturally calculated as

part of the cost of production, and eventually appear in the price of the goods, though

perhaps not to the full extent in times of bad trade. In any event, it is certain that

it is hardly possible to speak of these insurance contributions as constituting any
special burden on industry, for if you regard the sum so paid, not as a percentage

of wages, but of the year's turnover, it does not exceed J per cent., so that in cal-

culating the cost of goods that is the extent of the expense to be allowed for. That

is so small a sum that it is neither right nor just to make a noise about it, and pretend

that we can no longer pay it if our workpeople are to have increased benefits by new
insurance legislation. Speaking honestly, as one employer to another, I am of

opinion that the investment in these insurance contributions is not a bad one."

Another question of much interest in connection with the economy
of national compulsory insurance is its effect upon thrift. What is

the relation of small compulsory deductions from wages to savings ?

I think it was Coventry Patmore who told us that, when reduced

to his last half-crown, he was reduced with it to such a condition of

desperation that he got rid of the coin by spending it on ice-cream. We
have also heard of the gentleman in rags who, meeting au old friend

in the Strand, and being presented by him with a shilling, gratified

desperation by taking a shilling hansom down to the seats on the

Thames Embankment. The fact that uncertainty is the enemy of

thrift is not, I think, sufficiently realized by some of the critics of

National Insurance. We have it alleged that because under the system
* the State makes a small deduction from the workmen's wages, that

operates to the disadvantage of national saving and of the habit of

saving.

A writer in The Times, under the heading " Effect on the Post

Office Savings Bank," goes the length of drawing a gloomy picture of

the effect of National Insurance upon savings bank do})osits. He argues

that of the 8,400,000 savings bank depositors fully 0,000,000 must be

compulsory contributors under an insurance scheme, that 3d. a week is

probably as much as the average working man saves, and that if the

State begins to compel 3d. to be spent upon insurance, savings bank
deposits must shrink. "Those working people," ho says, "cannot
afford to have their pudding and to cat it, . . . They must contribute
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whether they will or not. It seems fair, therefore, to infer that in the

great majority of instances compulsory insurance will put an end to

savings bank thrift." And he goes on to estimate that compulsory

insurance means a fall in savings bank deposits of nearly £4,000,000

a year

!

It is only fair to add that this critic acknowledges that owing to

the operation of compulsory insurance in providing benefits, there

is less occasion under it to withdraw deposits from the Post Office

Savings Bank, but this admission is made very grudgingly, and it

is clear that he has not examined the effect of National Insurance

upon savings in Germany.

No proper comparison can be made between German and British

savings banks, but it is quite proper to call in evidence the growth

of German savings bank deposits in Germany itself when the effect

of insurance upon savings is in question. Sir Francis Oppenheimer,

in his 1911 Consular report from Frankfort (No. 4773) calls attention

to the following statistics of the recent growth of the German savings

banks, taken from the official records of the Empire :

—

RECENT GROWTH OF GERMAN SAVINGS.
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interrupted saving capacity of the people. This may be gathered from

the sums paid to workmen as compensation in the 25 years 1885-1909.

The daily amount of such compensation is estimated at 1,900,000

marks (£95,000). The total under insurance against sickness amounts

to 3,994,400,000 marks (£199,720,000), under accident insurance to

1,808,300,000 marks (£90,415,000) and under insurance against invali-

dity to 1,871,600,000 marks (£93,580,000). The invalidity and old-age

insurance was only introduced in 1891." It is diflficult to realize what

these figures have spelt in the relief of distress in Germany.

But we have not only to consider the fact that the many millions a

year which are paid out of a national insurance fund prevent the using

up of cash savings, and I now return to the relation of uncertainty to

thrift.

It is a remarkable psychological and very human fact that it is the

man who has the least need to save who saves.

The desperate man, in work to-day and out of work to-morrow, is

precisely the man who does not save. He is constantly in the con-

dition of mind which led Coventry Patmore to "blue" his last half-

crown. On the other hand, the man in constant employment, the

man, that is, with less need to save, is precisely the man who has his

Post Office Savings Bank book, his Trade Union card, and his Friendly

Society membership. Those members of Parliament who, like

myself, have been questioned by Friendly Society members on National

Insurance, know how often they meet with a man who belongs to more

than one Friendly Society and perhaps a Trade Union into the bargain.

The man who has once realized the advantages of insurance is the

man who insures himself again.

This brings us to what I consider to be the most important relation

of National Insurance to thrift. It is not merely that the paying out

of the insurance fund prevents the spending of savings. It is that

the insurance of the groat mass of working people, by giving them an

element of security, brings homo to their minds the advantage of

saving, and creates in a considerable proportion of their number a habit

of thrift which did not before exist.

So far from diminishing Post Office Savings Bank deposits.

National Insurance increases them, and the average workman, being

given an assurance of safety wliich ho never possessed before, finds in

his newly acquired security an inducement to save.

I do not know of a greater recommendation for national com-

pulsory insurance than the fact that it is a training ground in

democratic government, in co-operative efTort, and in social possibility.

It is no small matter when many millions of people are exercised in

self-government with regard to a most important depaituient of human
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ftlTairs, and taught by practical oxperienco what enormous gains can bo

luado by people who club together individually trifling contributions

for a specific common purpose. As people in their daily lives come to

witness the operation of medical benefits and sickness benefits and

sanatorium benefits and life pensions for the incapacitated, and realize

that these great things are secured by such trifling payments, they

come to wonder why the expenditure of other similar small parts of

their income produce such comparatively insignificant results. It is a

lesson not only in individual thrift but in co-operative thrift. The

economy of national insui-ance is the economy of co-operation, and

co-operation is the only possible salvation of society.



CHAPTEE V

OF GERMAN SOCIAL INSURANCE

(1) The General Plan and Conception

IT speaks volumes for our insularity that the introduction in the

British House of Commons of a great and far-reaching measure

providing for social insurance under the guidance of the State found the

British public for the greater part uninformed as to the beneficent v^ork

which has been accomplished by similar means in Germany. Thirty

years have elapsed since the Bill providing for compulsory insurance

against sickness was submitted to the Eeichstag, and the German
social insurance benefits will soon reach £50,000,000 per year, yet the

new " Encyclopaedia Britannica," in its article on "Insurance," dismisses

the German system in a few lines, and passes on to sing the praises of a

British working-class provident institution, the costs of management of

which are notoriously wasteful, while under "Germany" the inquiring

reader is fobbed off with a bald outline of the scheme. The general

neglect of the subject in this country should make us the more grateful

to the courageous and devoted Minister who, having informed himself

upon the marvellous work of the German insurance system, has given

us an Act of Parliament which in part emulates the work of our

neighbours, and in part touches phases of poverty which the Germans
themselves have not yet handled on a large scale.

It was a great aim v/hich the Emperor William I. announced in his

famous message to the Reichstag on the subject of social insurance at

the end of 1881. The precepts of Christianity were to bo embodied in

legislation on behalf of the working classes. The moral code of mutual

help and aid was to be embodied in the law. Tlie insurance schcmesi

were to make the Fatherland "a refuge of peace." The Sickness Bill

of 1881, which was passed in 1883, proclaimed that the stigma of public

charity was not to attach to the benefits secured by the law. The
German workman was to obtain a citizen right to aid in misfortune,

and it was recognized tbat the State and the employer wore under legal

obligation to the worker. Looking back to the brave words of 1881,
48
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with a generation of experience to guide us, it is impossible not to

grant that the eloquence of the Emperor William was largely justified,

and that the German people have gained immeasurably by State-aided

insurance. Compulsory thrift has been followed by voluntary thrift.

\Vithin fifteen years of the Emperor William's message, German

voluntary savings had increased threefold. So far from State-controlled

insurance having undermined the independence or courage of the

German workman, German Trade Unions have grown so rapidly that

their members now far outnumber British Trade Unionists, and are

increasing at an accelerated pace, while ours are next to stationary.

The morale of German Trade Unionists may be gathered from their

conduct in uniting to secure better wages for workmen in many recent

disputes, even while our own Trade Unionists were exhibiting an

inferior degree of energy and enterprise. They even maintained rates

of wages or increased them during the last serious trade depression.

Men undermined by State Insurance could not have done that.

I may also point out as significant that German wages have risen

very much more than French wages in the last 20 years. In view

of the fact that the independence of French workmen has not been

"undermined" by State Insurance, the course of wages in the two

countries is hardly consistent with the theory that compulsory State

action in this regard degrades the character of the workman. The

fact of the matter is that it is amongst the unanchored units of society

that we surely find the least of holy discontent.

In relation to social insurance the Germans have exhibited a common

-

sense policy of combining insistence upon essentials with adaptation of

existing institutions and freedom of local control—a policy which, in

this as in some other matters, makes German bureaucracy in practice

very different from what it is ordinarily pictured here. It is the

British Poor Law which is a cold and heartless bureaucracy ; it is the

Elberfeld system which is humane and which gives play to voluntary

effort. It is the British municipality which is tied up with red tape by

Parliament, and compelled to waste its time and money asking per-

mission of Lords and Commons to do simple and obvious things. It is

the German municipality which is free to do what it pleases for the

good of its citizens and which, without asking permission of Parliament,

can house, or trade, or transport, or do anything else which seems good

in its eyes. It is entirely a misconception that a German Sick Fund is

a cast-iron specimen of bureaucratic control : the reality, as it exists in

Germany to-day, is a State organized local friendly society, ruled, not

by bureaucrats or by employers, but by democratic representatives,

two-thirds of whom are elected by the workpeople.

It is not argued here that the German social insurance institutions
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are perfect, or that we should have been wise to copy them in their

entirety. The Germans had to build, as we have now to build, in a

society possessing many existing institutions dealing with the subject

matter. The first laws were necessarily tentative, and have been

amended and widened, and the process of emendation and widening

is still continuing. The German system as now developed, bears, like

every other organic thing, the marks of its origin and the traces of

evolutionary processes. It must be conceded, however, that a genera-

tion of labour in a great field of social endeavour has built up a

gigantic organization of mutual aid which makes Germany in this

respect a world exemplar, and which makes us all her debtors.

Let us see broadly what has been accomplished.

At the present time the German Empire has a population of some

65,000,000 people, of whom about 30,000,000 are employed in occupa-

tions for gain, whether as masters, or independent working units, or as

employees. Of these, about 25,000,000 are insured against accident,

about 19,000,000 against sickness, and about 16,000,000 against

invalidity (incapacity for work, from whatever cause arising), and old

age. The total expenditure on benefits, &c., is now over £40,000,000

per annum, and with the further extension of the law soon to be in

operation will, in a year or two, reach £50,000,000 per annum, owing

to the important extensions introduced in 1911. It is not too much to

say that these figures spell year by year not merely the alleviation of an

enormous amount of 8ufi"ering and sorrow, but the saving of thousands

of homes, the conservation of tens of thousands of families, and the

prevention of many phases of destitution and unemployment. We
shall see as we proceed that social insurance amounts to the prevention

as well as to the relief of suffering.

As will be apparent from a consideration of the following broad

sketch of the three classes of insurance, the above statistics of

persons insured give an inadequate idea of the number of persons

actually insured against the vicissitudes of civilized existence. When
the head of the family is insured against accident, sickness, and

invalidity, the wife and the children are insured also. Let us suppose

that a German agricultural laljourer meets with a serious accident. lie

is not left, as ho would be here, to make a claim (if ho knows how and
is sharp enough) under a Workmen's Compensation Act, while he gets

medical aid or hospital treatment as a matter of "charity." The
German labourer has his citizen right, recognized by the law as the due

of the man who labours, to the best hospital treatment, and money
payments are made to his family to sustain them while ho is unable to

work. Let us suppose that the man dies from his injury. Ilis widow
is not left, as here, to make a claim, if she knows how, and finally,
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perhaps, to get some foolish lump sum compensation to bo ignorantly

wasted. The German labourer's funeral expenses are forthcoming,

again as a legal right, and the family is assured of annuities, both for

tbe widow and for each child under 15 years of age. And thus it would

be also if the trouble were not an accident, but, let us say, a case of

tuberculosis. For the man a sanatorium ; for the family a benefit

towards maintenance. This considered, it is perhaps not too much to

say that two-thirds of the entire German population are in some degree

covered by the insurance system.

There are separate organizations for the three departments of

insurance : {a) sickness, (b) accident, and (c) invalidity and old age.

To the last named were added in 1911 (the new amended law came into

force on January 1, 1912) pensions for survivors (widows and orphans)

of persons who have been insured against invalidity, even though such

persons have been in receipt of invalidity pensions.

(a) Sickness insurance is compulsory for employees earning not

over £125 per annum in certain specified employments which cover the

main branches of work, including domestic service and agriculture.

As already stated, about 19,000,000 workers are insured.

The benefits are : (1) free medical attendance for 26 weeks,

(2) money benefit for 26 weeks, (3) maternity allowance in the case of

a woman worker, (4) funeral benefit.

Sickness insurance contributions are in general paid as to two-

thirds by the employee and as to one-third by the employer. (In the

miners' funds, however, the employers pay nearly one-half.)

{b) Accident insurance is compulsory upon all employers in respect

of all their employees whose wages or salaries do not exceed £250 a

year. Accident benefit, it should be carefully observed, is not wholly

paid for by the employers, as it certainly ought to be. For the first

13 weeks the accident benefit is paid from the sickness insurance fund,

to which, as we have just seen, the employer contributes one-third.

From the fifth week, however, the sick pay is increased from one-half

of wages to two-thirds of wages, and the difference is borne by the

employers' accident fund. After the thirteenth week sickness benefit

ceases and the whole amount of the benefit becomes a charge on the

employers' accident fund.

Accident insurance premiums are paid wholly by the employers.

As already stated, about 25,000,000 workers are insured against

accident.

(c) Invalidity and old age pension insurance is compulsory for all

workers over 10 years of age, of certain specified classes, whose earn-

ings do not exceed £100 a year, and to all manual workers irrespective

of the size of their incomes. The benefits provided are : (1) an old age
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pension at 70 years of age
; (2) sick pensions claimable on the dis-

continuance of sick benefit under sickness insurance; (3) invalidity

pensions in respect of permanent infirmity
; (4) widows and orphans'

pensions.

As already stated, the number of persons insured under this class

of insurance is about 16,000,000. The contributions are paid in equal

proportions by employers and employed, and the Imperial Government

adds an annuity of £2 10s. in respect of each old age, invahdity, or

widow's pension granted ; the grant in respect of orphans is smaller.

This is the baldest outline of the system, reducing to the simplest

elements institutions of considerable complexity. I shall next proceed

to describe the various departments in detail and to show how they

are dovetailed in practice.

(2) Insurance Against Sickness.

The principle of compelling the employer to contribute towards a

sickness insurance fund established for the benefit of his workmen,

long established in Germany and now recognized in several other

countries, finds its justification, first, in the fact that the health of the

worker is largely determined by his occupation, and, second, by the

fact that wages barely cover current needs, and that labour bargains

are made as though ill-health did not exist and as though the worker

were always in a condition to earn wages. It may be said that the

German system, taking as it does two-thirds from the worker and

one-third from the employer, is not the most generous recognition

conceivable of this principle; wo must not forgot, however, in our

criticism, that the great principle was first put into practice in Gorman

legislation.

A further point arises which has not received attention in Germany.

It is this. The drawers of unearned increment, whether in rent or in

interest, and the many people who aro not employers, save perhaps on

the smallest scale, but who yet benefit by the work of those who creato

and maintain the material framework of civilization, should also, surely,

be contributors to the State insurance fund. Given a system of taxation

which has proper regard to equality of sacrifice, and this contribution

could most easily bo obtained by a contribution to the sickness funds

out of general taxation : that would not bo an accurato sottleraont,
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but it would in some measure bring into the scheme all just

contributor.

To deal with the German sickness insurance system as it actually

exists, the insurance covers all manual workers, whatever their income,

and other workers, such as shop assistants, teachers, foremen, &;c.,

whose earnings are not more than Gs. 8d. per day, or, if a salary is

paid, £125 a year. The trades covered include mining, factory

industries, transport, building, shipbuilding, commercial work, domestic

servants, agrdculture, out-workers, casual workers, &c. Navigation

is excluded, because seamen are covered by legislation similar to

our Merchant Shipping Act. The reformed law which came into

operation January 1, 1912, extends sick insurance to all these workers,

and the number of persons insured against sickness in Germany now
more nearly approaches the 25,000,000 who, as I have already pointed

out, are insured against accident.

The benefits provided by the sickness insurance department consist

in the first place of free medical attendance, medicines, and remedies,

quite apart from any question of pecuniary benefit. That is to say, it

is the first duty of the insurance fund to restore the patient to health.

Arrangements are made with local physicians, who are paid out of the

fund, and upon whose services the insured can call. The law gives

free choice of two doctors universally, but a Sick Fund may give free

choice of any doctor. There are no statutory fees for the physicians.

Contracts are also made with chemists for the supply of medicines. If

the doctor orders milk or other special diet, the fund pays for it, and in

the same way special baths are provided. If the case calls for hospital

treatment the patient is entitled to it, and to free removal to and from

the hospital, and in such case the family of the insured person receives

one-half the money benefit which he would be receiving if treated

at home.

The money benefit received in addition to the free medical attend-

ance is not less than one-half of the average wage and not more than

in the normal case 28. 6d. a day ; by special rule this maximum may
be raised to 3s. per day. This money benefit is paid as and from

the third day of disability and continues for 26 weeks. The three days

without benefit (or "waiting time ") are enacted to prevent malinger-

ing, but the law authorizes payment from the first day if the sick

fund makes a special rule to that effect.

It will be observed that sick benefit continues for six months ; it

ceases then because, after the twenty-sixth week, the case is taken

up by the invalidity insurance scheme and continued for life or as

long as need be, but on a much lower scale. The average invalidity

pension is about 3s. 6d. a week.
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Women receive a maternity benefit in normal cases for eight weeks,

six of which are to be after childbirth, but the mother must remain

unemployed ; thus the mother is encouraged not to work for that

period. Obviously, abnormal maternity cases come under the ordinary

regulations for sick benefit. The law authorizes the sick funds to

extend maternity benefits to the ante-natal period.

We now come to funeral benefit. This consists of twenty times

the daily wage, but the sick funds may by rule increase it to not

more than forty times the daily wage.

The procedure of, or on behalf of, the sick person is simple. The

illness is notified, and the fund officer issues his certificate, which

bears the names of the fund doctors. The insured is thus enabled

to obtain medical treatment, and the doctor in his turn certifies the

disabihty to enable the money benefit to be drawn.

The administration of the Imperial sickness insurance law is purely

local, and it is carried out in ultimate detail by institutions of many
different types. This has arisen partly from the survival of insurance

institutions existing when the Imperial Government decided upon

State action, and partly from that respect for local autonomy which,

as I have already remarked, often distinguishes German from British

methods. The fact that Germany was able etfectively to make use

of existing insurance systems is encouraging to us, who have just

faced the same problem, if on a difi"erent scale, in 1911. Where

industrial firms had already set up insurance funds, as they had done

in many cases, the funds were permitted to continue under the law,

80 long as the minimum benefits were assured to the employees, and

others might be formed. Such an " Establishment Fund " is ruled

jointly by master and men, the men having the larger control, as

in the case of the main Sick Fund to be presently described. (Firms

whose business casts a special risk of sickness upon their employees

may be required to form one of these separate establishment sick

funds. Sickness in the building trades is insured against in special

types of these establishment funds ; this is done to meet the

peculiar circumstances which arise from the nature of the trade.)

Mutual aid funds, like employers' establishment funds, were also

allowed to continue their work, subject to the provision of not less

than the specified benefits and to proper regulation. But chief

amongst the ancient institutions providing for sickness insurance

recognized by the Imperial law arc the Guild Funds and the Miners'

Funds. The German Trade Guilds are, of course, ancient institutions,

and long before the beginnings of State insurance in Germany, when

Germany was still a geographical expression, they bad founded work-

men's sickness jfunds. The process of adaptation and recognition was

5
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naturally applied to these in 1883. The Miners' Brotherhoods of

Germany are also institutions of great age. As long ago as the

fourteenth century miners' sickness funds existed in Prussia. In

1854 the great majority of the Prussian miners participated in the

sick funds, and in that year the Prussian Government made insurance

compulsory, settled the contributions of masters and men, and pro-

vided for local mutual administration. When, therefore, the German

Imperial Government legislated in 1881-3, it was only necessary to

recognize these miners' funds, and to enact that their benefits, &c.,

should bo up to standard.

So much for the German treatment of existing institutions ; that

part of the subject may bo summed up by saying that no difficulty was

experienced in practice in leaving them intact, while making them

integral factors in the general plan. I pass to the new institutions set

up under the State plan.

The main sickness insurance institution is the local sick fund. This

possesses complete autonomy, each local fund being a democratic institu-

tion in which the workmen have part control. As has been already

pointed out, the sickness contribution in respect of each employee is paid

as to one-third by the master and as to two-thirds by the man. The

Board of Directors of each local fund is composed as to one-third of repre-

sentatives of the employers, and as to two-thirds of representatives of

the men. This purely local and democratic administration is the chief

safeguard against such abuses as malingering. The malingerer has not

to contend with a central authority a long way off ; he has to attempt

to rob his neighbours and to deceive those who know him.

It should be observed in this connection that in framing the

amended Insurance law of 1911 the employers were successful in

obtaining equal voice with the men in the appointment of the chief

executive officer of the funds (in case of deadlock the State office

decides the appointment). This was a defeat for the Social Demo-

crats, who in the past have been successful in securing almost

entire control of the sick funds through the two-thirds workers'

representation.

The local sick funds are established and organized by local autho-

rities, or groups of local authorities, for trades or for federated groups

of trades, with due regard to financial stability. There is considerable

local variation in the magnitude of the establishments. Thus, while

Stuttgart has as many as eighteen local sick funds, each dealing with

a separate group of workmen, Leipzig, together with many neigh-

bouring communes, has consolidated its sickness insurance in a single

local sick fund, the largest in Germany, which had in 1910 over

180,000 members, employed by over 20,000 employers. This Leipzig
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fund is administered by a Board of Directors of eighteen persons, of

whom twelve represent the men and six represent the masters. The

Directors hold oflBce for three years, and are elected at a general

meeting of representatives, the members of which number 450 and are

elected triennially by the whole group of members.

The benefits paid by the Leipzig fund are : (1) free doctoring or

hospital, with free medicine and appHances ; (2) money benefit up to

16s. 6d. per week, beginning with the second day and continuing 34

weeks ; (3) maternity benefit for women
; (4) funeral benefit

; (5)

insurance of the family of the member, including free medical attendance

and funeral money. The enormous importance of this last provision

may be gathered from the fact that in 1910 79,000 wives and 168,000

dependents of members received free doctoring from the Leipzig fund,

while funeral money was paid in respect of 472 wives and 2,484

children. The Leipzig fund has its own health resorts and a neigh-

bouring park to which to send members who need change. Consump-

tive patients receive fresh-air treatment, with free transport to and

from their homes and special diet.

To return to the general case, the contributions paid in respect of

workmen vary with the wages, and the benefits vary proportionately. The

contributions range from 1-^ per cent, to a legal maximum of 6 per cent.,

but by far the greater part of the contributions lie between 2 per cent,

and 4^ per cent, of the wages. Those percentages include the contri-

butions of both master and man. The masters deduct the workmen's

contributions from wages and pay in lump to the fund ; there are some

masters who pay the whole sum.

Persons outside the operation of these local sick funds organized by

trades, and outside the other sick funds already mentioned, aro dealt

with by general local funds and rural funds, it being the duty of these

authorities, under the Imperial law, to see that every person specified in

the law as insurable, and not covered by the funds mentioned, obtains

the benefit of the law.

The magnitude of the sickness funds and the rate of growth may be

gathered from the following remarkable statistics :

—

GERMAN SICKNESS INSUllANCE FUNDS

(EXCLUSIVE OF MINERS' FUNDS)

1903 1908

Receipts (Contributions, Intorcat, &o.) 12,000,000 19,800,000

Expenditure (Benefits, Ac.) 11,500,000 18,900,000

AsHcta 9,300,000 13,100,000
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Tho following is an analysis, in round figures, of the expenditure of

£18,900,000 in 1908 :—
£

3,500,000

2,100,000

Medical Treatment

Medicines, Ac.

Money Benefits

:

(d) To Members

(b) To Families of Members

Maternity Cases

Death Benefits

Hospital Treatment

Invested and to Eeserve ...

Administration

Other Expenses

6,300,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

2,000,000

2,300,000

1,000,000

800,000

£18,900,000

It will be agreed that tho administrative charge of little more than

5 per cent, is exceedingly satisfactory.

In view of the millions of hard and accomplished facts which are

summed up in these eloquent figures, it is amusing to reflect that in

1876 a German insurance journal declared that the project of com-

pulsory insurance was Utopian and " popular only with ignoramuses

and pot-house politicians."

(3) Accident Insurance versus Workman's Compensation.

British law now recognizes, for practically the whole of the

employed population, that the employer is liable to compensate the

employed for loss of earning power through accident incurred by

reason of his employment and to compensate the dependents of a

workman for the loss of his support if he dies as the result of an

accident during his employment. Our law establishes employers*

liability according to a certain schedule, and leaves it at that. For

the rest, the employer has to face his tremendous risk as best he

can, and the workman has to get his compensation out of the employer

if he can. The State may thus wash its hands of results, but certain

results are inevitable. The employers find it necessary to insure them-

selves against a great liability imposed upon them by the wisdom of
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the Legislature. They insure their workmen with various insurance

companies, and the consequence is that in effect the injured workman,

or the dependents of a deceased workman, have to deal not with the

employer liable under the law, but an insurance company which has

underwritten the employer's liability. The insurance company, not

being a philanthropic institution, is out to make profits upon the State-

imposed liability. It makes those profits on the one hand by charging

the employer as much as possible, and on the other hand by paying

the workman as Httle as possible, selling its insurance in the dearest

market and buying its workmen's claims in the cheapest, thus ful-

filling the law, if not the prophets. There are only 2,000,000 Trade

Unionists in the United Kingdom, and but a small proportion of our

workpeople are in a position to get advice as to how to proceed under

the law. The average workman would as soon think of employing

a soHcitor as of flying to the moon, and the contest between the unin-

formed workman and the insurance company, expert in resisting claims,

is absurdly unequal. Every year tens of thousands of claims are

whittled down or inadequately settled for small, but tempting, lump

sums. Moreover, our law puts the onus upon the workman to show

that he cannot earn wages, and the man or woman who loses an eye is

hard put to it to get a penn'orth of compensation.

In the case of small and insecure or careless masters, our compen-

sation law is too often a sham. If the risk is a bad one, the small man

may bo unable to find an insurance company to cover him, and \i a

workman is killed in his employ, the widow of the deceased may le

left with the mockery of a l)arren legal right to compensation.

The reader may often have wondered at the character of some of

the compensation cases which come into court. Claims which w Mild

appear to bo equitable and in full accordance with the spirit of the law

are again and again disputed. The explanation is, not that the

employers are hard-hearted, but that the employers' liability has

become a product gambled in by an insurance company, and that the

insurance companies and their tamo doctors become exports in fighting

claims on technical grounds.

It appears to mo that the Gorman method of dealing witli oniployera'

liability is infinitely superior to ours. Germany compels every

employer to insure his workpeople at his own cost in a mutual insur-

ance fund, the employer thus merging his risk with tho other employers

in his trade. What is tho result ; or rather, what are tho results ?

First, the employer obtains his insurance at cost price, thcro bemg no

insurance middleman to make a profit out of dire necessity. Second,

the employee is assured of compensation, for the insurance institute is

under the control of the Imperial Insurance Otfico. Further, a specific
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injury, such as tho loss of a hand or of an oye, is assured on a specific

compensation. Third, and last, but not least, it becomes the direct and

the obvious interest of the employers in each trade to keep down the

mutual premiums, and they can only do that by making their mills

and factories safer working places. If a trade hits on a new safety

appliance, it means a lower insurance premium for the trade.

The employers' accident insurance associations draw up strict

safety rules in each trade, and enforce them amongst their members.

Any employer who breaks the rules is obviously unfair to his fellow-

employers as well as to himself; need we wonder that the system

naturally brings about an ever-rising standard of safety and comfort ?

Need we wonder, to return for a moment to the domain of sickness

insurance, that German miners have long had the baths and the

di-essing-rooms that we are but just beginning to think about ? A few

years ago, before Mr. Lewis Harcourt had had cleaned out the lava-

tories of the House of Commons, I found provided for the use of the

gas-workers in a great German gasworks washing and other appliances

infinitely superior to what were considered good enough for British

legislators.

For the reasons stated it is earnestly to be hoped that our new

British social insurance system will soon be widened to cover accident

insurance.

The German Imperial accident insurance law covers, as has been

already shown, almost the entire working population, being compulsory

iu respect of all manual workmen irrespective of income, and all other

employees earning less than £250 a year.

It should be understood that the accident insurance law is closely

associated with the sickness insurance. Indeed, during the first 13

weeks an injured person is on his sick fund, and accordingly receives

from that fund free medical treatment and 50 per cent. ,of his normal

wages. After the thirteenth week, the accident insurance fund takes

over all hability, and the injured person becomes a sole charge upon

the employers' accident fund. The accident fund does not, however,

wholly escape during the first 13 weeks. After the fourth week it

is required to raise the sufferer's money benefit from 50 per cent, to

66f per cent, of his normal wages, i.e., to pay him 16f per cent, in

addition to the 50 per cent, he receives from his sick fund.

It will be remembered that the sick fund contributions are paid as

to two-thirds by the employee and as to one-third by the employer.

The accident premiums are paid entirely by the employer. Consequently

accident cases, since they are at first on the sick fund, are partly

insured against by the workers themselves. It has been calculated

by insurance experts that German workmen pay 8 to 11 per cent.
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of the cost of accident insurance, while the employers pay 89 to

92 per cent.

As the number of persons insured against sickness is about

19,000,000, while the number insured against accident is about

25,000,000, those workpeople who ai'e not insured against sickness are

a sole charge on the accident insurance law from the time of the

accident.

Dealing, however, with the case in which the accident insurance

fund is responsible for compensation beginning with the fourteenth

week, the employers' associations are compelled to make the following

provisions : (1) free medical or surgical treatment
; (2) free medicines

;

(3) free surgical appliances, such as crutches, bandages, spectacles, &c.

In order that cases may receive continuous treatment the accident

association may take over a case of injury from the beginning, or,

conversely, leave the sufferer under sick treatment after the thirteenth

week, financial adjustments being made accordingly. The accident

associations have founded accident stations, hospitals, and convalescent

homes out of their funds, and it will readily be perceived that given

such a system of insurance the dictates of the heart are one with the

dictates of the head. Under the German system kindness to the

suffering workmen is good business for the employer.

Also, after the thirteenth week the accident funds have to pay the

disabled person a pension up to two-thirds of his normal earnings, paid

monthly in advance, payable as long as the disability continues. Two-
thirds of normal earnings constitutes " full pension," and full pension
is the legal compensation for total disability. The following examples
will show how various degrees of injury are compensated for :

—

PERMANENT PENSIONS UNDER GERMAN ACCIDENT LAW.
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court with witnesses to prove that one eye is at least as good as two, and
that Nature was overlavish with eyes.

The widow and children left by a deceased insured person receive

each a pension of 20 per cent, of the deceased's earnings, up to a total

of GO per cent. ; the children's pension ceases at 16 years of age.

Thus there is 5s. a week assured to a child who has the misfortune to

lose his father by accident, the father's wages having been 25s. Parents,

grandparents, and grandchildren have also certain claims to pensions

if the deceased was their sole or main support.

There is also a sort of unemployment benefit for the injured work-

man on his recovery, the law providing that the accident association

may give him a pension until he can find work.

The administration of the Imperial accident law is entrusted to

employers' mutual insurance associations, under Government super-

vision. Trades throughout the Empire form themselves into these

associations, but there are separate territorial associations in some
trades, e.g., metals, textiles, wood, building, and agriculture. Alto-

gether, there are 66 industrial associations, and 48 agricultural

associations. The members at general meeting elect a Board of

Directors, and a member must serve if elected. Thus the employers

manage their own insurance, and private accident insurance companies
are ruled out. Germany long ago realized the truth of what I

endeavoured to set out in the opening part of this section with regard

to the evils of profit insurance in this connection.

While the Accident Insurance Law is thus directly administered by
the employers who pay the premiums, it should not be imagined that

the workman's case is left in the employers' hands. As has been indi-

cated, the accident associations of employers are controlled by the

Imperial Insurance Office, which is managed partly by permanent
nominated members and partly by representatives of employers and
employed. This central board of control approves the rules and ratings,

and audits the accounts, of the associations. It is also the final appeal

court in cases of dispute.

If a disputed claim arises, it is in the first instance referred to

"Chambers of Award" for the settlement of disputes. The quorum
for these courts is five members, and two of them must be representa-

tive masters and two representative men, drawn from a rota of at least

twenty representatives. Thus the workman is assured of a fair tribunal,

and further there is an appeal to the Imperial Insurance Office, upon
the board of which workmen's representatives also serve. The Courts

always interpret the spirit of the law, and that spirit is that the injured

workman is entitled to compensation. From consideration of a large

number of hard cases which have been brought to my personal
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attention here—to some of which I have directed public notice—I have

come to the conclusion that in this country, through the vicious system

we have adopted, the workman is too often deprived on technical

grounds of the compensation which the law designed him to receive.

British employers would do well to ponder the results of the Ger-

man accident insurance system. It has already been found that the

German insurance costs are beginning to fall through the discourage-

ment which the system gives to the causes of accident. I do not mean
that the German employers pay less than ours ; indeed, they pay far

more, but that is because the scale of compensation is greater.

It is an undoubted fact that the German workman is now safer in

his work than the British workman ; insurance has sjjelt prevention.

The following figures exhibit the magnitude and rate of growth of

the operations of the accident insurance law :

—

GERMAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE STATISTICS.

(Public Authorities Omitted.)

1908 1908

Number of Employees Insured * ... 19,300,000 27,000,000

£ £
Receipts (Payments by Employers) ... 8,800,000 11,900,000

Expenditure (Benefits and Costs) ... 6,900,000 9,400,000

Reserve 9,400,000 14,200,000

• Includes small element of duplication.

From every possible point of view, whether it be that of the

employers, or of the workmen, or of the nation at large, the setting up
of a British accident insurance law in substitution for our Workmen's
Compensation Act is a thing devoutly to be desired.

(4) Invalidily ami Widoivhood.

The German law " relating to invalidity and old age insurance " was
passed in .Tune, 1889, following the sickness law of 188.'j and the

accident insurance law of 1881, and is now superseded togetlior with

thorn, by the Consolidated Insurance I jaw of 1911. It will have been
observed that the accident insurance law provides permanent pensions
in cases of invalidity arising from accident. The sickness law, on the
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other hand, puts a period to sickness benefits at the end of 26 weeks.

The object of the Gorman invalidity, &c., insurance is to supplement

the sickness law by providing benefit as and from tho twenty-sixth

week, to provide an old ago pension, irrespective of tho condition of

health, at the age of 70, and to provide pensions for the invalid

widows and orphans under 16 of insured persons. It cannot be too

clearly realized that the sickness and invalidity laws between them are

a preventive of one phase of unemployment—that which arises from

personal unfitness.

The persons compulsorily insured against invalidity and old age are

somewhat less in number than those insured against sickness ; the

limit of earnings for other than manual workers is the same as in the

case of sickness, viz., £100 a year. Manual workers are included

irrespective of size of income. At the present time about 16,000,000

people are insured.

The administration of the law is entrusted to special insurance

institutions and special executive boards of geographical definition.

The Empire is divided for this purpose into 31 districts, each

with its own insurance office. Each of these local offices is governed

by a board upon certain departments of which employers and employed
are equally represented. For this department of insurance the contri-

butions are drawn equally from master and servant in respect of each

employee. But the contributions are not, in this case, the only source

of income. Towards each old age or invalidity pension granted the

Imperial Treasury pays an annuity of £2 10s.

The benefits under the invalidity, old age, and widows and orphans'

insurance law are as follows : (1) sick pensions in respect of temporary
disability in continuation of the sickness law

; (2) invalidity pensions

in respect of permanent disability
; (3) old age pensions at 70

years of age
; (5) medical treatment or maintenance in a sanatorium or

other institution
; (6) pensions to the invalid widows and the orphans

of insured persons or of persons who were in receipt of invalidity

pensions.

The definition of what constitutes invalidity, and gives the insured

claim to an invalidity, or, as one might put it, a premature old age

pension, should be carefully noted, and it is as follows:

—

" A state of invalidity is present when the physical or mental con-

dition of the insured person is such that he is no longer able to earn

one-third of that amount which, with due regard to his training and
education, persons who are similarly situated, and who are not in-

capacitated physically or mentally, are customarily able to earn in the

same district by their labour."

Thus the insured has not to be wholly disabled to be eligible for an
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invalidity pension ; he can claim if he can show that his earning power
has been reduced to less than one-third of the normal. What the

insured person was earning when he became invalid is not the basis of

computation ; more fairly the law has regard to what a normal worker

of the same kind can earn. It should be observed, however, that the

law does not recognize occupational invalidity.

Both the contributions payable and the amount of the invalidity or

old age pension vary with the wage of the insured. For the purposes

of this particular insui'ance there are five arbitrary classes of wage-

earners established, subject to periodical revision. The wage classes

are as follows :

—

WAGE CLASSES UNDER THE INVALIDITY, OLD AGE PENSION, &c.,

INSUIIANCE LAW.

Wage Class.
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age is more generous than that of Germany, even when the lower scale

of wages in Germany is taken into account. There has been much
agitation in Germany for the reduction of the pension age, but so far

without effect.

It should be added that an insured person is not entitled to an old

age pension until he has been insured for 1,200 weeks.

Turning to invalidity pensions, the insured is entitled to claim in

invalidity if he has been insured for 200 weeks, and paid during this

time at least 100 weekly contributions. The invalidity pensions are

composed of three elements : (a) a basic amount varying from £3 to

£5, according to the class
;

{b) a supplementary amount varying with

the number of weeks the person has been insured ; and (c) the

Imperial subsidy of £2 10s. The minimum invalidity pensions are

as follows :

—

GEBMAN INVALIDITY PENSIONS.

I

II

III

IV

V

Minimum Pension
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old-age pension to which he becomes entitled, the latter is substituted

for the former.

Under the invalidity law insurance institutions have power to

invest their reserve funds for the welfare of the people. Accordingly,

hospitals, convalescent homes, homes for the Wind, and pubUc baths

have been freely erected. Also loans have been made to building

societies for the erection of workmen's dwellings. Here are the facts

for 1908 :—

INVESTMENTS OF RESEEVE FUNDS OF THE INVALIDITY

INSURANCE INSTITUTIONS, 1908.

1900. 1908.

£ £

Workmen's dweUings 3,800,000 11,400,000

Aids to agriculture 2,000,000 4,600,000

Hospitals, sanatoria, &c 2,600,000 16,200,000

Building of hospitals, &c., for use of the

Insurance Institutes 600,000 2,600,000

£9,600,000 £34,800,000

Thus, these investments rose in eight years from £9,600,000 to

£34,800,000. A considerable share in the reduction of the German

death-rate and of tuberculosis is attributed in Germany to these and

other operations of the insurance system.

The magnitude and rate of growth of the German invalidity law

may be gathered from the following tables :

—

GERMAN INVALIDITY INSURANCE.

Persons Insured

Receipts (Contributions plus

Grants)

Expenditure (Benefits plus Costs)

Reserve Fund

Impressive as these figures are, they cannot convey, and indeed

it is impossible to describe, the amount of human suffering and sorrow

for which they have spelt alleviation or oven prevention. The timely

succour of the ailing has undoubtedly prevented the manufacture of

tens of thousands of unemployables. But for the wise laws we have

considered, what to-day would be the fate of the 1,000,000 pensioners?

I now give a summary of the receipts and expenditure of the three

branches of the German insurance law for 1903 and 1908 :

—

1903.
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SUMMiUiY OP (1) SICKNESS INSURANCE, (2) ACCIDENT INSUllANCE,

AND (3) INVALIDITY INSURANCE: 1903-1908.

(a) Receipts.
1903. 1908.

£ £
Sickness 12,000,000 19,800,000

Accident 8,800,000 11,900,000

Invalidity 11,100,000 14,200,000

Total Receipts £31,900,000 £45,900,000

(6) EXPENDITORB.

1903. 1908.

£ £
SicKness 11,500,000 18,900,000

Accident 6,900,000 9,400,000

Invalidity 7,300,000 9,900,000

Total Expenditure £25,700,000 £38,200,000

It will be seen that receipts and expenditure have each increased

by about 50 per cent, in only five years. When the reformed insurance

law comes into operation, extending the sickness insurance, &c., the

annual expenditure of the German insurance funds will be upwards of

£50,000,000 per annum, and will soon reach £1 per head per annum
of the entire population.
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CHAPTER VI

AN OUTLINE SKETCH OF THE HEALTH INSURANCE

IT is well to preface a detailed account of the National Health

Insurance Law of 1911 with a sketch of the scheme in the

broadest outlines.

That part of the title of the National Insurance Act which relates

to Health Insurance runs as follows: "An Act to provide for Insurance

against Loss of Health and for the Prevention and Cure of Sickness,"

and that is an excellent statement of the aim, object, and effect of this

great law.

By far the greater part of the British working population is

compulsorily insured by the Act against loss of health, and that

compulsion is effected by the simple means of compelling employers

to deduct the specified insurance contributions from the wages or

salaries of all their employees whose earnings do not exceed £160 a

year. This form of collection has the incidental advantage to the

insured workers of reducing the cost of collection to an insignificance,

and therefore of increasing j^^o tanto the benefits purchased by the

contributions.

The scheme is compulsory, both in respect of employers and

employed. The employer has to deduct 4d. in the case of a man
and 3d. in the case of a woman from the weekly wage of each

worker in his employ. He is compelled himself to pay 3d. per week

for each worker, male or female, in his employ. To enable him to

make the deductions and to pay his own contributions with facility,

the employer is enabled to purchase at the Post OHice special

stamps, which he affixes, week by week, to his employees' Insurance

Cards.

The purchase of the stamps, in its turn, effects economically the

transfer of the insurance contributions to the State. As the insurance

stamps are specially designed, the Postmaster-General is able to

earmark accurately the sums collected by him on account of the

Health Insurance, and hands them over to the Central State Insurance

authority—the Insurance Commissioners,

6 M
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The health scheme has a voluntary as well as a compulsoi*y side.

All working people who do not work for an employer, and whose

incomes from all sources do not exceed £160 a year, are allowed to

come under the national system, on condition that they pay the

equivalent of an employer's contribution as well as their own. That

is to say, a male voluntary contributor pays 7d. a week ; a female

6d. a week.

For both compulsory and voluntary contributors the limits of ago

are 16 to 65 years. Employed persons over 65 and below the Old Ago
Pension age of 70 are provided with a modified scheme.

In view of the provisions of the Old Age Pensions Act, both the

contributions and the money benefits cease at 70 years of age. The
medical benefits, however, are continued throughout life, although

contributions cease at 70.

The contributions remain the same whatever the age of the entrant

into insurance. This flat rate of contribution irrespective of age is

designed to place all existing workers on an equal insurance footing,

so far as that is possible, at the beginning of the Act's operations.

The age factor is eliminated, and for practical purposes every man
and woman becomes of a single insurance age, viz., 16 years. The
Insurance Fund as a whole bears the burden of this elimination of the

preliminary age factor, and it is estimated that the burden will be

wiped out in about 18 years. When those 18 years have elapsed it

will be possible to pay increased benefits for the same contributions.

As time goes on, of course, all workers will join the system as

insured persons at 16 years of age.

The entire nation is also made a contributor to the Insurance

Fund, in addition to the insured workers and the employers of insured

workers. The Act provides that the insurance funds shall be derived

as to seven-ninths (or for women, three-fourths) from employers and
employed, and as to the remaining two-ninths (or for women, one-

fourth) from moneys provided by Parliament. As the men's con-

tribution is specified at 7d. and the women's at 6d., it follows that the

State contribution is broadly the equivalent of 2d. per week for each

contributor.

From the Insurance Fund so provided, certain benefits are paid

to the insured. There is a certain list of Minimum Benefits which

every normally insured person normally receives. There is a further

list of Additional Benefits which will certainly be enjoyed by many of

the insured.

The Minimum Benefits are as follows :

—

(a) "Medical Benefit." This consists of free medical attendance

and free medicine throughout life. The doctor is to treat and
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prescribe, and the medicine is to be supplied by duly qualified

chemists. The benefit is administered by the Insurance Committees.

(b) "Sickness Benefit." This is a money payment during

incapacity for work caused by sickness. The benefit is 10s. a week
for men, and 7s. 6d. a week for women, up to a maximum period of

26 weeks. Administration is by the approved societies of insured

persons formed under the Act. Sickness Benefit ceases at 70.

(c) " Disablement Benefit." This is a continuation of sickness

benefit at the lower rate of 5s. per week for both men and women.
It begins with the 27th week of certified incapacity, and continues as

long as may be necessary, up to the 70th year of age. This benefit

also is administered by the approved societies, i.e., by the insured

persons themselves.

(d) " Maternity Benefit." This consists of a payment of 30s., in

cash or in kind, towards the expenses of confinement. It is payable

both to insured women and to the uninsured wives of insured men.

A compulsorily insured woman receives it in addition to sickness

benefit, which means that she gets, in effect, a maternity benefit of £3.

This benefit also is administered by the Approved Societies.

(e) " Sanatorium Benefit." This consists of special institutional

treatment of consumptives in sanatoria, and may be continued for an

indefinite period. It is administered by the Insurance Committees.

While an insured person is in a sanatorium, sickness or disablement

benefit is paid to his dependants.

The Additional Benefits include : medical benefit for dependants,

dental treatment, increased sick or disablement pay, convalescent pay,

old ago pensions at an earlier age than 70, benevolent payments, &c.

Some of these will certainly be enjoyed by the whole body of insured

after the expiration of the 18 years during which the preliminary burden

of insuring persons of all ages at a flat rate is paid off. Well-managed

societies may enjoy them in the course of a few years.

A special feature of the scheme is the care taken to koop members
insured. Benefits have, of course, to be reduced on account of arrears

of contributions, but generous allowances are made which make it

difficult for an insured person to fall out of benefit, and make it almost

impossible for a membership to lapse.

Arrears of contributions are counted on a yearly average sinco

entering into insurance. Further, no arrears are counted during the

first year of the Act's working.

Three weeks (annual average) are allowed with no loss of benefit.

Therefore, if in the third year of entering into insurance a man is 9

weeks in arrears, he is in full benefit, since his average arrears are

3 weeks per annum.
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Thirteen weeks (annual average) of arrears are allowed without loss

of money benefit. Therefore, if in the fourth year of his insurance, a

man is a whole year in arrears, he still receives money benefit, because

his average arrears are 13 weeks a year. From the fourth to the

thirteenth week of arrears, however, money benefit is reduced by 6d.

per week, so that on the thirteenth week of arrears, if then the

man comes on the fund, he gets 5s. instead of 10s.

Twenty-six weeks (annual average) of arrears are allowed without

loss of medical, sanatorium, or maternity benefits. That is to say, in

the fifth year of his insurance, a man can be 2 years and 6 months in

arrears without losing these benefits, since 130 weeks divided

by 5 are 26.

Lapse of membership does not occur until one year after a man
has been suspended from all benefits, which makes it a very remote

contingency indeed.

It should be observed that, as no arrears count in the first year of

the Act's working, the above examples understate the case. For

suppose a man, insured for 3 years from the beginning of the Act in

1912, is in arrears 5 weeks in the first year, 5 in the second, and 4 in

the third. That is a total of 14 weeks, but the first 5 do not count

against him. He has been insured for 3 years, however, and therefore

the divisor for averaging is 3. As 3 into 9 are 3, he is in full benefit.

In cases where compulsorily insured persons have already a suffi-

cient provision of sickness benefit by reason of the terms of their

employment, as, for example, hospital nurses and a small proportion

of domestic servants, one or more of the additional benefits may be

insured for instead of sickness or disablement benefit.

Special provision is made for the case of insured women who get

married. It should be clearly understood that the Act compulsorily

insures employed persons only, and in doing so, it insures employed

women who are married. The voluntary insurance does not include

married women, because of the difficulty of checking sickness claims.

It follows that the great bulk of women of the working classes already

married when the Act comes into operation do not come under the

provisions of the Act.

When, however, an insured single woman gets married, she is

allowed to continue in voluntary insurance if she cares to do so.

Two options are given her. She can either continue in insurance

and pay 3d. a week for reduced benefits, or she can stop contributing

and have two-thirds of her reserve fund saved up for her, to be drawn

out at times of confinement or family distress. The reduced benefits,

if she chooses to remain in insurance, are medical benefit, sickness

benefit of 5s. per week for 13 weeks, and 3s. for a second 13 weeks,
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and disablement benefit of 3s. per week. Whether continuing in

insurance or not, she is eligible for maternity benefit and perhaps

sanatorium benefit on account of her husband's insurance. In either

case, the right is reserved to her of coming back into insurance if left

a widow, and if compelled again to work for her living, at the old rate

of contribution as though she were still a girl.

As so large a proportion of women work for their livings before

marriage, it proves that a large proportion of the married women of

the future will be insured under the Act.

The local management of the system is entrusted to democratic

bodies termed by the Act "Approved Societies." Every possible

proper latitude is allowed to enable existing thrift institutions, espe-

cially Friendly Societies properly so called, and Trade Unions, to

become Approved Societies. Indeed, the Approved Society system is

the outcome of recognizing and adapting existing Health Insurance

institutions. All existing Friendly Societies and Trade Unions, how-

ever large and however small, may obtain approval under certain con-

ditions which secure the safety and businesslike insurance of their

members. The Act finds the majority of existing small Friendly

Societies insolvent. It puts them on their feet again by giving new

reserve funds to their members under the equalisation of age pro-

vision already referred to. Having put them on a sound basis, the

Act keeps them solvent by submitting them to an expert supervision

which allows them freedom for good while denying them freedom

for bad management.

Good management and that great essential, local responsibility,

are secured in another way. The contributions are largo enough

under proper care to secure the minimum benefits with a margin

of over 10 per cent. If, therefore, an Approved Society is well

managed, its members will get more than the minimum. This is

a direct and very real incentive to economy.

It is a condition of approval that a society must not bo carried

on for monetary profit and that it must bo subject to the absolute

control of its njcmbcrs.

A society like a Trade Union, which has other objects than to

give sickness benefits, may become an Approved Society by keeping

separate accounts relating to the National Health Insurance, and

by keeping that part of its work distinct.

This necessary and only possible policy of recognizing and, as far as

possible, utilizing the existing Friendly Societies and Trade Unions by

a system of Approved Societies, entails giving Approved Societies the

right of choosing their members. Tbo Societies would bo disrupted if

the State endeavoured to force members upon them. Therefore wo
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have the State on the one hand compelling employed persons to

contribute to the insurance scheme, and on the other hand, unable to

command the institutions which it necessarily works through, to accept

the compulsorily employed as members.

In practice, there is not the slightest doubt that the great bulk of the

compulsorily insured will be able to find societies to accept them.

Many Friendly Societies and all Trade Unions will, indeed, be anxious

to gain members, and, as has already been pointed out, age does not

matter to an Approved Society, since each insured person is provided

by the State with such a reserve fund as makes him 16 years of age

for insurance purposes. Therefore, two reasons, and two reasons only,

will bar a man from membership, if he desires membership in some

society or other. The first is bad health, and the second is known

bad character.

Whatever their numbers, the Act has to make some sort of provision

for these rejected persons. It does so tentatively by providing a deposit

system, and the persons concerned are termed by the Act " Deposit

Contributors." The man's contribution and that of his employer will

be saved up for him, and out of the saving the contributor will draw

benefits as long as the deposit lasts, the State adding two-ninths, as in

the case of normal contributors. It is provided, however, that medical

and sanatorium benefits are to be continued for the remainder of the

year in which the depositor is ill, even if his deposit runs out, and the

administrators are empowered to continue these benefits indefinitely.

This plan has been adopted as an interim provision, and the Act

specifically states that it is only to last until January 1, 1915. Long

before that date we shall know how many rejected persons there are,

and how they are classified. For the most part, they will prove to be

persons to whom insurance cannot apply, who should be the proper

care of a reformed Poor Law.

It should be observed that the difficulty of the uninsurable is for

the most part a temporary thing. In future, all working boys and girls

will become insured at 16, usually before health or character have

become irredeemable.

A second important local insurance institution is set up by the Act,

in addition to the Approved Societies which enrol the insured, manage

the money benefits, and form the essential framework of the system.

This second local institution is of great importance. In each County

and County Borough an " Insurance Committee " is to be formed

to safeguard the health of all insured persons within its area.

The Insurance Committees will have the following functions :

—

(a) They will administer both the Medical and Sanatorium Benefits in

their areas, making the necessary contracts with doctors and chemists.
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{b) With regaard to the Deposit Contributors, they will administer

all benefits.

(c) They will generally supervise health conditions within their

areas, keeping proper sickness books, classifying the deposit con-

tributors, and making suggestions, if they think well, to Local

Authorities.

(d) They will disseminate knowledge of hygiene, publishing useful

information and advice, and organizing lectures and classes.

(e) They will have power, in cases where excessive sickness occurs,

to ask the persons or authorities responsible for the excess to repay

them the extra expenditure which they have been occasioned by the

excess, and if the request is refused they have power to demand a

public inquiry. If at the inquiry they prove their case, the defaulting

person or authority must repay them what are, in effect, damages.

With regard to this last provision as to excessive sickness, it should

be added that the same power of demand for damages or public

inquiry is given by the Act to the Approved Societies, and also to the

board of central control, which remains to describe.

The central control of the system is vested, for each of the three

kingdoms and for Wales, in a separate board of Insurance Commis-
sioners, each of which is to have its own separate National Health

Insurance Fund. These central State Insurance offices will exercise

general supervision and control of the entire system, co-ordinating its

functions and seeing that it is carried into effective operation. The
Insurance Commissioners give approval to, or withhold approval from,

the local societies, and approve their rules, audit their accounts, make
the necessary periodical valuations, see that they maintain themselves

in solvency, and make the general working regulations incidenta' to

the system. They receive the contributions of the insured via Iho

Postmaster-General, and the statutory payment towards benefits from

the Treasury, and dispense to each society the moneys which arc

necessary to pay benefits. They will invest tho reserve funds of the

system, with the proviso that Approved Societies have power to

invest their own members' contributions if they care to do so. All this

means in practice that as soon as the preliminary arrangements arc

completed, the normal well-managed Approved Society has little to do
with the Insurance Conunissionors save in respect of furniHhing

periodical returns and submitting their accounts to proper audit and
valuation.

It is proposed that the scheme shall come into operation on
July 15, 1912; but power is taken, if it is not found possible to com-
plete working arrangements by July 1.5, to substitute a later date,

provided it bo not later than January 1, 1913 (Section 115).
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The foregoing account of the National Health Insurance has been

set out very broadly and purposely reduced to the chief essentials to

form an introduction to the subject. In the remaining chapters of this

Part the various sections of the Act will be found described and

discussed in considerable detail.



CHAPTEE VII

PERSONS INSURED UNDER THE ACT

Persons Compulsorily Insured {Section 1).

THE National Insurance Act earns its title by bringing into insurance

the great majority of the working population. It compulsorily

insures against loss of health all employed persons aged 16 to 69 years

who are manual workers, and all such persons who are other than

manual workers if their income does not exceed £160 a year.

It is, of course, but an exceedingly small proportion of the manual

workers whose incomes exceed £160, so that, broadly speaking, it is

true to say that the Act compulsorily insures all persons who work for

employers and whose incomes do not exceed the Income Tax exemption

limit of £160. It may be pointed out in this connection that by far the

greater part of the population is below that limit of income. The

number of Income Tax payers is about 1,150,000, representing, with

their families, about 6,000,000 people, in round figures. The population

being about 45,000,000 (1911), there are therefore about 39,000,000

people under the Income Tax line, and of these about 19,000,000 are

engaged in occupations for gain. The number of manual workers, or

wage-earners, is about 15,500,000, and the balance of 3,500,000 workers

under the Income Tax Hno includes clerks, travellers, canvassers, shop-

keepers, teachers, shop assistants, &c. These figures include, un-

fortunately, cliild workers of both sexes—there are plenty of boys of

13 working in the depths of our coal mines—but those over 16, nearly

all the manual workers, and a large proportion of the mental workers

(to use a term which has little meaning in connection with some of the

employments to which it is applied), are compulsorily insured, while of

the balance, all who are insurable lives have the opportunity to become

voluntarily insured.

The schedule of occupations to which compulsory insurance extends

is so widely drawn as to be almost universal. (First Schedule, Part I.)

It covers persons, whether British subjects or aliens, working under

any contract of service, written or oral, expressed or implied, whether

paid by time or by piece, and whether mental or manual workers,

73
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including artisans, mechanics, minors, servants, soldiers, sailors in the

Royal Navy and the Mercantile Marine, fishermen, railway workers,

out-workers, clerks, cabmen, travellers, canvassers, shop assistants, &c.

Indeed, so wide is the schedule that its scope is best defined by con-

sidering the few exceptions to compulsory insurance named in the

following Paragraph.

It may be well to point out again that employed persons are not

compulsorily insured if their income exceeds £160 a year, unless they

are manual workers. That is to say, a clerk earning £200 a year is

not compulsorily insured while a linotype compositor earning £200 a

year is compulsorily insured.

Persons compulsorily insured are termed by the Act " Employed

Contributors."

With regard to the age limits, it should be observed that by Section

79 a person is deemed not to have reached the age of 16 until his

sixteenth birthday, and similarly in respect of other ages.

By Section 114 a birth certificate may be bought for the purposes

of the Act for 6d.

Occupations Excepted from Compulsory Insurance {First Schedtde,

Part 11.).

The following specific exceptions from compulsory insurance are

made :

—

(1) State or municipal employees, and clerks and salaried officials

of railway companies, but only when the terms of their employment

secure them benefits as favourable as those provided by the Act.

(2) Teachers enjoying existing statutory benefit provisions.

(3) Agents paid by commission or fees, and employed by more than

one employer.

(4) Casual employment where the employment is not for the

purpose of the employer's trade, including as a trade the carrying on

or management of a sport by a club. Thus a man casually engaged to

carry a bag to a station is not compulsorily insured, while a " caddie
"

employed by a golf club is compulsorily insured.

(5) Subsidiary employment when it is not the principal means of

livelihood ; but this exception only applies when it is made by Special

Order under Section 113.

(6) Out-workers, or home-workers, when the out-worker is the wife

of an insured man and not wholly or mainly dependent upon her

earnings as an out-worker.

(7) Wives employed by their husbands, and husbands employed by

their wives.

(8) Fishermen who work on a profit-sharing basis.
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The Insurance Commissioners, however, have power to extend

compulsory insurance to any of the occupations named in the above

exceptions.

Exemptions from Compulsory Insurance (Section 2, and First

Schedule, Part I.).

There are one or two cases in which persons included in the

definition of Compulsorily Insured Trades may be exempted.

If an employed person has either (a) a pension or unearned income

of £26 or more ; or (b) is mainly or ordinarily dependent for his liveli-

hood upon some other person, he is entitled to a certificate of exemption.

The employer of such exempted persons has to contribute as though

they had not been exempted (Section 4 (4)), in order that there may not

be preferential employment of such exempted persons.

Out-workers may be exempted by Special Order of the Insurance

Commissioners.

Inmates of charitable homes may be exempted by special certificate

of the Insurance Commissioners if they are provided in sickness with

proper medical treatment and maintenance. It is further provided

that in the case of an inmate who leaves a home after more than six

months' residence, the manager of the home must provide for his

entering or re-entering insurance as though contributions had been

paid during his residence. (Section 51.)

r

Questions as to Liability to Compulsion, &c. {Section 66).

The Insurance Commissioners are to decide by regulations if any

question arises as to whether any particular class of occupation is or is

not included in the compulsory provisions, or whether any person is

entitled to be a voluntary contributor. The persons concerned can

challenge the decisions of the Insurance Commissioners by appeal to

the County Court, with a further right of appeal to the High Court.

Employed Persons aged 65 to 69 (Section 49).

It should be observed here that where persons aged 65 to 69 are

compulsorily insured, special provisions are made for them, which

will be dealt with when we come to consider contributions and benefits.

Suffice it here to say that they do not enjoy all the advantages of

persons not over 65.

Persons who may be Voluntarily Insured {Section 1).

Persons of either sex who do not come within the compulsory

insurance provisions described, may voluntarily insure themselves if
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(1) They work for their living in some regular occupation and are

wholly or mainly dependent on that occupation, or

(2) If they have been insured persons for five years or more.

The second provision is put in to enable compulsorily insured

persons, who cease to have an employer, to continue in insurance.

No person can become voluntarily insured if his income from all

sources exceeds £160 a year, unless he has been insured for five years

or more.

Persons voluntarily insured are described in the Act as " Voluntary

Contributors."

It has been reluctantly found necessary to exclude married women
who are not working for gain from the privilege of voluntary insurance

unless they have been insured before marriage, when the insurance is

continued at the woman's option in order to give her value for her

subscriptions made before marriage (see Chapter XVI.). The reason is

that it is extremely difficult in the case of married women to find a

practical method of controlling and checking claims for sick pay.

Membership Sections came into Operation December 16, 1911

{Sections 23 (£ 30).

It should be observed that by Section 23 an Approved Society (a

democratic institution set up by the Act which is chiefly responsible

for its local administration) can come into existence before the date of

the general operation of the Act (July 15, 1912) ; and by Section 30

any person entitled to be insured may become a member of an

Approved Society at any time after the date the Act passed into

law (December IG, 1911).

Numbers of Insured Persons {Command Paper 5995).

The actuaries, Messrs. George F. Hardy and Frank B. Wyatt, who
worked out the financial scheme upon which the National Insurance

Act is based, formed estimates of the number of persons brought

within its scope by the above provisions. The table on pago 75 is

based upon the actuaries' figures.

It will bo seen that it is estimated that in 1912 the persons com-

pulsorily insured will number 13,0B9,000; the men numbering

9,217,000 and the women 3,872,000. These figures arc approximately

true, as they are based upon the Census returns, but they cannot bo

accurate, as the last availal)le census of occupations was taken in 1901.

It was not the fault of the actuaries that we conduct a Census only

pnce in a decade.

With regard to voluntary insurance, it is estimated that 829,000
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men and women will avail themselves of the provisions. This in the

nature of the case is intelligent guesswork ; the number may prove to

be much higher.

The aggregate of compulsorily and voluntarily insured persons is

estimated at 13,918,000, being 9,812,000 men and 4,070,000 women.

It is seen, therefore, that about 14,000,000 persons are brought

within the scope of the Act at its beginning, out of some 19,000,000

persons under the Income Tax line following some occupation for

gain. This figure is exclusive of the Army and Navy, for which see

Chapter XVIII.

The reference in the table on p. 75 to Deposit Contributors will be

understood from Chapter XV.



CHAPTEK VIII

THE CONTRIBUTIONS

Contributions of the Compulsorily Insured {Sections 3 to 7).

THE "Contributions " division of the Act opens with the following

statement as to how the necessary funds are to be raised :

—

" The funds for providing the benefits conferred by this Part of this

Act and defraying the expenses of the administration of those benefits

shall be derived as to seven-ninths (or, in the case of women, three-

fourths) thereof from contributions made by or in respect of the

contributors by themselves or their employers, and as to the remaining
two-ninths (or, in the case of women, one-quarter) thereof from
moneys provided by Parliament."

Under the second schedule the seven-ninths for men is defined as

7d. per week, and the three-quarters for women at 6d. per week. It

follows arithmetically, therefore, that the total weekly contributions in

respect of each insured person is for a male 9d. and for a female 8d.

;

it also follows that the State's contribution is 2d. per week. For
reasons explained in Chapter XX., however, the State contributes less

than 2d. per week at the beginning of the Act, and eventually more
than that sum.

Other Contributions by the State.

The above statement, however, does not express the whole of the

State's contributions to the Insurance Fund. The following additions

should be carefully noted :

—

(1) The State bears the entire cost of the general administration of

the scheme by the four State Insurance Offices respectively set up for

England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.

(2) Under the Finance Act of 1911 the State provides £1,500,000

towards the building of sanatoria in connection with the Sanatorium
Benefit described in Chapter X.

79
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(3) The State contributes a penny per annum for each employed

person in respect of the Sanatorium Benefit described in Chapter X.

(4) The State contributes part of the joint contribution of employer

and employed to help low-paid labourers.

(5) The State may, in conjunction with Local Authorities, contribute

indefinitely towards the cost of the Medical Benefit and Sanatoria

Benefit described in Chapter X.

These things, taken together, mean a substantial further addition to

the Insurance Funds, apart from the State payment of the cost of two-

ninths of the normal benefits paid out and of a proportion of the

contributions in respect of low-paid workers.

Employer's Payment and Worker's Payment {Second Schedule).

It has been stated above that the total contribution in respect of a

male is 7d. and of a female 6d. In the case of either sex the employer

has to contribute 3d., so that the male Insured Person's contribution is

4d. and the female Insured Person's contribution is 3d.

If, however, wages do not exceed 15s. a week, or 2s. 6d. a day, the

man pays a smaller, and the employer a larger, proportion of the total

subscription. When the wage is over 12s. and not over 15s., the

man's contribution is reduced to 3d., while the employer's contribution

is increased to 4d. for a man worker.

When the wage is at the rate of over 9s. but not over 12s., the con-

tribution of the worker, whether man or woman, is reduced to Id. a

week, the State paying another Id., while the employer's contribution

is increased to 5d for a man and 4d. for a woman.

When the wage is not over 9s., the worker, man or woman, pays

nothing, the State paying the employee's contribution, which is taken

as Id., while the employer pays 6d. for a man and 5d. for a woman.

These rates do not apply to those under 21 years of age. The

rates up to 21 are uniform, the boy's subscription of 7d. being met as to

4d. by the worker and as to 3d. by the employer, while the girl's sub-

scription of 6d. is payable as to 3d. by the worker and as to 3d. by the

employer.

In order to make these provisions perfectly clear the tables on

page 83 have been designed.

It will be seen that the contributions are at a flat rate irrespective

of age, and that there is a graduated scale of contributions for those

who earn low wages.

Ordinarily, contributions are paid weekly, but other periods may be

arranged, and presumably these will follow the customary periods of

wage payments, e.g., contributions will be monthly in the case of a

domestic servant.
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All contribution ceases at 70 years of age.

It has been assumed in the above description that the contribution

must be paid for every week of the year, and that, therefore, it is

actually 4d. a week (or as the case may be). As a matter of fact few

men will pay the full 4d., and in the average case it is considerably less

than 4d.

Friendly Societies have in the past demanded payment of contribu-

tions for every week whatever the health or destitution of the member.

The Approved Societies under the Act must excuse an average of three

contributions a year during unemployment without loss of benefit. If

we take the average unemployment at three weeks accordingly, we see

that three fourpences a year are at once knocked off the average

member's contribution. That is to say, 52 times 4d. is 17s. 4d., but the

allowance for unemployment reduces the average contribution to only

16s. 4d.

Again, no contributions under the Act have to be paid while a man

is sick and in benefit, whereas Friendly Societies deduct the contribu-

tion when paying the benefit.

Now sickness grows with age, and the average man therefore will

pay less and less to the State Insurance as he grows older. To show

precisely what this means I give the four following tables relating to

ages 35, 45, 55, and 65. The deductions I have made for sickness are

the average experience of sickness as calculated by the Government

actuaries (see Chapter XX.).

WHAT A MAN OF 35 PAYS A YEAR.
s. d.

62 weeks at 4d 17 4

Deduct

—

Unemploynioit 3-0 weeks

Sickness 12 ..

4-2 „ say 1 4

Net Contributiun llj

WHAT A MAN OF 45 PAYS A YEAR.

52 weeks at 4d ••• 17 4

Deduct

—

Unemployment 3*0 weeks

Sickness ••• ••. •• 1"8 ,,

4-8 „ say 1 7

Net Contribution 15 'J
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WHAT A MAN OF 55 PAYS A YEAR.

52 weeks at 4d.

Deduct

—

Unemployment
Sickness

Net Contribution 15 3

WHAT A MAN OF 65 PAYS A YEAR.

52 weeks at 4d 17 4

Deduct

—

Unemployment
Sickness ... ...
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NORMAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A MALE WORKER.

Age and Wage.
(Age means Age at Entry.)
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If a Compulsory Contributor, after having been insured for j5ve

years or more, passes out of employment, he can continue as a

Voluntary Contributor at the compulsory I'ate.

Contributions of Voluntary Contributors cease at 70 years of age.

Change from Yoluntary to Compulsory and Yice Versa {Section 6).

It is necessary to make arrangements with regard to changes as

between voluntary and compulsory insurance.

(1) Change from Voluntary to Compulsory.—When a man who has

been voluntarily insured becomes employed, and therefore compulsorily

insured, he must go on paying at the voluntary rate, unless he gives

notice of his wish to enjoy the employed rate.

(a) If he gives such notice, he is to enjoy the employed rate, but

his rate of sickness benefit is reduced to such a sum as would have

been payable if he had not been previously insured, but also subject

to such proper addition as represents the reserve which he has

accumulated.

(b) If he does not give such notice, he will go on paying the

voluntary rate, and his employer's contribution will be credited

towards that rate, whatever it is.

The meaning of {b) will be clear when it is remembered that those

Voluntary Contributors under 45 who take advantage of the six months

allowed at the start of the Act can join at 7d., but that older persons,

or persons under 45 who do not take advantage of the six months'

grace, will have to pay a higher rate for age. If a Voluntary Con-

tributor paying 7d. becomes employed, it is immaterial to him to give

notice, since his employer will automatically pay 3d. out of his 7d. on

his becoming employed. If, however, he is a Voluntary Contributor

who has paid, let us say, 9d., then the employer's 3d. will leave him

6d, to pay if he does not apply for the employed rate.

(2) Change from Comjmlsory to Voluntary.—When an Employed

Contributor has been for five years insured, and ceases to be employed,

he can become a Voluntary Contributor at the employed rate.

If he has not been five years employed, and becomes a Voluntary

Contributor, he is treated as though in arrears for the difference between

the aggregate contributions he has actually paid and the aggregate

contributions that he would have paid if he had been a Voluntary

contributor all the time. Further, his reserve value (Section 55) has to

be adjusted.

Contributions in Seasonal Trades (Section 50).

There are certain trades, as, for example, the hat trade of Luton, in

which, from the seasonal character of the industry, employment
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fluctuates periodicallj^ for reasons out of the control of the employers.

In such cases, where employers systematically employ persons through-

out the year, and work short time in the slack season, the Insurance

Commissioners are given power by Special Order to adjust the contribu-

tions to suit the exigencies of the trade, increasing the rate in one part

of the year, and decreasing it in another, in such manner as to secure

proper payment for the year as a whole.

Contributions for Compulsory Contributors aged 65 to 69

{Section 69).

As has been already stated, there is a special scheme for persons

aged from 65 to 69 who work for an employer. They are compulsorily

insured, but the State, instead of paying two-ninths of their benefits as

ordinarily, pays an actual weekly contribution of 2d. in respect of each

of them.

Contributions Owing by Bankrupt Employers {Section 110).

If an employer becomes bankrupt, any insurance contributions

which are owing in respect of the four months before the date of the

receiving ordei', or of the winding-up order in the case of companies,

are to rank for priority under the Bankruptcy, Companies, and

Stannaries Acts.

Penalization of Defaulting Employers {Sections 69 and 70).

The employer who fails to pay the contribution due from him under

the Act is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding £10 for

each ofifence, and to pay the sum owing for contributions.

Not only so, but the workman, in respect of whom the employer

has failed to pay, is entitled to proceed against the employer for any

loss of benefit or right under the Act which he has suffered by reason

of his employer's default, and to obtain damages for the amount of tho

loss. And these proceedings may be taken quite irrespective of any

proceedings taken with regard to tho contributions themselves.

Questions as to Rates of Contributions {Section 66).

Questions may possibly arise as to (a) tho rate of contribution

payable by or in respect of an insured person, or {h) the respective
" shares of the employed rate payable in any case, as, for example,

where there is doubt as to value of payment in kind, and therefore of

wage, in cases of low-paid agricultural labour.

Such cases are to bo dotorrnined by tho Insurance Commissioners,

but their decision may be appealed against in the County Court, with

further appeal to the Uigh Court.
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As to questions under (a) the Commissioners have power to leave

decisions to the Approved Society of which the person is a member.

While it is necessary to insert such provisions as this in the Act, it

should not be forgotten that no such questions can ever arise for the

overwhelming majority of the insured.

Modified Contributions where Employers Maintain in Sickness

{Section 47).

There is a special provision modifying contributions in cases where

employers maintain their woi'kpeople in sickness.

In some occupations there is a general or partial custom, more or

less definitely implied in the contract of service, that the employee is

maintained during sickness and provided with free medical attendance.

This is more or less the case with domestic servants and shop assistants

who live in. Clerks as a rule are paid their salaries for some time

when they fall ill. In Scotland it is the custom to pay an agricultural

labourer full wages for the first six weeks of illness. Much uncertainty

attends most of these customs, which often vary greatly in practice

with the character of the employer.

The object, in framing provisions to meet such cases, is to respect

custom where it is respectable, while seeing to it that workers do not

go uninsured because a certain proportion of them are already insured

through the excellent custom of their employers. Mr. Lloyd George

himself has stated his object as "to convert uncertainty into certainty,

insecurity into security."

Section 47, dealing with this special matter, provides that the

Insurance Commissioners may from time to time, by Special Orders,

specify employments in which they are satisfied that there is a custom

of maintaining or paying workers in sickness, bringing such employ-

ments within the scope of the following provisions :

—

The employer in such trades may elect to assume liability to pay

his employees full pay during the first six weeks of their sickness. If

he makes such election, reduced contributions are accepted in respect

of his workers ; if he refuses to accept such definite liability, then the

ordinary contributions are payable. If the liability is accepted, the

contributions of employer and employed are reduced by, in the case of

a male worker, one penny for the employer and one penny for the man,

and in the case of a female worker, one halfpenny for the employer and

one penny for the woman.
The provision does not apply to persons earning less than 10s. a

week.
As this arrangement makes a very considerable alteration through-
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MODIFIED CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A MALE WORKER.
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out the scale of rates, I give on page 87 tables in which the matter is

clearly set out.

It should be understood that this modifying provision in no way
damnifies the domestic servant, clerk, shop assistant, agricultural

labourer, or other worker who comes under it. All the benefits which

will presently be described remain intact, save that the employer's

maintenance by full wages for six weeks takes the place of the first six

weeks' money benefit. For example, if a domestic servant under the

modified scheme falls ill, her employer is definitely bound to pay six

weeks' full wages (instead of the four weeks for which she has hitherto

been, i^crhaps, legally liable), and at the expiration of that six weeks

she is entitled to the ordinary money benefit. She also gets medical

attendance, &c.

Contributions Cease at 70.

The contributions of both compulsorily and voluntarily insured

persons cease at 70 years of age, at which age old age pensions are

payable under the Old Age Pensions Act. Although contributions

cease, certain benefits, but not all, are continued throughout life.

No Compulsory Double or Extra Contribution.

It should be clearly understood that when a Compulsorily Insured

Person is already a member of a Friendly Society or Trade Union, to

which he subscribes for sickness benefit, he has not to pay a compulsory

contribution to the State scheme in addition to his existing contribution

to his Society.

For his Friendly Society will naturally become an Approved Society

(see Chapter XII.) to work the State scheme, and his compulsory con-

tribution will, therefore, be credited to his Society as part of his usual

subscriptions.

In the unlikely event of his Society not becoming an Approved

Society he will be free to leave it and to join an Approved Society.



CHAPTER IX

COMPULSION IN PRACTICE

How Compulsion is Effected {Section 4 and Third Schedule).

THE compulsory principle of the Act is effected by the provision

that the employer is to pay the whole of the 7d. (or other contribu-

tions due in respect of his employee) over to the State Insurance Fund,

and to have power to recover that part of the contribution payable by

his employee, viz., 4d. (or as the case may be), by deducting it from his

wages. There is no other possible procedure, and, fortunately, it is

one which gives a minimum of trouble to all the persons concerned.

Industrial insurance as commonly practised is, unfortunately for

the poor, an exceedingly wasteful business. Even to give collectors a

poor wage absorbs a very large part of small contributions, and as a

consequence the management expenses of Industrial Insurance Com-
panies and of Collecting Societies usually amount to 50 per cent, of the

premium income. Of every £1,000 expended by Collecting Societies,

the Registrar-General of Friendly Societies tells us, the amount applied

to various purposes is as follows :

—

£
Sickness Pay ... ... ... ... ... ... 8

Sams at Death

Other Bcnefita

Other Payments ...

Management Expenses

444

33

k;

4'.)y

£1,000

Indeed, it cannot bo otherwise, if collectors are employed. Friendly

Societies proper, on the other hand, which employ no collectors have

management expenses as follows :

—

MANAGEMENT EXPENSES OF FUIENDLY SOCIETIES PBOPER.

Per Cent, of Ecceipts.

In EnKlnnd ... lO-ar,

,, Wales IIO!)

,, Scotland ll-7.'5

,, Ireland 10-55

89
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The State scheme, by collecting the contributions from workmen
through their employers, saves the workmen 30 to 40 per cent, of their

contributions, or say from Id. to l^d. each per week, which means
in the aggregate the saving of a very large sum of money—about

£2,500,000—a year.

How the Employer Pays and Deducts {Third Schedule).

The employer is enabled to pay the insurance contributions over to

the State with convenience by a system of stamping which the Third

Schedule of the Act gives the Insurance Commissioners power to

arrange.

Specially designed Insurance Stamps of the various values to meet

the requirements of the respective joint contributions (which, as will

be seen by the tables on pages 83 and 87, are as follows : for

weekly contributions, 3^d., 4d., 4^d., 5d., 6d., and 7d.) will be on sale

at all Post Offices. By the pur-chase of these the employer pays his

contributions, and is done with that part of his duty.

The rest is a matter of recovering the proper share of the con-

ti'ibution from his workmen.

The workman obtains from his Approved Society a proper

Insurance Card, issued to the Societies by the Insurance Commissioners.

This card is good for, say, three months, and has, accordingly, spaces

corresponding to 13 weekly contributions. Each week the workman
presents this card to the employer when wages are paid, and receives

his wages less the 4d. (or as the case may be) deductible by the

employer. If the wage is 30s. he will receive 29s. 8d. plus a 7d. stamp
affixed to his Insurance Card. This is in effect and in truth an
increase of wage of 3d. per week.

We may put it thus, that out of a wage compulsorily increased

by 3d. a week the workman is compelled to contribute 7d. to a State

insurance system.

So the employer recovers what he pays to the State, and the

workman knows that the payment has been made on his behalf.

The employer may only deduct the contribution when he pays the

week's wages. He cannot let the fourpences run and deduct them
en bloc. He must deduct when he pays, and he is liable whether

he deducts or not. This makes the system almost completely auto-

matic, so that little inspection will be required.

It is no business of the employer to be informed what Approved
Society his workman has chosen to be insured through, and, of course,

it does not matter to the employer, whose liability ceases with the

affixing of the stamps which show that he has paid the 4d. and the 3d.
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The employer is prohibited from writing anything on the card, or from
marking it in any way.

With his card duly stamped, the workman can show his chosen

Approved Society that his contribution is properly made, and the

Society enters it up in its books accordingly. No doubt in many
cases workmen will save themselves trouble by leaving the card with

their employer from month to month or from quarter to quarter, but

the workman can demand that his card be stamped up weekly, and

it is his legal right to have it always in his possession if he cares

to do so.

At the end of a quarter the member will take his filled-up card

to his Society, and obtain a new one in exchange. Thus the inter-

course and relations between members and their branches or lodges

is fully protected. If a member had not to attend to enter up his

card, branch and lodge meetings would be weakened or broken up.

At the end of each quarter, or at other periodic intervals, the

Approved Society will send its stamped cards to the State Insurance

OfiBce, and so obtain credit for its members' contributions.

As a result of this very simple plan, each Approved Society will

have to its credit at the State Insurance Office the contributions paid

by employer and employee in respect of its members.

The Workman's Gain in Freedom.

So plain and efficient is this plan that it will surely be a pleasure

to every insured person to feel that he has a part in it ; to realize

how the Government has helped him to help himself ; to understand

how a great nation can, by collective effort, reduce to simplicity and

economy what is ordinarily the most complicated and costly of busi-

nesses ; and to know that he is no longer a disregarded item in an

enormous population, but that he has a special place of his own in

the national organization, and that the possibility of his becoming ill

or incapacitated has become a matter of national concern calling for

national concerted effort.

In one sense, it is true, there is a very real compulsion exercised.

On the other hand the workman wins by means of it more than

one new clement of freedom, lie gains some degree of freedom from

one of the worst of cares—cares which cause, as we have seen, some
6,000,000 or so of our people to pay an average contribution of about

6d. a week for small benefits in societies many of which are insolvent.

It may be added liore, in partial anticipation of the provisions wo shall

examine in succee<ling chapters, that lie gains a new freedom in con-

nection with employers' provident funds where they exist, and that

in dangerous illness he is protected from distraint if ho has difficulty in
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meeting his rent. And compulsion ends with the deduction which
buys him more than value in insurance for his money. He is free

to choose his Society, and free within very wide limits, in union with

his fellow-members, to manage the affairs of his chosen Society with

State help and expert guidance.

Further, an Insured Person gains a right of appeal from decisions

of his Society which he does not now possess. Disputes between a

member and his Society are (Section 67) to be determined in the first

place by the rules of the Society, but members are given the right of

appeal to the Insurance Commissioners, who may authorize Eeferees to

arbitrate in the matter.

Employer may not Deduct his own Share.

It is provided by the Third Schedule, Paragraph 8, that " Not-
withstanding any contract to the contrary, the employer shall not be

entitled to deduct from the wages of or otherwise to recover from the

contributor the employer's contribution."

Workman with more than One Employer.

When a workman has more than one employer in the same week,
" the first person employing him in that week or such other employer
as may be prescribed " pays the contribution. There ought to be no
difficulty in the majority of such cases, but if difference arises the

Insurance Commissioners can equitably adjust it.

Inspection Under the Act {Section 112).

The Insurance Commissioners have power to appoint Inspectors to

assist them to see that the provisions of the Act are carried into effect,

but it is stipulated that they are not to enter private dwelling-houses

unless they are workshops. In the great majority of cases little or no
inspection will be needed, and there is no reason to suppose, therefore,

that any considerable additional degree of official inspection will be
added to industrial life by the Act.

Under Section 112 (4) the Insurance Commissioners may arrange

to utilize the services of existing factory or other inspectors, and
presumably this will be done. There does not appear to be any call

to add to existing inspectorates because of the element of compulsion

which necessarily attaches to National Insurance.



CHAPTEE X

THE BENEFITS

Broad Outline of the Benefits {Section 8).

THE principle of the Act with regard to Benefits is to set up a scale

of " Minimum Benefits," as far as possible at a flat rate, for

application to the whole body of the insured.

The Benefits do not vary with wage as in Germany. The minimum
is not established in ignorance of the fact that 10s. a week means

50 per cent, of wage to some workmen and only 25 per cent, to others.

The conception is that the Minimum Benefits are for the minimum
case, aud that over and above the Minimum Benefits the workers are

free to insure themselves for as much as they please. It follows from

this principle that the lowest-paid workmen gain most under the Act.

A man earning 20s. a week gets 10s. a week in sickness ; a man earning

£3 a week gets no more. The latter, if he supplements his State

insurance to obtain a larger proportion of his wage in sickness, will

have to pay ordinary rates to do so. The Act does not prevent a man
from insuring himself for as much as he pleases ; but it does compel

him to insure for a minimum.
The Minimum Benefits of the Act are as follows :

—

(1) "MEDICAL BENEFIT."—Medical treatment by a duly quali-

fied doctor, including the provision of medicine. The doctor is in

normal cases to prescribe only and the medicine is to be dispensed

by a duly qualified chemist.

(2) " SANATORIUM BENEFIT."—Special treatment, in sanatoria

or otherwise, for Insured Persons, who contract tuberculosis or sucli

other diseases as the Local Government Board with Treasury approval

may schedule.

(3) " SICKNESS BENEFIT."—Money payments while rendered

incapable of work by some specific disease, or by bodily or mental

disablement. Normally lOs. a week for a man and Ts. Gd. a week for a

woman, beginning with the fourth day of illness and continuing for not

more than 26 weeks.
03
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(4) " DISABLEMENT BENEFIT."—A continuation of Sickness

Benefit, for an indefinite period, until 70 years of age ; normal rate of

5s. a week.

(5) " MATERNITY BENEFIT."—Payment, in money or in kind,

of 30s. in llio case of cither an insured woman or the wife of an

insured man.

This concludes the list of Minimum Benefits, but if surpluses arise

in the funds of Approved Societies (a considerable margin is allowed

for, as will be seen in Chapter XX, on Finance) "Additional Benefits"

may be granted out of a long list named in the Fourth Schedule of the

Act, the chief of which are :

—

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS.—

(1) Free medical attendance for dependants.

(2; Bcncivolent fund for distressed members.

(3) Granting sick pay from lirst, second, or third day of sickness ; increasing sick

pay either in all cases or in the case of married men with large families.

(ll Convalescent allowances in selected or necessary cases. Building and main-

taining convalescent homes.

(5) " Pocket-money " for men in hospital or convalescent homes, whose dependants

are receiving sick pay.

(6) Additional invalidity or superannuation benefit, or addition to Old Age Pension.

For instance, the Societies might (when their funds permit) begin to grant a

pension before 70, with an option to the recipient of taking an increase to his

Old Age Pension if he prefers to wait till 70.

(7) An increase of the maternity benefit.

(8) Dental treatment.

While payment of some of these Additional Benefits is not certain,

but ouly probable, in the near future, it becomes a certainty after the

lapse of the period (about 18 years) during which the system as a

whole is bearing the burden of bringing into insurance as though 16

years of age persons over that age in 1912. About 1930, that is.

Parliament will be able to enlarge Benefits very greatly by granting

some such benefits as are described above without calling for increased

contributions.

WAITING PERIODS.—Insured persons become eligible for benefit

after the lapse of certain " waiting'periods," which are as follows :

—

(1) Medical Benefit.—No medical benefit for first 6 months after

commencement of the Act.

(2) Sanatorium Benefit.—There is no waiting period for this

benefit.

(3) Sickness Benefit.—No sickness benefit for 26 weeks after entry

into insurance and until 26 contributions are paid by or in

respect of the insured person.
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(4) Disablement Benefit.—No disablement benefit for 104 weeks

after entry into insurance and until 104 contributions are paid

by or in respect of tbe insured person.

(5) Maternity Benefit.—No maternity benefit for 26 weeks (volun-

tary contributors 52 weeks) after entry into insurance and

until 26 (or 52) contributions are paid by or in respect of

tbe person.

ADMINISTRATION.—Tbe administration of the various benefits

is as follows (for Society Members).

Tbe Insurance Committees administer Medical Benefit, Sanatorium

Benefit, or any Additional Benefit of a medical character.

The Approved Societies administer Sickness, Disablement, and

Maternity Benefits, or any Additional Benefit other than of a medical

character.

For Deposit Contributors, the Insurance Committees administer all

benefits.

We will now proceed to the details of each of the Minimum

Benefits.

Medical Benefit {Sections 8, 15, &c.).

The Medical Benefit, defined as "Medical treatment and attendance,

including the provision of proper and suilicient medicines, and such

medical and surgical appliances as may be prescribed by regulations to

he made by the Insurance Commissioners," is of primary importance.

Its administration is entrusted to the Insurance Committees, who have

charge of all the hygienic measures of the Act.

Under regulations to be made by the Insurance Commissioners the

Insurance Committee is to "make arrangements with duly qualified

medical practitioners." It is a wide and elastic term, and it should be

observed that no particular terms of contract or methods of payment

are laid down.

Further, the " arrangements with duly qualified practitioners are to

bo made within the four corners of regulations to bo made by the

Insurance Conimissioucrs. Section 15 (2) provides, in brief:

—

The regulations made by tbe Insurance Commissioners shall provide

for the arrangements made being . . . such as to secure that Insured

Persons shall . . . receive adequate medical attendance and treatment

from the medical practitioners with whom arrangements arc made, and

shall require the adoption by every Insurance Committee of such

system as will secure

—

(a) The preparation of panels of doctors who agree to attend

Insured Persons.

[b) The right of any doctor to bo included in the panel.
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(c) The right of every Insured Person to choose from the panel,

subject to the right of the doctor to refuse to attend any

particular individual.

It will bo seen that the plan is to offer all the doctors in a locality

the opportunity to enrol themselves on an approved local panel of

doctors, a7id to give the local contributors free choice of doctor from the

official panel.

The object of these provisions is to make a radical change in the

conditions and status of " Club " doctoring. They should serve, in

conjunction with the financial provisions of the Act, to sweep away
existing abuses, and to make it possible for any self-respecting prac-

titioner to add his name to the doctors' panel.

Something has to be done to safeguard the Insurance Committee

and the State from the possible attempt by some doctors to secure

patients, and therefore more emolument, by making a reputation

as " soft " doctors, from whom sick certificates can easily be obtained

by malingerers. This, it is hoped, will be done most effectively by

applying a check from within the profession itself. The doctors in

any district can protect each other and the scheme by forming a

committee to watch the interests of the local official doctors as a whole.

Section 62 sets out that where such a proper " Local Medical

Committee " is formed, it is to be recognized by the Insurance

Commissioners and consulted by the Insurance Committees in con-

nection with the medical side of their duties.

The past remuneration of Society doctors has been on a very low

scale. Of seven Lodges of the Manchester Unity, particulars of which

were furnished me early in 1912, two paid 3s. per member, one 3s. 6d.

per member, and four 4s. per member, per annum, an average of

33. 7d., and this low contract rate covers both doctor and medicine.

It is probable that this figure 3s. 7d. is about the average for the great

Affiliated Orders and larger single Societies. The smaller Friendly

Societies often pay less than 3s. Then there are the Medical Aid

Societies and works clubs, which also pay very low rates as a rule.

It should not be forgotten that far more people subscribe for Medical

Benefit alone than for Sickness Benefits. It is probable that fully

7,000,000 people pay into medical clubs of some sort or other, and that,

therefore, the range of improvement of medical contract practice is

even greater than I represented it in " A Nation Insured." If we
take the 7,000,000 as paying 3s. 6d. each per head, we get an income

from contract practice of only £1,225,000.

The Government actuaries, in preparing the basis of the scheme,

allowed 6s. per head for doctor and medicine. That is to say, the

same 7,000,000 people who now pay about £1,225,000 for doctor and
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medicine would pay £2,100,000 upon the plain terms of the financial

scheme. A further 7,000,000 brought into the scheme would pay

a further £2,100,000, making £4,200,000 of definite income for doctors

and chemists under the financial provisions of the Act, leaving

31,000,000 of our 45,000,000 people to private practice.

It is exceedingly difficult to get at definite particulars (who shall

decide when doctors disagree ?) as to what the medical income of the

nation now is. In view of known facts as to wages, however, it is

difficult to believe that tJie average workman pays 6s. per annum for

doctoring. Indeed, the conviction is forced on us that the average is

much less. How is the average working-class family to meet a serious

doctor's bill ? Surely the commonsense view is adopted by the doctor

who, reporting out of his own experience, told the British Medical

Association

—

" I have a strong feeling that all working men should join those great Friendly

Societies as being an insurance in days of sickness. Moreover, it is the fairest way

for the doctor, who simply insures the man and takes his risk. . . . Above all, when

a man has a long illness, the doctor either gets nothing, or too small a fee, or if he be

a hard-hearted, cold-blooded man extorts from poor persons money which ought to be

spent on food, wine, or change of air. . . . I am of opinion that a working man who

pays 5s. per annum for attendance and medicine for himself is equitably treated "

(British Medical Association Eeport on Contract Practice, 1905J.

Let me quote another opinion from the same Eeport which seems

very much to the point :
" In a manufacturing town,'' says a Leicester-

shire doctor, " it is absolutely necessary to have sick clubs and medical

oflicers paid at contract rates, or we should have to work for nothing

and keep a clerk to keep our books, for the overdue accounts would

be enormous."

The effect of the Act from the doctor's point of view is to raise the

status and pay of Society doctoring, and to enlarge and make definite

the medical income derived from working-class practice. Whether

68. is enough or not may be reasonably in dispute ; it cannot be in

dispute that working men and women have not paid anything like Gs.

in the past.

And while the doctor's remuneration per member of the Societies is

raised considerably, it is important for the profession to realize that

their work per member is decreased. Under the preventive part of

the proposals, the Society doctors will be largely relieved of tJieir chief

care—the attendance upon consumptives. About 25 per cent, of the

sickness of such a Society as the Foresters is duo to tuberculosis.

In connection with the Act the Government is applying a capital

sum of £1,500,000 for the purposes of aiding and stimulating the

construction of a chain of sanatoria throughout the country which

8
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will have an income, as will be presently seen, of about £1,000,000

per annum. In this great and beneficent expenditure doctors will,

of course, share professionally, since their attendance on sanatoria

patients will bo essential ; but the chief consideration from the

doctor's point of view is that these sanatoria will withdraw from

the daily round of their Society work a considerable proportion of

their most troublesome patients. It does not appear to be realized

by the profession that the Sanatoria scheme will call for the whole

time engagement of hundreds of medical men, who will be withdrawn

from ordinary practice.

And while the definite provision under the Act for doctoring

and medicine is 6s. per head per member per annum, the Insurance

Committees who administer the Medical Benefit may, with the consent

and approval of the Local Authority and the Treasury, spend indefi-

nitely upon it. The words of Section 15 (7) are that "if in any year

the amount payable to an Insurance Committee [for Medical Benefit]

is insuiiicient to meet the estimated expenditure thereon, the Com-
mittee may, through the Insurance Commissioners, transmit to the

Treasury and to the Council of the County or County Borough an

account . . . and the Ti-easury and the Council may, if they think

fit and if satisfied that the amounts so payable and the proposed

expenditure are reasonable and proper in the circumstances, sanction

the expenditure." The next Subsection provides • that, if they thus

consent and approve, the Treasury and Local Authority are to share

the extra cost between them.

On the question of income limit, as applied to Medical Benefit,

Subsection (3) provides that the regulations of the Insurance

Commissioners must give the Insurance Committee power to fix an

income limit above which the Insured Person may be required to

provide his own doctoring, the Committee paying towards the doctor's

bill such sum as the Insured Person would cost them if under the

income limit. In this connection the constitution of the Insurance

Committee should be borne in mind. Insured Persons have a considerable

majority of representatives upon it, so that it is not likely that any low

income limit will be fixed in any case.

Provision is made to recognize the "Medical Institutes " which

have been established in a number of places by Friendly Societies.

These Institutes retain doctors to practice solely for their patients,

sometimes at low salaries. In future, any contracts made with doctors

for whole time attendance must be approved by the Insurance Com-
missioners, so that the doctors concerned gain a new protection, and

the patients must gain with them.

With regard to the supply of medicines, as has been already
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indicated, the Insurance Committees are not, save in exceptional

cases, to make contracts with doctors for medical treatment including

the supply of medicines. In the ordinary case, the doctor is only to

prescribe, and the Insured Person is to take the prescription to a chemist.

The Insurance Committee will prepare a panel of approved chemists,

and every duly qualified chemist is to have the right to be included in

the panel for his locality for the supply of drugs, &c., at an approved

scale of charges.

With regard to operations and inoculations, the Approved Societies

are prohibited from making a rule prescribing any penalty whatever

on account of a refusal of any member to submit to a surgical operation

or vaccination or inoculation of any kind, unless the refusal is in the

case of a minor surgical operation, and is considered by the Society, or

on appeal to the Insurance Commissioners, unreasonable.

Medical Benefit, it should be observed in conclusion, is payable

throughout life.

Sanatorium Benefit {Sections 8, 16, 17).

Under this benefit Insured Persons who contract tuberculosis have

the right (throughout life) to suitable treatment in sanatoria or other-

wise. They will, when necessary, be taken out of their work and

environment and placed under ideal conditions in order that they may

have the best possible chance to recover health and usefulness. While

they are thus under treatment, the cash benefit which, if at home,

they would ordinarily receive, will be paid to their families. (Similarly,

cash benefit is paid to dependants when an Insured Person is in hospital

or infirmary.)

Nor will such special treatment be confined to consumption. The

Act provides that the Local Government Board, with the approval of

the Treasury, may schedule other diseases for institutional treatment.

Sanatorium benefit may be enjoyed not by the insured alone

;

Insurance Committees are empowered to extend this benefit to wives

and other dependants of the insured. (Section 17.)

The National Insurance Act, in conjunction with the Finance Act,

1911, provides generously for the purposes of this benefit for the

establishment of institutions which are designed to bo sanatoria, and

something more than sanatoria.

The first and largest purpose of the sanatoria will naturally be to

give institutional treatment to consumptives.

One out of every eleven of the deaths in this country is due to

some form of tuberculosis, chiefiy the tuberculosis of the lungs which

we call consumption. The toll of the " White Scourge " is highest in

the working years of life ; 56J per cent, of the deaths take place
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between the ages of 20 and 45 years, and 25 per cent, of the deaths

occur between the ages of 45 and 65. Who shall measure the value of

these wasted lives? From the economic point of view, as has been

pointed out with so much force by Dr. Arthur Newsholme in his

"Prevention of Tuberculosis," those who die from tuberculosis are

lost to the nation during the very years when they have the chance

to repay the debt of their nurture and training. The abolition of

consumption would increase the expectation of life of every male

aged 15 years by nearly three years. Those males who were aged 15 to

25 years at the Census of 1901 would, but for consumption, have in the

aggi'egate nearly 8,000,000 more years to live than is at present the

case. If we take the average earnings of each at only £1 a week, this

would mean a gain of over £400,000,000 from the abolition of con-

sumption in the case of these males alone.

The experience of Insurance Societies is very striking. Fifteen per

cent, of the deaths of members of the Ancient Order of Foresters is due

to tuberculosis. It is calculated that in five years the Manchester Unity

of Oddfellows experience nearly 1,000,000 weeks of sickness from

consumption, entaiUng an expenditure of about £350,000 for sick and

funeral benefits. The German Imperial Insurance experience shows

that out of every 1,000 German workpeople aged 20 to 45 who are

unfit for work, as many as 548 are tuberculous.

Taking the United Kingdom as a whole, there are something like

75,000 deaths per annum from tuberculosis at the present time, of

which over 50,000 are due to disease of the lungs.

Compare with these terrible figures the small provision which now
exists for the special treatment of tubercular patients. In the whole

country there are only about 2,000 beds available in sanatoria for con-

sumptives. If we assume each patient to be under treatment for

four months, that means that only 6,000 persons can be given institu-

tional treatment in a year in a country where 75,000 persons die

of the disease in a year.

The Finance Act of 1911 sets aside the sura of £1,500,000 to assist

Local Authorities throughout the United Kingdom to erect sanatoria

;

the money is to be granted to supplement local effort, and it is earnestly

to be hoped that Local Authorities and public-spirited individuals will

rise to the occasion.

Then the sanatoria have to be maintained, and that is a very expen-

sive matter. The provision is that Is. 3d. per member (not an

additional contribution) is taken from the Insurance Fund towards the

upkeep of these institutions, and that to this the State adds Id. (As

the State pays two-ninths of the benefits, this really means a pay-

ment of about Is. by the member and about 4d. by the State.) That
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means roundly, for 14,000,000 insured persons alone, a sanatoria

income of £1,000,000 a year; and as we have already pointed out, the

Sanatorium Benefit may also be extended to the dependants of Insured

Persons.

The Local Authorities will establish (radiating from the sanatoria)

tuberculosis dispensaries, under the management of doctors skilled in

the diagnosis of the first symptoms of consumption. The ordinary

medical practitioner is by no means to be relied upon in this connection,

and the importance of early treatment cannot be over-rated.

That sanatoria can in a large proportion of early cases so far arrest

consumption as to enable a sufferer to resume his ordinary life, if he

lives healthily, is well established, and the Sanatorium Benefit un-

doubtedly means the prolongation of life of tens of thousands. The
treatment of advanced cases is also important, not because the cure is

possible, but because suffering may be alleviated and the infection of

the healthy prevented. It is most important to take advanced cases

away from their families ; it is an awful thing that at this moment a

large number of dying consumptives are poisoning those who are

dearest to them.

While the treatment of consumption stands out as one of the first

objects of this particular fund, it is by no means proposed to limit the

activities of these institutions. They will become centres for the

treatment of other dread diseases which require institutional treat-

ment and centres of medical research.

As in the case of Medical Benefit, the Insurance Committees may
spend as much money on Sanatorium Benefit as they can persuade the

Treasury and Local Authorities to give them either upon Insured

Persons or upon their dependants (see above, Section 17). It is im-

possible to believe that, if the Insurance Committee lind that they need

more money, that money will be denied them for such a purpose. I

will not believe it until the first Insurance Committee that appeals for

help has been refused. Where, if anywhere, will that Committee bo

found? The point is of much importance in connection with the case of

the Deposit Contributors (Chapter XV.), many of whom, doubtless, will

Ije consumptives. The way is open, not only for the succour of future

consumptives, but even for the treatment of many existing sufferers

who are uninsurable lives.

It should be ol)served that the actual dispensation of tlio fund of

Jtl,500,000 provided Ijy the Finance Act, 1911, for the building of the

Sanatoria lies with tlie Local Government Board (Section G4), who
will distribute grants with the consent of the Treasury, who, in turn,

are to consult the Insurance Commissioners. The sum is to be appor-

tioned between England and Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, in proper-
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tion to their respective populations. The conception of the schomo is

to make grants to stimulate Local Authorities to erect the necessary

buildings.

It should also be observed that the Insurance Committees have

power to make arrangements with any person or Authority (but not a

Poor Law Authority) for the care of persons entitled to Sanatorium

Benefit, and to pay them accordingly. Thus, in the event of any delay

in the construction of sanatoria in the early days of the system,

patients may be temporarily provided for. This is especially important

because there is no " waiting period " for this benefit. If a man who
has paid his first 4d. is discovered to be a consumptive he will be

entitled to treatment forthwith.

Sickness Benefit {Section 8, Fourth Schedule, dc).

The purpose of a money payment in sickness is, of course, to

provide towards the maintenance of the Insured Person who through

illness is unable to earn money. The Sickness Benefit provided by the

Act is of the same character as has been provided by Friendly Societies

in the past. It is payable to the Insured Person who is *' incapable of

work." It is not payable if the member is able to earn money. The
general rule of the Manchester Unity on this head was as follows :

—

" Bule 78 (2).
—No Lodge [Branch] shall Jiave a rule allowing a

member to follow any employment tvhile in receipt of sick pay."

The National Insurance Act, that is, applies Sickness Benefit as it

has been applied in the past by our great Friendly Societies.

It may be well to show the forms which are used by the Manchester

Unity in connection with sickness claims. Eule No. 24 of the Society

sets out that

—

When any Unity member falls sick and desires to claim the sick allowance, he

shall give, or cause to be given, to the Lodge into which he may be paying his con-

tributions due notice on the following form, accompanied by a certificate from

a qualified medical practitioner stating the complaint from which he is suffering :

—

FORM OF DECLARATION ON.

I hereby claim the sick allowance from this date, being unable to follow my
employment.

Signature.

Address.

Date.

MEDICAL CERTIFICATE.

I hereby certify that is unable to follow any employment, being

afflicted with
Signature.

Address.

Date.

N.B.—If the disease is of a chronic or permanent kind it must be so stated.
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TABLE OF THE MONEY BENEFITS.

Payable from the Fourth Day of Sickness,

Age at entry.
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Doubtless forms and declarations of similar character will be

prescribed under the Act.

Having made the nature of the Benefit clear, let us examine the

details.

The Sickness Benefit during incapacity for work is 10s. a week for

men, and 7s. 6d. a week for women, for 26 weeks, payable as and
from the fourth day of sickness. These rates of benefit are for persons

not over 50 years of age on entry.

Members over 50 on entry who have made 500 or more con-

tributions receive the above full money benefits.

Persons over 50 and under 60 on entry who have not made 500
contributions receive during the first 26 weeks the reduced money
benefit of 7s. for men and 6s. for women ; such persons, if over 60 on
entry, receive 6s. for the first 13 weeks, and 5s. thereafter.

Sickness Benefit ceases at 70 years of age, when the Old Age
Pension becomes payable.

If Sickness Benefit exceeds two-thirds of wages (it can do so,

obviously, for wages under 15s. a week), it may be reduced, but only

on condition that an Additional Benefit be granted in lieu of the

reduction.

Under the age of 21, boys and girls, if married or with dependants,

receive full rate of money benefit. If they are unmarried, and have no
dependants, the benefit is : For boys, 6s. for 13 weeks and 5s. after

;

for girls, 5s. for 13 weeks and 4s. after.

For special arrangements which may be made where employers
guarantee maintenance for a certain period in sickness, see Chapter VIII.

on Contributions.

When an insured person recovers from sickness and ceases to be on
the funds, any subsequent illness is to be deemed a continuation of the

same illness unless in the meantime 12 months have elapsed, and at

least 50 weekly contributions paid. This will bo understood when it

is remembered that after 26 weeks' illness a man's Sickness Benefit

falls from 10s. to the 5s. Disablement rate to be next described.

An insured person becomes eligible for Sickness Benefit after making
26 contributions.

The above particulars will be better understood from the table on
page 103, which states them clearly.

Disablement Benefit (Section 8, and Fourth Schedule).

If sickness and incapacity for work continues longer than 26 weeks,

5s. a week is paid during the remainder of the illness, however long it

may be. Thus the position of a man or woman of whatever age, old

or young, who is incapacitated by illness is made the same as that
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of an Old Age Pensioner. The disablement pension ceases at 70, when

the Old Age Pension becomes payable.

In this connection the deplorable character of the attacks on the

National Insurance Act by the Daily Mail (and its Conservative

(but anonymous) advisers of the " Insurance Tax Protest League ")

may be illustrated, and it is well they should be permanently

recorded in this work. On December 20, 1911, the Daily Mail

published an article entitled "Mr. Lloyd George's Root Mistake," in

which it maintained that the National Insurance Act was not needed

because so many people, Friendly Society members in particular, had

already made provision for time of sickness. Let us remember that

Friendly Society provision for time of sickness or disablement is

limited to periods of incapacity for work, and then turn to a second

article, published by the Daily Mail on January 8, 1912, which

denounced Mr. Lloyd George for " gross deception " in connection

with money benefits. It said :

—

'• Much has been heard from Mr. Lloyd George of the life pensions of 5s. a week

to every man or woman who can no longer follow his or her employment. To very

many of the workers this has stood out as the greatest of the benefits which the

Insurance Act had in store for them.
" Working men and women must realize the HARD FACT that this allowance is only

for those who are certified to be INCAPABLE OF WORK—that the man who can

mend nets or job about in his own garden and the woman who can sit and knit are to

have no part in it—that, in fact, this ' life pension ' would be more truly described

at an allowance for the bed-ridden, the incurable, and the paralyzed. . . . It is a

Chancellor of the Exchequer xcho is reaponaible for this gross deception.

" There will be no ' lite pension ' for the workman of fifty-five who is unable to

obtain regular employment on account of rheumatism or some other trouble and can

only do occasional work. There will be none for the servant in her fifties who loses

her place and is too old to obtain another ! There will be none for the shop assistant

who has to give up his or her employment on account of varicose veins, as many

have to-day.

" These persons cannot be certified ' incapable to work,' therefore there is no ' life

pension' for them, and even the temporary help which the Act gives in time of

aickneas will soon be gone because their contributionn are in arrears.'

Thus the same newspaper which, on December 20, 1911, told its

800,000 readers that a National Insurance Act was unnecessary

because, inter alia, Friendly Society members had already provided

for themselves, on January 8, 1912, denounced as a fraud and an

imposture the Act which provides Sickness and Disablement liencfits

for 14,000,000 people of exactly the same beneficent kind as Friendly

Societies have in the past provided for only about 1,500,000 people!

The Mail articles of December 20, 1911, and January 8, 1912, have

been widely used by Conservative candidates in by-elections in the

winter of 1911-12, and men who, if they had been in the House of
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Commons, would have found themselves unable to vote against the

National Insurance Bill, have stooped to circulate such trash in

order to gain votes. The article suggests that an invalid domestic

servant who can " sit and knit " will not get the pension. The fact is,

of course, that such a woman would certainly get such a certificate

as is quoted on page 102 from her doctor. The doctor would be

glad that she could employ herself in knitting, for it would help to

relieve her illness. The article also says that there will be no life

pension for the man of 55 who is rheumatic, and only able to do

occasional work. The answer is that if rheumatism prevents a man
from working, he will get the money benefit, and what honest man
wants the benefit when his rheumatism allows him to work? Then
follows a delicious touch about women. " There will be no life pension

to the servant in her fifties who loses her place, and is too old to obtain

another." This from the Mail, which declared in other articles that

domestic servants did not need insurance at all, and which led a

strange agitation to persuade servants that the Act was a " gross

injustice "
! The fact is, of course, that if a servant aged 50 becomes

ill, whether in a situation or not, she gets Sickness or Disablement

Benefit under the Act as long as her illness lasts. Next we are told

that a shop assistant with varicose veins will not get benefit. This

also is untrue. If the varicose veins prevent a woman from following

her employment she will be certified on the Fund, and get the benefit.

Finally, the article says :
" Even the temporary help which the Act

gives in time of sickness will soon be gone, because their contributions

are in arrears." Thus the writer of the article did not know, or, know-

ing, deliberately concealed (1) that under the Act no contributions have

to be paid in sickness, and that therefore while sick no insured man or

woman can get into arrears with contributions or fall out of benefit,

and (2) that, as is shown elsewhere in these pages, it is almost

impossible to lose benefits altogether in unemployment, or to lapse

from membership.

Let these things be recorded here that, in the years to come,

when National Insurance has become as much a commonplace as it

is in Germany, we may remember what was done in a vain attempt

to destroy it, and gain the greater resolution to proceed with the tasks

of a later day.

In the table on page 103 the Disablement Benefit will be found

clearly stated in connection with the Sickness Benefit.

Maternity Benefit (Section 8).

This benefit is the first proper recognition in British legislation of

the duties which the State owes to the unborn child.
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Insured women, married or unmarried, receive a maternity allow-

ance to the value of 30s. payable in cash or in kind.

The wives of insured men, although not themselves insured under

the scheme, will also receive the maternity benefit.

If a woman is as an employed contributor insured, site will receive

sickness he-nefit as well as viaternity benefit, which amounts to a double

materyiity benefit (i.e., £3), tvhethcr her husband is inspired or tiot.

Maternity benefit becomes payable after the insured woman, or the

husband of the uninsured woman, has paid contributions for 26 weeks.

(For Voluntary Contributors the waiting period in this respect is 52

weeks.)

There are about 1,200,000 births in the United Kingdom every year,

and the cost of this maternity benefit will therefore be very great.

Probably, something like 1,000,000 mothers will receive the benefit

every year, which means an expenditure of about £1,500,000 on this

account alone. It is not yet realized that about 2,700 mothers a day

will receive maternity benefit.

Never before has so generous a maternity scheme been devised in

connection with national insurance. Thus, the German State Insur-

ance, excellent as it is as a whole, hedges the maternity benefit about

with so many restrictions that the expenditure upon it for a population

half as great again as ours is only about £300,000 a year.

The mother has the right to decide whether she will be attended

by a doctor or by a properly certified midwife, and she will have free

choice of doctor or midwife.

An insured woman receiving maternity benefit has not to pay her

contributions while away from work in consequence of her confinement.

In view of a certain small minority of unhappy cases, it is provided

by Section 19 that, without prejudice to any existing legal liability, it

shall be the duty of the husljand of a woman receiving Maternity

Benefit to do his best for the care and maintenance of his wife during

her confinement, and for a month after her delivery, aiid, if ho is

neglectful, ho is liable on summary conviction to imprisonment for

a month with or without hard labour.

Workmen's Compensation in Relation to Money Benefits

{Section 11).

When an injured man is in receipt of compensation under cither

the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906, the p]mployers' Liability Act,

1880, or the common law, Sickness or Disablement Benefit is not

payable unless the compensation for injury awarded is less than the

sickness or disablement benefit, in which case the compensation is

made up to the amount of the benefit.
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It is also provided that if an Insured Person entitled to workmen's

compensation neglects to enforce his claim, the Approved Society or

Insurance Committee concerned may take proceedings on his behalf

and hold any damages secured as trustee for him, or, alternatively,

withhold payment of benefit from him.

Money Benefits when the Insured is in Hospital or Sanatorium
{Section 12).

When an Insured Person receives Sanatorium Benefit, or becomes

an inmate of a hospital or other publicly supported or charitable institu-

tion, the Money Benefit which would be otherwise paid to him is paid

to his wife and children or other dependants.

If, however, he has no dependants, and is in a sanatorium under

the Act, the Money Benefit will go to the Insurance Committee ; if he

is in a hospital or other public or charitable institution, the money may
be paid, if an agreement for the purpose has been made by the

administrators of the Benefit with the institution, towards the support

of the institution.

Other Benefits may be Substituted for Money Benefits in Certain

Cases {Section 13).

There are certain exceptional cases—they are really very few—in

which a worker compulsorily insured under the Act may desire that

his compulsory contribution should insure him not for Money Benefit

in sickness, but for, say, an Old Age Pension at an earlier age than 70.

For example, it has been pointed out that a hospital nurse has no need

to insure for maintenance in sickness. Again, there are a few domestic

servants—I fear very few—who have guarantees of maintenance. To
provide for such rare cases Section 13 allows an Approved Society,

with the consent of the Insurance Commissioners, to substitute one or

more of the Additional Benefits for either Sickness Benefit, or Disable-

ment Benefit, or both, for some or all or any class of its members.

Approved Societies' Benefit Rules {Section 14).

Approved Societies require, as Friendly Societies have done in the

past, to make common-sense rules as to the behaviour of their members
while receiving benefit, as to the visiting of members on the funds, &c.

Such rules will, of course, have to be approved by the Insurance

Commissioners, who will draw up general regulations for all Approved

Societies, just as the Central Body of a great Affiliated Order does for

its branches ; it will be no more irksome than tiiat. The Insurance
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Committees, since they administer all benefits for Deposit Contributors,

will also need such rides.

Amongst the rules there must be one providing that women shall

not be visited in sickness otherwise than by women. It is also provided

that even misconduct shall not disentitle a man to Medical Benefit.

Subscribing to Hospitals {Section 21).

Both Approved Societies and Insurance Committees are given power

to subscribe, at their full discretion, to hospitals, dispensaries, or other

charitable institutions. They may also support district nurses, or

appoint nurses for the purpose of visiting and nursing Insured Persons

for whom they are responsible. Sums so subscribed are to be treated

as expenditure on Medical Benefits, as, of course, they really are.

In this connection it has been already pointed out that if an

Insured Person is in a hospital, and has no dependants, the Money

Benefit otherwise due to him may be paid to the hospital.

Benefits for those Aged 65 to 69 {Section 49).

As has been already pointed out, in Chapter VIII. on Contributions,

persons aged 65 to 69 who work for an employer are compulsorily

insured, but under a special scheme. It was found impossible to bring

them within the scope of the general scheme, and to treat them as

children of IG, because of the very great liability attaching to their

age ; it was impossible to burden the whole scheme to such an extent.

Accordingly, the employer will be required to make the usual con-

tribution in respect of them, and the State, instead of providing a

reserve value as for those under 65, and paying out two-ninths of the

benefits, will add a contribution of 2d., making 4d. + 3d. + 2d = 9d.

The Insured Person can then either become a member of an Approved

Society for such benefits as the Society can afford or a Deposit

Contributor.

No Distraint in Dangerous Illness {Section 68).

A novel provision of the Act, and one that has received an extra-

ordinary fire of criticism, is that an Insured Person in receipt of

Sickness Benefit is not to be the subject of distraint for rent, levy of

execution, or ejection from his tenancy, if he is certified by his doctor

to be 80 ill that distraint, execution, or ejectment would " cmlamjcr

his life."

The provision is hedged about with restrictions. There must be a

wc::kly certificate by the doctor up to a maximum period of tliree months.

Further, the maximum period is one month unless proper security for

payment of rent is given.
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One is compelled to observe that if, at the beginning of the second

decade of the twentieth century of the Christian era, such a mild pro-

vision as this is made the subject of hostile criticism, save on the

ground of its being too mild, the Churches have indeed laboured

in vaiu.

Benefits Inalienable {Section 111).

It is provided that every assignment of, or charge on, and every

agreement to assign or charge, any of the Benefits conferred by the

National Insurance Act shall be void.

Benefits when Contributions are in Arrears.

The various benefits have been treated in this chapter as though

Insured Persons never fell behind with their contributions. The
arrangements made as to benefits when members are in arz'ears are

reserved for special treatment in the succeeding chapter.
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CHAPTER XI

MAINTAINING MEMBERS IN INSURANCE

The Question of Arrears.

N the last chapter the entu-e question of arrears of contributions

was of purpose reserved for separate treatment, because of its

great importance.

Irregularity of work, which cannot be prevented, is unfortunately

deemed by our civilization to call for irregularity of pay. Irregularity

of pay is not really more necessary for a bricklayer than for a clerk, but

it exists, and the National Insurance Act has to take account of it.

The measure therefore makes special provisions in order to make it

difficult for men to fall out of benefit, and to make it next to impossible

for them to fall out of membership of their Approved Societies.

It is one of the greatest faults of Friendly Societies that they have

not made sufficient provisions for their members in unemployment. If

we take, for example, the Manchester Unity, we find (the Eules

existing prior to the alterations adopted on the passing of the Insurance

Act are here referred to) that a man 6 months in arrears had, for prac-

tical purposes, to re-enter and undergo a fresh medical examination,

and if he was 12 months in arrears he was expelled. Rule 85,

Sections 2 and 3 of this Society ran thus :

—

85.—Forfeiture of Benefits and Expulsion.

(2) Should he be more than six months in anuiir no contributions shall be received

unless he produce a Batisfactory certificate of health from the lodge surgeon ; . . . .

and he shall also sign a declaration of the state of his wife's health. The lodge may

thereupon pass a resolution that his contributions (which must be sufficient to bring

him into compliance with the rules of his lodge and district) bo received. The

member shall not bo entitled to any sick benefit until a period of four weeks has

elapsed from the time he reduced his arrears below the amount laid down in the

section of Rule 50 adopted by the district.

(3) Should a member be more than 12 months in arrears he shall cease to be a

member, and shall have no claim on the society.

Under rules like these vast numbers of men have passed out of

Friendly Societies into the ranks of the uninsurable. Surely this

cannot be known to those who are abusing the National Insurance

Act, for, if it is known, their abuse is in the nature of criminality.

Ill
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As to what happens before suspension and expulsion, the following

rules are framed by the Manchester Unity :

—

(1) No member of a lodge meeting weekly, fortnightly, or monthly shall owe

twelve nights' contributions, if weekly ; six nights', if fortnightly ; or three nights',

if monthly (except during the hours the lodge is open on the night the amount

becomes due) ; nor shall he allow a fine or expenses in case of dispute or appeal

inflicted on him, or levy made under the rules (of which he has received notice in

writing) to remain unpaid more than twelve weeks from date of infliction.

(2) If any member offend in any of the matters above-named at any time previous

to claim for sickness, neither he nor any person claiming through him shall be

entitled to benefits on account of such sickness for a period of four weeks subsequent

to the date of the member bringing himself into compliance.

(3) If a member owes twelve weeks' contributions at the close of any lodge night

he will owe more than is allowed by this rule, and will consequently forfeit his

claim to sick benefit.

It will be seen that Sickness Benefit is cut off at the twelfth week
of arrears.

No matter how old a membership, these rules are applied, but it

is proper to add that Manchester Unity Lodges (Branches, that is)

have established Distress Funds, out of which grants may be made to

distressed members to maintain them in membership, &c. Not all

Friendly Societies have such funds, however, and lapsing of member-
ship is so common that every year some 350,000 Friendly Society

members fall out of the ranks.

Generous Arrears Provisions of the Act {Section 10, and Fifth

Schedule)

.

The National Health Insurance not only provides a Distress Fund
as an " Additional Benefit." It makes assistance to maintain member-
ship in arrears normal.

(1) No arrears are counted during the first year of the Act's opera-

tion.

(2) Arrears are counted on an annual average since entering into

insurance.

(3) If the member is less than 4 weeks in arrears (annual average)

he remains in full benefit.

(4) If the member is over 3 but not over 13 weeks in arrears

(annual average) he receives all benefits, but his sickness benefit is

reduced by Gd. for each week of the arrears from the 4th to the 13th

week, being thus 9s. Gd. if claim is made at the 4th week and 5s.

if the claim is made at the 13th week.

(5) If the member is over 13 but not over 2G weeks in arrears
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(annual average) he loses money benefit, but retains Medical, Mater-

nity, and Sanatorium Benefit.

(6) After the 26th week (annual average) all benefits are suspended.

(7) After the lapse of a further year from the date of the suspension

from all benefits, membership lapses, but even then the member's own
reserve (but not the special reserve given him by the Act) is carried

forward against his coming back into insurance.

(8) No arrears are counted during sickness ; i.e., nothing has to be

paid while benefit is being received.

The scale referred to above (4) is as follows :

—

KEDUCTION OR POSTPONEMENT OF SICKNESS BENEFIT WHEN
CONTRIBUTIONS ARE IN ARREAR.

(1) (2)
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entitled normally to 10s. and 7s. 6d. a week respectively in

sickness :

—

TABLE SHOWING HOW BENEFITS ARE REDUCED AND FINALLY
SUSPENDED.

When Claim
on Funds

is made and
Arrears

Aiiioiiut to
(on the Average
per Annum)
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Example 2.—Let us suppose that, the other factors of Example 1 remaining the

same, the man had joined the scheme at the beginning in 1912. His arrears account

would then stand :

—

1st year of membership :

10 weeks arrears counted as

2nd year 5

Total 5

5 divided by 2 being less than 3, the member is in full benefit at the beginning of

his third year of insurance, although 15 weeks in arrears.

Example 3.—A man joining the system in 1912 is, during the next 4 years, in

arrears as follows : 1st year, 12 ; 2nd year, 10 ; 3rd year, 15 ; 4th year, 5. His
arrears account, at the end of his fourth year, stands:

—

1st year of membership

:

12 weeks counted as ...

2nd year of membership ...

3rd

as

10

15

4th „ ,, 5

Total 30

30 divided by 4 is less than 8.

The member is therefore entitled to Sickness Benefit of 8s. a week and all other

benefits in full. 27its although he i$ 42 weeks iii arrears with his payments.

Example 4.—A man joining the scheme in 1912 is, during the next 5 years, in

arrears as follows :

—

1st year, 2G weeks counted as ...

2nd ,, 15 ,, 15

3rd ,, 35 ,, 35

4th ,, 20 ,, 20

5tb „ 35 ,, 35

Total 105

Suppose him to claim on the funds at the end of his fifth year of insurance.

lie is in arrears on the annual average 105 -=- 5 = 21. He is therefore entitled to no
money benefit, but he gets free doctoring or sanatorium, and if his wife is confined

she receives SOs,

The last example is a very bad case of unemployment indeed, yet

the man is not within measurahic reach of losing membership, for to

lapse he has first to bo in arrears for more than 26 weeks 07i an annual

averofje, and from that date to pay not a penny more for a whole year

in order to lapse from insurance. It comes to this, that losing member-
ship is very difficult of accomplishment.

Yet it has been alleged that the ranks of the Deposit Contributor

will be swollen by members lapsing from the normal insurance.
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As an example of curious failure to appreciate the real meaning of

Section 10 and its generous provisions, take the following, printed at

the end of a bald summary of the Section by Mr, Worthington Evans,

M.P., in his pamphlet published by the National Conservative Union.

He says in italics, speaking of the man who has lapsed from member-

ship :

—

" The forfeiting of his Beserve Value will 'prohahly 'prevent him again

becoming a member of an Approved Society. He loill probably have to

join the Deposit Contributor class."

No proper explanation is given to the reader of these italics that a

lapse is almost impossible under the Section. It is commented upon

as though a lapse were likely to occur frequently. And, unfortunately,

Mr. Evans did not remind his readers that existing Friendly Society

practice would expel such a member before the Act even deprives him

of Medical Benefit.

Working Back into Full Benefit.

It should also be observed that merely by paying regularly in

future a man in arrears can get back into full benefit without paying

up his arrears. For example, suppose that his arrears account has

run until in the third year of insurance he is 15 weeks in arrears,

average 5, money benefit therefore 9s. lie pays regularly all the

fourth year ; in the fifth year the divisor for averaging becomes 5, and

15 -f- 5 being 3, he is again in full benefit although he has paid up not

a penny of his arrears.

Further a member may (Section 10 (5)) pay up the whole of the

current year's arrears and of the previous year's arrears, and a month

after such payment be in benefit accordingly. Suppose a man is in his

fourth year of insurance and that the account has run

—

1st Year, 5 weeks not counted

2nd ,,

3rd ,,

4th ,,

Total

10

8

6

24

This is an average in 4 years of 6 and therefore the man is entitled,

if he needs it, to 8s. 6d. per week sick pay. He can pay up the

current year, 6 weeks, and the previous year, 8 weeks, and so reduce

his arrears to 10 weeks, which divided by 4 gives an average of 2|,

and 80 be in full benefit one month from date of his payment,

I have gone into these details thoroughly because it is most

obvious from current speeches and writings that they are not under-
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stood. Even most respectable institutions are circulating misleading

statements about them written by persons who, it is to be feared,

have taken no trouble to inform themselves.

It should also be observed, in this connection, that the Unemploy-

ment Insurance, Part II. of the Act, provides millions in unemployment

with the means of paying their sickness contribution if out of work.

4d. or 7d. to Pay in Unemployment?

"When a man is unemployed he is to pay the whole of the ordinary

joint contribution of employer and employed, viz., 7d., unless his

Approved Society decides to excuse him payment of the employer's 3d.

As Societies are self-governed, it is to be presumed that most of them

will make a rule excusing the 3d.

Outdoor Relief while in Benefit {Section 109).

It may be well to point out here that when outdoor relief is paid

to a person receiving benefit under the Insurance Act, Section 109

provides that the Guardians are not to take into consideration any

such benefit beyond 58. a week.



CHAPTER XII

THE INSURED GROUP THEMSELVES IN VOLUNTARY
INSTITUTIONS

Working Through Existing Thrift Institutions.

THE State Health Insurance system works through existing

voluntary thrift institutions, and permits new voluntary institu-

tions to be formed to carry out its provisions. No other course could

have been adopted. If we can imagine for a moment the field of

action cleared of all existing Friendly Societies, legislation for Health

Insurance would have been exceedingly simple, and a lucid and logical

system of local organizations could have been formed to carry out

its beneficent provisions. We can imagine the whole working popula-

tion naturally grouped in Local Sick Funds, democratically governed,

and including in their scope all the workers under a certain income

hmit, irrespective of age, occupation or health. A Bill to create such

a system would be a comparatively simple piece of legislation. It

would be much briefer than the National Insurance Act, and infinitely

less complex than the German Insurance laws, which are complicated

because they are the result of a generation of original and progressive

experiment, in which institution has been built upon or added to

institution with consequent overlapping of functions.

But it was impossible to secure such a clear field of action, and

it is quite impossible even to wish that the field was clear. Existing

Friendly Societies and Trade Unions have done great things for

the working population. They have been not only the dispensers

of benefits, but they have been training grounds for democracy. It

would have been worse than folly not to work through them and

to build them into the framework of the new law. At the same time,

it was as obviously impossible to give a monopoly of administration

of the State Health Scheme to existing institutions, and the law makes

it possible for any group of the Insured Persons described in the

last chapter to associate themselves as a Friendly Society for the

purposes of the Act,
118
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The " Approved Societies " {Section 23, dc).

The Act accordingly makes it possible for any respectable thrift

institution, or body of persons, to adapt itself or establish itself to

carry out the work of State Health Insurance. The Insurance Com-

missioners have power to "approve" any such institution or body

of persons, upon its conforming with the constitution laid down by

or under the provisions of the Act. An organization so approved is

termed an " Approved Society."

The main conditions of approval are two :

—

(1) The Society must not be carried on for monetary profit, and

(2) It must be subject to the absolute control of its members.

Of course, it becomes necessary for existing institutions to adapt

themselves to the new system. In the case of Friendly Societies

proper, the analogous character of their existing work and rules makes

adaptation simple. In the case of Trade Unions, also, there is no

difficulty in forming a separate section under Section 23 to obtain

approval. In the case of Collecting Societies and other funeral money
institutions, separate sections may be formed as Approved Societies for

the accommodation of such of their members as are Insured Persons

under the Act. Employers' Provident Funds may also be adapted.

The Section i-elating to the approval of Societies came into force with

the passing of the Act on December 16, 1911, and it is the duty of

every suitable institution immediately to get into touch with the

Insurance Commissioners. Approval either of an existing institution,

or of a new Society, may be obtained tentatively in order to facilitate

the start of the new system.

By Section 24 it is made lawful for any existing institution to adapt

itself for the purposes of the Health Insurance, notwithstanding any-

thing in its constitution or in the Acts under which it exists.

Approved Societies are given by the Act a most important power of

procedure in cases where their members experience Excessive Sickness,

in consequence of neglect of hygiene by any private persons or public

authority. The matter is referred to in detail in Chapter XIII. Suffice

it here to say that a Friendly Society gains the right to danuiges

against persons who by neglect injure the health of its members.

The Right to Select Members Preserved (Section 30).

Approved Societies are given the right to admit or reject any

Insured Person applying for raeml)ership. This means that the

individual character of existing Societies is preserved. The recog-

nition of existing institutions would bo a hollow mockery if this

right were not given. Trade Unions and many Friendly Societies
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are restricted to certain classes of applicants, and their choice of

associates is fundamental to their existence. For example, the

Independent Order of Eechabites, Salford Unity, is a Friendly

Society which restricts its membership to teetotallers, and to force

others upon it would be to destroy one of its chief reasons for being.

Similarly, a Trade Union restricts its membership to men in a

particular trade who care to band themselves " together, not chiefly

for sickness benefit purposes, but for the promotion of the interests

of the workers in the trade ; to force upon it men who seek insurance

only would be to weaken it for its main purpose.

An Approved Society may not, however, refuse an Insured Person

membership solely on the ground of age. More important still, a

Society will have no reason to make such refusal. Every person

compulsorily insured is given by the State (Section 55) such a proper

reserve fund as makes him a boy for insurance purposes. It really

does not matter a brass button to a Society whether an applicant is

16 or 65.

The rejected ones will, therefore, be restricted in practice to two

classes : (1) Bad or uninsurable lives, and (2) known bad characters.

As to these see Chapter XV. on " Deposit Contributors."

Accumulated Funds of Existing Institutions Set Free {Section 72).

In becoming an "Approved Society" an existing Friendly Society

makes a financial gain which is more or less according to its degree of

solvency or insolvency. Its old reserves are released, since every

Insured Person joining it is furnished with a new reserve by the State.

This applies to Employers' Provident Funds as well as to Friendly

Societies and Trade Unions.

This point is of exceeding importance, and it is dealt with fully in

Chapter XX.

Employers' Benefit Funds and the Workman's Liberty

(Section 25).

Employers' Provident Funds may become Approved Societies under

the Act, but only on certain important conditions, which are of much
value to the workmen who are concerned in them.

TJie coyiditions of approval amount to a release from private

compulsion.

In the first place, the employer is not to have a greater representa-

tion than one-fourth on the management body of the Fund, so that the

workers secure a majority control.

In the second place, the workman is to have the right of transfer

out of the Employer's Fund into an ordinary Approved Society, and to

I
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take with him his proper insurance reserve. Thus an Employer's

Fund cannot be used to obtain an improper hold over an employee

through his own savings.

In the third place, it is a condition of approval that membership of

the Fund must not be made a condition of employment by the firm.

It is also a condition of approval that the employer must either

guarantee the solvency of the Fund, or contribute to it substantially

apart from the statutory contributions enforced by the Act.

Accounts, Yaluations, Solvency, &c., of Approved Societies

{Sections 35, 36, 37, 38).

Approved Societies, having undertaken the administration of the

National Health Insurance, must keep separate accounts for their

business, and keep their funds quite distinct. They may, as ordinary

Friendly Societies have done in the past, give a Funeral Benefit or

other Benefit, apart from the State scheme, but if they do they must

keep separate accounts for it. It is a simple but important matter.

The accounts must be kept in a prescribed form, and they must

be submitted to periodical audit. The assets and liabilities of each

Approved Society will be periodically valued (every three years or at

other intervals), in order that the Society may be maintained in

solvency. These provisions will be recognized as proper for the

protection of Insured Persons. As things are, the majority of small

Friendly Societies are insolvent, and even if the National Insurance

Act had not become law, it was high time something was done to secure

the safety of their members.

The valuation of a Friendly Society is made by measuring

A8SKTS.

The Estimated Present

Value of Contributions

plus

Accumulated Funds

and other Assets.

LIABILITIES.

The Estimated Present

Value of Benefits - against

plus

Other Liabilities

Such a valuation, it will be understood, reveals the true position of

the Society, and enables it to judge whether the contributions of its

members are largo enough to command in the future the benefits taken

into account in the valuation.

Making such a valuation every three years, the Insurance Com-

mission will be able to guard Approved Societies from financial

dilTiculty. If a Society shows a surplus. Additional Benefits may be

declared. If it shows a deficiency, it must adjust it either by reducing

benefits or making a levy upon its members. A Society will not be
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able to run on indefinitely, and so deceive its members as to tbeir true

position. The result will bo to secure a true insurance for the Insured

Persons.

An Affiliated Order (or Friendly Society having more or less

autonomous Branches affiliated to a Central Body) will be required to

pool the risks of the entire Order to a certain extent. Two-thirds of

any surplus of a Branch may be distributed by the Branch in Addi-

tional Benefits to its members, but the remaining one-third must bo

transferred to the Central Body to form a pool. Out of the pool so

formed the Central Body will make good any Branch deficits. If there

is any balance remaining, it will be redistributed by the Central Body
to its Branches in the proportions in which they contributed to the pool,

and the Branches may then utilize the sums so distributed in Addi-

tional Benefits.

The Central Body of an Affiliated Order may make good the whole,

or only three-fourths, of the deficiency of a Branch from the pool of

surpluses, and if the deficiency is due to maladministration it may,

with the consent of the Insurance Commissioners, refuse to make good

any part of the deficiency, in which case the Branch, as a separate

Society, must make arrangements as already described to become
solvent.

If a Society or Branch which is insolvent fails within six months to

submit a proper scheme to secure solvency, the Insurance Commissioners

may take over the management of the Society or Branch, put matters

straight, and restore self-government as soon as may be, but in not less

than three years, or, alternatively, see that the Insured Persons con-

cerned become members of another Society.

Proper security against misappropriations of funds by their

officers must be given by the Approved Societies to the Insurance

Commissioners. An ordinary fidelity guarantee policy will probably

be accepted. The provision is, of course, a necessary and proper one.

Approved Societies are allowed by Section 56 to invest for them-

selves in trustee securities their own members' contributions to the

State Insurance Fund. Probably the majority of Societies will wisely

decide to forgo this great responsibility, and to leave the matter in the

safe hands of the Insurance Commissioners.

Societies with Less than 5,000 Members {Section 39, etc.).

No minimum of membership is demanded from a Society as a

condition of approval, but if a Society has less than 5,000 members it

is required to make such arrangement by way of pooling risks as will

better secure the solvency of its members.
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A number of different courses are possible for a small Society under

the Act. Obviously it may amalgamate with a larger body or become a

Branch of an xVffiliated Order, and either of these courses is probably

preferable to any third course for most small Societies.

Small societies which desire to retain their independence, however,

may form an Association {for the imrpose of pooling risks only), the

total membership of which is not less than 5,000. Societies which do

not thus voluntarily associate will be grouped in County or County

Borough groups, but onhj for the purpose of pooHng risks. In either

case the process of pooling surpluses and dealing with deficiencies will

be precisely as in the case of the Branches of an Affiliated Order and

as described on page 122.

Employers' Benefit Funds, however, may be exempted by the

Insurance Commissioners from this pooling arrangement, in view of the

fact that they are necessarily in a superior position as regards solvency,

because of the statutory conditions of their existence.

Transferring Membership {Sections 31, 32, 33).

An Insured Person has the right of transfer from one Society to

another, and to take with him in his transfer the insurance resei've

which he has accumulated by his contributions. The consent of

Approved Societies must be obtained for such transfer, but consent

must not be withhold " unreasonably." The reserve transferred by

a member leaving one Society for another is termed by the Act a

"Transfer Value."

Transfer may also be made to benefit institutions in foreign

countries or British Possessions, but only if the Insurance Com-

missioners are satisfied that the oversea institution gives similar

advantages to its own members if they become British residents.

If an Insured Person emigrates who has been member of an

Approved Society for not less than five years, and if his Society

is willing for him to retain membership and to give him benefits in-

dependently of the State scheme, the Insurance Commissioners may

arrange for him to use a proper part of hia Transfer Value for the

purpose.

Separate Funds for Men and V/omon {Section 41).

An Approved Society may keep sipurato the accounts and funds

of its male and female members, and when this is done the two funds

are to bo treated as separate branches for the purpose of pooling

surpluses and meeting deficiencies. The provision does not apply to

Societies with branches.
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No Double State Insurance {Section 34).

A person may not have the benefit of more than one State

Insurance, but he may insure himself for as much as he likes over

and above the State Insurance. The reason for this is that the State

Insurance gives a man a contribution from his employer and from

the State, and it would be unfair that he should enjoy such help in

connection with more than one Society.

Therefore, a man may join only one Approved Society for the

purpose of the National Health Insurance, but he may either insure

himself in that Society for more than the State Insurance, or join

a second or third Society not in connection with the Act.

Are Municipally Organized Approved Societies Possible?

The definition of Approved Society is so wide that it is an inter-

esting question whether a Local Authority has not power to organize

an Approved Society. It is a point which I regard as of some im-

portance. By reference to Chapter XIX., which deals with Scotland

and Ireland, it will be seen that in those two countries specific power

is given to County Councils to organize Approved Societies. I should

like to think that municipalities possess the power to establish societies

which we do not deny to an insurance company ; it would cover the

possible case of a district in which, through lack of local enterprise,

sufficient Approved Societies or wholly satisfactory Approved Societies

are not forthcoming.



CHAPTER XIII

THE INSURANCE COMMITTEES

Watch-Dogs of Public Health.

ONE of the most interesting and important new provisions of the

National Insurance Act is the establishment of " Insurance

Committees," which are to be formed " for every County and County
Borough." They are bodies which, while directly concerned with the

interests of Insured Persons only, must necessarily, in carrying out

their important functions, protect the interests of the uninsured as well

as of the insured.

Their general relation to the State Insurance system is that they are

charged with the administration of all the benefits ivhich arc of the

nature of medical benefits, and, in connection with that administration,

are given wide powers with regard to public hygiene. They are

charged with the care of the health of the insured, and, while they may
not exorcise any of the powers possessed by Local Authorities under
the Pubhc Health, Housing, and other Acts, and do not in any way
detract from or diminish any of the functions of Local Authorities,

they have a peculiar interest in keeping down sickness expenditure, and
may make suggestions and reports to the administrators of public

hygiene, and, in the last resort, obtain damages from them, or from
other neglectful persons, if excessive sickness costs are cast upon
the Insurance Committees as administrators of the medical benefits

granted by the Act.

District Insurance Committees (Section 59).

Tlie Insurance Committees will, in consultation with tho Local
Authority, divide their areas into suitable districts and appoint a
"District Committee" to each, to enable them properly to administer

areas which will, of course, contain largo numbers of Insured Persons.
In particular there is to be a District Committee for each borough
(including the City of London and a Metropolitan Borough) within the

135
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County having a population of not less than 10,000 people, and for

each urban district within tho County with a population of 20.000.

It will be observed that the separation of the administration of the

medical from that of the money benefits provides a double check upon

that minimum of persons who, without careful administration, make

undue claims upon benefit. It is as absurd to charge workers generally

with malingering as to deny that malingering exists. Under tho Act

the malingerer has to deceive both the Approved Society and tho

Insurance Committee.

Constitution of the Insurance Committees {Section 59).

The constitution of tho Insurance Committee is such as to secure

a majority representation upon them for Insured Persons. Each

Committee is to consist of not less than 40 and of not more than

80 persons, of whom :

—

(a) Three-fifths are to be appointed so as to secure representation

of the Insured Persons resident in the Insurance Committee's

area who are members of Approved Societies, and who aro

Deposit Contributors in proportion to their respective

numbers ; these representatives will be elected respectively

by the Approved Societies, and, if an Association of Deposit

Contributors has been formed in the area, by such association.

If there is no Deposit Contributors Association, the Insur-

ance Committee will appoint persons to represent them.

Eegulations of the Insurance Commissioners are to determine

the method of appointment.

(b) One-fifth are to be appointed by the County or County

Borough Council, and two of these must be women ;

(c) Two ynemhers are to be elected either by any association of duly

qualified doctors resident in the County or County Borough

which may have been formed for that purpose under such

regulations, or, if no such association has been formed,

by the doctors

;

{d) One meynber or, if the total number of the Insurance Committee

is 60 or upwards, two members, or if the total number of the

Committee is 80, three members, are to be duly qualified

doctors appointed by the County or Borough Council

;

(e) The remaining members are to be appointed by the Insurance

Commissioners ; at least one must be a doctor and at least

two must be women.

The local Medical Officer may, on invitation, attend the meetings

of the Insurance Committee.

Insurance Committees may combine, or be required by the Insur-
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ance Commissioners to combine, for the better performance of their

functions.

Powers and Duties of Insurance Committees {Sections 15, 16,

60, 63, (&c.).

Let us now survey in their entirety the powers and duties of the

Insurance Committees. They are as follows :

—

(1) Entire Administration of Benefits of a Medical Character.—As
is shown in Chapter X., the Insurance Committees are made entirely

responsible for the administration of Medical Benefit, Sanatorium

Benefit, and all other benefits of a medical nature. It is their duty

to do all in their power to restore sufferers to health.

(2) Entire Administration of all Benefits for the. Deposit Contributors.

—As is shown in Chapter XV., the Insurance Committees administer all

benefits, whether of a medical or monetary character, for the Deposit

Contributors.

(3) Ecports and Sioggestions on Public Hygiene.—The Insurance

Committees must make reports to the Insurance Commissioners as to

the health of the Insured Persons in their care, and make such

suggestions in forwarding their returns as they may think advisable,

and the Insurance Commissioners are to forward such reports or

suggestions to the Local Authorities concerned.

(4) Analysis and Classification of Deposit Contributors.—The
Insurance Committees are to make full reports to the Insurance

Commissioners on the Deposit Contributors of their areas, analyzing

them and classifying them to show what further measures are

necessary for their proper treatment. It should bo remembered in

this connection that (Chapter XV.) the Insurance Committees have

power to spend indefinitely on Deposit Contributors with the consent

of the Treasury and Local Authority.

(5) Teaching of Hygiene.—The Insurance Committees are to

organize lectures and classes on hygiene, in conjunction with Education

Authorities, Universities, (Ic.

(6) Sickness Books ami Deposit Contributors' Money Benefit

Accounts.—The Insurance Committees are to keep proper books and

accounts and submit same to Treasury audit. As to members of

Approved Societies, they will need to keep Sickness books only. As to

Deposit Contributors, they will need books for the Money Benefit

also. The Sickness books of the Insurance Committees, when

analyzed and presented as a general return by the Insurance Commis-

sioners, will give us such a true picture of public health as wo have

never before possessed. This invaluable record of experience will be a

constant stimulant to Parliamentary and Local action.
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(7) Powers m " Excessive Sickness."—Finally, the Insurance Com-

mittee possesses a most important power of calling neglectful persons,

corporations, or authorities to account when " Excessive Sickness

"

arises, and this is so important that I will deal with it in a separate

section.

Excessive Sickness {Section 63).

The Insurance Committees possess the powers about to be

described in common with the Approved Societies and the Insurance

Commissioners.

When it appears to the Insurance Committee that " Excessive

Sickness" is experienced by the Insured Persons in its care, and that

such excess is caused by the neglect of any private person, or

corporation, or public authority, it may claim repayment from the

neglectful party of the extra cost caused to it by the Excessive

Sickness.

If the neglectful party refuses to pay the account for extra costs,

the Insurance Committee may apply to (1) The Home Secretary

or (2) The Local Government Board, as the case may require, for a

public inquiry, and thereupon such an inquiry may be held at the

discretion, of course, of the Government Department concerned.

WJiat " Excessive Sichiess " means. The Insurance Commis-

sioners will calculate the average expectation of sickness, and

"Excessive Sickness" means that the sickness actually experienced

in a locality is greater than such average expectation by 10 per cent.

The Insurance Committee may act in any case where excess is

due to

—

(a) The conditions or nature of employment of Insured Persons.

(b) Bad housing or insanitary conditions in any locality.

(c) An insufficient or contaminated water supply.

(d) Neglect on the part of any person or authority to observe or

enforce any Act relating to the health of workers in factories,

workshops, or other industries.

(c) Similar neglect of the Pubhc Health Acts.

(/) Similar neglect of the Housing Acts.

{g) Similar neglect " to observe or enforce any public health

precautions."

It will be seen that the range of action is exceedingly wide, both as

to the nature of the neglect or default, and as to the definition of

those neglectful. Private persons, firms, companies, corporations,

public authorities—any or all are liable to be called to account.

If at the Public Inquiry it is proved that during the previous

three years (or, if there has been an outbreak of epidemic, endemic,
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or infectious disease, during a less period) there has been Excessive

Sickness due to any specific neglect, the neglectful person or

authority will have to make good the Insurance Committee's claim,

with costs. If it is a case of bad housing, the Local Authority

may serve notice upon the owner, lessee, or occupier of the

premises which are the subject of the inquiry, and if the neglect

is the fault of the person upon whom notice is so served, he may
be required to repay the damages to the Local Authority.

It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of this " Excessive

Sickness " provision. It arms the Insurance Committee (and the

Approved Societies and Insurance Commissioners with them) with

powers which their own interests will undoubtedly lead them to

exercise, and when they are exercised it is not only Insured

Persons who will be defended; the entire community of the area

will gain.

Income of the Insurance Committees (Section 61).

The Insurance Committee has a composite income, made up thus:

—

(1) It will receive all sums payable in respect of members of

Approved Societies in its area for the purposes of medical benefit and

administrative expenses.

(2) It will receive all sums whatsoever payable in respect of the

Deposit Contributors in its area.

(3) It will receive from each Approved Society in its area Id. per

member per annum towards its administrative expenses. This Id.

may be increased by the Insurance Commissioners to 2d. if the

Insurance Committee members incur travelling expenses.

(4) It may receive extra income from the Treasury and Local

Authority on account of Medical or Sanatorium Benefit for either

members of Approved Societies or Deposit Contributors (see Chapters

X. and XV.).

10



CHAPTEE XIV

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, TRADE UNIONS, ETC.,
UNDER THE ACT

Past Neglect of Friendly Societies.

FRIENDLY Societies in the past have been too much neglected by

the Legislature. They liave received a little assistance, but for

the most part have been left to blunder along in honest ignorance,

which is often as fatal to their members as wilful dishonesty. The

National Insurance Act gives for the first time full and proper assist-

ance to these institutions, and proper protection to their members
in respect of their insurance. What has been done in the past may
be gauged by the amount of the total annual vote for the Eegistry of

Friendly Societies, including the Assistant Eegistries of Scotland and

Ireland. It amounts to the paltry sum of £9,910 in 1912. As the

number of Societies and branch Societies with which the Eegistry is

concerned is over 35,400, we see that the value of the attention which

the Eegistry is able to give to each society or branch averages about

5s. 7d. per annum.

We need not wonder, then, that the great majority of Friendly

Societies, apart from the great Affiliated Orders and Centralized

Societies, are in a deplorable financial condition. Friendly Society

law, it is true, calls for the valuation of registered Societies, but it

does not even insist upon the appointment of a properly qualified

actuary to value assets and liabilities. Even upon the valuations

furnished, and many of them are not reliable, millions of Friendly

Society members are not insured for the benefits they subscribe for.

It is, of course, a dangerous business to embark in without expert

guidance. In some little town or village a group of persons, usually

young, found a Sick Club. They agree to put up a few pence a week

and they draw up rules granting glorious benefits. For years every-

thing goes well. It appears that the few pence a week are not merely

enough, but too much, for year by year there is money saved. The
130
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fact is, of course, that the bulk of the members are still young and

drawing little benefit. By and by the bulk of the membership begins

to feel the weight of age and its accompanying sickness. Then it is

discovered that there are not nearly funds enough to meet the

liabiHties, and there has to be either a large levy or a great reduction

of the promised benefits. That, unfortunately, has been the history of

thousands of Friendly Societies, and the melancholy results may bo

seen year by year in the valuation returns that come in.

"What I have written applies to Friendly Societies. With regard to

Trade Unions, benefit work has been always done knowingly on a

non-actuarial basis. The idea has been to make the whole of the

funds of a Trade Union available for any purpose at any moment.

They have accordingly adopted the rule-of-thumb method of paying

out sickness claims as they arose, accumulating no proper reserves,

and relying upon levies if necessary to regain solvency if funds should

run out. It is, of course, a most uneconomic method of conducting

Health Insurance work, and for the good of Trade Unions themselves

it ought to be ended. The National Insurance Act, by encouraging

them to end it, performs a great service for the Trade Union movement.

Effect of Act on Friendly Societies {Section 56, dc).

The National Insurance Act " interferes " with the work of Friendly

Societies and Trade Unions by compelling workers to insure themselves

against loss of health. A worker, finding 4d. deducted from his wage

for sickness insurance, would in many cases be compelled to give up

his Friendly Society subscription if the State Act did not enable the

Friendly Society to carry on the State Insurance. But that is precisely

what it docs. The Friendly Society has a constitution and rules which

arc of the general character required by the Act for an " Approved

Society." A great deal of nonsense is talked about extra work thrown

on Friendly Societies by the Act, and as to making official returns,

keeping official accounts, &c. It is forgotten that Friendly Societies

cither are now keeping proper accounts, or ought to bo doing so, and

that, if registered, they now make returns to the Eegistrar of Friendly

Societies, and have now, if registered, to make a periodical valuation.

Under the Act, Sections 35 and 30, Approved Societies have to keep

proper accounts, but this is no new obligation ; only the Treasury audit

is new, but it is proper as well as new, and costs tho Approved Society

nothing. As to both audit and valuation, in tho past they have been

at the Society's expense ; under tho Act tliey will bo at Govornmont

expense and not a charge on the moinbors' contributions. All this

means in practice little or no more work for Friendly Societies, but

fi real and invaluable assurance for their members.
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It will bo understood that tho moinbors' contributions pass via the

employor, via the Post Ollice, to tho Insurance Commissioners. Tho

Approved Society, however, shows by its members' Insurance Cards

what is due to it from the State, and obtains credit accordingly. Out

of that credit the Insurance Commissioners, adding the proper State

contribution which thoy have received from the Treasury, furnish thoin

with the funds to pay benefits. It is all delightfully simple and auto-

matic, as most things are when they are done on a big scale with

proper organization. It should bo added that an Approved Society

is allowed to invest its own members' fourpences, but I really do not

know why it should want to do so ; investment is much bettor loft to

tho Central Authority.

There is nothing in the Friendly Societies Act which compels

registration, but in spite of this tho great bulk of our Friendly Societies

have had the sense to put themselves on the register and give them-

selves status. Certain advantages are gained for a Society by such

registration, as, for example, tho right to hold property in the names of

trustees (the property being vested in the Society's trustees by their

more appointment), prompt remedy against those members who commit

frauds upon it, freedom from certain stamp duties, power to take

binding receipts from minors, power legally to determine disputes

under its rules, and many other important privileges. What tho

National Insurance Act does is not to deduct from these privileges,

but to add to them. It deducts nothing worth having ; it renders

invaluable aid. True it is that it applies compulsion, whereas Friendly

Society membership subscriptions are now voluntary. To the com-

pulsory subscription it adds over 100 per cent, of value, however, and

Friendly Societies retain tho right to choose their own associates from

the ranks of the many millions of compulsorily insured.

The National Insurance Act, Part I., is concerned solely with Health

Insurance ; there is nothing in it, however, to forbid a Friendly Society

from continuing funeral money benefits or endowment benefits, or any

other of the proper purposes defined by tho Friendly Societies Act.

The Society simply keeps one department for the National Health

scheme, and adds to it what other departments it pleases within its

existing scope. The male worker pays 4d. to it through his employer

;

he can pay as much more as he pleases for additional insurance.

" Friendly Societies " and " Collecting Societies."

"Friendly Societies."—By the term "Friendly Societies," those

institutions are properly referred to which are mutual benefit associa-

tions carried on, not only without monetary profit, but without the

assistance of paid collectors. Such societies usually grant medical
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benefits, money benefits in sickness, disablement benefit, and funeral

benefits.

Such Friendly Societies proper may be either (1) ordinary or single

Societies, or (2) Affiliated Societies commonly called " Affiliated Orders,"

having a constitution which affiliates largely autonomous branches

(termed Courts, or Lodges, or Tents) with a central body, to which

they in some measure contribute, and governed by general common

rules.

Included in Friendly Societies properly so called are the Deposit

Societies, the peculiar feature of which is that they accumulate for

the benefit of their members at interest any surplus of their con-

tributions over and above what is necessary to keep them insured

for their benefits, and allow them to withdraw it in cash from time

to time.

" Collecting Societies"—'Friendly Societies proper should be care-

fully distinguished from " Collecting Societies." The latter are

Societies which employ paid collectors to gather contributions at a

greater distance than ten miles from their registered office. Their

business is practically confined to funeral money benefit ; in the

nature of the case they cannot check sickness claims. Such Collecting

Societies are subject to the special provisions of the Collecting Societies

and Industrial Assurance Companies Act, 1896. Indeed, they differ

from an industrial insurance company not in method, but in that they

are not carried on for commercial profit. Since the passing of the

Act referred to (1895), new Collecting Societies registered ax-o com-

pelled to adopt the two words " Collecting Society " for the last

words of their title.

These collecting funeral-money societies are uneconomic institu-

tions, like the industrial insurance companies. They have to spend a

very large proportion of their revenue in collecting it, and " manage-

ment " usually comes out at something like 6d. in the Is.

Friendly Societies proper, as we have seen, have no difficulty in

becoming Approved Societies.

A Collecting Society cannot become an Approved Society unless it

establishes a separate branch to work the National Ilealtli Insurance.

Many of them doubtless will do so, and if tbis proves to be tlio case, so

much the better, for, in effect, in each such case a Collecting Society

—a more burial club—will have established a real and economic

I'riendly Society branch.

Industrial Insurance Companies.

It is open for an industrial insurance company, as for a Collecting

Society, to organize a separate branch for the purposes of the National
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EXTRACTS FROM CIRCULAR ISSUED BY THE MANCHESTER UNITY.

In addition to State Insurance, for which the deduction will l)o

made from wages by their employers, members may continue to

pay their present contributions and I'eceive both the State bene-

fits and the full Sickness and Funeral Benefits provided by the

Society.

Members may elect to have their State contribution of 4d. per

week (3d. for women) deducted from their present contributions,

and will receive the State benefits with the addition of payment
for benefits during the waiting periods under the Act, the first

thi-ee days' sickness, the probationary period between sickness

and disablement insurance, and as much sick pay as will make
the State allowance equal to the amount to which they are now
entitled, and funeral benefits for members and their wives who
predecease them.

Under the Act the contributions payable by or in respect of

members (including employers' share) will be generally higher

than those now paid to the Society, and the State will relievo

the Society of the cost of two-ninths of the benefits. This extra

financial provision will both increase the assets and relieve the

liabilities of the Society, so that considerable sums will be set

free for additional benefits to those Members who make the
Manchester Unity their Approved Society.

If a member who is now paying a contribution of sevenpence
per week for

Sickness benefit of 12s. per week for 52 weeks,

,, ,, 6s. ,, afterwards,

£12 funeral benefit, and £G wife's funeral benefit,

makes the Unity his approved society, he may in future pay 3d.

per week to the Lodge and receive the following total benefits :

—

BENEFITS.
FROM LODGE FUNDS.

128. per week for first three diiys'

sickness.

28. per week for first 2(3 weeks' sick-

ness.

7s. per week for second 26 weeks'

sickness.

Is. per week afterwards.

Funeral Benefit, £12.

Wife's Funeral Benefit, £6.

Substantial extra Benefits equivalent

to a contribution value of IJd.

per week.

FROM STATE INSURANCE FUNDS.

Nothing for first three days' sickness.

10s. per week for 20 weeks.

Ss. per week for 2G weeks.

58. per week afterwards.

Medical Attendance and Medicine.

Maternity Benefit of 30s. for each
confinement.

Sanatorium treatment if required.
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Health Insurance. If it does so, it really helps to create a new true

Friendly Society, which has nothing whatever to do with its ordinary

funeral money business, and the funds and accounts of which are as

distinct from its ordinary operations as though it were a branch of the

Oddfellows, or Foresters, or Free Gardeners.

Existing Friendly Society Funds Released {Sections 55, 72, dc).

Every worker compulsorily insured by the Act enters insurance at

the same flat rate of contribution, normally 4d. for a man and 3d. for a

woman. Every worker aged 16 to G5 is treated as though 16 years of

age, and this is accomplished by drawing upon the entire insurance

fund in order to create for each person over 16 a reserve fund such as he

would have accumulated if he had been contributing ever since he was

16. By this means the whole of the insured are made 16 years of age

for insurance purposes.

It follows that, as a Friendly Society member becomes compulsorily

insured under the Act, he is furnished with a new insurance reserve,

and does not need for the purposes of the National Health Insurance

his existing reserve which he has built up by his own thrift. That

means, of course, that his existing reserve is released. Under Section

72 of the Act his Society may entirely revise its finances in view of this

important fact, and may make a scheme either increasing the benefits

of its members without increasing their subscriptions, or reducing

their subscriptions, or combining both methods.

What happens in bulk is that under the Act the liabilities of

Friendly Societies are reduced by a very largo sum—£10,000,000 or

more.

I will show what the release of old reserves means to the existing

members of a great Friendly Society,

On page 134 I give an extract from a circular issued by the

Manchester Unity of Oddfellows on the benefits of the National

Insurance Act.

It will bo seen that the Manchester Unity point out that the effect

of the Act is to

—

" mcrcasc the assets and relieve the liabilities of the

Society, so that considerable swns will be set free for

additional benefits for Dwsc members who viake the

Mancliestcr Unity their Approved Society."

They illustrate the point by taking the case of an existing member

who is now paying them 7d. a week for certain benefits, and they

show that by merely continuing to ])ay the 7d. (4d. through tlio

employer by deduction frouj wages, and 3cl. directly to the Manchester
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Unity), the member will iu future receive the following fine scale

of benefits :

—

Sickness Benefit : 12s. per week for first 52 weeks'

sickness.

Disablement Benefit : 6s. per week from the fifty-

third week, for as long as may be necessary.

Funeral Benefit at Member's death : £12.

Funeral Benefit at death of wife : £6.

Medical Attendance and Free Medicine.

Maternity Benefit of 30s. for each Confinement.

Sanatorium Benefit if required.

Substantial Extra Benefits equal to a contribution

value of l^d. per week.

It will be seen how substantially the existing members of solvent

Friendly Societies stand to gain.

Of course, when a Friendly Society is not solvent it cannot gain so

much, but it must gain something. Its members are set up with new
reserves, and their old reserves are therefore released to give them

some degree of extra benefit.

The Special Case of Trade Unions.

In the case of Trade Unions doing Friendly Society work, as has

been explained, they have not hitherto built up insurance reserves,

relying upon their power of levy to get straight at any time. There

are, therefore, no reserves to be released, as in the case of such a Society

as the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows. Nevertheless, let it be

remembered, their members are furnished with reserves by the State

scheme, and they are therefore, in respect of the Health Insurance,

put on their feet from an actuarial point of view. That means a great

accession of strength to a Trade Union, since it can use more of its

members' contributions for the main purposes of Trade Union work,

viz., improving the conditions of employment of its members.

Further, out of the many millions of compulsorily Insured Persons,

Trade Unions have the opportunity, by forming branches to work the

National Insurance Act as Approved Societies, to gain millions of new
members.
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Many existing Trade Unions are small bodies, but as will be seen by

Chapter XII., they need not be shut out on that ground. The Act

allows small Societies, whether Friendly Societies or Trade Unions, to

become approved (see Chapter XII.), only providing that they shall to a

certain extent pool their risks by association with other Societies. For

the sake of Trade Unionists themselves, it is earnestly to be hoped that

the small Trade Unions will thus group themselves. The greatest

weakness of British Trade Unionism lies in the existence of many

Trade Unions where there ought to be few. A Federation of British

Trade Unions by groups is a thing devoutly to be desired, and the

National Insurance Act, if it helps to bring about a greater sohdarity in

the Trade Union movement, will have done a much-needed service to

our trade associations.

The idea, actually mooted by the majority of the Executive Com-

mittee of the Fabian Society, that British Trade Unionism is likely to

be injured by a system of National Insurance, is not borne out by the

experience of Germany, which has had a National Insurance Scheme

in operation for a generation past. Here are figures showing the

comparative growth of British Trade Unions and German Trade Unions

in recent years :

—

BRITISH AND GERMAN TRADE UNIONISTS.

Year,
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British Trade Unions, indeed, have a magnificent opportunity in

this matter. If they are wise, they will promptly federate and become

Approved Societies, and thus associate with their work the great

benefits which the system offers. It should be clearly understood that

a Trade Union, like a Friendly Society, can become an Approved

Society before it has actually federated. This is obviously necessary

to enable new Societies to come into existence. It will thus be entirely

the fault of British Trade Unions themselves if they do not become

Approved Societies.

The Act does not touch Existing Society Funds.

It should be clearly understood that the Act does not use or mani-

pulate the existing funds of Benefit Societies, whether or not they

become Approved Societies. Existing funds remain the sole property

of those who subscribed them.

Existing Employers' Provident Funds (Section 73).

In the case of Employers' Provident Funds which, as we have seen,

may become Approved Societies under the Act, the existing liabihties

are reduced, of course, in precisely the same way, with the grant of

additional benefits to the members without increase of contribution.



CHAPTEE XV

THE CASE OF THE UNINSURABLE

Persons who Fail to Enter "Approved Societies."

EVERY person compulsorily brought within the scope of the

National Health Insurance is by its terms an " Insured Person,"

and, as we have seen, he has the opportunity to apply for membership

in an Approved Society. But, on the other hand, an Approved Society

has the right to select its members. It follows, therefore, that a

certain proportion of "Insured Persons" will fail to obtain member-

ship, since the Act comes into force in 1912 in a society in which a

considerable number of workers have lost their health and become

uninsurable. It is quite a mistake to suppose, however, either that

Friendly Society membership in the past has been based on carefully

picked lives or that careful picking will be the rule under the Act. A
great deal of nonsense has been talked on this subject. For example,

a curious pamphlet on the Act has been issued by the National Con-

servative Union. It consists of a medley of articles written by

Unionist Members of Parliament, some of whom write fairly and tem-

perately, while others indulge in gross abuse of the " liar," " swindler,"

and "fraud" order against Mr. Lloyd George. We find Mr. L. S.

Amery, M.P., one of the offenders, writing:

—

" The unsound finance of the scheme will directly set up a system

of competition for the best lives and of exclusion of the worst lives."

The plain facts of the case are far otherwise. In the past the

medical examination of Friendly Society members has been very per-

functory, for it has been paid for at absurdly low rates, which could not

possiljly enable a doctor to do more than detect obvious unsoundness.

As for what will happen under the National Insurance Act, Mr. L. S.

Amery, M.P., has already had his answer. Our biggest Friendly

Society, the Manchester Unity, has already decided (February 1, 1U12)

to become an Approved Society, and, further, to abolish all medical

examination of new members, only stipulating that the member him-

139
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self and his proposer and seconder shall testify to his general good

health.

Trade Unions will certainly adopt the same course, and other

Societies, I have no doubt, will fall into line.

It is plain, therefore, that only " bad " lives will be shut out from

membership. It is almost equally plain that Friendly Society sickness

experience is not based on carefully selected lives.

Thus the exaggerations about millions of persons being shut out

into the ranks of the Deposit Contributors go by the board. The pro-

portion of the rejected will clearly be small.

It has been suggested that a large number of casual workers may
find it difficult to become members of Approved Societies, but is this

so ? In the Conservative pamphlet referred to we find Mr. Worthington

Evans, M.P., writing

—

"It is impossible to make any exact estimate, but the number will be large, seeing

that about 5 per cent, of the present members of Friendly Societies, who are to some

extent the pick of the community, fail to retain their membership, about 250,000 a

year dropping out of the Societies. It is true that the provisions of the Bill relating

to non-payment of contributions whilst sick, and relating to arrears, will prevent

many of these lapses, but, on the other hand, those who act under compulsion are not

likely to be so regular as those who have been voluntary insurers. It is no exaggera-

tion to fear that from one and a half to two million persons will suffer the fate of

Deposit Contributors.

" The Deposit Contributors are those who from indifferent health are unable to pass

the medical test and obtain admission into Friendly Societies, and those who are by

irregularity of employment unable to maintain their contributions to the Friendly

Societies."

These are extraordinarily wild statements. Mr. Evans suggests,

to make his case, that compulsorily insured persons will be less

regular in payment than the voluntarily insured. This is indeed

enough to make the reader rub his eyes in sheer bewilderment, and

I am gravelled for comment. Mr. Evans feels bound to refer to the

generous arrears arrangements which I have explained in Chapter XI.,

but he is loth to admit that lapses will not occur, and he suggests by

his language that lapses will be many. Let us remind ourselves of

what we studied in Chapter XI. It is exceedingly difficult, almost

impossible, for a man to fall out of insurance under the Act. For the

first year of the Act's operation, arrears do not count at all, and a

man is not out of all benefits until he is over 26 weeks in arrears

counted on an annual average since he entered insurance. Finally, his

membership does not lapse until one year after he is finally suspended

from all benefits. Thus, if a casual labourer enters insurance on

July 15, 1912, and is 18 weeks in arrears during the first twelve-
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months, 20 weeks in arrears in the ensuing twelvemonths, and 15

weeks in arrears in the third year of his insurance, his arrears

account stands as follows :

—

First year's arrears 18 weeks not counted

Second year's arrears 20 weeks ... '.^0

Third year's arrears 15 weeks 15

Total 35

Average arrears at the end of the third year of

insurance = 35 -^ 3 = 11-7

He is thus not yet out of tnoncy benefit, since his average arreai'S

are less than 13 per annum. If, and when, he reaches an average of

26 weeks' arrears per annum, he is suspended from all benefits, and

NOT UNTIL ONE YEAR AFTER THE DATE OF SUCH
SUSPENSION is his reserve dealt with under Section 10; even then

he may come back into insurance on terms. As it is very difficult to

imagine a worse case than the above, it is difficult to see how

men can lapse from insurance under the Act to any extent worth

mentioning.

We see that the question of rejected memberships largely resolves

itself into : (1) " bad hves," and (2) bad characters, and of these the

former is alone of importance.

It should be observed that a minor and very small class of Deposit

Contributors is created by the special provision for those aged G5 to

09 (see Chapter X.).

A Disappearing Factor.

Those who have criticized the Act so severely because rejected

memberships arise under it, show an extraordinary lack of appreciation

of the facts of the case. In the first place, the factor is almost entirely

a disappearing one. It arises (1) because wo must, basing ourselves

upon the recognition and adaptation of existing Friendly Societies, give

them the right to choose their associates ; and (2) because the Act

opens its work under conditions for which the Act is not responsible,

and which it will in future largely prevent.

It is not the fault of the National Insurance Act that it cannot

throw back twenty, thirty, or more years and insure as healthy boys

and girls of 16 existing consumptives and incurables. As, however,

time goes on, each year will bring into insurance a new generation of

boys and girls aged 16 and so with tlio cfllux of time the membership

under the Act will consist entirely of persons who have had their chance

to l)ecome insured at 10. The proportion of rejected members will

therefore diminish year by year, and finally almost disappear, for, as
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we have seen, it is hardly possible for severe unemployment to deprive

persons of membership after they have once attained it.

Further, v^hy do a certain number of "bad lives" exist in 1912?

The answer is, largely for want of such a measure as the National

Insurance Act. If this Act had been passed a generation ago, wo

should happily be spared the empty rhetoric, creditable neither to the

hearts nor the heads of those who employ it, as to the lot of the rejected

members under the Act, If a man really has heart, let him remember

that pity is due not only to those who have succumbed to illness, but to

those who will inevitably succumb without such a legislative measure

as I am discussing. If a man has head, let him remember that it is far

more important to prevent destitution than merely to pass a measm-e to

deal with those who, through illness, have become destitute. Some
critics of the Insurance Act, forgetting these things, tell us that we
should above all fix our eyes upon the present worse cases, and that

the Act does not sufficiently regard the existing worst cases. But how
do these existing worst cases arise ? Who are the people who to-day,

we fear, may be unable to join Approved Societies? The answer is that

these people are those who have at some time or other fallen out of the

ranks of those who are sometimes lightly spoken of as the best off, the

best paid, the " aristocrats of labour," the Trade Unionists, the Friendly

Society members. So far from chiefly fixing our eyes upon the worst

cases, we ought chiefly to turn our attention to the prevention of the

further creation of bad cases.

We actually find critics of the National Insurance Act using the

following mutually stultifying arguments : (1) That the Act is bad

because it is remedial instead of preventive
; (2) that the Act is

bad because it does not chiefly attend to the destitute instead of to the

aforesaid " aristocrats of labour." But if Mr. Lloyd George's Act

neglected those who ai-e in imminent danger of falling,—those who are

now struggling to find 6d. to Is. a week with machine-like regularity to

maintain themselves as clubmen,—in order solely or chiefly to have

regard to those who have already fallen in the strife, the Act would not

be, as it now is, a measure in prevention of destitution, but would be

solely a palliative measure.

When Friendly Society and Trade Union members are spoken of as

though they were an absolutely stable element, I smile on the wrong

side of the mouth when I tliink of the melancholy facts of the case. It

is true that there is a certain stable nucleus in such Societies and Unions,

but no small part of the membership is temporary and fluctuating.

Bad trade comes, and the membership of Trade Unions rapidly falls,

because members cannot maintain their subscriptions. Friendly

Society lapses are literally enormous in number, amounting to 300,00Q
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to 400,000 a year (Funeral money or Collecting Societies have millions

of lapses every year). Millions of our population who are not at this

moment members either of Friendly Societies or of Trade Unions have
been at some time or other members of Sickness Benefit Societies.

Further, millions of Society members belong to insolvent Societies

and are not really insured. Yet we have ill-informed rhetoricians

addressing pubhc gatherings and speaking of Friendly Societies as

though they contained a certain definite part of the population which is

already well off and which the Bill unjustly and unnecessarily helps.

The reader will see that the facts of the case are largely at vai'ianco

with the superficial talk about the Act not helping those who need help.

The Act, by giving 9d. (or more according to age) worth of benefits for

4d. (or less) makes it possible for Friendly Society and Trade Union
membership to become stable as it has never been stable before,

and thereby to save millions from becoming the unfortunates whom
some politicians affect to pity so deeply.

In my " Eiches and Poverty " I took the liberty of terming the

people under the Income Tax line " poor," and I affirm and allege

again that they are, for the most part, "poor," and very poor. The
Insurance Act does well to come to their aid in sickness, and the

obvious difificulties of dealing with the minority who cannot obtain

admission to Approved Societies should not deter us from doing our

plain duty to the majority whose case we can so plainly make better

and prevent from becoming irreparable.

Of course, I am not arguing that the existing " bad lives " do not need

or deserve our tender solicitude. Nothing is more certain, however,

than that the National Insurance Act will lead to such an amelioration

of the condition of the rejected members as would not have been likely

to occur without the definite information which the Act will presently

put at our disposal. The Act forces their case to the front. It is made
a cliief duty of the Insurance Committees to classify and report upon
the Deposit Contributors. Within a short time of the Act coming into

operation, therefore. Parliament will have such a record of the national

health as it has never had before. The " bad lives " (if employed ; hut

let us remember that " bad lives " are not always in employment) will

be revealed and classified, and Parliament will be able to deal with

them appropriately, not by insurance, but Ijy suitable means according

to each class of case.

Parliament is pledged to do so. Section 42 (The Deposit

Contributors' section) begins with the words " Until Jan. 1st,

10 15."

That is to say, the scheme of Dciposit Contribution is only to run

until that date, and the Government has pledged its word to legislate
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specially for the Deposit Contributors as soon as they are revealed and

classified by the Act.

The Deposit Contributors, therefore, stand to gain by the Act not

less but more than ordinary contributors. Truly, they need pity, but

not because of their position under the Act. They need pity because

in their youth there was no Insurance Act to save them.

The Rejected Made " Deposit Contributors " {Sectioyis 42, 43).

The Act has in view the fuller treatment of the rejected members
when it establishes a tentative deposit system to deal with their case.

Insured Persons who cannot find an Approved Society to admit

them to membership are termed " Deposit Contributors," and their

benefits will be administered by the Insurance Committees, with the

aid of the Post Office.

The Insurance Card (Chapter VI.) will be issued to the uninsurable

person by the Post Office, together with a membership book, in which

credit will be given for the member's contribution of 4d. and his

employer's contribution of 3d.

Out of the total deposit thus formed, the Deposit Contributor will

be entitled to (1) medical attendance, (2) sanatorium treatment, and

(3) Money Benefit (i.e., Sickness, Disability and Maternity benefits),

as long as the deposit lasts, the State adding two-ninths of the benefits

paid out.

The member will have to contribute for the same " waiting periods
"

as ordinary contributors before becoming eligible for benefits. If the

member dies three-sevenths of his deposit lapses to the common fund

of the Deposit Contributors ; the remainder represents his own 4d. as

distinct from his employer's 3d., he can leave to whom he will.

The difficulties attaching to this matter of the Deposit Contributors

should not blind us to the advantages which they actually obtain under

the Act. It is not the case, as has been sometimes represented, that

the general contributions are averaged over the entire population,

including uninsurable lives, and it is not the case, therefore, that part

of the Deposit Contributors' money goes to swell the gains of the

Approved Society members.

The Deposit Contributor's case is greatly improved, to take the

case at its lowest. To his own 4d. is added the employer's 3d. and (in

effect) the State's 2d., and upon the entire deposit he draws. He gets

medical and sanatorium benefit (many of the cases are tubercular), for

the remainder of the year in which he is ill, even if his money runs

out, and the Insurance Committee have power to continue medical and

sanatorium treatment indefinitely.

The Insurance Committees who administer the benefits of the
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Deposit Contributors may, with the consent of the Local Authority

and of the Treasury, spend more money than the amount of the

contributors' deposits upon medical treatment of the Deposit Con-

tributors, and the Act authorizes the Treasury and the Local Authori-

ties to defray each one-half of such additional expenditure. Thus the

way is opened to a considerable enlargement of the Deposit Con-

tributors' benefits.

Number of Deposit Contributors.

It is quite impossible to foretell the number of Insured Persons who
will become Deposit Contributors. The actuaries, Messrs. Hardy and

Wyatt, have been bold enough to put it at 882,000, being 638,000 men
and 244,000 women. The true number may easily be less or more.

As we have seen, it is part of the duty of the Insurance Committees

to make returns in connection with their important duties, and the

numbers and classification of the Deposit Contributors will be awaited

with particular interest.

Associations of Deposit Contributors.

The Insurance Commissioners have power to make regulations

under which an Association of Deposit Contributors may be formed in

any County or County Borough, to guard the general interests of the

Deposit Contributors. Such an Association has no powers of adminis-

tration, for all Deposit Contributors' Benefits are administered by the

Insurance Committees. They can watch the general interests of the

Deposit Contributors, however, and make representations on their

behalf. For example, they can require the Insurance Committee of

the area to take proceedings on their behalf, and at their expense,

under the "Excessive Sickness" provisions (see Chapter VI.). It is

not clear, however, where such Associations are to obtain funds for

such a purpose.

11



CHAPTEE XVI

WOMEN AND THE HEALTH INSURANCE

The Women Included and Excluded.

IT has been already shown that it was found impossible to bring

existing married women within the Act unless they worked for

employers. The reason will be obvious. It is exceedingly difficult to

check the sickness claims of married women. When a woman is

working for an employer she has, of course, to forfeit earnings to

obtain benefit ; if she is a domestic woman, occupied with household

work, there is no such automatic check. Therefore, the idea of allow-

ing domestic married women to come in as voluntary contributors had

to be reluctantly abandoned.

The general position of single women or married women working

for employers has been already explained. They make certain com-

pulsory contributions, and receive certain benefits, which have been

fully described in previous chapters. Wo may usefully remind our-

selves here of the number of women which it is estimated will be

brought within the system at the beginning of the Act's working, and

on the next page a table is given, based on the actuaries' estimates,

which shows not only the number of compulsory and voluntary women
contributors, but how they are grouped—and surely this is very

daring—in point of age. It will be seen that it is estimated that over

4,000,000 women will become either members of Approved Societies or

Deposit Contributors. The number of married women working for

employers is unfortunately large, and the number of widows compelled

to go out to get their living should not escape attention, for it bears on

a point we shall presently consider.

Spinsters, of course, make up the bulk of the women in the table.

While they remain spinsters working for employers, their case is

normal under the Act, and has been dealt with. It remains to explain

what arrangements are made under the Act for the single insured

woman who gets married.

Before doing so, let us remind ourselves of the woman's normal

benefits.

146
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The woman's subscription is 3d. agtainst the man's 4cl., whereas
the woman's employer and the State add as much for a woman as

for a man. A woman, therefore, gets better value under the Act than

a man.

The unmarried insured woman gets in sickness free doctor and
medicine, 7s. 6d. a week for the first 26 weeks of illness, and 5s. a

week thereafter as long as is necessary. She also is eligible for

Sanatorium and Maternity Benefits.

The case of a married insured woman working for an employer is

the same as that of the spinster, except that a wife who is herself

insured gets, in effect, a double Maternity Benefit (see page 107).

When the Single Insured Woman Marries {Section 44).

When the single insured woman gets married, the Act makes an

interesting experiment in insuring her, if she cares to be insured, as a

married woman, although she may not, after marriage, work for an

employer. (Of course, if she remains at work for an employer, her

case is simple and has been already explained.) I saythat it is an
interesting experiment because it defies the difficulty of checking

married women's sickness claims. If the experiment succeeds, it will

be exceedingly valuable for all women.
Upon an insured woman getting married, and ceasing to work for

wages, her right to ordinary benefits is suspended, and her insurance

reserve is dealt with thus :

—

(1) One-third of her reserve is carried to a " Married Women's
Suspense Account" in order that if by and by she is left a widow, and

has to enter again into employment, she may have the right of re-entry

into the National Health Insurance scheme at the same 3d. rate of

subscription at which she originally entered it, i.e., as though she were

a girl of 16. That this right will have to be exercised in many cases

will be only too evident from the figures in the two columns headed
" Widows " in the table on page 147. It is a most valuable provision,

and one which tens of thousands of women will live to bless.

It should be understood that the one-third of the insurance reserve

of her single life is not of itself sufficient to finance this re-entry into

insurance in widow-hood ; the remainder of the cost is a charge on the

general fund for wiping out the reserve values debt (see Chapter XX.),

and is one of the reasons why the elimination of that debt will not

be completed for about 18 years.

(2) The remaining two-thirds of her reserve can be used in one

of two ways by the insured woman who marries and ceases to work

for wages. She can choose which course she prefers freely within
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one month of her marriage, or within a longer period if her Society

allows :

—

(a) The first of these options is to enter into a voluntary insurance

on reduced terms. She will pay only 3d. a week. The two-thirds of

her old reserve will add its value. The State will contribute one-

fourth, of the benefits paid out for her. It is hoped that these

provisions will enable her to receive the following scale of Benefits

:

(1) Free doctor and medicine.

(2) Sickness Benefit 5s. per week for 13 weeks, and 3s. a week
for a second 13 weeks.

(3) Disablement Benefit, for life if necessary, 3s. per week.

(4) Maternity Benefit, and perhaps Sanatorium Benefit, will also

be received if necessary on account of the husband's

insurance.

The success of this scheme obviously depends upon what sort of

sickness experience is found to attach to it.

(6) The second option exercisable by the insured woman who gets

married and ceases to work for wages is that she may elect simply to

make use of the two-thirds of her insurance reserve, and to cease to

pay contributions. If she does this, her reserve, as far as it will go,

may, at the discretion of the Insurance Commissioners, be applied to

the payment, when necessary, of the following Benefits

:

(1) Payment of 5s. a week on confinement for a period of not more
than 4 weeks on any one occasion. That means, of course,

203. in addition to the 30s. ordinarily received on account

of the husband's insurance.

(2) Payments during any period of family distress, such as

unemployment of husband, illness of children, &c., subject

to the discretion of the Approved Society or Insurance

Committee administering the Benefit.

Application to Domestic Servants.

There is really little in the case of the domestic servant that calls

for special treatment. In a certain proportion of cases, doubtless,

employers will avail themselves of the right to guarantee a minimum
of six weeks' maintenance in sickness, and thereby secure for them-

selves and their servants the lower rate of contribution sot out on

page 87, and which, for a woman, is as shown on page 150.

If this is done, the female worker is, bo it rcmomborod, in no way dam-
nified. At the expiration of the six weeks during which her employer

has maintained her under his agreement, she is entitled to the ordinary

money benefit of 7s. Gd. per week for 20 weeks, being tho balance of the

normal 26 weeks, and Ss. a week thereafter. She receives free doctor-
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ing and medicino all the time as in the normal case, and she is fully

entitled to her Sanatorium Benefit and Maternity Benefit if she

needs it.

When the domestic servant gets married she is able to exercise the

options which have been described above, and as the majority of thorn

marry, the options will be often exercised. When girls find out by

experience how valuable these options are, one wonders what they will

think of the mistresses who made them sign protest forms against a

" tax."

A few domestic servants who are guaranteed maintenance for life in

exceptional families may find it advantageous to avail themselves of the

right to substitute for Money Benefits (see page 103), say, insurance for

an earlier Old Age Pension, but the case is so rare that the point is

of little real importance.

It should never be forgotten by those who employ young people,

whether domestic servants or others, whether boys or girls, that sick-

FULL AND MODIFIED RATES OF CONTRIBUTION FOR FEMALE
EMPLOYEE.

Full Rate. Modified Rate.

Pence. Pence.

Employer Pays 3 2J
Female Employee Pays 3 2

6 4J

ness insurance is really an insurance against age. If any one desires

fully to understand this, let him consult the important tables given

in Chapter XX. Prom a study of these it will be realized how greatly

sickness experience increases with ago, and how rapidly it rises after

middle age. It is pitiable to think that this fact was not realized by

the tens of thousands of well-to-do women who, in connection with the

curious domestic servant " tax " agitation which was set on foot by the

Daily Mail in 1911, persuaded young women to sign protest forms; if

they had known it, they would have realized they were seeking to

prevent girls from making in their youth, with the assistance of their

mistresses and of the State, a provision against the certain burden

that comes with years.

Separation of Women's Funds {Section 41).

Power is given to an Approved Society, but not to a Society with

branches, which has both men and women members, to separate the

men's and women's funds. If this is done, the two sections are treated,

in respect of valuations, surpluses, and deficiencies, as though they

were two branches of one Society.



CHAPTEK XVII

THE STATE INSURANCE OFFICES

The Central Office of the Great National Affiliated Order.

IT is, of course, necessary for the State Health Insurance system as

a whole to be under the general supervision and direction of a

Central State Insurance Office. In no other way can safety and
security for the Insured Persons be secured. If we regard the

Friendly Society system of the United Kingdom, we see it divided

broadly into two great divisions. The one consists of the great

Affiliated Orders and great Centralized Societies, and the other consists

of the smaller (sometimes very small) single Friendly Societies which
have no branches. These two divisions roughly correspond to solvent

Societies and insolvent Societies, respectively. The great Affiliated

Orders, like the Manchester Unity, the Eechabites, the Foresters, the

Free Gardeners, the Sons of Temperance, and others, are usually safe

and solvent. The great Centralized Societies, like the Hearts of Oak,

are also financially sound. It is when we come to the single Societies,

and especially to the small Societies, that wo encounter unsatisfactory

finance, and find an enormous number of people subscribing for benefits

which ought never to have been promised them for the contributions

they pay.

Those, and they are many, who talk glibly of unnecessary State

interference should reflect on these things. The great Afliliated

Orders are sound because their numerous branches, although they

possess a considerable degree of autonomy, are under the general

supervision and control of a Central JJody which acts as, and is some-

times called, as in the case of the Manchester Unity, a Board of

Directors. For example, under Rule 82 of the Manchester Unity
(the old Rules prior to the establishment of the Insurance Act are

referred to), every Lodge of the Order had to have its assets and
liabilities valued by the official actuaries of the Order, and if it did

not do so, it was fined. If a deficiency amounting to 10 per cent.

was shown by the valuation, the Lodge had either to reduce
Id
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benefits or raise contributions. It is by such common-sonso provisions

that the groat Orders have maintained themselves in solvency, even

while thousands of little unaffiliated Friendly Societies possessing no
" officials " have got deeper and deeper into the mire. The Manchester

Unity Central Body, I may add, has 106 rules, many of them of great

complexity, and the Lodges must abide by them, and form their own
district rules within them.

In spite of these things, we find public men, who ought to know
better, uttering the parrot cry of "Officialism" with regard to the

National Insurance Act. The fact of the matter is that the Act leaves

all possible autonomy to the local institutions which we have surveyed

in previous chapters, while arming a Central State Office with powers

of the same kind as have been wielded by the Central Bodies of the

Great Orders.

We may put it that all the Approved Societies will be affiliated to

form a great National Order of Friendly Societies.

The Insurance Commissioners {Sections 57, 58).

The general managers are termed the " Insurance Commissioners."

They will have a Central Office and such branch offices as may be

found necessary. The entire cost of the State Insurance Office and of

its officers will be borne by the Exchequer, so that it will be in no way
a burden upon the Insurance Fund or upon the Approved Societies.

At least one of the Commissioners must be a duly qualified Medical

Practitioner experienced in general practice.

The staff of the State Insurance Office is appointed by the Com-
missioners, and it may consist of such officers, inspectors, referees,

clerks, &c., as, with the approval of the Treasury, the Commissioners

think necessary.

The Insurance Commissioners must appoint an Advisory Committee

to advise and assist them in the making of regulations necessary to the

working of the Act. This Advisory Committee must consist of repre-

sentatives of Employers' Associations and of the Approved Societies,

of doctors, and of such other persons as may be deemed helpful, of

whom two must be women.

Control of the National Health Insurance Fund {Section 54).

All the moneys paid by employers and employed will reach the

Insurance Commissioners through the Post Office, and the Treasury

will pay over to them the moneys provided by Parliament. The

National Health Insurance Fund thus fed will be under the control and

management of the Insurance Commissioners, who will pay out of

it to the Approved Societies and Insurance Committees the sums needed
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to meet benefits. It will be remembered that the Approved Society or

Insurance Committee, through the Insurance Cards of their members,

show with what contributions they are to be credited, and, of course,

the total value of the stamps on the cards corresponds with the sums
handed to the Insurance Commissioners by the Postmaster-General in

respect of the sale of Insurance stamps.

The Insurance Commissioners must hand over to the Approved

Societies for investment, if required by them to do so, the contributions

of their own members (the fourpences and threepences). Surplus

funds are to be carried by the Insurance Commissioners to an Invest-

ment Account, and paid over to the National Debt Commissioners for

suitable investment. It is provided that in investing such funds the

Commissioners are to give preference to loans raised for the purposes

of the Housing Acts.*o

Powers and Duties of the Insurance Commissioners.

It is unnecessary here to rehearse the various powers and duties of

the Insurance Commissioners, which are described and explained else-

where in these pages in their proper connection. To do so would be

merely to make an index of functions which will be found in its proper

place in the general index at the end of this volume. Generally they

have power to make regulations where prescribed by the Act, but they

must place any regulations they make before Parliament, and such

regulations may 1)0 annulled by Order in Council upon an address

presented to the Crown by either House of Parliament within 21 days

of the regulation being laid.

A special power to remove difficulties that may arise in bringing the

Health Insurance into operation is given (Section 78), but is to cease

on January 1, 1914. Any modification thus made must have the

consent of the Treasury.

Where the Commissioners have power to make Special Orders, the

Order must be laid before Parliament for not less than 30 days, and

becomes null and void if either House of Parliament presents an

Address to His Majesty against it during that period (Section 113).

Separate Commisslonera for England, Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland.

Each of the throe Kingdoms and Wales is treated as a separate

entity for the purposes of the National Health Insurance, and each is

provided with a separate Board of Commissioners, with separate staffs.

Thus a separate Insurance Fund and State Office is formed for each

division of the United Kingdom.

It is provided by Section 83, however, that there is to be a Joint
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Committee of the four Boards of Insurance Commissioners. This

Committee will consist of members of each of the four Boards, together

with a Chairman, and other members not exceeding two, to be appointed

by the Treasury.

The Chairman of this Joint Committee is not by reason of his office

to he incapable of being a Member of Parliament. This provision is

framed in order that the Commissioners may through the Joint Com-
mittee have a spokesman in Parliament authorized to answer questions

on the subject of the Health Insurance.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE SPECIAL TREATMENT OF CERTAIN GROUPS

ProYisions as to Certain Special Classes of the Insured {Sections

44 to 53).

IN framing a Health Insurance system to apply to over fourteen

million persons it is necessary to apply special provisions to the

peculiar circumstances of certain groups of the Insured. The pro-

visions made under the Act with regard to some classes have already

been described :

—

Married women, Chapter XVI.

Persons guaranteed maintenance in sickness by their employers,

Chapter VIII.

Persons aged 65 to 69 not included under the general Insurance

provision, Chapter VIII.

Seasonal trades. Chapter VIII.

Inmates of charitable homes, Chapter VII.

It remains to explain what is provided with regard to

(1) The Army and Navy.

(2) Teachers.

(3) Other persons under the service of the Crown.

(4) The Mercantile Marino.

(5) Aliens.

The Army and Navy.

The case of the Army and Navy stands as follows : Wo have a very

large body of men taken out of civil employment for a certain luimbcr of

years, and then restored to industrial or conini(;rcial life. They enter

the Services when young and for the most part uninsured. Jt would

obviously bo unfair not to make a scheme whereby these men may, on

leaving the Services, find themselves at least as well off in respect

of insurance as those who have not served. We have, at the same

time, to rid ourselves of the reproach that wo turn a considerablo

IDO
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proportion of men out of the Services impaired in health and un-

provided for. There are, unfortunately, thousands of such cases,

aud they constitute a national scandal.

The dimensions of the problem will be seen from the following

table, which gives the estimated numbers of seamen and marines and

soldiers on Januai-y 1, 1911, at certain groups of ages (Messrs. Hardy

and Wyatt's estimate) :

—

ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF SEAMEN AND MARINES AND SOLDIERS
AT JANUARY 1, 1911.

Ages.
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with other civilians when he leaves the Service for private life. In

the meantime, if he is married, his wife receives Maternity Benefit.

Needless to say, he is already provided for in respect of doctoring and

maintenance in sickness whilst in the Services, and that, of course,

is why it is possible to reduce the total contributions in respect of

him from 7d. to 3d.

If the soldier or sailor does not exercise this option of joining a

Society, the 3d. contribution will be paid into a special Navy and

Army Insurance Fund, on the books of which he will remain until he

obtains his discharge. A proper reserve will thus accumulate for him,

so that when he leaves the Service and passes into other employment,

he can become a member of an Approved Society at the ordinary flat

rate of 4d. as though he were a boy of 16, and his reserve will be paid

over to the Society he chooses accordingly.

At the beginning of the Act, every soldier and sailor brought into

this special scheme will be credited with a proper insurance reserve

(see Chapter XX. on Finance) precisely in the same way as though he

were a member of an Approved Society.

As I have already pointed out, the greater number of soldiers and

sailors serving are not Friendly Society members. With regard to the

small proportion already insured, they can have their contributions

credited to their Societies— if they become Approved Societies—in

order that they may be entitled to full benefits upon their discharge

from the Service, whatever the state of their health. In such a case,

the proper reserve value for age will be granted to the man's Society.

It should also be explained that if men while serving contract

tuberculosis, they will be given Sanatorium Benefit, and the cost of

the treatment will be borne, not by the special Navy and Army
Insurance Fund, ijut by the Army and Navy Votes.

With regard to the deduction ordinarily made from contributions

(see Chapter XX. on Finance) during a period of about eighteen years,

in order to wipe out the preliminary burden of the ago factor, in the

case of soldiers and sailors the deduction will be Id. instead of lf;d. ;

the remaining
f;
being found by the Navy and Army Insurance Fund.

It remains to deal with the case of a man who leaves either of the

Services in invalidity and who is, therefore, unable to follow any

employment. It will be seen that if special provision were not made

he would have to become a Deposit Contributor; it is accordingly

provided that such a man is to receive wliat is really a permanent

invalidity pension on discharge. lie will receive from the Fund lOs.

a week for 13 weeks and 5s. a week thereafter as long as may be

necessary; and that this may ho relied upon, the solvency of the Fund

will be guaranteed out of the Army and Navy Votes.
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Teachers and Crown Employees {Section 52).

With regard to teachers, when an Insured Person who has been

employed in a pubHc elementary school becomes a teacher to whom
the Elementary School Teachers Superannuation Act (1898) applies,

special provision is made by Section 52 for a transference of the value

of the contributions to his credit in the Deferred Annuity Fund, in

order that he may not lose the benefit of his thrift.

"With regard to other persons employed by the Crown, their position

is the same as though they were in private employ, and the Crown is

considered as their employer for the purpose of contributions. If a

person is employed in the private service of the Crown, then the head

of the department of the Koyal Household in which he is employed is

deemed to be his employer for the purpose of the Act.

The provisions with regard to the modified insurance, where the

employer guarantees to maintain in sickness, apply, with certain altera-

tions, to the case of Crown employees.

The Mercantile Marine {Section 48).

With regard to the Mercantile Marine, Section 48 of the Act

provides a special scheme in view of the degree of health assurance

which the seaman in the foreign trade already enjoys. Under the Mer-
chant Shipping Act of 1906 the shipowner is bound to provide, at his

own cost, in every case of hurt or injury or illness, " the expense of

providing the necessary surgical and medical advice and attendance

and medicine, and also the expense of the maintenance of the master

or seaman until he is cured or dies, or is returned to a proper return

port, or of his conveyance to the port, and in the case of death, the

expense of his burial." Further, the shipowner continues liable to pay
to the incapacitated seaman his full wages until his discharge before

the proper authorities, either at home or abroad.

It is, obvious, therefore, that the general provisions of the Act are

to that extent not required by the seaman.

In the coasting and home trades the normal arrangements hold

good, as the legal liability under the Merchant Shipping Acts does not

in their case give a sufficient insurance to make modification possible.

That is to say, the seaman in the coasting and home trades is a

normal Compulsory Contributor.

Eeturning to the special case of the seaman in the foreign trade, it

is found that he is, on the average, away from the United Kingdom for

about 42 weeks in the year. During these 42 weeks he is already

provided with an efficient health insurance. It is, therefore, necessary

to adjust the seaman's contributions, in order to bring up the level of
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his health insurance at least to that enjoyed by members of Approved

Societies.

With regard to contributions, they are reduced in effect from 7d. to

5d. The shipowner's contribution is reduced from the normal 3d. to

2d. ; the seaman pays the normal contribution of id., but it is reduced

by counting every four contributions as five.

Foreign seamen, Asiatics, Lascars, &c., on British ships are not to

have anything deducted from their wages, but, in order that the ship-

owner shall not gain by employing them in preference to British

seamen, he will have to contribute 2d. as though for a British seaman,

and the 2d. will go to swell the Seamen's Insui*ance Fund for the benefit,

of course, of the British seamen employed. What this means for the

benefit of the British seaman will be gathered from the following

figures relating to employment in the Mercantile Marine :

—

SEAMEN EMPLOYED IN THE MERCANTILE MAEINE, 1910.

British Seamen ... ... ... ... ... ... 163,303

Foreign Seamen 27,841

Asiatics, Lascars, ttc. ... ... 43,004

Total 234,148

So it will be seen that the shipowners will bo contributing 2d. each

in respect of 28,000 foreigners, 43,000 Asiatics, itc, which will all go

to benefit British seamen only.

A separate Seamen's Fund is to be established for the administration

of this special scheme, and it is to be managed by the Board of Trade,

shipowners, and the sailors themselves, with equal representation.

This fund will not only be sufiicient to make up the balance of the

seaman's insurance, by keeping him insured while he is at home. A
surplus must accumulate because of the considerable employer's con-

tribution, and this surplus is to be applied l)y the Committee of

Management in paying additional benefits, chiefiy to provide long-

service pensions.

Tlio arrangement of many details is left to tlie Comniitteo of

Management, and necessarily the scheme is of a tentative cliaractoi-,

because of the particular circumstances of the case. Wide powers have

therefore been given to the Joint Committee to vary the arrangements

in the best interests of the Mercantile Marine in accordance with the

recommendations of the Conunittee of Managc^mont.

When a seaman leaves the profession and become a landsman, ho

will be able to join an Approved Society, and bo furnished with a

proper reserve ; but if he is unable to join an Approved Society on the

ground of health, ho is to continue hia membership of the Seaman's

Fund, and remain in benefit.
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Altogether, it is a scheme calcuhited greatly to improve the attrac-

tions of a profession which it seems diilicult suiliciently to recruit

amongst our own people.

The Case of Aliens.

It is, of course, impossible to exclude aliens from the advantages of

the Insurance scheme. If the employers of aliens were excused from

contributing in respect of them, the result would be to give preference

to their employment. Normal contributions are to be paid in the

case of aliens as in the case of British subjects. On the other hand,

the State is not to make the ordinary contribution of two-ninths of the

cost of benefits in the case of men and one-fourth in the case of

women. That being the case, the money benefits

—

i.e., Sickness, Dis-

ablement, and Maternity Benefits—are to be reduced to, for men seven-

ninths, and for women three-fourths of the normal benefits as set out

on page 103.

Further, the State will not contribute in the case of aliens in respect

of Medical and Sanatorium Benefits.

It is, however, provided that this special scheme for aliens is not to

apply to any alien who, on May 4, 1911, the date of the introduction

of the National Insurance Bill, was a member of a Society which

becomes an Approved Society, and who had been at that date resident

in the United Kingdom for five years or more. It is also provided that

a woman who has lost her British nationality by marrying a foreigner

is not to be subject to these special alien provisions if her husband is

dead, or if her marriage has been dissolved or annulled, or if she has

been separated from, or deserted by, her husband for over two years.



CHAPTER XIX

WALES, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND

The Insured of the Four Divisions.

AS has been explained in the last chapter, each of the three kingdoms,

and Wales also, is treated as a separate entity in the Insurance

Act, with a separate National Insurance Fund and a separate Board of

Insurance Commissioners. The following table will show how the

Compulsorily and Voluntarily Insured Persons, estimated to become

members of Approved Societies in 1912, are divided up :

—

ENGLAND, WALES, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND.

Ettimated Number of Members of Approved Societies and Estimated Total

Population: 1912,
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applies commonly to England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, and the

Boards of Insurance Commissioners in each case enjoy the same powers

and fulfil the same duties. It will only be necessary, therefore, in the

following sections to state in what particulars the scheme is varied to

suit the national divisions of Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.

The Case of Wales {Section 82).

In the case of Wales, there is only one small variation in the scheme

as described for England. It is that the Welsh Insurance Commis-
sioners possess for Wales the powers with regard to the provision of

sanatoria that are possessed by the Local Government Board in the

case of England.

The Case of Scotland {Section 80).

In the case of Scotland, also, the scheme as- a whole, as described

for England, applies with little variation. The various Scotch Govern-

ment offices, of course, take the place of the corresponding English

offices with regard to the various powers and duties of Government
departments under the Act.

The chief special provisions for Scotland are

—

(1) The case of thinly populated big areas demands special treat-

ment, and the Scottish Insurance Commissioners are accordingly given

power to suspend or modify the benefits administered by the Insurance

Committee, to suit local circumstances. Additional Benefits being sub-

stituted where it is impossible to give the Minimum Benefits.

(2) An exceedingly important modification is that it is provided

that a Scottish County Council may submit to the Insurance Commis-
sioners a scheme for establishing a County Society, and this may be

approved by the Commissioners if deemed suitable. This provision can

only be put into practice within the first year of the Act's working.

The scheme may provide for (1) representation of the Council on

the Society's management, (2) appointment of officers subject to the

Council's approval, (3) delegation of powers to Committees, (4) giving

security by a charge upon the General Purposes Eate, (5) restriction of

membership to Insured Persons in the county who are not members of

any other Approved Society, (6) a reduction of benefits below the

minimum rates, (7) such other modifications as may seem necessary.

This is an extremely valuable provision, and its working will be

watched with very great interest.

The Case of Ireland {Section 81).

In the case of Ireland, the modifications are more important, owing

to the special circumstances of the case.
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In the first place, the County Council may establish a County

Society as has been described in the case of Scotland.

With regard to benefits and contributions, Medical Benefit is ruled

out of the Minimum Benefits and added to the Additional Benefits.

Accordingly, the contributions for Ireland are reduced by l^d. a

week for both men and women. That is to say, the joint contribution

for a man is 5|d. and for a woman 4^d., and of these sums the employer

pays 2id. while the man pays 3d. and the woman 2d.

IRELAND : CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A MALE WORKER.
(Pence per Week.)

Age at Entry and Wage.
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of him while working in Groat Britain will bo paid to the Irish

Insurance Commissioners to bo dealt with under special regulations

made by them. This will be understood when it is remembered that

it is a principle of the Act that when an employee is exempted from

compulsion, his employer is not exempt from paying his share of the

normal contribution.

(2) Exclusion from compulsory insurance of an Irish outworker

when his wages as outworker are not his principal means of livelihood,

and

(3) Variations with regard to tho number and the appointment of

the members of Irish Insurance Committees.



CHAPTER XX

THE FINANCE OF THE HEALTH INSURANCE

Persons Brought Within the System.

THE actuaries' estimate of the number of persons brought within the

scope of the National Health Insurance in 1912 has already been

given in some detail in Chapter I., page 75, but it will be useful to repeat

the summary figures here :

—

PERSONS INSURED IN 1912.

Compulaorily—

•

Men.—Society Members 8,579,000

Deposit Contributors 638,000

Women.—Society Members 3,628,000

Deposit Contributors _^'^^^
13,089,000

Voluntarily

—

Men.—Society Members 625,000

Women 204,000

829,000

Total 13,918,000

As has been already pointed out, those figures are estimates, based

on partly good and partly inadequate information. They must, how-

over, be not far from the truth

.

The figures were originally worked for May 1, 1912; at July 15,

1912, they will be very slightly larger. Further, they do not include—

(1) The old persons aged 65 to 69 brought in under the special

provision of Section 49 (see page 8). The number of these is uncertain,

but it cannot be great.
166
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(2) The Army and Navy, numbering (January 1, 1911) :

—

Seamen and Marines

Soldiers

Total

124,394

236,496

360,890

The total number of Insured Persons is thus :

—

(A) Civilians (Men and Women) aged 16 to 0")

—

(a) Compulsory ... ... ... ... ...

(6) Voluntary

Deposit Contributors (this number is guesswork, but whatever its

true size in 1912 it will fall in the future)

(B) Old Persons (65 to 69) (say)

(C) Army and Navy

Grand total (say) ...

12,207,000

829,000

13,036,000

882,000

13,918,000

50,000

361,000

14,329,000

If we take the civiHans only, the estimated increase in their

numbers is thus stated by Messrs. Hardy and Wyatt :

—

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN SOCIETY MEMBERS.

(Civilians Only.)
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ably. It may easily reach seven figures by 1922, through being fed by

women passing to it from Column (2). This important fact has been

widely misunderstood.

Column (1) also will grow beyond the proportions of the table

as men pass into it out of the Army and Navy ; while the Army
and Navy figures (not included in the table) will vary with the

Parliamentary Vote for the Services.

It is also necessary to observe that the actuaries cannot foretell either

(1) birth-rate or (2) emigration-rate. If the former should continue

to fall and the latter to rise, the above tables would assume a very

different aspect. It is a deeply important matter which is here touched

on, but I can in this work only suggest the matter to the reader's mind,

and proceed. A discussion of the grave issues involved will be found

in a paper entitled " The Cradle and the Emigrant Ship," included in

my volume of Essays entitled " Things That Matter " (Methuen & Co.).

Sickness Experience in the United Kingdom.

The Act's provision of Money Benefits in sickness necessary called

for estimates of sickness experience. Owing to the extraordinary lack

of ofiicial statistics in such matters—a lack which, in this as in other

things, is a real danger to the nation—the official actuaries were

compelled to rely upon the experience of our great Fi-iendly

Societies.

Fortunately, Mr. A. W. Watson, P.I. A., late actuary of the

Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, and now Chief Actuary to the

National Health Insurance Joint Committee, published in 1903 an

invaluable investigation of tho sickness experience of the Manchester

Unity for the 5 years, 1893 to 1897. It is shown in Column (4)

of the table on p. 169, and by comparison with tho other three columns

it shows how sickness experience has increased in the United Kingdom
in recent years. Column (1) refers to 1866-70, Column (2) to 1871-75,

Column (3) to the general official investigations of Friendly Society

experience by Mr. William Sutton for 1876-80. Fortunately, there has

not been any material change in the Manchester Unity experience since

1897, and tlie actuaries therefore thought Mr. Watson's figures

(Column (4)) might still "probably bo regarded as a satisfactory

exponent of the average rates of sickness to be expected among tho

members of tho best class of Friendly Societies throughout tho

country."

Accordingly, they worked on this experience, making necessary

adjustments according to the occupations of tho mass of men coming
under the Act. Making these adjustments, the actuaries arrived at
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SICKNESS EXPERIENCE BASIS OF STATE SCHEME.

Estimated Number of Weeks' Sickness per Contributor per Annum.
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sickness rates about 10 per cent, higher than the general Manchester

Unity standard.

But, on the other hand, the Act, it will be remembered (p. 107),

takes Workmen's Compensation into account in paying money
benefits, and this gives a saving of about 10 per cent. In view of

this fact, the actuaries think that the Manchester Unity experience

(Column (•4) of the table below) may be " safely adopted as the basis

COMPARISON OF RATES OF SICKNESS AS SHOWN BY VARIOUS
EXPERIENCES.

MALE LIVES.

Ages.
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It should be noted how greatly sickness increases with age, how
it assumes serious proportions at about 40, how it gathers strength,

or rather weakness, at about 50, and how it leaps upwards after 55.

Sickness Insurance is an insurance against an evil which grows

with age ; it is a point very easily forgotten by the young ; it accounts

for the fact that so many people neglect to insure themselves against

sickness in youth, when illness seems very far away.

The Flat Rate of Contributions.

It is unnecessary to repeat the details as to Benefits set out in

Chapter X. (page 103). Suffice it here to remind the reader that the

Benefits lie not merely in the actual services and payments made, but

—and it is easy to overlook this—in the generous arrangements made

CONTRIBUTIONS AT AGE 16 FOR MINIMUM BENEFITS.
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provide the Minimum Benefits AT AGE 16, having regard to all

the provisions as to payment of benefits although persons are in

arrears, &c.

This means that a boy or girl, entering the State scheme at 16 years

of age, gets the following value in the Minivium Benefits alone

:

—

Boy of 16

Girl of 16

Actually
Pays.

Per Week.

d.

... 4

Eeal Value
of Minimum Benefits.

Per Week.

d.

6-58

5-47

It will be observed that the male contribution of 658d. is 0-42d. less

than the 7d. which employer and employed male pay jointly, and that

the female contribution 5'47d. is 0"53d. less than the 6d. which

employer and employed female pay jointly.

We therefore get :

—

MARGIN OF SECURITY RECKONED ON ENTIRE CONTRIBUTION.
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These are margins which ought to be sufiQcient to guarantee more
than the payment of the Minimum Benefits.

THE MARGIN RECKONED ON SICKNESS AND DISABLEMENT
BENEFITS ONLY.

For a Male ...

For a Female

Cost of
Sick and

r>isat)leinont
Benefits.

d.

317

2-55

Margin of
Contribution.

d.

0-42

0-53

Margin of
Contribution.

Per Cent.
13-2

20-7

How Votes against the Act are Secured.

Bearing in mind the considerable business margin which we have just

examined, let us turn to the extraordinary campaign of misrepresentation

carried on against the Act by the Daily Mail and the Insurance Tax
Protest League of 2, Tallis Street, London, E.G. The matter on p. 173

is taken from (1) an article published by the Daily Mail on January 2,

1912, and (2) a leaflet issued by the Insurance Tax Protest League.

The Daily Mail article quoted had a cii'culation approaching one
million copies. The Leaflet quoted has been bought in enormous
quantities by Tory associations, and broadcasted over the country.

One was left at my own house by a well-dressed woman. At the by-

elections of 1912 this leaflet has been used freely.

It will be seen that the electors are told that the Minimum Benefits

will be received by " less than half the men and women who are now at

t<;orA;,"thatto state that the workers areinsuredfor theMinimum Benefits

is a "false promise," that *' no7ie of those tvho cannot now obtain a first-

class health certificate should hope to get into a strong society," that, in

effect, Mr. Lloyd George has lied to the people of the United Kingdom.
And these falsehoods are circulated at great cost, in spite of the fact

that the margin provided by the contributions over and above the cost

of money benefit is 13-2 per cent, for men and 20-7 per cent, for women,
plus the extra margin provided by the value of the first three days
during which money benefit is not payable ; in spite of the fact that

leading Friendly Societies have decided to dispense with medical

examinations altogether; in spite of the fact that the successful

German State Insurance does not guarantee Sickness Benefit.

Such political methods should not be allowed to remain unrecorded
for the instruction of posterity. The historian of the future will find
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much to interest him in the social legislation of the beginning of the

twentieth century, and I hope he will take note of the unfortunate

possibilities of Tory partisan methods as they existed in the year

From the " Daily Mail " of Jan. 2, 1912. From the Insurance Tax Protest League

Leaflet No. 1.

FALSE PROMISES & HARD FACTS. FALSE PROMISES & HARD FACTS
OF THE INSURANCE ACT.

1. The 'Minimum" Benefits.

Throughout Mr. Lloyd George's

speeches and the memoranda issued by

the Treasury explaining the Insurance

Act, and throughout the Act itself, the

listed allowances, e.g., sick pay of 10s. a

week for men and 7s. 6d. a week for

women, are spoken of as " minimum

"

benefits.

The impression has thus been created

that the Government, while it compels

men and women to insure, guarantees

that, when sick, they shall receive at

least these allowances, provided they pay
their contributions.

The further impression has been

created that, in most cases, much greater

benefits may be expected from the

scheme.

The hard facts ' which must bo set

against these false promises are :

—

1. There are no guaranteed benefits

at all.

2. A large proportion of those who
are forced to contribute will get

much less than the promised in-

surance.

3. Less than half the men and
women who are now at work will

get this amount of insurance or

anything like it.

No, 1. The "Minimum" Benefits.

Mr. Lloyd George has led millions of

men to believe that, if insured, they will

certainly get 10s. a week sick pay under
the Insurance Act.

Millions of women have been told they
will get 7s. 6d. a week.

The Act itself speaks of these payments
as part of the " minimum " benefits.

These promises are false. The hard
facts are :

1. There are no guaranteed bene-
fits at all.

2. A large proportion of those who
are forced to contribute will get

much less than the promised in-

surance.

The " vUiiiiiiuni " hcnefits are really

"average" or " mitldle" hencjits.

This is made perfectly clear by the
actuarial reports, but has been studiously

kept in the background by the upholders
of the Act.

Some of the insured will get more than
the "minimum" benefits; a very great
number will get less. Among those who
get less than the ICs. a week will be the
members of all the weaker societies, in

which the benefits fall below the average
because they have to take in the less

profitable insurers whom the stronger

societies reject. None of those who can-
not now obtain a firat-class health certifi-

cate should hope to get into a strong

society.
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1912, remembering that in 1912 the Tory party included from 75

per cent, to 90 per cent, of the well-to-do and best "educated"

people of the United Kingdom.

Value of Benefits to those over 16.

It is of deep interest to add what the State Benefits are worth

to persons over 16 who are brought into insurance as though only IG at

the beginning of the i\.ct's working. The facts on this head are as

follows (approximately, the ofiicial figures are not yet available) for the

ages shown in the following table :

—

VALUE OF THE STATE BENEFITS AT VARIOUS AGES.
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Generally, but not directly, the thing is done by a Government

subsidy. Directly, fractions are taken for the purpose from each

contribution paid during the first 18 years or so, and the Government's

subsidy to the scheme takes the form of providing two-ninths of the

cost of all the Benefits paid out plus cost of local administration.

(Central administration, be it remembered, is not a charge on the

National Health Insurance Fund at all, but is borne entirely by the

Treasury). It follows that, as soon as the 18 years elapse, the

fractions of contributions are no longer deducted, but set free for

more Benefits, while the Government subsidy remains.

But let us examine the thing in detail.

By the definition of age under the Act a person is 16 until his

seventeenth birthday. For every Insured Person of the age of 17 and

upwards joining the scheme in 1912, a reserve of proper dimensions is

llESERVES TO BE CREDITED TO MALE PERSONS OVER 16,

BECOMING INSURED PERSONS IN 1912, IN ORDER TO
BRING THEM INTO INSURANCE AS THOUGH ONLY 16.

Age on Entry in
1912.
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We see that the great majority of some 13,400,000 Insured Persons,

including the Army and Navy, have to be provided with reserves, and

AGES OF PERSONS TO BE TliOVIDED WITH EESERVES IN 1912.
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fractional levies upon each contribution irrespective of the age of the

contributor. Section 55 provides that

—

" Out of each weekly contribution paid by or in respect of an

Insured Person who is a member of an Approved Society (other than

a Voluntary Contributor who entered into insurance within 6 months

after the commencement of this Act and at the date of entry was

of the age of 45 years or upwards) there shall be retained by the

Insurance Commissioners the sum of lf,d., (or in the case of women,

IM.), and the amounts so retained shall, together with any other

moneys available for the purpose, be applied" to the discharge of the

liabilities of the Insurance Commissioners to the Approved Societies in

respect of the Eeserve Values.

Thus, by the deduction of Ifd. from each 7d. contributed in respect

of a man, and of l^d. from each 6d. contributed in respect of a woman,

the burden of the age factor is gradually eliminated. " The estimated

number of years required to liquidate the initial deficiences," say the

actuaries, is 18^ years.

As soon as the 18J years have expired, 1-^d. more of each male

contribution and l^d. more of each female contribution will be

released to command more benefits.

It will be perceived that, as each contributor is subject to the

deduction irrespective of his age, the young contribute more than the

ageing and old to the liquidation of the burden. Surely this is fair, for

the following reasons :

—

(1) The young, who pay most towards the liquidation, are the

children or grandchildren, in most cases, of the ageing and aged

persons who chiefly gain by being made 16 for insurance purposes.

(2) In the second place, it will be seen that the burden will bo

lifted just at the time when those who are now young will be

beginning seriously to need benefit. The boy of 16 will in 18 years'

time be 34 ; the young man of 25 will then be 43. The youths and

young men of to-day will reap Additional Benefits when they

need them.

(3) In the third place, the boy or young man of to-day is getting

more than value for his money. The deduction of l^d. is not from

his own 4d., but from a 7d., 3d. of which is added by his employer.

As we have seen, the Minimum Benefits are actually worth over 6^d.

to a boy of 16.

If the joint contribution of 7d. in respect of a male and 6d. in

respect of a female stood alone, it is obvious that the Minimum

Benefits could not be paid, for 7d. less Igd. is SJd., and 6d. loss l^d.

is 4id.

It is the provision of a share of the .cost of all benefits, and of

13
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administration of benefits, by the State, which enables the flat rate

contribution, although diminished by the all-round levy for age, to

meet the Minimum Benefits. The State pays two-ninths of the men's

benefits and costs and one-fourth of the women's benefits and costs.

That it is why it is broadly true to say that, in the first 18 years

of the working of the system, the State's subsidy pays off the burden

of the initial age factor. It does not do so directly, but it more than

does so indirectly. Indeed, in the first 18 years of the Act's operation,

the State contributes about £75,000,000.

Income and Expenditure.

We now come, in conclusion, to the income and expenditure. In

the following statement is shown, for the United Kingdom

—

ESTIMATED INCOME AND EXPENDITURE, 1912-13 TO 1932-33.
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(4) The Expenditure on Maximum Benefits and costs of their

administration.

In the second year of the Act's operations, it is estimated, the

expenditure on Benefits and cost of their administration will rise to

about £15,000,000.

Column (2), State Subsidy, includes the contributions paid by the

State in special assistance of low-paid labourers.

The State's Miscellaneous Contributions.

The State's contributions to the National Health Insurance system
by no means end with the provision of two-ninths of the men's benefits

and one-fourth of the women's benefits. In addition, the State makes
the following contributions :

—

(1) The State meets the entire cost of the four Boards of Insurance
Commissioners.

(2) The State grants £1,500,000 (by the Finance Act, 1911) towards
the building of the Sanatoria.

(3) The State contributes Id. per annum for each employed contri-

butor in respect of Sanatorium Benefit, in addition to the

two-ninths of the cost of such benefit.

(4) The State contributes Id. per week in respect of all contributors

whose wages do not exceed 128. a week.

(5) The State may pay a moiety of any extra expenditure by the

Insurance Committees on Medical and Sanatorium Benefits.

(6) The State meets the cost of audit and valuation of Approved
Societies (Sections 35, 36).
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NATIONAL INSUKANCE ACT, 1911.

[1 & 2 Geo. 5. Ch. 55.]

AREANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

PART I.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE.

Insured Persons.
Section.

1. Insured persons.

2. Exemptions.

Contributions.

8. Contributions by insured personn, employers, and the Treasury.
4. Rates and rules for contributions by employed contributors and

their employers.

5. Rates and rules for contributions by voluntary contributors.

6. Change from voluntary rate to employed rate and vice versd.

7. Power to make regulations for the payment of contributions.

Benefits.

8. Benefits.

9, Reduced rates of benefit in certain cases.

10. Reduced rates of benefits where contributions are in arreur.
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Section.

11. Provisions in the case of contributors entitled to compensation or

damages.

12. Provisions in the case of contributors who are inmates of hos-

pitals, &c.

13. Power to vary benefits in certain cases.

Administration of Benefits.

14. Administration of benefits by approved societies or the Insurance

Committee.

15. Administration of medical benefit.

10. Administration of sanatorium benefit.

17. Power to extend sanatorium benefit to dependants.

18. Administration of maternity benefit.

19. Punishment of husband in certain cases of neglect.

20. Reinsurance for the purposes of maternity benefit.

21. Power to subscribe to hospitals, &c.

22. Power of councils of boroughs and districts to contribute to certain

expenditure on medical and sanatorium benefits.

Approved Societies.

23. Conditions for the approval of approved societies.

24. Power of societies to undertake business under Part I.

25. Special provisions for employers' provident funds, &c.

26. Security to be given by approved societies.

27. Provisions as to approved societies.

28. Secessions, &c.

29. Withdrawal of approval.

Memberstiip of Approved Societies and Transfer of Members.

30. Admission of insured persons to membership in approved societies.

31. Transfer from one approved society to another.

32. Transfers to foreign and colonial societies.

33. Transfer values of emigrants who remain members of approved

societies.

34. Prohibition against double insurance.

Accounts : Valuations: Surplus and Deficit.

35. Approved societies to keep proper accounts.

36. Valuations of approved societies.

37. Surplus.

38. Deficit.

39. Pooling arrangements in the case of small societies.

40. Special provisions with regard to societies with branches.

41. Power to separate men's and women's funds.
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Deposit Insurance.

Section.

42. Provisions as to deposit contributors.

43. Transfer from approved society to deposit insurance and vice versa.

Provisions as to Special Classes of Insured Persons.

44. Special provisions with respect to married women.

45. Special provisions as to aliens.

46. Special provisions with regard to persons in the naval and military

service of the Crown.

47. Special provisions where employer liable to pay wages during

sickness.

48. Special provisions as to the mercantile marine.

49. Provisions as to persons over sixty-five at commencement of Act.

50. Special provisions as to seasonal trades.

51. Special provisions as to inmates of charitable homes, &c.

52. Special provision as to persons becoming certificated teachers.

53. Application to other persons in the service of the Crown.

Financial Provisions.

54. National Health Insurance Fund.

55. Reserve values.

56. Transactions between the Insurance Commissioners and Societies.

Insurance Commissioners : Advisory Committee.

57. Constitution of Insurance Commissioners, appointment of

inspectors, &c.

58. Appointment of advisory committee.

Insurance Committees.

59. Appointment of Insurance Cominitteos.

60. Powers and duties of Insurance Committees.

61. Income.

62. Local medical committees.

Excessive Sickness.

63. Inquiries into causea of excessive sickness, &c.
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Supplementary Provisions.

Section.

64. Provision of sanatoria, &c.

65. Power to Insurance Commissioners to make regulations, &c.

66. Determination of questions by Insurance Commissioners.

67. Disputes.

68. Protection against distress and execution in certain cases.

69. OfTences.

70. Civil proceedings against employer for neglecting to pay
contributions.

71. Kepayment of benefits improperly paid.

72. Provisions as to application of existing funds of friendly societies.

73. Provisions as to existing employers' provident funds.

74. Provisions as to minors who are members of approved societies.

75. Power for societies to register under Friendly Societies Act, 1896.

76. Application of Acts of Parliament to approved societies and
sections.

77. Powers of the Local Government Board.

78. Power to remove difficulties.

79. Interpretation.

80. Application to Scotland.

81. Application to Ireland.

82. Establishment of Commissioners for Wales.

83. Joint committee of Commissioners.

PAET III.

GENERAL.
(See page 377.)

108. Provisions as to stamps.

109. Outdoor relief.

110. Priority of claims for contributions due by bankrupt employers.

111. Benefits to be inalienable.

112. Powers of inspectors.

113. Procedure for making special orders.

114. Provisions as to birth certificates.

115. Short title and commencement.



NATIONAL INSURANCE ACT, 1911.

[1 & 2 Geo. 5. Ch. 55.]

An Act to provide for Insurance against Loss of

Health and for the Prevention and Cure of

Sickness and for Insurance against Unemploy-

ment, and for purposes incidental thereto.

[16th December, 1911.]

"DE it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty,

by and with the advice and consent of the Lords

Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present

Parhament assembled, and by the authority of the

same, as follows :

—

PART I.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE.

INSURED PERSONS.

Section 1.— (1) Subject to the proviHionH of this Act, all persons of the Insured

age of Kixtecn and upwards wlio arc employed within the nioanin",' of this Persons

Part of this Act shall be, and any such persons who arc not so employed ijut

who possess the rjualifications herein-after mentioned may be, insured in

manner provided in this Part of this Act, and all persons so insured (in this

Act called "insured persons") shall be entitled in the manner and subject to

the conditions provided in this Act to the benefits in respect of health

insurance and prevention of sickness conferred by this Part of this Act.
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(2) The persons employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act (in

this Act referred to as " emploj^ed contributors ") shall include all persons

of either sex, whether British subjects or not, who are engaged in any of the

employments specified in Part I. of the First Schedule to this Act, not being

emploj-ments specified in Part 11. of that schedule:

Provided that the Insurance Commissioners herein-after constituted

may, with the approval of the Treasury, by a special order made in maimer
herein-after provided, provide for including amongst the persons employed
within the meaning of this Part of this Act any persons engaged in any
of the excepted employments specified in Part II. of the said schedule

either unconditionally or subject to such conditions as may be specified

in the order.

(3) The persons not employed within the meaning of this Part of this

Act who are entitled to be insured persons include all persons who either

—

(a) are engaged in some regular occupation and are wholly or mainly
dependent for their Uvelihood on the earnings derived by them
from that occupation; or

(6) have been insured persons for a period of five years or upwards
;

and the persons possessing such qualifications who become or continue to

be insured persons are in this Act referred to as voluntary contributors

:

Provided always that no person whose total income from all sources

exceeds one hundred and sixty pounds a year shall be entitled to be

a voluntary contributor unless he has been insured under this Part of this

Act for a period of five years or upwards.

(4) Except as herein-after provided, nothing in this section shall require

or authorise a person of the ago of sixty-five or upwards not previously

insured under this Part of this Act to become so insured.

Notes on Section 1.— This Section {together with the First Schedule,

which is printed immediately after tliese notes) defines the scope of the

Act, and terms all persons brought within that scope ^* Insured Persons."

^^ Insured Persons'^ are either "eynjiloyed contributors" or *' voluntary

contributors."

The '^ employed contributors " are tJie compulsorily insured, and the

com2)ulsion is effected by Section 4, Subsection 2 {which see), which compels

employers to fay the statutory contributions and authorizes them to deduct

the ivorhers^ share from the luages of their employees, and by a penalty

clause {Section 69).

The " voluntary contributors " are those who, not being compulsorily

employed through deduction from wages, and being eligible under the Actt

elect to take advantage of it {see Section 5).

Notes on Employed or Compulsory Contributors.— These include—
(1) All -manual workers {see First Schedule, Part II. (g) ), whatever their

income, and however they are paid, and

(2) All other employed persons lohose incomes from all sources do not

exceed JE160 a year {£,'d Is. &d. a ivcek),

of either sex, over 16 years of age and not over 65 years of age (for case

of those aged 65 to 69 see Section 49).
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"Outworkers" or " Homeworlers " are siyecifically included {First

Schedule, Part I. (c) ), unless exempted by a special order of the Ins^irance

Commissioners.

Those earning less than £\^Q in any employment are compulsorily

insured even though their income is over j£160 unless they claim exemption

on the ground of (a) having d£26 or over independent ofpersonal exertions

or (b) being ordinarily or mainly dependent on some other person

{Section (2)). The employer is liable to contribute in such cases, hoivever

{Section^ (4)).

In the case ofpersons employed for no money ivage, or appointed by

one person and j^aid by others, the employer will be made responsible for

seeing that the person employed is insured.

The class ofpersons such as cab-drivers or boatmen, who live by " tvorJc-

ing " a cab or boat for which they pay the employer, xoill also be included

{see First Schedule, Part I. {d) ).

Certain employed persons are specifically excepted from compulsory

insurance by the First Schedule, Part II. The exceptions, it luill be

found, are few and unimportant. The compulsory insurance for workers

earning not more than JE160 is almost universal, covering not only manual
workers, but clerks, agents, travellers, shop assistants, domestic servants,

dtc. Moreover, the Insurance Commissioners have power by regulations

to extend the compulsory deduction from, wages to classes of employees

included in the exceptions named in the First Schedule.

Notes on Voluntary Contributors.—Persons of either sex who are

not employed may become " voluntary contributors " if they wholly or

mainly earn their living, and if their total income does not exceed jE160.

It will be seen, however, by Section 1 (3) tlint provision is made for

cases in which insured persons {either compulsorily or voluntarily insured)

may continue in insurance even thou^gh their incomes rise above JE160.

The condition laid down is that they must have been in insurance for

b years or more. If they have not been for so long inspired, their insurance

lapses, and their contributions are forfeited lo the insurarice fund. Observe

that the manual employed worker is not touched by this, since he is com-

pulsorily insured whatever his income.

FIRST SCHEDULE.

PART I.

Employments within the Mkanino of Part I. ok this Act rblatino

TO Health Inhuranck.

(a) Employment in the United Kingdom imdcr any contract of service

or apprenticeship, written or oral, whether expressed or implied, and

whether the employed person \h paid by the employer or some other
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person, and whether under one or more employers, and whether paid by

time or by the piece or partly by time and partly by the piece, or otherwise,

or, except in the case of a contract of apprenticeship, without any money
payment.

(b) Employment under such a contract as aforesaid as master or a

member of the crew of any ship registered in the United Kingdom or of any

other British ship or vessel of which the owner, or, if there is more than one

owner, the managing owner or manager, resides or has his principal place

of business in the United Kingdom.
(c) Employment as an outworker (that is to say, a person to whom

articles or materials are given out to be made up, cleaned, washed, altered,

ornamented, finished, or repaired, or adapted for sale in his own home or

on other premises not under the control or management of the person who
gave out the articles or materials for the purposes of the trade or business

of the last-mentioned person), unless excluded by a special order made by
the Insurance Commissioners, and any such order may exclude outworkers

engaged in work of any class, or outworkers of any class or description

specified in the order, or may defer the commencement of this Act as

respects all outworkers, and the person who gave out the articles or

materials shall, in relation to the person to whom he gave them out, be

deemed to be the employer.

(d) Employment in the United Kingdom in plying for hire with any

vehicle or vessel the use of which is obtained from the owner thereof under

any contract of bailment (or in Scotland any contract of letting to hire) in

consideration of the payment of a fixed sum or a share in the earnings or

otherwise, in which case the owner shall, for the purposes of Part I. of this

Act, be deemed to be the employer.

FIRST SCHEDULE.

PART II.

Exceptions.

(a) Employment in the naval or military service of the Crown, including

service in Officers' Training Corps, except as otherwise provided in Part I. of

this Act.

(b) Employment under the Crown or any local or other public authority

where the Insurance Commissioners certify that the terms of the employ-

ment are such as to secure provision in respect of sickness and disablement

on the whole not less favourable than the corresponding benefits conferred

by Part I. of this Act.

(c) Employment as a clerk or other salaried official in the service of a

railway or other statutory company, or of a joint committee of two or more
such companies, where the Insurance Commissioners certify that the terms

of employment, including his rights in such superannuation fund as is

herein-after mentioned, are such as to secure provision in respect of sickness

and disablement, on the whole, not less favourable than the corresponding
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benefits conferred by Part I. of this Act, and the person so employed is

entitled to rights in a superannuation fund established by Act of Parliament

for the benefit of persons in such employment, or in Ireland is entitled to

rights in any such superannuation fund or in any railway superannuation

fund which may be approved by the Insurance Commissioners.

(d) Employment as a teacher to whom the Elementary School Teachers

Superannuation Act, 1898, or a scheme under section fourteen of the Edu-

cation (Scotland) Act, 1908, or the National School Teachers (Ireland) Act,

1879, applies, or, in the event of any similar enactment being hereafter

passed as respects teachers or any class of teachers (other than teachers

in public elementary schools), as a teacher to whom such enactment

applies.

(e) Employment as an agent paid by commission or fees or a share in

the profits, or partly in one and partly in another such ways, where the

person so employed is mainly dependent for his livelihood on his earnings

from some other occupation, or where he is ordinarily employed as such

agent by more than one employer, and his employment under no one

of such employers is that on which he is mainly dependent for his

livelihood.

(/) Employment in respect of which no wages or other money payment

is made where the employer is the occupier of an agricultural holding and

the employed person is employed thereon, or where the person employed is

the child of, or is maintained by, the employer.

(g) Employment otherwise than by way of manual labour and at a rate

of remuneration exceeding in value one hundred and sixty pounds a year, or

in cases where such employment involves part-time service only, at a rate

of remuneration which, in the opinion of the Insurance Commissioners, is

equivalent to a rate of remuneration exceeding one hundred and sixty pounds

a year for whole-time service.

(h) Employment of a casual nature otherwise than for the purposes of

the employer's trade or business, and otherwise than for the purposes

of any game or recreation where the persons employed are engaged or

paid through a club, and in such case the club shall be deemed to be the

employer.

(t) Employment of any class which may bo specified in a special order

as being of such a nature that it is ordinarily adopted as subsidiary employ-

ment only and not as the principal means of livelihood.

ij) Employment as an outworker where the person so employed is the

wife of an insured person and is not wholly or mainly dependent for hor

liveHhood on her earnings in such employment.

(k) Employment as a member of the crew of a fishing vessel where the

members of such crew are remunerated by shares in the profits or tlie gross

earnings of the working of such vessel in accordance with any custom or

practice prevailing at any port if a special order is made for the purpose by

the Insurance Connnissioncrs, and the particular custom or practice prevail-

ing at the port is one to which the order applies.

(Ij Employment in the service of the husband or wife of the employed

person.
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emptions. Section 2.— (l) Where any person employed within the meaning of

this Part of this Act proves that he is either

—

(a) in receipt of any pension or income of the annual value of twenty-

six pounds or upwards not dependent upon his personal exer-

tions ; or

(b) ordinarily and mainly dependent for his livelihood upon some other

person

;

he shall be entitled to a certificate exempting him from the liability to

become or to continue to be insured under this Part of this Act.

(2) All claims for exemption shall be made to, and certificates of

exemption granted by, the Insurance Commissioners in the prescribed

manner and subject to the prescribed conditions, and may be so made and

granted before, as well as after, the commencement of this Act : Provided

that the regulations of the Insurance Commissioners may provide for

claims under this section being made to and certificates granted by approved
societies and Insurance Committees herein-after constituted.

Notes on Section 2.— Tliis Section means, for examjjle, that a cleric

earning ^100 a year, ivJio has an investment bringing him in £30 a year,

may claim a certificate of exemjjtion from the Insurance Commissioners.

Observe that under Section 4 (4) tJie employer of such an exempted

person does not escape contributions, a/nd the Insurance Commissioners are

to see that such contributions are equitably dealt loith.

jntributions

r insured
jrsons,

nployers,

id the
reasury.

CONTRIBUTIONS.

Section 3.—Except as otherwise provided by this Act, the funds for

providing the benefits conferred by this Part of this Act and defraying the

expenses of the administration of those benefits shall be derived as to

seven-ninths (or, in the case of women, three-fourths) thereof from contri-

butions made by or in respect of the contributors by themselves or their

employers, and as to the remaining two-ninths (or, in the case of women,
one quarter) thereof from moneys provided by Parliament.

Notes on Section 3.—Here is the basis of the Act's finance.

The funds are' to be provided by (1) the insured persons or their em-

ployers and (2) the State.

Observe the arithmetic of the Section. As to a male contributor seven-

ninths are to be provided by employer and employed and two-ninths by the

State.

But (see Section 2 and Second Schedule) the employed man a/nd hia

employer put up Id. between them.

Of ivhat sum is Id. seven-ninths ? The answer is, of cov/rse, 9d.

Therefore the State's contribution is 2d. for the Id. put up by employer

and male employee. Similarly it is 2d. for the Gd. 2nd up by employer and,

woman employee. But see the fuller explanation in Chapter XX.
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Section 4.— (1) The contributions payable in respect of employed Rates and

contributors shall be at the rate specified in Part I. of the Second Schedule
tn>j„tiQiig hv

to this Act (herein-after referred to as the employed rate), and shall com- employed

prise contributions by the contributors and contributions by their employers contributors

at the rates specified in that Part of that schedule, and shall be payable at and their

weekly or other prescribed intervals :

Provided that, in the case of an employed contributor of the age of

twenty-one or upwards whose remuneration does not include the provision

of board and lodging by the employer and the rate of whose remuneration

does not exceed two shillings a working day, such part of the contributions

payable in respect of him as is specified in the said schedule shall be paid

out of moneys provided by Parliament.

(2) The employer shall, in the first instance, pay both the contributions

payable by himself (in this Act referred to as the employer's contributions),

and also on behalf of the employed contributor the contributions payable

by such contributor, and shall be entitled to recover from the contributor

by deduction from his wages or otherwise the amount of the contributions

so paid by him on behalf of the contributor, in accordance with the rules

set out in the Third Schedule to this Act.

(3) Contributions in respect of employed contributors shall cease to be

payable on their attaining the age of seventy.

(4) The employer of a person who though employed within the mean-

ing of this Part of this Act is not insured under this Part of the Act by

reason either

—

(a) that, not having previously been an insured person, he has become
employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act after

attaining the age of sixty-five ; or

(6) that he has obtained and still holds a certificate of exemption under

this Part of this Act

;

shall be liable to pay the like contributions as would have been payable as

employer's contributions if such person had been an employed contributor,

and such contributions shall be carried to such aiccount and dealt with in

such manner as may be prescribed by regulations made by the Insurance

Commissioners, and those regulations may provide for applying the sums
standing to the credit of the account, or any part thereof, for the benefit of

any persons in respect of whom contributions have been so paid, in the

event of such persons subsequently becoming employed contributors.

Notes on Section 4.— ThU ScrHnn, together with Schedules 2 and 3

(which are printed immediatcbj after these notes) fix the rates of contri-

bution, and viahe rules as to the collection of contributions.

The employer (2) is to pay to the State the joint contribution of
himself and his employee, and to recoup himself as to his employee's

contribution by deducting it from his mages. (Sec also Schrdule 8 (3) ).

Contributions are to cease at age 70, because the Act is framed in
view of the provisions of the Old Age Pensions Act, which give a
statutory right to a pension at 70. It should be observed, however, that

14
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medical and sanatorium and Tuaternity benefits continue after 70 ; only

sickness and disablement benefits cease at that age.

Schedule 2, Part J., ivhich follows these notes, gives the scale of
contributions.

By Schedule 3 (5), ivhere a tvorker has m,ore than one employer in a
week, the contribution is to be paid by the first employer engaging him
in the tveek, or according to an equitable arrangement prescribed by the

Insurance Commissioners. It ought not to be difficult to settle such cases

loitliout reference to the Commissioners, e.g., two families each employing
the same gardener for three days a week could sensibly agree to pay 3d.

on his behalf on alternate weeks, reducing their individual payments to l^d.

a week.

By Schedule 3 (8), it is important to note, an employer may not deduct
his own proper contribution from wages, or " otherwise'^ recover it from
his employee.

It is an offence under Section 69 if the employer fails to pay the

proper contribution in respect of any of his employees ; the maximum
penalty is jBIO {Section 69 (2) ).

Further, by Section 70 tJie employee of a defaulting employer has right

of action against him in respect of his loss of insurance under the Act.

SECOND SCHEDULE.

Eates of Contribution under Part I. of this Act relating to

Health Insurance.

PART I.

Employed Rate.

In the case of men ... ... ... 7d. a week.

,, ,, women ... ... ... 6d. ,,

Contributions by Employers and Employed Contributors.

To be paid by the employer ... ... 3d. a week.

( Men, 4d. „
" contributor ...

I Women, 3d. „

In the case of employed contributors of either sex of the age of 21 or

upwards whose remuneration does not include the provision of board and
lodging by their employer, and the rate of whose remuneration does

not exceed 23. 6d. a working day, the following shall be the rates of

contribution :

—

Where the rate of remuneration does not exceed Is. 6d. a working day

—

A week.

To be paid by the employer ... {
^°' '^^°'

^f*^ "^
I „ women, 5d,

„ out of moneys provided by Parliament ... Id.
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Where the rate of remuneration exceeds Is. 6d. but does not exceed 2s.

a working day

—

A week.

_,,.,,,, ,
( For men, 5d.

To be paid by the employer ... •] .

,

„ ,, contributor ... ... ... Id.

„ out of moneys provided by Parliament ... Id.

Where the rate of remuneration exceeds 2s. but does not exceed 2s. 6d.

a working day

—

To be paid by the employer ... \
^°' °'°"' ^^•

( „ women, 3d.

» II contributor ... ... ... 3d.

THIRD SCHEDULE.

Rules as to Payment and Recovery of Contributions paid by
Employers on behalf of Employed Contributors under Part I.

OF this Act relating to Health Insurance.

(1) A weekly contribution shall be payable for each calendar week during
the whole or any part of which an employed contributor has been employed
by an employer : Provided that, where one weekly contribution has been
paid in respect of an employed contributor in any such week, no further

contribution shall be payable in respect of him in the same week, and that,

where no remuneration has been received and no services rendered by an
employed contributor during any such week, or where no services have
been rendered by an employed contributor during any such week and the
employed contributor has been in receipt of sickness or disablement benefit

during the whole or any part of that week, the employer shall not be liable

to pay any contribution either on his own behalf or on behalf of the con-
tributor in respect of that week.

(2) The employer sliall, except as herein-after provided, be entitled to

recover from the employed contributor the amount of any contributions
paid by him on behalf of the employed contributor.

(3j Except where the employed contributor does not receive any wages
or other pecuniary remuneration from the employer, the amounts so
recoverable shall, notwithstanding the provisions of any Act or any con-
tract to the contrary, be recoverable by means of deductions from the
wages or other remuneration, and not oth(!rwi80 ; but no such deductions
may be made from any wages or remuneration other than such as are paid
in respect of the period or part of the period in respect of which the
contribution is payable, or in cxcchh of the sum which represents the
amount of the contributions for the period (if such period is longer than
a week) in respect of which the wages or other remuneration are paid.

(4) Where a contribution paid by the employer on behalf of an em-
ployed contributor is recoverable from the contributor but is not recoverable

by means of deductions as aforesaid, it shall, without prejudice to any other
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Rates and
niles for

contributions

by Vv-luntary

contributors.

means of recovery) be recoverable summarily as a civil debt, but no such

contribution shall be recoverable unless proceedings for the purpose are

instituted within three months from the date when the contribution was

payable.

(5) Where the contributor is employed by more than one employer in any

calendar week, the first person employing him in that week or such other

employer or employers as may be 2>rescribed shall be deemed to be the em-

ployer for the purposes of the provisions of Part I. of this Act relating to

the payment of contributions and of this schedule.

(6) Regulations of the Insurance Commissioners may provide that in any

cases or any classes of cases where employed contributors work under the

general control and management of some person other than their immediate

employer, such as the owner, agent, or manager of a mine or quarry, or the

occupier of a factory or workshop, such person shall, for the purposes of the

provisions of Part I. of this Act relating to the payment of contributions and of

this schedule, be treated as the employer, and may provide for allowing him to

deduct the amount of any contributions (other than employer's contributions)

which he may become liable to pay from any sums payable by him to the

immediate employer, and for enabling the immediate employer to recover

from the employed contributors the like sums and in the like manner as if

he were liable to pay the contributions.

(7) Where the contributor is not paid wages or other money payments

by his employer or any other person, the employer shall be liable to pay the

contributions payable both by himself and the contributor, and shall not be

entitled to recover any part thereof from the contributor.

(8) Notwithstanding any contract to the contrary, the employer shall

not be entitled to deduct from the wages of or otherwise to recover from the

contributor the employer's contribution.

(9) Any sum deducted by any employer from wages or other remunera-

tion under this schedule shall be deemed to have been entrusted to him

for the purpose of paying the contribution in respect of which it was

deducted.

(10) The Insurance Commissioners may, by regulations, provide that in

the case of outworkers the contributions to be paid may be determined by

reference to the work actually done, instead of by reference to the weeks in

which work is done, and any such regulations may apply to all trades or to

any specified classes or branches of trades, and may determine the con-

ditions to be complied with by employers who adopt such a system of

payment of contributions.

(11) For the purpose of this schedule the expression " calendar week "

means the period from midnight on one Sunday to midnight on the

following Sunday.

Section 5.— (1) The contributions payable by voluntary contributors

shall be at the rate appropriate to their age at the date of their entry into

insurance ascertained in accordance with a table to be prepared by the
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Insurance Commissioners (herein-after referred to as the voluntary rate)

and shall be paid by the voluntary contributors at weekly or other prescribed

intervals

:

Provided that

—

(a) In the case of a person who enters into insurance within six

months after the commencement of this Act, the voluntary

rate shall, if he is below the age of forty-five at the date of

entering into insurance, be the same as the employed rate,

and, if he is of the age of forty-five or upwards, be such rate,

ascertained according to a table to be prepared by the Insur-

ance Commissioners, as, having regard to his age at that date,

will be sufficient to cover seven-ninths, or, in the case of a

woman, three-fourths, of the benefits conferred by this Part of

this Act

;

(6) Where a person, having been an employed contributor for five

years or upwards, becomes a voluntary contributor, the rate of

contribution payable by him shall continue to be the employed

rate.

(2) Contributions by voluntary contributors shall cease to be payable

on their attaining the age of seventy.

Notes on Section 5.— Voluntary contributors have, of course, no

employer to contribute on their behalf, and they have therefore to pay Id.

for a man and 6d. for a woman, instead of the 4«Z. and Zd. of a compulsory

or employed contributor.

The fiat rate of Id. or &d. is only to be enjoyed by voluntary con-

tributors who are under forty-five years of age on entering insurance, and

tuho join the scheme within six months after the beginning of the Act

(July 15, 1912, but see Section 11.0).

If they are over ^5, or if, being under Ab, they neglect to join luithin

six months, they will have to pay on a 2iroper actuarial scale, rising with

age, which in to 1)e prepared by the luHurancc Commissioners. That scale

is shown roughly on page 174. // the deplorable attacks on the Act

prevent eligible persons from applying for membership within the six

months, some politicians will have a good deal to answer for.

and vice

versili,.

Section 6.— (1) Where an insured pfTHon has become a member of Change from

an aDprovcd society as a voluntary contributor, the rate of contributions voluntary

,,1-1 1-111 11 rate to em-
payable in respect of him shall, notwithstanding that he becomes employed pioyed rate

witliin the meaning of tliis Part of this Act, remain the voluntary rate,

unless at any time after becoming so employed he gives notice in the

prescribed manner of his wish to bo transferred to the employed rate.

(2) Where he gives such notice, the rate payable in respect of him shall

be the employed rate, but in sucii case the rate of sickness benefit payal)]o

in respect of him sliall be such reduced rate as would have been payable

had he not previously been insured, subject to such addition as may,

according to tables prepared by the Insurance Commissioners, represent

the value at that time of the contributions previously paid by him.
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(3) Where he does not give such notice, and until he does so, the

contributions payable by his employer in respect of him during any period

of employment within the meaning of this Part of this Act shall be the

same as if lie had been transferred to the employed rate, and the contribu-

tions so paid by the employer shall be treated as in part satisfaction of the

contributions at the voluntai-y rate payable by the contributor, and, if the

contributor fails to pay the balance, he shall be deemed to be in arrear

to that extent.

(4) Where an employed contributor within five years from his entry

into insurance ceases to be employed within the meaning of this Part of

this Act and becomes a voluntary contributor, he shall be deemed to be in

arrear, as from the date when he so became a voluntary contributor, to the

amount of the difference between the aggregate contributions paid by or in

respect of him since his entry into insurance and the aggregate of the

contributions which would have been payable by him had he throughout

been a voluntary contributor, and the difference between any reserve value

which is credited to the approved society of which he is a member in

respect of him and the reserve value (if any) which would have been
credited to that Society in respect of him had he originally become a
voluntary contributor shall be cancelled.

Notes on Section 6.— TJds Section malces ohvioushj necessary ino-
visions for employed insured x>ersons luho cease to be e^nployed, and for
voluntarily insured persons who become compulsorily insured by becoming
employed.

Change from " Voluntary " to " Employed."

A voluntary contributor on being employed may give notice of his

desire to p)ay the employed rate and shall have the right to pay that rate,

but he will only be entitled to a reduced rate of benefit (not less than 5s.,

see Section 9 (4)) to be calculated by the Insurance Commissioners, with
due allowance for the reserve which he has accumulated while a
voluntary contributor.

Alteryiatively he may choose to go on paying his old voluntary rate,

in which case his employer will have to contribute '6d. and no more
towards it.

Change from '^Employed'' to ^^ Voluntary.''

If an employed contributor passes out of employment tvithin five years

and desires to become a voluntary contributor he may do ao, but he is

then deemed to be in arrear for the difference between what he would have
paid as a voluntary contributor and what he has actually paid as an
employed contributor, and his reserve is also adjusted.

The case as it affects an employed contributor who has been over five

years insured is covered by Section 5 (1) (b), which provides that such an
insured person may becom,e a voluntary subscriber and continue to pay his

old employed rale.

It will be seen that an employed contributor who becomes a voluntary

contributor continues to enjoy the advantage of his old rate only if he has
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been an employed contributor for five years or more. Moreover, Tie comes

under the actuarial scale, which rises with age.

Section 7.—Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Insurance Com- Power to

missioners may make regulations providing for any matters incidental to
ia,tions for'

the payment and collection of contributions payable under this Pai't of this t^e payment
Act, and in particular for

—

of contribu-

(a) payment of contributions whether by means of adhesive or other

stamps affixed to or impressed upon books or cards, or otherwise,

and regulating the manner, times, and conditions in, at, and under

which such stamps are to be affixed or imj)ressed or payments are

otherwise to be made ;

(b) the entry in or upon books or cards of particulars of contributions

paid and benefits distributed in the case of the insured persons to

whom such books or cards belong

;

(c) the issue sale custody production and delivery up of books or cards

and the replacement of books or cards which have been lost

destroyed or defaced.

Notes on Section 7.— This Section authorizes the Insurance Com-
missioners to make common-sense arrangements with respect to the details

of the collection of contributions. The general character of the scheme is

described in Chapter IX.

BENEFITS.

Section 8.— (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the benefits Benefits,

conferred by this Pajt of this Act upon insured persons are

—

(a) Medical treatment and attendance, including the provision of proper

and sufficient medicines, and such medical and surgical appliances

as may be prescribed by regulations to be made by the Insurance

Commissioners (in this Act called "medical benefit ")

;

(b) Treatment in sanatoria or other institutions or otherwise when
Bufifcring from tubcrciiloHiH, or such other diseases as the Local

Government Board with the approval of the Treasury may appoint

(in this Act called " sanatorium benefit ")
;

(c) Periodical payments wliilst rendered incapable of work by some
specific disease or by bodily or mental disablement, of which notice

has been given, commencing from the fourth day after being so

rendered incapable of work, and continuing for a period not

exceeding twenty-six weeks (in tliis Act called " sicknesH benefit ")

;

(d) In the case of the disease or disablement continuing after the

determination of sickness benefit, periodical payments so long as

80 rendered incapable of work by the disease or disablement (in

this Act called " disablement benefit ")

;

(«) Payment in the case of the confinement of the wife or, where the

child is a posthumous child, of the widow of an insured person, or

of any other wonjan who is an insured person, of a sum of thirty

shillings (in this Act called " maternity benefit ")

;
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(/) In the case of pei'sons entitled under tliis Part of this Act to any
of the further benefits mentioned in Part II. of the Fourth

Schedule to this Act (in this Act called " additional benefits ")

such of those benefits as they may be entitled to.

(2) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, the rates of sickness

benefit and disablement benefit to which insured persons are entitled shall

be the rates specified in Part I. of the Fourth Schedule to this Act.

(3) In the case of insured persons who have attained the age of seventy,

the right to sickness benefit and disablement benefit shall cease.

(4) No insured person shall be entitled to any benefit during any period

when he is resident either temporarily or permanently outside the United
Kingdom

:

Provided that, if a person is temporarily resident in the Isle of Man or

the Channel Islands, he shall not, whilst so resident, be disentitled to

benefits other than medical benefit, and that, if with the consent of the

society or committee by which the benefit is administered a person is

temporarily resident outside the United Kingdom elsewhere than in the

Isle of Man or the Channel Islands, the society or committee may allow

him, whilst so resident, to continue to receive sickness or disablement

benefit, and that a person resident out of the United Kingdom shall not

be disentitled to maternity benefit in respect of the confinement of his

wife, if his wife at the time of her confinement is resident in the United

Kingdom.

(5) Where an insured person, having been in receipt of sickness benefit,

recovers from the disease or disablement in respect of which he receives

such benefit, any subsequent disease or disablement, or a recurrence of the

same disease or disablement, shall be deemed to be a continuation of the

previous disease or disablement, unless in the meanwhile a period of at least

twelve months has elapsed, and at least fifty weekly contributions have been

paid by or in respect of him.

(6) Where a woman confined of a child is herself an insured person, and
is a married woman, or, if the child is a posthumous child, a widow, she

shall be entitled to sickness benefit or disablement benefit (as the case may
be) in respect of her confinement in addition to the maternity benefit to

which she or her husband may be entitled, bijt, save as aforesaid, a woman
shall not be entitled to sickness benefit or disablement benefit for a period

of four weeks after her confinement, unless suffering from disease or

disablement not connected directly or indirectly with her confinement.

Medical benefit shall not include any right to medical treatment or

attendance in respect of a confinement.

(7) Where a pension or superannuation allowance is payable by an

approved society in whole or in part as an additional benefit under this

Part of this Act, or out of any fund to which contributions have been made
in accordance with paragraph (10) of Part II. of the Fourth Schedule to

this Act, it may be made a condition of the grant of the pension or allow-

ance that a member of the society shall, whilst in receipt of such pension

or allowance, be excluded in whole or in part from his right to sickness

benefit and disablement benefit, or to either of such benefits.
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(8) Notwithstanding anything in this Part of this Act, no insured person

shall be entitled

—

(a) to medical benefit during the first six months after the commence-

ment of this Act

;

(b) to sickness benefit, unless and until twenty-six weeks have elapsed

since his entry into insurance, and at least twenty-six weekly

contributions have been paid by or in respect of hira ;

(c) to disablement benefit, unless and until one hundred and four

weeks have elapsed since his entry into insurance, and at least

one hundred and four weekly contributions have been paid by or

in respect of him ;

(d) to maternity benefit, unless and until twenty-six, or in the case of

a voluntary contributor fifty-two weeks have elapsed since his

entry into insurance, and at least twenty-six, or in the case of

a voluntary contributor fifty-two, weekly contributions have been

paid by or in respect of him.

(9) Aa soon as the sums credited to approved societies as reserve values

in respect of persons who enter into insurance within one year after the

commencement of this Act have been written off in manner provided by

this Part of this Act, the benefits payable to insured persons under this

part of this Act shall be extended in such manner as Parliament may
determine.

Notes oa Section 8.— This Section, together with Schedule 4, Parts

I. and II. {which are x^rinted iinmediatehj after these notes) i)rovidcs

for

(1) Minimum Benefits, Subsection (1) (a), (6), (c), {d) and (e) and

(2) Additional Benefits, Subsection (1) (/).

The contributions {Sections 3, 4 and 5) are so arranged that they are

believed to be sufficient under jjroper management to secure the minimum

benefits to tJie inspired, with a considerable margin (plus a further and.

much larger margin which will arise after the lapse of eighteen years)

{Section 55 j.

The Minimum Benefits are—
(1) Free Medical Attendance and Free Medicine.

(2) SickncKS Benefit.

(8) Disablement or Invalidity Pension.

(4) Maternity Benefit.

(5) Sanatorium Benefit.

The long list of " additional " benefits will be found in Schedule 4,

Part II.

Medical Benefit.— The first aim of the measure is to restore the

insured ivurlicr to health by efficient medical service. To this end tlic

financial provisions of the Act {see Chapter XX.) allow for an expenditure

upon doctors and ynedicine 50 per cent, greater than the present average

expenditure of Friendly Societies.
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The insured person becotnes eligible for medical benefit six months after

the beginning of the Act on Jul;/ 15, 1912.

It is provided, however, that the Insurance Committee may fix an
income limit above which they may require the insured person to provide
his own doctoring, the Committee then contributing towards the doctor's

bill the su7n which the insured person would have cost them if he were
below the income limit {Section 15 (3) ).

Sickness Benefit.— The money benefit during sickness will be 10s, a
loeek for men, and Is. &d. a lueek for women, for 26 weeks, from the fourth
day of sickness. These rates of benefit are for persons not over 50 years of
age on entry. A person is not eligible for sickness benefit unless certified
" incajjable of ivork."

Members over 50 on entry who have made 500 or more contributions

will receive the above ftdl-money benefits.

Persons over 50 and under 60 on entry ivho have not made 500 contri-

butions will receive during tlie first 26 weeks the reduced money benefit of
Is. for men and 6s. for women ; such persons, if over 60 on entry, will

receive 6s. for the first 13 weeks and 5s. thereafter. {Section 9.)

Sickness benefit ceases at 70 years of age, ivhen the Old Age Pension
becomes payable.

Under the age of 21, boys and girls, if married or with dependants,
receive full rate of money benefit. If they are unmarried, or have
no dependants, the benefit is : For boys, 6s. for 13 weeks and 5s. after.

For girls, 5s. for 13 weeks and 4s. after. {Section 9.)

An insured person becomes eligible for sickness benefit after making 26
contributions.

Sickness benefit is administered by the Approved Societies.

Disablement Benefit.—// sickness and incapacity for work continue
longer than 26 weeks, 5s. a lueek is paid during tlue remainder of the

sickness, however long it may be.

It should be noted that the insured member has to contribute for tioo

years before the permanent disableme?it benefit is available.

The disablement pension ceases at 70.

Disablement Benefit is administered by the Approved Societies.

Maternity Benefit.—Insured women, married or unmarried, will
receive "in confinement" 30s., which may be paid in cash or in kind.

Observe that " confinement " is not defined ; the presumpition is for a wide
construction of the term, to include pre-viable delivery.

The wives of insured men, although not themselves insured under the

scheme, will also receive the maternity benefit.

If a wom,an is as an employed contributor insured, she will receive

sickness benefit as ivell as maternity benefit, which amounts to a double
maternity benefit {i.e., £d), whether her husband is insured or not. {Sub-
section (6j.)

Maternity benefit becomes payable after the insured woman, or the

husband of the uninsured woman, has paid contributions for 26 weeks.
(For voluntary contributors the waiting period in this respect is 52 weeks.)
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The mother has the right to decide whether she will he attended by a

doctor or by a properly certified midwife, and she will have free choice of

doctor or midivife.

An insured woman receiving maternity benefit has not to pay her

contributions while away from tvork in consequence of her confinement.

Saaatorlum Benefit.—Insured persons loho contract tuberculosis have

the right under this benefit to suitable treatment in sanatoria or other-

wise. While they are under treatment the cash benefit, which, if at Jiome,

they xvould ordinarily receive, will be paid to their families.

Section 17 gives the Insurance Committees power to extend this benefit

to the tvives and other dependants of the insured. If the provision made

by the Act does not meet the expenditure they desire to make on this

account, the Insurance Committee may transmit to the Local Authority

and to the Treasury an account of the extra sum they require, and the

Treasury and Local Council may sanction and share between them

such extra expenditure (Subsection (3)). Sanatorium benefit continues

after age 70. There is no availing period for this Benefit.

Additional Benefits.— These should he considered both in relation to

(1) possible surpluses of Approved Societies, and (2) Subsection 9 of this

Section.

(1) The contributions (Section 4) being actuarily calculated to he

sufficient to provide a margin (see Chapter XX.) over and above the cost

of the minimum benefits, a well-managed Approved Society will be able to

grant to its members one or more of the additional benefits named in

Schedule 4, Part II.

(2) Section 8 (9) should he read in connection with Section 55, and the

notes thereto. From the latter it will be seen that the burden of insuring

those over 16 at the beginning of the Act as though they were sixteen is

gradually liquidated by fractional deductions from the contributions. In

about 18 years the burdrn will disappear and a large sum will be set free

for the payment of benefits. Section 8 (9) j)rovides that when the debt has

been written off, benefits shall he extended " in such manner as Parliament

may determine," which will presumably he in some of tlie forms outlined

vn Schedule 4, Part II,

FOURTH SCHEDULE.

PART I.

Rates of Benefits.

Taiilk a.—Ordinary llatce.

Sickness benefit : for men, the stnn of lOs. a week throughout the whole

period of twenty-six weeks ; for women, the sum of 78. 6d. a week through-

out the whole period of twenty-six weeks.

Disablement benefit : the sum of Ss. a week for men and women alike.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE.

PART II.

Additional Benefits.

(1) Medical treatment and attendance for any persons dependent upon

the labour of a member.

(2) The payment of the whole or any part of the cost of dental treat-

ment.

(3) An increase of sickness benefit or disablement benefit in the case

either of all members of the society or of such of them as have any children

or any specified number of children wholly or in part dependent upon

them.

(4) Payment of sickness benefit from the first, second, or third day after

the commencement of the disease or disablement.

(5) The payment of a disablement allowance to members though not

totally incapable of work.

(6) An increase of maternity benefit.

(7) Allowances to a member during convalescence from some disease or

disablement in respect of which sickness benefit or disablement benefit

has been payable.

(8) The building or leasing of premises suitable for convalescent homes

and the maintenance of such homes.

(9) The payment of pensions or superannuation allowances whether by

way of addition to old age pensions under the Old Age Pensions Act, 1908,

or otherwise.

(10) The payment, subject to the prescribed conditions, of contributions

to superannuation funds in which the members are interested.

(11) Payments to members who are in want or distress, including the

remission of arrears whenever such arrears may have become due.

(12) Payments for the personal use of a member who, by reason of being

an inmate of a hospital or other institution, is not in receipt of sickness

benefit or disablement benefit.

(13) Payments to members not allowed to attend work on account

of infection.

(14) llepayment of the whole or any part of contributions thereafter

payable under Part I. of this Act by members of the society or any

class thereof.

Reduced
rates of

benefit in

certain cases.

Section 9.— (1) In the case of insured persons who are under the age

of twenty-one years and unmarried, sickness benefit and disablement

benefit shall be at the reduced rates specified in Table B in Part I. of

the Fourth Schedule to this Act:

Provided that, where any such person being a member of an approved

society proves that one or more members of his family are wholly or

mainly dependent upon him, the society shall dispense with such

reduction.
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(2) Where, in the case of any insured persons, the rate of sickness

benefit or disablement benefit (as the case may be) exceeds two-thirds of

the usual rate of wages or other remuneration earned by such persons, the

rate of such benefit may be reduced to such an extent as the society or

committee administering the benefit, with the consent of the Insurance

Commissioners, determines ; but, where such reduction is made, provision

shall be made by the society or committee, with the like consent, for the

grant of one or more additional benefits of a value equivalent to such

reduction.

(3) The rate of sickness benefit shall be reduced in accordance with

Table C in Part I. of the Fourth Schedule to this Act in the case of any

insured person who becomes an employed contributor within one year after

the commencement of this Act, and is at the date of so becoming an

employed contributor of the age of fifty years or upwards and the number

of weekly contributions paid by or in respect of him is, at the date of any

claim by him for such benefit, less than five hundred.

(4) In the case of every person who, not h iving been previously insured

under this Part of thi^ Act, becomes an employed contributor subsequently

to the expiration of one year from the commencement of this Act, and is,

at the time of so becoming an employed contributor, of the age of seven-

teen or upwards, the rate of sickness benefit to which he is entitled shall

(unless he proves that his time since he attained the age of seventeen has

been spent in a school or college, in indentured apprenticeship or otherwise

under instruction without wages, or otherwise in tlie completion of his

education, or unless he undertakes himself to pay the difi"erence between

the voluntary rate and the employed rate, or pays to the Insurance

Commissioners, to be credited to the society, such capital sum as will be

sufficient to secure him benefits at the full rate) be such reduced rate as

may be fixed in accordance witli tables to be prepared by the Insurance

Commissioners, but not in any case less than five shillings a week :

Provided that, if at any time subsequently such person would become

entitled to sickness benefit at a higher rate if he were treated as having

become an employed contributor as from the time when he attained the

age of seventeen, or as from the expiration of one year after the com-

mencement of this Act, whichever date may be the later, and as being

in arrear for all contributions which, had he become an employed contributor

at that date, would have been payable in respect of him between tiuit

date and the date when he actually became an employed contributor, he

shall, if he so elects, be entitled to be so treated.

Notes on Section 9.— Thin Section in (1) <tnd (»), togellicr with

Schedule 4, I'oit J. TahlcH D and C (which arc printed immediately after

these notes) provides for reduced benefits in the case of minors without

dependantn and in the case of employed contrihutors over TjO. The pro-

visions will befonnd incorporated in the Table of Money Benefits set out

in Chapter X.

Subsection (2) of this Section is of importance. It provides that

where the money benefit exceeds two-thirds of the beneficiary's normal
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wages, it may he reduced by the Approved Society (in the case of a
normal insured person) or the Insurance Committee (in the case of a
Deposit Contributor {Section 42) ) which administers the money benefit,

iifith the consent of the Insurance Commissioners. The object is to preoent
maUnyering. In order that the insured should not be damnified, however,

tlie Subsection ends with the proviso that, if the reduction is made, there

must be a grant of additional benefits in compensation. I cordially dis-

agree with this Subsection, for obviously it only affects loio paid labourers.

FOURTH SCHEDULE.

Reduced
rates of

benefits

where con-

tributions

are in arrear.

PART I

Rates of Benefit.

Table B.—Reduced Bates in the case of Unmarried Minors.

Sickness Benefit—for males, the sum of 6s. a week during the first thir-

teen weeks and the sum of 5s. a week during the

second thirteen weeks.

for females, the sum of 5s. a week for the first thirteen

weeks and the sum of 4s. a week for the second

thirteen weeks.

Disablement Benefit—for females, the sum of 48. a week.

Table C.—Reduced Rates for Persons over Fifty in certain cases.

Where the insured person is over 50 and under 60 at the time of

becoming an employed contributor

—

For men, the sum of 7s. a week throughout the whole period of twenty-

six weeks.

For women, the sura of 6s. a week throughout the whole period of

twenty-six weeks.

Where the insured person is over 60 at the time of becoming an employed
contributor

—

For both men and women, the sum of 6s. a week for the first thirteen

weeks, and 58. a week during the second thirteen weeks.

Section 10.— (l) Where an insured person being a member of an ap-

proved society is in arrears to an amount greater than thirteen weekly

contributions a year on the average since his entry into insurance, his right

to benefits under this Part of this Act other than medical benefit, sanatorium

benefit, and maternity benefit shall be suspended, and, where he is in arrears

to an amount greater than twenty-six weekly contributions a year on the

average since his entry into insurance, his right to medical benefit, sanatorium

benefit, and maternity benefit shall be suspended, and at the expiration of the

calendar year next after the date when he becomes suspended from all bene-

fits any sums credited to the society in respect of him, calculated in the

prescribed manner, shall, if his right to benefits still continues to be sus-

pended, be carried to such account and dealt with in such manner as may be
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prescribed for the benefit (except so far as such sums comprise sums in

respect of a reserve value) of the society or any other society to which such

person may subsequently be transferred :

Provided that, if at any time after suspension from any such benefits he

becomes employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act, he shall be

entitled to those benefits at such rate, after the lapse of such time and after

the payment of such number of contributions, as would have been applicable

to his case had he not previously been an insured person, but, if he so elects

at any time, the benefits to which he is entitled shall be such as he would be

entitled to, were the period from the time of his original entry into insurance

taken as a whole.

(2) Where an employed contributor claiming sickness benefit is at the

date of such claim in arrears but the arrears are less than as aforesaid,

then the rate of sickness benefit shall be reduced to a sum not less than five

shillings a week, or the time when sickness benefit commences deferred,

proportionately to the amount of arrears in accordance with the table in the

Fifth Schedule to this Act.

(3) Where a voluntary contributor is in arrears, he shall be liable to such
proportionate reduction of benefits as may be prescribed.

(4) In calculating arrears of contributions, no account shall be taken of

any arrears accruing

—

(a) during any period when the person in question has been, or but for

this section or any other provision of this Act disentitling a person

to such benefit, would have been, in receipt of sickness benefit or

disablement benefit ; or

(b) in the case of a woman who, being an insured person, is herself en-

titled to maternity benefit, during two weeks before and four

weeks after her delivery, or in the case of maternity benefit pay-

able in respect of the posthumous child of an insured person,

during the period subsequent to the father's death ; or

(c) in the case of an employed contributor, during the first twelve months
after the commencement of this Act

;

but, save as aforesaid, contriljutioriH sliall l)o deemed to be payable in respect

of every week from the date of entry into insurance.

(5) Where an insured person has paiil any arrears of contributions payable

by or in respect of him which accrued during the calendar year current at

the date of payment and the provious calendar year, he shall bo treated for

the purposes of this section as if the arrears so paid had never become due:

Provided that, if such person is at the date of payment or svibseciucntly

within one month thereafter becomes incapable of work by rcaKon of

disease or disablciuent, he shall, for the purposes of tills section, bo

deemed to be still in arrears in respect of the amount so paid until after the

expiration of one month from the date of such payment.

(6) Any approved society may, if it thinks fit, excuse any part of the

arrears which may have accrued due by or in respect of any Tucmbcr who is

an employed contributor during any period of unemployment not exceeding

such part as would have been payable by the employer had the member
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continued in his last employment, and in such case the amount of the arrears

of that member shall be reduced accordingly.

(7) The average amount of arrears for the purposes of this section shall

be calculated in such manner as the Insurance Commissioners may prescribe.

Notes on Section 10.— This Section is of great importance and should
he carcfidlij studied in connection tvith the general exposition in
Chapter X. and the Fifth Schedule, which is printed immediately after

these notes.

W7iile it is, of course, necessary to reduce or suspend benefits if con-

tributions are not paid, the Section and Schedule are framed with the

object of tiding insured persons over periods of difficulty and maintaining
them in insurance.

To this end it is provided :—
(1) That arrears of an AVERAGE PER ANNUM, since entering

into insurance, of three {less than four) contributions, shall not entail

any reduction of benefits whatsoever.

(2) That if the insured person is not more than thirteen contributions

in arrears {average per annum since entering insurance) he is to be entitled

to all benefits, but that money benefit is to be reduced 6d. per week, beginning

with the fourth week {Sd. per week, beginning with the fourth week, in the

case of a woman). Thus in the thirteenth week of arrears either a man
or a woman receives 5s., and in the fourteenth money benefit is suspended.

(3) That if the insured person is not more than twenty-six contributions

in arrears {average per annum since entering insurance) he is to be entitled

to medical, maternity, and sanatorium benefits. In the twenty-seventh

week of arrears these, too, are suspended.

(4) Lapse of insurance does not take place until fifty-ttvo weeks after

suspension from all benefits, and then his own personal reserve, if any
{apart from, the reserve value with tohich the State has credited him on
joining {Section 55), is carried to account against his returning into

insurance at any time. If he so returns he may elect to be treated as in

arrears as from his original insurance.

When Arrears do not Count.—By Subsection (4) arrears do not

count—
(1) When the insured is receiving money benefit under the Act.

(2J When an insured wom.an is receiving maternity benefit, during
two weeks before and four weeks after her delivery.

(3) During the first twelve months after the beginning of the Act.

Paying up Arrears.—By Subsection (5) an insured person in arrears
may pay up his arrears for the current year and for the year previous,
but such payment does not tvipe out any reduction of benefit entailed by
the arrears until one month after the paying-up of arrears.

Paying the Employer's Share in Unemployment.—By Subsection {6)
an Approved Society inay excuse its members from paying the employer's
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share of the contribution {5d.) during any period of unemplo7jment.

Otherwise an unemployed man Jms to pay id. + Sd. = 7d. Presumably any

Approved Society can make a perrnanent rule excusing its members from

paying tlie employer's share while they are unemployed, and it should be

observed that the Societies are self-governing {Section 23).

All the foregoing notes refer to the compulsorily insured. Voluntary

contributors in arrears come under Subsection (3).

FIFTH SCHEDULE.

REDUCTION OR POSTPONEMENT OF SICKNESS BENEFIT AND
WHERE CONTRIBUTIONS ARE IN ARREAR.

Table.
(1) (2)
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opposite the entry in the second column next below the entry specifying the

rate of sickness benefit to which the insured person is entitled.

When the rate of sickness benefit during the first thirteen weeks to

which the insured person is entitled is, by virtue of any of the provisions

of this Act, other than those relating to arrears, less than 58. a week, this

Table shall have effect as if such lower rate were therein substituted for the

rate of 5s. a week.

Provisions in Section 11.— (1) Where an insured person has received or recovered or
tne case of

jg entitled to receive or recover, whether from his employer or any other per-

entitled to ^°°' ^^y compensation or damages under the Workmen's Compensation Act,

compensa- 1906, or any scheme certified thereunder, or under the Employers* Liability
tion or dam- Act, 1880, or at common law, in respect of any injury or disease, the foUow-

e^^dw 7 ^S provisions shall apply :

—

*^- ^®- (a) No sickness benefit or disablement benefit shall be paid to such
43 ft 44 Vict

g ^ person in respect of that injury or disease in any case where any
weekly sum or the weekly value of any lump sum paid or payable

by way of compensation or damages is equal to or greater than

the benefit otherwise payable to such person, and, where any such

weekly sum or the weekly value of any such lump sum is less

than the benefit in question, such part only of the benefit shall be

paid as, together with the weekly sum or the weekly value of the

lump sum, will be equal to the benefit

:

(b) The weekly value of any such lump sum as aforesaid may be
determined by the society or committee by which the sickness

and disablement benefits payable to such person are administered,

but, if the insured person is aggrieved by such determination, the

matter shall be settled in manner provided by this Part of this

Act for settling disputes between insured persons and societies or

committees :

(c) Where an agreement is made as to the amount of such compensa-
tion as aforesaid, and the amount so agreed is less than ten

shilUngs a week, or as to the redemption of a weekly payment
by a lump sum, under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906,

the employer shall, within three days thereafter, or such longer

time as may be prescribed, send to the Insurance Commissioners,

or to the society or committee concerned, notice in writing of

such agreement giving the prescribed particulars thereof, and
proviso (d) to paragrajih (9) of the Second Schedule of the

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906 (which relates to the powers
of registrars of county courts to refuse to record memoranda of

agreements and to refer the matter to the judge) shall, in cases

where the workman is an insured person, apply to agreements as

to the amount of compensation in like manner as to agreenaentft

as to the redemption of weekly payments by lump sums.

(2) Where an insured person appears to be entitled to any such com-

pensation or damages as aforesaid and unreasonably refuses or neglects to
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take proceedings to enforce his claim, it shall be lawful for the society or

committee concerned, either

—

(a) at its own expense, to take in the name and on behalf of such

person such proceedings, in which case any compensation or

damages recovered shall be held by the society or committee

as trustee for the insured person ; or

(6) to withhold payment of any benefit to which apart from this section

such person would be entitled.

In the event of the society or committee concerned taking proceedings as

aforesaid and failing in the proceedings, it shall be responsible for the costs

of the proceedings as if it were claiming on its own account.

(3) Nothing in this section shall prevent the society or committee

paying to an insured person benefit by way of advance pending the

settlement of his claim for compensation or damages, and any advance

so made shall, without prejudice to any other method of recovery, be

recoverable by deductions from or suspension of any benefits which may
subsequently become payable to such person.

Notes on Section 11.— This Section means that money benefit under

the Act is not payable in addition to compensation recovered by an

insured person under the Workmen's Compensation Act, but is only to

supplement it when the accident compensation is less than the money

benefit under the Act.

Subsection (2) provides that an Approved Society may, in case of its

member's default, take action on his behalf to secure compensation for

him under the Workmen's Compensation Act. Or it may withhold

benefit if its member unreasonably neglects to enforce his accident com-

pensation claim.

Section 12.— (1) No payment shall be made on account of sickness ProvlflioiiB In

disablement or maternity benefit to or in respect of any person during any

period when the person to or in respect of whom the benefit is payable is ^^q^^q
an inmate of any workhouse, hospital, asylum, convalescent home, or inmates of

infirmary, supported by any public authority or out of any public funds lioapitala, &c

or by a charity, or voluntary subscriptions, or of a sanatorium or similar

institution approved under this Part of this Act.

(2) During such poriod as aforcHaid the sum which would otherwise

have been payable on account of any such benefit to or in respect of

such person

—

(a) shall be paid to or applied in whole or in part for the relief or

maintenance of his dci)cndantH (if any) in such manner as the

society or committee by which the bfMicfit is administered, after

consultation whenever possible with such person, thinks fit ; or

(6) if such person, being a member of an approved society, is an

inmate of a sanatorium or similar institution in which he is

receiving treatment in accordance witli the I'rovisioiis of this

Part of this Act, and has no dependants, shall be paid to the

Insturance Committee towards the general purposes thereof ; or

tlie case of

contributors
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(c) if such person, being a member of an approved society, is an inmate

of a hospital, asylum, convalescent home, or infirmary supported

by charity or by voluntary subscriptions and has no dependants,

shall, if an agreement for the purpose has been made between

the society or committee and the hospital, asylum, convalescent

home, or infirmary, be paid, in whole or in part, according to

such agreement, towards the maintenance of such person in the

hospital, asylum, convalescent home, or infirmary:

Provided that

—

(i) any part of such sum which is not so applied as aforesaid may,

if the society or committee thinks fit, be applied in the pro-

vision of any surgical appliances required for the insured

person or otherwise for his benefit ; and

(ii) if such an inmate as aforesaid is a married woman or widow,

and the sums so payable or applicable as aforesaid include

the sums which would have been payable both on account

of sickness or disablement benefit and on account of mater-

nity benefit, no part of the sum which would otherwise be

payable on account of maternity benefit shall be paid or

applied for the relief or maintenance of her dependants, but

such sum may be paid to the hospital, asylum, convalescent

home, or infirmary of which she is an inmate as aforesaid

in like manner as if she had no dependants,

(iii) where any person who is entitled to any benefit under this

Part of this Act, or a woman whose husband is entitled to

maternity benefit in respect of her confinement, applies for

admission to any workhouse infirmary, admission thereto

shall not be refused on the ground only of the right to such

benefit.

Notes on Section 12.— This Section directs what is to he done with

money benefits while an insured ^jerson is in a public or charitable

hospital, iyifirmarij, or other institution, or in a Sanatorium provided

under this Act.

In such cases the money benefit is to he

[a) Paid to the insured person's dependants, or

(6) if the person has no dependants and is receiving Sanatorium

benefits, it is to be p)<^'-<^ ^o the Insurance Committee who
administer the Sanatorium benefit, or,

(c) if the person has no dependants and is in a hospital or other

institution sujrported by voluntary contributions, the money may
be paid, by agreement, towards his maintenance in the institution.

Provided that (i) any sum not ajiplied as aforesaid may be spent

on surgical appliances or scheme for the insured person"s benefit ; (ii) if the

inmate is married or a widow entitled both to sickness and maternity

benefit, the maternity benefit shall be paid to the institution ; and (iii) a

woman who is entitled to maternity benefit is not to he refused admission

to a workhouse infirmary because of her right to such benefit.
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Section 13.— (1) Any approved society may submit to the Insurance

Commissioners a scheme for substituting any of the additional benefits for

sickness benefit and disablement benefit or either of those benefits or any

part thereof, and the scheme may provide as respects the members of the

society to whom the scheme applies that any such benefits shall be

abolished or the rate thereof reduced or, in the case of sickness benefit, the

commencement thereof postponed ; and the scheme may contain such

incidental and consequential provisions as appear necessary for adapting

the other provisions of this Part of this Act to the members to whom the

scheme applies.

(2) The scheme shall apply either to all members of the society or to

any specified class thereof or to any members of the society who may elect

to come under the scheme, according as may be provided by the scheme.

(3) A scheme made under this section shall not have any effect unless

and until confirmed by the Insurance Commissioners, and the Insurance

Commissioners shall not confirm any such scheme unless satisfied that the

value of the additional benefits conferred by the scheme is equivalent to

the value of the benefits for which they are substituted, and that, in view

of the special circumstances of the members or class of members intended

to come under the scheme, there is good reason for substituting the

additional benefits conferred by the scheme for the benefits for which

they are substituted.

(4) Nothing in this section or in any scheme made thereunder shall

affect the amount of any reserve value to be credited to a society in

respect of a member, and such reserve values shall be calculated as if

the scheme had not been made.

Power to

vary benefits

in certain
cases.

Notes on Section 13.— This Section gives elasticity to the scheme of
minimum benefit h.

With the conncnl of the Insurance Commissioners, who are not to consent

loithout " good reason,''^ any of the additional benefits (Schedule 4,

Fart IF.) may he suhstituted for the sickness or disablement benefits, but

not for any other of the minimum benefits.

Thus if a compulsnrily insured jierson is in such circumstances—surely

rare—that no need ia felt for cash benefit in sickness, advantage can be

taken of this Section to contribute instead for, say, an Old Age Pension

at an earlier age than 70.

ADMINISTRATION OF BENEFITS.

Section 14.— (1) Sickness benefit, dlHablement benefit, and maternity

benefit shall be administered, in the case of insured persons who are

memberH of an approved society, Vjy and through the society, or a branch

thereof, and in other cases by and through the Insurance ConnnittccH
;

medical and sanatorium benefits shall in all cases be administered by and
through the Insurance CominittcoM, additional l)r!nf'fit8 shall be adniiniHtorcd

by the society or branch of which the persons entitled thereto are

Administra-
tion of

benefits by
approved
societies or

the Insur-

ance Com-
mittee.
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members, except where such benefits are in the nature of medical benefits,

in which case they shall be administered by and through the Insurance

Committees.

(2) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, an approved society

may, with the consent of the Insurance Commissioners, provide for the

application of its existing rules or make new rules with regard to the

manner and time of paying or distributing, and mode of calculating,

benefits, suspension of benefits, notices and proof of disease or disablement,

behaviour during disease or disablement, and the visiting of sick or disabled

persons, and for the infliction and enforcement of penalties (whether by
way of fines or suspension of benefits or otherwise) in the case of any
member being an insured person who is guilty of any breach of any such
rule, or of any imposition or attempted imposition in respect of any benefit

under this Part of this Act, and may, from time to time with the like

consent, alter or repeal any such rule, but

—

(a) no fine imposed under any such rule shall exceed ten shillings or, in

the case of repeated breaches of rules, twenty shillings
;

(6) no such rule shall provide for the suspension of any benefit for a

period exceeding one year;

(c) every such rule relating to the visiting of insured persons by visitors

appointed by the society shall provide that women shall not be

visited otherwise than by women
;

(d) every such rule relating to behaviour during disease or disablement

shall be in the prescribed form
;

(e) no such rule shall prescribe any penalty, nor shall any insured

person be subject to any penalty, whether by suspension of

benefit or otherwise, on account of the refusal by any such person

to submit to a surgical operation, or vaccination, or inoculation

of any kind, unless such refusal in the case of a surgical operation

of a minor character is considered by the society, or on appeal the

Insurance Commissioners, unreasonable

;

(/) No such rule shall provide for inflicting as a penalty for breach of

rules or imposition or attempted imposition on the part of an
insured person suspension of maternity benefit in respect of the

confinement of his wife, where his wife has not herself been guilty

of any such breach, imposition, or attempted imposition.

(3) The Insurance Committee shall, subject to the approval of the

Insurance Commissioners, make rules in respect of any of the matters

mentioned in the last preceding subsection with regard to the administration

of benefits by the committee :

Provided that no such rule relating to anything to be done by, to, or

through the Post Office shall be made without the consent of the Postmaster-

General.

^4) Where, under any such rule as aforesaid, payment of sickness or

disablement benefit is suspended on the ground that the disease or disable-

ment has been caused by the misconduct of the person claiming the benefit,

such person shall not thereby become disentitled to medical benefit.
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(5) Where under any Act regulating the constitution of a society which

becomes an approved society the rules of the society are required to be

registered, any rules approved under this section by the Insurance Commis-

sioners shall forthwith be registered, but till so registered shall have effect

as if they had been duly registered.

Notes on Section 14.— This Section provides that the various benefits

shall be thus administered {for Societies read " Approved Societies " and

for Comynittees read " Insurance Committees ").

Benefit.
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so included, but, where the Insurance Commissioners, after such

inquiry as may be prescribed, are satisfied that his continuance in

the hst would be prejudicial to the efficiency of the medical service

of the insured, they may remove his name from the list

;

(c) a right on the part of any insured person of selecting, at such

periods as may be prescribed, frona the appi-opriate list the prac-

titioner by whom he wishes to be attended and treated, and,

subject to the consent of tlie practitioner so selected, of being

attended and treated by him
;

(d) the distribution amongst, and, so far as practicable, under arrange-

ments made by, the several practitioners whose names are on the

lists, of the insui'ed persons who after due notice have failed to

make any selection, or who have been refused by the practitioner

whom they have selected
;

(e) the provision of medical attendance and treatment, on the same
terms as to remuneration as those arranged with respect to

insured persons, to members of any friendly society which, or

a separate section of which, becomes an approved society who
were such members at the date of the passing of this Act, and

who are not entitled to medical benefit under this Part of this

Act by reason either that they are of the age of sixty-five or

upwards at the date of the commencement of this Act, or that

being subject to permanent disablement at that date they arc

not qualified to become insured persons

:

Provided that, if the Insurance Commissioners are satisfied after inquiry

tha.t the practitioners included in any list are not such as to secure an

adequate medical service in any area, they may dispense with the necessity

of the adoption of such sj'stem as aforesaid as respects that area, and

authorize the Committee to make such other arrangements as the Commis-

sioners may approve ; or the Commissioners may themselves make such

arrangements as they think fit, or may suspend the right to medical benefit

in respect of any insured persons in the area for such period as they think

fit, and pay to each such person a sum equal to the estimated cost of his

medical benefit during that period, and, where the Commissioners take any

such action themselves, they shall retain and apply for the purpose such

part of the sums payable to the Insurance Committee in respect of medical

benefit as may be required.

(3) The regulations made by the Insurance Commissioners shall

authorize the Insurance Committee by which medical benefit is adminis-

tered to require any persons whose income exceeds a limit to be fixed by

the Committee, and to allow any other persons, in lieu of receiving medical

benefit under such arrangements as aforesaid, to make their own arrange-

ments for receiving medical attendance and treatment (including medicines

and appliances), and in such case the Committee shall, subject to the

regulations, contribute from the funds out of which medical benefit is

payable towards the cost of medical attendance and treatment (including

medicines and appliances) for such persons sums not exceeding in tlie

aggregate the amounts which the Committee would otherwise have

expended in providing medical benefit for them.
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(4) The regulations shall provide that, in the case of persons who are

entitled to receive medical attendance and treatment under any system or

through any institution existing at the time of the passing of this Act and

approved by the Insurance Committee and the Insurance Commissioners,

such medical attendance and treatment may be treated as, or as part of,

their medical benefit under this Part of this Act, and may provide for the

Committee contributing towards the expenses thereof the whole or any part

of the sums which would be contributed in the case of persons who have

made their own arrangements as aforesaid, so, however, that such

regulations shall secure that no person be deprived of his right, if he so

elects, of selecting the duly quahfied medical practitioner by whom he

wishes to be attended and treated, in accordance with the foregoing

provisions of this section.

(5) Every such Committee shall also make provision for the supply of

proper and sufficient drugs and medicines and prescribed appliances to

insured persons in accordance with regulations made by the Insurance

Commissioners, which shall provide for the arrangements made being

subject to the approval of the Insurance Commissioners and being such

as to enable insured persons to obtain from any persons, firms or bodies

corporate with whom arrangements have been made such drugs, medicines,

and appliances if ordered by the medical practitioner by whom they are

attended, and shall require the adoption by every Insurance Committee of

such a system as will secure

—

{a) The preparation and publication of lists of persons, firms, and

bodies corporate who have agreed to supply drugs, medicines,

and appliances to insured persons whose medical benefit is

administered by the Committee, according to such scale of

prices as may be fixed by the Committee

;

(6) A right on the part of any person, firm, or body corporate desirous

of being included in any such list as aforesaid of being so

included, for the purpose of supplying such drugs, medicines,

and appliances as such person, firm, or body corporate is

entitled by law and authorised by the Committee to supply,

except in cases where the Insurance CommisKioners after inquiry

are satisfied that the inclusion or continuance of the person, firm,

or body corporate in such list would be prejudicial to the

efficiency of the service

:

Provided that

—

(i) If the Insurance Comiiiissioners are satisfied that the scale of prices

fixed by the Comiiiittoe is reasonable, but that the persons, firms,

or bodies corporate included in any list arc not such as to secure

an adequate and convenient supply of drugs, medicines, and

appliances in any area, they may dispense with the nrcesf-ity of

the adoption of such system as aforesaid as respects that area

and authorize the Committee to make such other arrangements

as the Commissioners may approve ;

(ii) Except as may be provided by regulations made by the Insurance
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Commissioners, no arrangement shall be made by the Insurance

Committee with a medical practitioner under which he is bound
or agrees to supply drugs or medicine to any insured persons

;

(iii) Subject to the regulations made by the last foregoing proviso the

regulations shall prohibit arrangements for the dispensing of

medicines being made with persons other than persons, firms, or

bodies corporate entitled to carry on the business of a chemist

13 & 33 Vict. and druggist under the provisions of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, as

c- 121. amended by the Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 1908, who undertake

that all medicines supplied by them to insured persons shall be

dispensed either by or under the direct supervision of a registered

pharmacist or by a person who, for three years immediately prior

to the passing of this Act, has acted as a dispenser to a duly

qualitied medical practitioner or a public institution
;

(iv) Nothing in this Act shall interfere with the rights and privileges

conferred by the Apothecaries Act, 1815, upon any person

qualified iinder that Act to act as an assistant to any apothecary

in compounding and dispensing medicines.

(6) There shall in each year be paid to the Insurance Committee for

each county or county borough out of moneys ci-edited to a society which
has members resident in the county or county borough such sum in respect

of the medical benefit of such members and the cost of administration

thereof as may be agreed between the society and committee or, in default

of agreement, may be determined by the Insurance Commissioners.

(7) If in any year the amount payable to an Insurance Committee in

respect of all persons for the administration of whose medical benefit it is

responsible is insufficient to meet the estimated expenditure thereon, the

Committee may, through the Insurance Commissioners, transmit to the

Treasury and to the council of the county borough an account showing

the amount so payable and the estimated expenditure, and the Treasury

and the county council or the council of the county borough may, if they

think fit and if satisfied that the amounts so payable and the proposed

expenditure are reasonable and proper in the circumstances, sanction the

expenditure.

(8j The Treasury and the council of the county or county borough

sanctioning any such expenditure as aforesaid shall thereupon each be

liable to make good, in the case of the Treasury out of moneys provided

by Parliament, and, in the case of the council of a county or county

borough, out of the county fund or borough fund or borough rate, as the

case may be, one half of any sums so sanctioned by them and expended by

the Insurance Committee on medical benefit in the course of the year in

excess of the amounts so payable to the Insurance Committee as afore-

said.

Notes on Section IS.—Section 14 made the Insurance Committees

the administrators of Medical Benefit. Section 15 Tnakes general rules for
their administration, leaving details to the Insurance Commission's

regulations.
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Adequate Medical Treatment to be Provided.—Subsections (1) and

(2) are briefly as foUoivs :

—

(1) The Insurance Committee is to make arrangements with " duly

qualified medical practitioners " in accordance ivitli regulations to be

made by Insurance Commissioners.

(2) The Commissioners' regulations shall secure for insured persons

"adequate medical attendance and treatment,'' and shall reqtiire the

adoption by every Insurance Committee of the following provisions

inter alia—
(a) The preparation ofpanels of doctors {Subsection (2) (a) ).

(b) The right of the insured person to select his doctor from the

panel, subject to the doctor's coment {Subsection (2) (c) ).

Observe that there is no fixed scale or method of remuneration named.

Income Limit.—Under Subsection (3) the Insurance Committee have

power to fix an income limit above ivhich the insured person may be

required to provide his own doctoring, the Committee paying towards the

doctor's bill such sum as the insured person would cost them if under the

income limit.

Tfie composition of the Insurance Committee {Subsection (59) ), should

be considered in this connection.

Drugs.—In the ordinary case the doctor is only to prescribe, and the

insuredperson is to take the prescription to a chemist. {Subsec. (5) {b) {II.) ).

The Insurance Committee will accordimjly prepare a panel of approved

chemists, and every chemist is to have the right to be included {Sub-

section (5) ).

Funds Available for Medical Benefit.— The Insitrance Committees

will derive their income for Medical Benefit in the first place from the

local Approved Societies, who will have to come to a/n agreement with

the Insurance Committees for the medical treatment of their members,

and pay tliem accordingly. Failing agreement, the Act provides for

reference to tlie Insurance Commisnioncrs, who are to determine the pay-

ment {Subsection (6)).

In the second place the Insurance Committees have, with the consent of

the Treasury and Local Authority, power to spend more money on medical

work, the cost (f such addilional rxpendit^ire to be shared by the Govern-

ment and the Councils {Subsection (7) and (8) ).

This last provision is of special importance in connection with the

case of the Deposit Contributors {but on this see Section 42 a7id notes).

The doctors in any district can form a committee to watch the

vnterests of the local official doctors as a whole. Section 62 sets out that

where such a, Local Medical Committrc is formed, it is to be recognized

by the Insurance Commissioners and consulted by Ihemin connection with

the medical side of their duties.
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Uon^^*'*"
Section 16.—(1) For the purposes of administering sanatorium

sanatorium l>enelit, Insui-ance Committees shall make arrangements, to the satisfac-

beneflt. tion of the Insurance Commissioners,

—

(a) with a view to providing treatment for insured persons suffering

from tuberculosis or any other such disease as aforesaid in

sanatoria and other institution, with persons or local authorities

(other than poor law authorities) having the management of

sanatoria or other institutions approved by the Local Government
Board, which treatment it shall be lawful for a local authority to

provide as respects insured persons resident outside as well as

respects those resident within their area ; and
(b) with a view to providing treatment for such persons otherwise than

in sanatoria or other institutions, with persons and local autho-

rities (other than poor law authorities) undertaking such treat-

ment in a manner approved by the Local Government Board,

which treatment (including the appointment of officers for the

purpose) it shall be lawful for a local authority, if so authorized

by the Local Government Board, to undertake.

(2) The sums available for defraying the expenses of sanatorium benefit

in each year shall be

—

(a) one shilling and threepence in respect of each insured person

resident in the county or county borough, payable out of the

funds out of which benefits are payable under this Part of this

Act

;

(6) one penny in respect of each such person payable out of moneys
provided by Parliament

:

Provided that the Insurance Commissioners may retain the whole or

any part of the sums so payable out of moneys provided by Parliament

to be applied, in accordance with regulations made by the Commissioners,

for the purposes of research.

(3) An insured person shall not be entitled to sanatorium benefit imless

the Insurance Committee recommends the case for such benefit.

(4) An Insurance Committee may, out of the sums available for defray-

ing the expenses of sanatorium treatment, defray in whole or in part the

expenses of the conveyance of an insured person to or from any sanatorium

or institution to which he may be sent for treatment therein, or may make
advances for the purpose.

Notes on Section 16.—Section l^made the Insurance Committees the

administrators of sanatorium benefit. Section 16 begins by enacting that

the Insurance Commissioners shall make arrangements, to the satisfaction

of the Insurance Commissioners,

(a) for the treatment of consumptives, dc, in sanatoria or other

institutions (not being Poor Law institutions) carried on by

local authorities or persons, and apiproved by the Local
Government Board,

{b) or for the treatment of such cases otherwise than institutionally

{but not by Poor Law autliorities) with the same approval.
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Income.—Subsection (2) gives the Insurance Committees, for the

purposes of this benefit, Is. 3d. per annum for each insuredperson in their

area, plus Id. perperson per annum to be provided by Parliament. The
Parliamentary Id. may be wholly devoted to research.

By Subsection (3) the Insurance Committee solely decides as to the

grant of sanatorium benefit.

By Subsection (4) the Committees may defray the expenses of con-

veying consumptives to or from sanatoria.

It should be noted that the building of sanatoria is not treated of in

the Act. Having regard to its provisions, hoivever, the Government has,

simultaneously with passing the Insurance Act, provided JBI,500,000 {to

be administered by the Local Government Board) for building, in conjunc-

tion with Local Authorities, a chain ofsanatoria throughout the country.

That is why the Act is able to assume the existence of sanatoria which did

not actually exist when it became law.

torium
benefit to

dependants.

Section 17.—(l) The Insurance Committee for any county or county Power to

borough may, if it thinks fit, extend sanatorium benefit to the dependants of extend sana-

the insured persons resident in the county, or any part of the county, or in

the county borough, or any class of such dependants, and in sucii case the

arrangements to be made by the committee shall include arrangements for

the treatment of such dependants, and the sums available for sanatorium

benefit shall be applicable to the purpose.

(2) If in any year the amount available for defraying the expenses of

sanatorium benefit is insutlicient to meet the estimated expenditure on

sanatorium benefit for insured persons and such dependants, the Insurance

Committee may, through the Insurance ComniiHsioners, transmit to the

Treasury and the council of the county or county borough an account

showing the estimated expenditure for the purpose and the amount of the

sums available for defraying the expenses of sanatorium benefit, and the

Treasury and council may if they think fit sanction sucli expenditure.

(3) The Treasury and the council of tlie county or county borough

sanctioning such expenditure as aforesaid shall thereupon be liable to make
good, in the case of the Treasury out of moneys provided by I'arlianient,

and, in the case of tlio council of the county or county borough, out of the

county fund or borough fund or borough rate, as the case may be, one-half

of any sums so sanctioned by them and expended by the Insurance Com-
mittee on sanatorium benefit for insured persons and their doi)en<lantfl in

the course of the year in excess of the amount available for defraying the

expenses of the committee on sanatorium benefit.

Notea on Section 17.— This Section gives tlie Insurance Commiltces
power to extend sunatorium treatment to the uninsured dependarils of
insured persona.

By Suhsrctions (2) and (H) the Coinmillre may request (not demand)
that the Local Authority and Treasury may between them j)ay the cost

of any additional expenditure on sanatoria benefit over and above the

Is. 4td. per member given tliem by Section 16. It is difficult to believe that
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Administra-
tion of

maternity
benefit.

2 Edw. 7.

c. 17.

35 & 36 Vict,

c. 65.

such a request would he reftised, but it should be observed that the Subsec-

tions are not mandatory.

Section 18.— (l) Where the mother of the child is herself an insured

person, and is not the wife or, in the case of a posthumous child, the widow

of an insured person, maternity benefit shall be treated as a benefit for her

and shall be administered in cash or otherwise by the approved society of

which she is a member, or, if she is not a member of any society, by the

Insurance Committee ; in any other case, the benefit shall be treated as a

benefit for her husband and shall be administered in cash or otherwise by

the approved society of which he is a member, or, if he is not a member
of any such society, by the Insurance Committee, and shall be payable in

respect of a posthumous child as if the husband were still alive :

Provided always that the mother shall decide whether she shall be

attended by a duly qualified medical practitioner or by a duly certified mid-

wife, and shall have free choice in the selection of such practitioner or

midwife, but if, in the case of a midwife being selected, a duly qualified

medical practitioner is subsequently summoned in pursuance of the rules

made under the Midwives Act, 1902, the prescribed fee shall, subject to

regulations made by the Insurance Commissioners, be recoverable as part of

the maternity benefit.

(2) In deciding whether or not they shall make an order under the

Bastardy Laws Amendment Act, 1872, for the payment of the expenses

incidental to the birth of a child, the justices shall not take into considera-

tion the fact that the mother of the child is entitled to receive maternity

benefit under this Part of this Act.

Notes on Section 18.— Observe that by Subsection 1, the maternity

benefit may be 2}aid in cash or in kind.

The motJier is to decide whether she will be attended by doctor or mid-

wife, and is to have free choice of same.

Punishment
of bofiband
in certain

cases of

neglect.

Reinsurance
for the pur-
poses of

maternity
benefit.

Section 19.—Without prejudice to any other legal liability, where,

under the immediately foregoing section, which relates to the administration

of maternity benefit, of this Act, maternity benefit is given or paid to the

husband, it shall be the duty of the husband to make adequate provision to

the best of his power for the maintehance and care of his wife during her

confinement, and for a period of four weeks after her delivery, and if he

neglects or refuses to do so he shall be liable upon summary conviction to

imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding one

month.

Note on Section 19.

in a minority of cases.

-A salutary provision, unfortunately necessary

Section 20. For the purpose of the administration of maternity benefit,

the Insurance Commissioners may, if they think fit, by special order pro-

vide for the reinsurance with them of the liabilities of all approved
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societies in respect of maternity benefit, and the order may provide for the

method of calculating the premiums to be charged against the several

societies in respect of such reinsurances and may contain such other inci-

dental, consequential, and supplemental provisions as may appear necessary

for the purpose.

Note on Section 20.— The purpose of this Section is to give tlie

Insurance Commissioners power {by Special Order 07ily) to pool the rislis of

Societies in respect of Maternity Benefit, It ivill not be used unless

experience shows it to be necessary.

Section 21.—It shall be lawful for an approved society or Insurance Power to

Committee to grant such subscriptions or donations as it may think fit to °'^^^^"^® ^5^„

hospitals dispensaries and other charitable institutions, or for the support

of district nurses, and to appoint nurses for the purpose of visiting and

nursing insured persons, and any sums so expended shall be treated as

expenditure on such benefits under this Part of this Act as may be

prescribed.

hospitals, &;c.

Section 22.—(1) The council of any borough or urban or rural district Power of

may agree with the council of the county in which the borough or district ^^^'^
^

o*

is situate to repay to the latter council the whole or any part of the sums gj^^ districts

payable by that council in accordance with the provisions of this Part of to contribute

this Act towards the excess expenditure on medical or sanatorium benefit ^° certain

so far as such excess is properly attributable to the borough or district, and
on uje^ca^l

any sums payable by the council of the borough or district in pursuance of and sana-

such an agreement shall be payable, in the case of a borough, out of the torlum

borough fund or borough rate, and, in any other case, as part of the general t'eneflts.

expenses incurred by the council in the execution of the Public Health

Acts.

(2) The agreement may provide that the county council shall not raise

any sum on account of any expenditure incurred by them under this Part

of this Act for the purpose to which the agreement relates within the

borough or urban or rural district the council of which has entered into

such agreement, during the continuance of such agreement.

Note on Section 22.— This Section should be considered with

Sections 15 and 17, wliich empower Insurance Committees to ask (not

demand of) Local Authorities to contribute to any expenses on Medical

and Sanatorium Benefits over and above what isprovided in their statutory

incomes for these purposes.

APPROVED SOCIETIES.

Section 23.—(l) Any society, that is to say, any body of persons, Conditions

corporate or \inincorporate (not being a branch of another such body), ^°^ ^^® *P"

registered or established under any Act of Parliament, or by Royal approved
Charter, or, if not so registered or established, having a constitution of societies.
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such a character as may be prescribed, which coinpHes with the require-

ments of this Act rcliiting to approved societies, may be approved by the

Insurance Commissioners, and, if so approved, shall be an approved

society for the purposes of this Part of this Act

:

Provided that, where any society establishes for the purposes of this

Part of this Act a separate section consisting of insured persons, whether

with or without honorary members not being insured persons, and so

constituted as to comply with the requirements of this Act relating to

approved societies, such separate section may be approved by the

Insurance Commissioners, and, if so approved, shall be an approved

society, and the provisions of this Part of this Act relating to the con-

ditions of approval of societies and to approved societies shall apply only

to such separate section of the society.

(2) No society shall receive the approval of the Insurance Commissioners

unless it satisfies the following conditions :

—

(i) It must not be a society carried on for profit

;

(ii) Its constitution must provide to the satisfaction of the Insurance

Commissioners for its affairs being subject to the absolute

control of its members being insured persons or, if the rules of

the society so provide, of its members whether insured persons or

not, including provision for the election and removal of the

committee of management or other governing body of the

society, in the case of a society whose affairs are managed by
delegates elected by members, by such delegates, and, in other

cases, in such manner as will secure absolute control by its

members
;

(iii) If the society has honorary members, its constitution must provide

for excluding such honorary members from the right of voting

in their capacity of members of the society on all questions and

matters arising under this Part of this Act.

(3) Applications for approval under this section may be made and
approval granted at any time before or after the commencement of this Act,

and the Insurance Commissioners may grant approval either uncondition-

ally or subject to the condition of the society taking within such time as

the Commissioners may allow such steins as may be necessary to make the

society comply with the requirements of this Part of this Act relating

to approved societies.

Notes on Section 23.— The " Approved Societies " established under
this Section are entrusted with the local government of the Health
Insurance scheme.

The Section is drafted in such fashion as to enable the Comrrdssioners

to approve not only many existing thrift institutions, but any respectable

body of men who form a Society ad hoc to carry out the provisions of the

Health Insurance. The definition covers :—
(a) Existing Friendly Societies.

(b) Existing Trade Unions.
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(c) Existing Collecting Societies {which now do chiefly a burial

monejj business).

(d) Industrial Insurance Companies,

for all these can either adapt their existing constitutions or form, under

the second paragraph of Subsection (1), a '^separate Section" not run

for profit, and confined to the State Health Insurance, to work th^ Act.

Subsection (2) sets out that no society shall be approved unless :
—

(a) It is not carried on for profit {monetary profit, that is).

(6) It must be governed democratically by its members.

(c) Its honorary members, if any, Tuust have no right to vote.

It is important to observe that und-er Subsection (3) the Commissioners

mny give tentative approval to new or old Societies before or after the

beginning of the Act,

It would appear that under Subsection (1) a Local Authority could

itself organize an Approved Society.

Note that insolvency need not debar any existing Society in applying

for approval, since every insolvent Society is rendered solvent by Section 55,

and kept solvent by Sections 35 to 39.

No minimum number of members is required as a condition of
approval, but Societies with less than 5,000 members have to conform with

certain pooling provisions under Section 39.

Section 24.— (1) It shall be lawful for any body of persons, corporate Power of

or unincorporate, established before the passing of this Act which is ^^^i*^^^**'

desirous of transacting insurance business under this Part of this Act, or business
of making any amendments in its constitution, or administration, or con- under Part L

tributions, or benefits, or otherwise which may be necessary or expedient

in consequence of the passing of this Act, notwithstanding anything in the

provisions of the Acts under which it is established or registered or carried

on, or of its memorandum or articles of association, rules, or other instru-

ment governing its constitution or defining its objects, to do all such acts

and things (including the establishment of a separate section as aforesaid)

as may be necessary for the purpose of enabling the body to undertake the

transaction of such business as soon as may be after the passing of this

Act and, if the instrument regulating the constitution of the body contains

provisions requiring any interval to elapse before action can be taken,

Buch provisions shall not api)]y to action taken for the purposes aforesaid.

(2) Subsections (3) and (4) of section seventy of the Friendly Societies m & 60 Vict.

Act, 1896, shall not apply to any resolutions for amalgamation or transfer c- 26.

of engagements when the resolution is made expressly for the purposes

of this Part of this Act.

(8) This section shall come into operation on the passing of this Act,

and shall not continue in force beyond the expiration of one year from the

commencement of this Act, except so far as may be necessary to enable

a society which has undertaken the transaction of insurance business under
this Part of this Act to continue to transact such business.

16
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Note on Sectloa 24.— Thi» it an enabling Section which permits any
existing Friendly Society, Trade Union, or other institution so to adapt or

alter its constitution as to enable it to apply for approval under Section 23.

Special pro-

visions for

employers
provident
funds, &;c.

Section 25.—(1) Where a society consists of persons entitled to

rights in a superannuation or other provident fund estabUshed for the

benefit of persons employed by one or more employers, the society may
be approved, notwithstanding that the employer is entitled to representa-

tion on the committee or other body administering the fund to an extent

not exceeding one quarter of the total number of the body, if the employer,

in addition to the employer's contributions payable by him under this Part

of this Act, is responsible for the solvency of the fund or for the benefits

payable thereout, or is liable to pay a substantial part of, or to make
substantial contributions to, or substantially to supplement, the benefits

payable out of the fund

:

Provided that no such society as aforesaid shall be approved unless

by its constitution it is prohibited so far as concerns the benefits under

this Part of this Act from refusing to allow a member to transfer to another

approved society, and from refusing to allow a member who is discharged

from or leaves the employment of the employer and is unable to obtain

admission to another approved society on account of the state of his health

to continue a member, and unless its constitution provides for the election

of the members of the committee of management (other than the employer's

representatives) by ballot

:

Provided also that no such society shall be approved if the employer

makes membership of such society a condition of employment.

(2) Where, for the purpose of enabling any such society to become
an approved society, it is necessary to make any alteration in the existing

rules or constitution of the society which it is not competent for the society

under its existing constitution to make, a scheme for the purjiose may be

submitted for the approval of the Insurance Commissioners.

(3) Where such a scheme has been approved by the Insurance Commis-
sioners, the Act or deed constituting the society shall have effect subject to

the provisions of the scheme, but the Insurance Commissioners shall not

approve any such scheme unless they are satisfied that the members of the

society have been given an opportunity of voting by ballot thereon, and

that the scheme makes proper provision for safeguarding existing rights

and interests.

Notes on Section 25'— This Section enables Employers' Provident

Institutions to become Approved Societies under the Act, while it safeguards

the liberties of the workmen concerned.

The emjiloyer's institution may be recognized, but

(1) The employer is not to have a larger representation than 1 tn 4

on its management,

(2) The employer must either guarantee the solvency of the fund or

contribute substantially to it apart from his proper contributions under

the Act,
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(3) The worJcmanmust have freedom to transfer to another Approved

Society,

(4) It must not be a condition of employment by the firm that workmen
must join the employer's fund, and

(5) TJve employer's fund must provide the statutory benefits, and in all

other ways conform ivith the Act.

Section 26.— (1) Every approved society and every society desirous of Security to

becoming an approved society shall give such security as the Insurance ®
f'^d

Commissioners may consider sufficient to provide against any malversation societies,

or misappropriation by officers of the society of any funds coming to the

hands of the society under this Part of this Act, and in determining the

amount of the security to be required the Commissioners shall have regard

to the amount of the funds so coming into the hands of the society :

Provided that no security shall be required from any society which

proves to the Insurance Commissioners that the only funds coming into the

hands of the society under this Part of this Act are such funds as are

required for reimbursing to the society sums previously expended by the

society under this Part of this Act.

(2) In the case of an approved society with branches having insured per-

sons among their members, security shall be given in respect of each such

branch by the society.

(ii) The Insurance Commissioners may from time to time vary the

amount of security to be given or maintained by an approved society as may
be thought proper, and, where security is given by way of deposit of securi-

ties, the society which made the deposit may, with the consent of the

Insurance Connnissioncrs, substitute other securities for the securities for

the time being deposited.

(4) Any dividends or interest arising from securities deposited by an

approved society under this section shall be paid to the society.

Note on Section 26.— ^^ Such security as the Insurance Commissioners

may consider sufiicient." Prcsmnably a fidcliiy guarantee bond would
be accepted in the case ofojjicers.

Section 27.— fl) P]vcry approved society shall, as respects the admini- Provisions

Btration of the aflfairs of the society under this Part of this Act, make ^^ *o

proper provision by rules to the satisfaction of the Insurance Commissioners ^PP^^^®"*

for the govcnmicnt of the society, and if a society with branches

—

(a) for the government of the society and its branches

;

(6) for the determination of disfMitos urising between the society and

,
any branch thereof, or between one such branch and another.

(c) for the administration of benefits by the branches as respects insured

persons who arc members of such branches.

{d) for the keeping of proper books of account by the branches in any
case where separate accounts aie usually kept by those branches

;
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(e) for depriving of or suspending from the right of administering benefits

under this Part of this Act any branch which is guilty of malad-

ministration of those benefits, or is convicted of any offence under

any Act, and for providing in such a case for their administration

by the society or otherwise.

(2) Every approved society and every branch thereof, shall comply with

any regulations made by the Insurance Commissioners as to the place in

which meetings are to be held, and those regulations may provide for the

use for such meetings, with or without payment, of any offices or other

buildings under the control of a Government department (including offices

or buildings occupied by or in connexion with a labour exchange) or belong-

ing to or under the management of a local authority, but subject to the

consent of the Government department or the local authority concerned.

(3) Where under any Act regulating the constitution of an approved

society the rules of the society are required to be registered, any rules

approved under this section by the Insurance Commissioners shall forth-

with be registered, but until so registered shall have effect as if they had

been duly registered.

Notes on Section 27.—"Every Aj^proved Society shall . . . viaJte

proper provision by rules to the satisfaction of the Insurance Com-

missioners for the government of the Society. . . ." The rtiles must, of

course, express intention to carry out the provisions of the Act as they are

to be administered by the Approved Societies. Rules of existing institu-

tions will need adaptation under Section 24. The Comm,issioners have

already drafted model rules for the guidance of new and old Societies.

Note that the Commissioners have power by regulation to control the

place of Tueetings.

SeceBsions, Section 28.—(1) No branch of an approved society having insured
^^- persons among its members shall be entitled to secede or withdraw from the

society without the consent of the Insurance Commissioners ; but such con-

sent shall not be given unless the seceding or withdrawing branch complies

with the conditions of approval requisite in the case of approved societies,

and, on any such consent being given, the branch shall be subject in all

respects to the provisions and requirements of this Part of this Act relating

to approved societies

:

Provided that such consent shall not be required if the branch makes

provision to the satisfaction of the Insurance Commissioners for the transfer

to other approved societies or to other branches of the society from

which it is seceding or withdrawing of such of its members as are insured

persons.

(2) An approved society or a branch thereof shall not be dissolved with- -

out the sanction of the Insurance Commissioners and any such dissolution,

so far as it affects members who are insured persons, shall be carried out in

the prescribed manner.

(3) No branch of an approved society shall be expelled from the society,
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unless proper provision is made to the satisfaction of the Insurance

Commissioners with respect to any members of the branch who are

insured persons.

(4) This section shall have effect notwithstanding anything contained in

any Act regulating the constitution of the society.

Notes on Section 28.—Subsection (1) is enacted to safeguard the

interests of Insured Persons who are members of branches of Approved

Societies in connection with secessions. By " branch " is nieaiit {Sec-

tion 79) a branch separately registered.

Note that by Subsection (2) no Approved Society, or branch of such

Society, can dissolve without sanction, or in a ivay to prejudice Insured

Persons.

Subsection (3) also safeguards Insured Persons from loss through

expulsion of a branch.

This Section means a substantial gain by existing Friendly Society

members.

Section 29.—"Where an approved society or a branch of any approved Withdrawal

society fails to comply with any of the provisions or requirements of this ^^ approval.

Part of this Act relating to approved societies, or where such a society or

branch or the body of which the society forms a separate section is con-

victed of any offence under any Act regulating its constitution or under any

other Act, the Insurance Commissioners may withdraw their approval, and

thereupon the society shall cease to be an approved society and the Insur-

ance Commissioners shall make such provision as they may consider

necessary with respect to members of the society who are insured persons.

Note on Section 29.— This Section mahcs necessary provision for the

withdrawal of " approval " from offending Societies, but enacts that tlie

Commissioners are to make provision for the members of such Societies

who are insured under the Act,

MEMBERSHIP OF APPROVED SOCIETIES AND TRANSFER
OF MEMBERS.

Section 30.— (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, any insured Admission of

perHon and any person entitled to become an insured person may apply
JjJ^^^.'J^^ ^

to an approved society for meinbcrHhip therein. membership

(2) An approved society shall be entitled, in accordance with its rules, in approved

to a<lmit or reject any such ai)plicant, or to cxi)el any of its nioinl)crs being societies.

Insured persons : Provided tliat no such application shall bo refused solely

on the ground of the age of the applicant.

(3) This section shall come into operation on the passing of this Act.

Notes on Section 30.— This brief Section i$ of much importance.

It gives the Approved Sncirtim the right tn reject any application

for membership, " in accordance with its rules," except on the ground

of age.
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Transfer
from one
approved
society to

another.

Thus a Temperance Society may maJce a rule restricting its member-

ship to teetotallers and reject all other applicants, or an Ironfoundcrs'

Trade Union may reject any applicant not an ironfounder. The provision

is essential to the maintenance of the individual character of the

Societies.

Observe that the age factor is immaterial to a Society, because (Section

55) each insured person, whatever his aye, is given by the Insurance Com-

missioners and carries into his chosen Society, the reserve fund appro-

priate to his age.

Note, too, that the right of rejection under this Section creates the

" Deposit Contributors " of Section 42.

Section 31.—(1) If an insured person, being a member of an approved

society, ceases to be a member of that society, whether voluntarily or by

expulsion, and becomes a member of another approved society, there shall

be transferred to such other society in respect of such person a sum repre-

senting the liability under this Part of this Act of the first-mentioned society

in respect of him (in this Act called " transfer value ") calculated in accord-

ance with tables to be prepared by the Insurance Commissioners :

Provided that such transfer value shall not be so transferred in any case

where the first-mentioned society proves that the insured person voluntarily

ceased to be a member of that society without the consent of the society,

and that that consent was not unreasonably withheld.

(2) This section shall apply to transfers from one branch of an approved

society to another branch of the same or any society in like manner as it

applies to transfers from one society to another society.

Note on Section 31.—An insured person is given liberty of transfer,

and can take ivith him to his new Society his proper " transfer value,"

but the right of transfer cannot be exercised capriciously.

Transfers to

foreign and
colonial

societies.

Section 32.—(1) If an insured person ceases to be permanently resident

in the United Kingdom and becomes a member of any society or institution

established in a British possession or foreign country, of a kind similar to

an approved society, which is approved by the Insurance Commissioners,

or of any branch established outside the United Kingdom of an approved

society, the transfer value of such person, or, in the case of a deposit

contributor, the amount standing to his credit in the Post Ofl&ce fund,

shall be paid to such society or institution or branch ; but no such payment

shall be made, unless the Insurance Commissioners are satisfied that the

society, institution, or branch in question gives corresponding rights to any

of its members becoming resident in the United Kingdom.

(2) Where an arrangement has been made with the Government of any

British possession or with the Government of any foreign State, whereby

insured persons may be transferred to a society or institution established

in the British possession or foreign State similar to an approved society

or the Post Office fund, and members of any such society or institution

may be transferred to approved societies or to the Post Office fund, it shall
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be lawful for the Insurance Commissioners to make such arrangements as

may be necessary for any such transfer as aforesaid, and for the determina-

tion of the amount to be transferred in any such case, and of the rights to

which any person transferred is to be entitled ; so, however, that nothing in

this section shall aflfect the rights of a society under this Part of this Act to

refuse applications for membership.

Note on Section 32.— This Section is an exercise in reciprocity. An
emigrant may take with him, to an oversea Friendly Society, his pro2)er

" transfer value" if the Foreign or Colonial institution to which he

transfers gives corresponding rights to its members desirous of trans-

ferring to the United Kingdom.

Section 33.—If a person who has for not less than five years been a
member of an approved society for the purposes of this Part of this Act haa

ceased permanently to reside in the United Kingdom, and does not join

such a society, branch, or institution as is in the last foregoing section

mentioned, and the approved society is willing to permit him to remain

a member of the society and to become entitled to benefits independently

of this Act, the society may, subject to regulations by the Insurance

Commissioners, transfer from the account of the society under this Part

of this Act to the credit of the society independently of this Act such

sum as would have been transferred to the Post Ofl&ce fund had the

member ceased to be a member of the society and become a deposit

contributor, and so much of any reserve value which may have been

credited to the society in respect of him as would in such a case have

been cancelled shall be cancelled.

Transfer
values of

emigrants
wno remain
memtoera of

approved
societies.

Section 34.—A person shall not be or attempt to become a member Prohibition

for the purposes of this Part of this Act of more than one approved society ^^^*.
at the same time, or, being a deposit contributor, to become at the same

^aice

time a member for the purposes of this Part of this Act of an approved

society, but nothing in this Act shall prevent any person who is a member
of an approved society under this Part of this Act becoming a member of

the same or any other society independently of this Act, or prevent a

deposit contributor becoming a member of any society independently of

this Act, or afifect the right of an approved society to reject or expel from

membership any person not being an insured person, or the rights

or liabilities of an approved society or of any niember thereof arising

otherwise than under this Part of this Act; and, subject to the provisions

of this Part of this Act, all rules made by a society which becomes an

approved society or any branch thereof shall remain and be of the same
force and effect as though this Act had not been passed.

Note on Section 34.— The title of this Section is a little misleading.

It is not *' double insurance" which the Section prohibits, but *' double

State insurance." A man may insure him,sclf as rnany times and for as

much as he pleases, but lie nuiy only enjoy Die benefit of one insurance
under the Act.
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Approved
societies to

keep proper
aceoante.

ACCOUNTS : VALUATIONS : SURPLUS AND DEFICIT.

Section 35.— (1) Every approved society and every branch of an
approved society must

—

(a) Keep its books and accounts under this Part of this Act separate

from all other books and accounts of the society or branch, and in

such form as may be prescribed by the Insurance Commissioners,

and, when required, submit them to audit by auditors to be

appointed by the Treasury
;

(b) Submit to have its assets and liabilities under this Part of this

Act valued in accordance with the provisions of this Part of

this Act

;

(c) In the event of a surplus or deficiency being shown upon any such
valuation, comply with the provisions relating to surpluses and
deficiencies herein-after contained ;

(d) Render such returns as the Insurance Commissioners may require.

(2) Regulations made under this section shall provide for a separate

account being kept showing the amount expended on administration, and
for limiting the amount which may be carried to that account out of the

contributions under this Part of this Act, and for requiring any deficiency

in such account (if not otherwise defrayed) to be met forthwith by a

special levy.

(3) The provisions of this Part of this Act relating to accounts audit

valuation and returns shall, as respects the transactions of any approved
society or branch thereof under this Part of this Act, be substituted for

such of the provisions of any Act regulating the constitution of the society

or branch as deal with the like matters.

(4) In the case of a society or branch transacting other business besides

that of insurance business under this Part of this Act, all funds and credits

of the society or branch under this Part of this Act shall be as absolutely

the security of the members for the purposes of this Part of this Act as if

they belonged to a society or branch carrying on no other business than
such insurance business, and shall not be liable for any contracts of the

society or branch for which they would not have been liable had the

business of the society or branch been only that of such insurance, and
shall not be applied directly or indirectly for any purposes other than those

of insurance business under this Part of this Act.

Where a separate section of a society has been established and such
separate section is an approved society under this Part of this Act, the

expression "society" in this subsection means the society of which the

separate section has been established and not the separate section.

Notes on Section 35.—Enacts common-sense provisions as to the

accounts, audit, and valuation of Approved Societies, rvhich are necessary

for the protection of their members.

An Approved Society must keep separate books and accounts relating

to the National Health Insurance, in prescribed form, and submit them to

Treasury audit {Subsection (1) (a) ).
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Subsection (1) (6) as to valuation sJiouId be read with Section 36.

Subsection (1) (c) as to surplus or deficiency should be read with

Sections 37 and 38.

Subsection (2) protects the members from waste in administrative

expenses.

Subsection (4) enacts that where a Society does business other than the

State Health Insurance {as it may do) the funds of the State Health

Insurance are not to be liable in respect of any contracts or obligations in

connection with other of the Society's activities.

Section 36.—(1) A valuation of the assets and liabilities arising under Valuations

this Part of this Act of every approved society and of every branch of an
g^^j^g^gg^*

approved society shall be made by a valuer, to be appointed by or with the

approval of the Treasury, at the expiration of every three years dating from

the commencement of this Act, or at such other times as the Insurance

Commissioners appoint ; the times so appointed may be at shorter or

longer intervals than three years and at regular or irregular intervals, and

may apply to all approved societies or any particular society or societies.

(2) Every such valuation shall be made on such basis as may be

prescribed.

Note on Section 36.—Even if no National Health Insurance were

set tip, SHcli a provision as this would be necessary for the protection of

Friendly Society members and should have been enacted long ago.

Section 37.— (l) If upon any such valuation a surplus (certified by the Surplus,

valuer to be disposable) is found, the following provisions shall apply :

—

(o) If the society is not a society with branches, the society may
submit to the Insurance Commissioners a scheme for distri-

buting out of such surplus any one or more additional benefits

among insured persons who are members thereof for the

purposes of this Tart of this Act, and, upon any such scheme

being sanctioned by the Insurance Couiuiissioners, the society

may distribute such additional benefit or benefits in accordance

with the provisions thereof

:

(6) If the society is a society with branches, any surplus in the central

fund of the society, including any surplus transferred from the

branches to the society under the provisions of tliis section, shall,

flubjcct to the provisions of the next succeeding section of this

Act, bo applied in the first instance towards making good any

deficiency shown by any of its branches ; and the society may
distribute the balance of the surplus, after making good

deficiencies as aforesaid, amongst such of its brandies as have

a surplus in proportion to the amounts of such surpluses, and the

sum 80 apportioned to a branch shall be treated as an addition to

the disposable surplus of that branch :
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(c) If, on the valuation of a branch of an approved society, a surplus

is shown in respect of such branch, there shall bo transferred to

the central body or other central authority of the society of

which it is a branch one-third of the surplus, and the branch

may, with the approval of the society, submit to the Insurance

Commissioners a scheme for distributing out of the remaining

two-thirds of such surplus, together with any such addition as

aforesaid, any one or more additional benefits, and, upon any

such scheme being sanctioned by the Insurance Commissioners,

the branch may distribute such additional benefit or benefits in

accordance with the provisions thereof

:

(d) If, at any time after a scheme submitted by a society or branch has

been so sanctioned as aforesaid, there is found to be a deficiency

in the funds of the society or branch, no additional benefits shall

be distributed under the scheme until such deficiency is extin-

guished and a surplus shown.

(2) A scheme made under this section may prescribe the conditions to

be complied with as respects any additional benefit conferred by the scheme,

and every such scheme shall, so far as practicable, provide for the reduction,

suspension, or deprivation of the additional benefits conferred by the

scheme in the case of members who ai-e in arrears, and may make a

con-esponding reduction in the amount to which such members are to be

deemed to be in arrears for the purpose of reckonmg the rate of sickness

benefit.

(3) No surplus and no part of any surplus shall be applied for the

purpose of paying any benefits payable on death or any benefits other than

one or more of the additional benefits specified in Part II. of the Fourth

Schedule to this Act.

Note on Section 37.—See notes at end of Section 38.

Section 38.—(1) If upon any such valuation a deficiency is found,

the following provisions shall apply :

—

(o) If the deficiency is shown by a branch of an approved society,

three-quarters, or, if the society thinks fit, the whole thereof,

shall, in the first place, so far as possible, be made good out of

any surplus available for that purpose in the hands of the central

body or other central authority of the societj'

:

Provided that the society may, if it is satisfied that the

deficiency is due to any maladministration on the part of the

branch in question, with the consent of the Insurance Com-
missioners, refuse to make good any part of the deficiency out

of such surplus :

(6) Subject as aforesaid, every deficiency shall be made good in accord-

ance with a scheme for that purpose to be prepared by the

society, or, in the case of a deficiency in a branch, by the branch

subject to the approval of the society, and submitted to the

Insurance Commissioners for their sanction ; such a scheme
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shall provide for making good the deficiency, within a period of

three years from the date at which the valuation was made, in

any one or more of the following ways :

—

(i) By a compulsory levy, by way of increase of the weekly

rate of contributions, upon members of the society or branch

being insured persons ;

(ii) By reducing the rate of sickness benefit either for the

whole period during which sickness benefit is payable or for

any part thereof

;

(iii) By deferring the day as from which sickness benefit

becomes payable ;

(iv) By reducing the period during which sickness benefit

is payable

;

(v) By increasing the period which is required by this Part

of this Act to elapse between two periods of disease or dis-

ablement to prevent the one being treated as a continuation

of the other

;

(vi) By any other method approved by the Insurance

Commissioners,

and, on the sanction of the Insurance Commissioners being given

to the scheme, the society or branch shall proceed to make good

the deficiency in accordance therewith :

(c) Payment of the amount of any compulsory levy made in accord-

ance with a scheme sanctioned under this section may be

enforced in such manner as may be provided by the rules of

the society or branch ; and, where those rules so provide, it

shall be lawful for the society or branch in the case of any

member to enforce payment of the amount of the levy by giving

notice in the prescribed manner to the employer of such

member requiring him to pay the amount of the levy, and,

upon such notice being given, such amount shall be payable as

if it were part of the contribution to be paid by the employer on

behalf of the member, and all the provisions of this Part of this

Act relating to the payment of such contributions and the

recovery thereof from members shall apply accordingly

:

(d) If a member chargeable with a levy falls into arrears, his arrears

shall reckon as though the total sum tliereof, inclusive of the

levy, consisted of the contributions payable by or in respect of

him had no levy been made :

(e) If within six months after the declaration of a deficiency, or, where

an enquiry as to excessive Hickness is pending under this Part of

this Act, such longer period as the Insurance Commissioners

determine, such scheme as aforesaid has not been submitted to

and sanctioned by the Insurance Commissioners, or if at any

time thereafter it appears to the Insurance Connnissioncrs that

the society or branch to wiiich the scheme relates is not enforcing

the provisions of the scheme, the Insurance Commissioners may
take over the administration of the affairs of the society or

i
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branch under this Part of this Act, and shall, as soon as possible

thereafter, take such steps as they may think necessary to make
good the deficiency by any or all of the methods mentioned in

paragraph (6) of this section, and for that purpose they shall be

entitled to exercise all or any of the powers given to the society

or branch by this Part of this Act

:

(/) The Insurance Commissioners after taking over the administration

of the affairs of any society or branch shall within a reasonable

time, not exceeding three years, make arrangements for the

restoration to the society or branch of its powers of self-

government or, failing that, for the transfer of the members of

the society or branch, being insured persons, to other approved

societies or branches or to the Post Office fund

:

(g) Any question or dispute arising between the Insurance Com-
missioners and the society or branch in respect of the amount
of the deficiency, or as to the adequacy of any scheme proposed
for making it good, shall be submitted to an independent valuer

to be appointed by the Lord Chief Justice, and such valuer shall,

subject to the provisions of this Act and of the regulations there-

under, act, so far as practicable, on his own knowledge and
experience, and shall have power to determine how and by
what parties the costs of proceedings, including his own
remuneration, not exceeding such amount as the Treasury may
prescribe, are to be defrayed, and his decision shall be final

and conclusive :

(h) A scheme made under this section shall not affect any person

who becomes a member of the society or branch after the

date as at which the valuation was made, or any member over

seventy years of age :

(i) Any insured person who, having been a member of the society or

branch at the date as at which the valuation disclosing the

deficiency was made, is transferred to another society or to

another branch of the same or any other society before the

deficiency is made good, shall be liable to any levy or reduction

of benefits which has been or may be made in respect of such

deficiency in like manner in all respects as if he had not ceased

to be a member, and if the transfer took place before the scheme
imposing the levy or reduction of benefits was sanctioned, such

adjustment in the amount of any transfer value paid in respect

of him shall be made as the circumstances require.

(2) Any member liable to a levy payable at intervals may relieve

himself of the liability thereto, and a member subject to a diminu-

tion of benefits by virtue of any such scheme may, with the consent of

the society or branch, acquire a right to undiminished benefits, on pay-

ment to the Insurance Commissioners of the capitalized value of the levy

or diminution of benefits, as the case may be, ascertained in the prescribed

manner.
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Notes oa Sections 37 and 38.— These two Sections, dealing with

surpluses and deficits revealed by the statutory valuations under

Section 36, are of great importance.

If on valuation a Society shows a deficiency, then it must mahe that

deficiency good either by a levy upon its members or by some reduction in

the benefits given {Section 38 (1) ).

If there is a surplus then the Society may submit to the Insurance

Commissioners a plan for distributing that surplus in the shape of in-

creased benefits [chosen onlyfrom the list of Additional Benefits, Schedule 4,

Part II.), with this proviso, that if the Society is one having branches

{Section 37 (1)) the surplus in the central fund shall be applied to making

good any deficiency shown by any of the branches before there is any

distribution.

A branch possessing a surplus is in any case allowed to distribute one-

third of such surplus in increased benefits, the other two-thirds going to

the central body of the Society. A branch showing a deficit will bear one-

fourth of the deficiency itself unless the Society decides to relieve it of

this as well as of the other three-fourths.

Section 39.—(l) Subject to the provisions of this section, all approved Pooling

societies which at the date of any valuation have less than five thousand ments in the
insured persons as members for the purposes of this Part of this Act shall, case of small

for the purposes of the valuation

—

societies.

(a) if they have joined an association formed under this section, be

associated with the other societies in the same association ; and

(6) if they have not joined any such association, be grouped together

according to the localities in which they carry on business.

(2) Any such societies may, with the consent of the Insurance Com-
missioners, form for the purposes of this section an association with a

central financial committee, provided that the aggregate number of insured

persons who are members of the asHOciated societies is not less than five

thousand, and the conditions on which a society sfjall be entitled or

allowed to join, or having joined to secede from, an association, shall be

such as may be prescribed.

(8) Any such society which has not joined any such association as

aforesaid, and which carries on business in any county or county borough,

shall, for the purposes of this section, be grouped with the other unassoci-

ated societies carrying on business in the same county or county borough.

(4) Tiie provisions of this Part of this Act as to the application of

surpluses of branches of socicticH with branches shall apply to such

associated and grouped societies as if all the societies in any association

or group were branches of a single society, subject to the following

modifications :

—

(rt) A reference to the central financial coiiiinittce in the case of an

association, and to the Insurance Committee for the county or

county borough in the case of a group, shall be substituted for

the reference to the central authority of the society
;
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(6) The approval of tho central financial committee or Insurance

Committee shall not be required to any scheme prepared by
an associated or grouped society for the distribution of any
surplus.

(5) Where an associated or grouped society is a society with branches,

the provisions of this Part of this Act relating to surpluses and deficiencies

of societies with branches (except those requiring the approval of a society

to a scheme prepared by a branch as to the distribution of a surplus or the

making good of a deficiency) shall not apply to the society, but each branch
shall, for the purposes of this section, be deemed to bo a separate society.

(6) For the purposes of this section, a society shall be deemed to carry

on business only in the county or county borough in which its registered

office or other principal place of business is situate :

Provided that, where of the insured persons who are members of a grouped
society at the date of any valuation more than one hundred or more than
one-sixth reside in some county or county borough other than that in which
the registered office or other principal place of business is situate, the

proper proportion of any surplus or deficiency of the society shall, if

application for the purpose is made by any of the Insurance Committees
concerned, be apportioned to the Insurance Committee of that other county
or county borough, such proportion to be determined, in default of agree-

ment between the Insurance Committees concerned, by the Insurance

Commissioners.

(7) The Insurance Commissioners may exempt from this section any
society consisting of persons entitled to rights in a superannuation or

other provident fund established for the benefit of persons employed by
one or more employers, if the employer, in addition to the contributions

payable by him under this Part of this Act, is responsible for the solvency

of the fund, or for the benefits payable thereout, or is liable to pay a

substantial part of, or to make substantial contributions to, or substantially

to supplement the benefits payable out of the fund, and this section shall

not apply to any society to which such an exemption has been granted.

(8) Except so far as relates to the power of refusing to make good any
part of a deficiency due to maladministration on the part of any society,

nothing in this section shall be construed as conferring on any central

financial committee or Insurance Committee any powers of control over

the administration of associated or grouped societies.

Notes on Section 39.—This Section meets the diffi,culty of mmntain'
ing small Aj)proved Societies in solvency {most existing small Societies are

insolvent) by a system ofpooling their risks.

Small Societies may Retain Independence.—No minimum number of
members is reqmred as a condition of approval under Section 23, and
Societies, however small, may retain their independence and self-manage-
ment without becoming branches of larger Societies. Where, however, the

members are less than 5,000, it is necessary to average risks. Such small
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Societies are therefore offered the choice of the following alternatives {Sub-

section (1) ) :

—

(1) They may associate with other Societies in the same part of the

United Kingdom,
or,

(2) in default of so associating themselves they will he grouped with

other small Societies in the same County or County Borough.

In either case each Society will become an independent Approved

Society, and the grouping will be solely for the purpose of pooling part of

any surpluses arising under the Act, or receiving assistance from the pool

towards meeting a deficit.

Pooling.—The small Societies so associated tvill have to pay one-third

of any disposable surplus which may arise under the State Scheme into a

central pool under the control of a Financial Committee of the Association

in the case of associated Societies, or of the Insurance Committee in the

case of Societies in a County {or County Borough) grouj^.

The sums so pooled will be applied {Subsection (4) ) in giving assist-

ance to those Societies in the same association or group which have a

deficiency to the extent of three-fourths of their deficiency unless the

Financial Committee or the Insurance Committee {as the case may be)

decide to make up the whole amount. The Committee controlling the pool

may refuse to make a grant in the case of a mismanaged Society, but other-

wise they will not interfere with the management of Societies. Any
balance which is left in the central pool will be redistributed amongst the

Societies which contributed to the pool in proportion to the amounts of their

surpluses. This system, amdied by Subsection (4), is the same as is

applied to Societies ivith branches under Sections 37 and 38.

The small Societies thus help each other under the Act.

Affiliation or Federation.— The above alternatives, (1) and (2), have

been devised for small Societies xvhich desire to retain independence. If,

however, they prefer a closer form of association, they may instead—
(3) Affiliate or amalgamate with some existing large Society in accord-

ance with its rules,

or,

(4) Federate with other small Societies under the Friendly Societies

Acts in the same way as great Affiliated Orders like the Man-

chester Unity or Foresters. This would mean the separate

registration of a central body which would represent the various

affiliated Societies, and would draw small contributions for

expenses from them. Beyond this the Societies could retain a*

much self-government as they chose to arrange for in forming

the federation, but the central body ivould represent them in all

dealings with the Insurance Commissiojiers,

or,

(5) Federate with other small Societies without rnjistration under the

Friendly Societies Act. They would in this case form a central

body which would be an Ajqrrovcd Society representing its con-

stituent parts.
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TJie last three methods, (3), (4) and (5), involve a grant of approval to

tJie small Societies through the central body representing them all. The
pooling arrangements to meet deficiencies would be the same as tliose

described above in the case of (1) and (2), except that the central authority

of the large Society (in the case of (3) ) or the central body {in the case of

(4) and (5) ) takes the place of the Financial Committee [in the case of (1)

)

or the Insurance Committee {in the case of (2)).

(These notes on Section 89 are based on an official circular letter.)

Special pro-
visions with
regard to

societies

with
branches.

Section 40.—(1) Where a society with branches is so organized that

the branches in different geographical areas are grouped together for the

purposes of this section, the branches in any such area may, if and to such

extent as the rules of the society so provide, and if the number of members
of the branches being insured persons in the area exceeds five thousand,

be treated for the purposes of the provisions of this Part of this Act
relating to valuations, surpluses, and deficiencies as if they formed a

separate society.

(2) The rules of any society with branches may provide for the branches

reinsuring with the society their liabilities in respect of any of the benefits

under this Part of this Act, or, if the society is so organized as aforesaid,

for such reinsurance either with the society or with the group.

(3) Where a society with branches has among its members insured

persons who are not members of any branch, and the benefits of such

members are administered by the society itself, such members shall be

treated for the purposes of this Part of this Act relating to valuations,

surpluses, and deficiencies as if they formed a separate branch.

Power to

separate
men's and
women's
funds.

Provisions
as to

deposit con-
tributors.

Section 41.—Where an approved society, not being a society with

branches, has amongst its memibers both men and women, and the rules of

the society so provide, the provisions of this Part of this Act with respect to

valuations, surpluses, and deficiencies shall apply to the society as if it were

a society consisting of two branches, the one comprising the male members
and the other comprising the female members.

Note on Section 41.— The object of this Section is to maTte it possible,

by keeping distinct the men's and wom,en's funds of a Society, to give each

sex the value of its own contributions, subject to theprovisions of the Act as

to the surpluses and deficiencies of branches of the same Society (Sections

37, 38).

DEPOSIT INSURANCE.

Section 42.—Until the first day of January nineteen hundred and

fifteen, the following provisions shall apply in the case of insured persons

fin this Act referred to as deposit contributors) who have not joined an

approved society within the prescribed time, or who, having been members
of an approved society, have been expelled or have resigned therefrom and

have not, within the prescribed time, joined another approved society :

—
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(a) Contributions by or in respect of a deposit contributor shall be
credited to a special fund to be called the Post Office fund :

(b) The sums required for the payment of any sickness, disablement or

maternity benefit payable to a deposit contributor, except so far as

they are payable out of moneys provided by Parliament, shall be
paid out of the money standing to his credit in the Post Office

fund, and his right to benefit under this Part of this Act shall be
suspended on the sums standing to his credit in that fund being

exhausted, except that his right to medical benefit and sanatorium
benefit shall continue until the expiration of the then current

year, and that the Insurance Committee, if it has funds available

for the purpose and thinks tit so to do, may allow him to continue

to receive medical benefit or sanatorium benefit or both such
benefits after the expiration of such year :

(c) Such sum as may be prescribed shall in each year be payable in

respect of each deposit contributor towards the expenses incurred

by the Insurance Committee in the administration of benefits :

(d) Such sum as the Insurance Committee may, with the consent of the

Insurance Commissioners, determine shall in each year be payable
in respect of each deposit contributor for the purposes of the cost

of medical benefit :

(e) The sums payable in respect of a deposit contributor for the purposes
of medical benefit and sanatorium benefit, and towards the ex-

penses of administration, shall, except so far as they are payable
out of moneys provided by Parliament, be deducted at the com-
mencement of each year from the amount standing to his credit in

the Post Office fund, and, if at the commencement of any year the

amount so standing to his credit is insufficient to provide such
sums, he shall not, unless the Insurance Committee consents, and
except subject to such conditions as that committee may impose,
be entitled to any benefits during that year

:

(/) Upon the death of a deposit contributor, four- sevenths (or in the

case of a woman one-half) of the amount standing to his credit in

the Post OOice fund shall be paid to his nominee or, in default of a

nomination, to the person entitled to receive the sum as if it were
money payable on the death of a member of a registered friendly

society, and the balance thereof shall bo forfeited, and sections

fifty-six to sixty-one of tlic Friendly Societies Act, IH'JG, as
amended by any subsequent enactment, shall, subject to the
prescribed adaptations, apply accordingly :

((/) ^Vhere a deposit contriijutor proves to the satisfaction of the Insur-
ance Committee that he has permanently ceased to reside in the
United Kingdom, four-sevenths (or in the case of a woman one-
half) of the amount standing to his credit in the Post Office fund
may be paid to him.

Notes on Section 42.— Thin Scciion makes a tcnUilivc Hchrnir for
dealim/ with thr umarcd j/creoiia ivho are rejected by Ajprovcd Societies
v/nder Section 80.

17
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The trntadvc character of the Section is shown in its opening ivords,

" Until the first day of January, 1915."

By the Section, insured persons who cannot find a Society to accept tliem

are termed ^^ Deposit Contributors," and dealt with through the Post Office

and the Insurance Committees, who (Section 14) administer all benefits for

them.

The Insurance Card of Section 7 loill he issued to the person by the Post

Office together with a book in ivJiich credit will be givenfor the member's ^d.

and his employer's Zd. The State will add two-ninths of the cost of benefits

as in ordinary cases. Out of the deposit thus formed the Post Office con-

tributor will be entitled to benefit (b), but the Insurance Committee must

grant him medical and sanatorium benefit for the remainder of the year in

which he is ill, and may do so indefinitely, although his money run out (b).

The Insurance Committees may (Sections 15 and 17), with the consent

of the Treasury and Local Authority, sjiend indefinitely upon medical

treatment of the Deposit Contributors, and the Act authorises the Treasury

and the Local Authority to share such additional expenditure.

If the member dies, three-sevenths of his deposit lapses to the common
fund of the Deposit Contributors ; tJie remainder represents his own as

distinct from his employer's contributions, and he can leave it to whom he

will (f).

Transfer from
approved
society to

deposit in-

sxirance'and

vice versa,.

Section 43.— (1) If an insured person, being a member of an approved

society, ceases to be a member of that society, whether voluntarily or by

expulsion, and fails to become within the prescribed time a member of

another approved society, then

—

(a) if he becomes a deposit contributor, his transfer value shall be

carried to his credit in the Post Office fund : Provided that, if a

reserve value has been credited to the society in respect of him,

such part of that reserve value as is still outstanding (or if the

amount so outstanding exceeds the transfer value such part of

the reserve value as is equal to the transfer value) shall be

cancelled, and the amount, if any, by which the transfer value

exceeds the amount so cancelled shall be carried to the credit

of the deposit contributor
;

(b) if he does not become a deposit contributor, his transfer value

shall be carried to such account and dealt with in such manner

as may be prescribed.

(2) If an insured person who is a deposit contributor subsequently

becomes a member of an approved society for the purposes of this Part

of this Act, there shall be transferred to the society the amount standing

to his credit in the Post Office fund :

Provided that

—

(a) if that amount exceeds the value of the contributions paid by or

in respect of him estimated on the assumption that he had been

a member of an approved society since his entry into insurance,

the excess shall not be transferred to the society but shall be

carried to the credit of the Post Office fund

;
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(6) if that amount is less than such value, the insured person shall be

treated as being in arrear to the amount of the deficiency.

PEOVISIONS AS TO SPECIAL CLASSES OF INSURED
PERSONS.

Section 44.—(1) Where a woman who has before marriage been an Special pro-
"~^^^"*"

^ ' \~ J- visions witii
insured person marries, she shall be suspended from receiving the ordinary respect to

benefits under this Part of this Act until the death of her husband, and, if married

she is a member of an approved society, one-third of her transfer value women.

shall be carried to a separate account called the married women's suspense

account, but, if at any time after the death of her husband she becomes an

employed contributor, the period between her marriage and the expiration

of one month from the death of her husband shall be disregarded for the

purpose of reckoning arrears, and there shall be transferred from the

married women's suspense account to the society of which she is a member

the proper reserve value calculated according to tables to be prepared by

the Insurance Commissioners :

Provided that, where a woman who has been employed within the

meaning of this Part of this Act before marriage, proves that she continues

to be so employed after marriage, she shall not be so suspended so long

as she continues to be so employed, and that, where a married woman so

suspended from the ordinary benefits becomes employed w^ithin the mean-

ing of this Part of this Act before the death of her husband, contributions

shall thereupon again become payable in respect of her, and she shall

cease to be suspended from receiving the ordinary benefits, but, subject

to regulations made by the Insurance Commissioners, she shall, for the

purposes of those benefits, be treated as if she had not previously been an

insured person.

(2) Where a married woman being a member of an approved society is

BO suspended from the ordinary benefits as aforesaid, she may, if she so

elects within one month after such suspension, or, subject to the consent of

the society, after the expiration of that month, and notwithstanding that

she is not engaged in any regular occupation, become whilst so suspended

a voluntary contributor, subject to the following modifications, but not

otherwise :

—

(a) The rate of contributions payable by her shall be threepence a

week

;

(b) The benefits to which she shall be entitled shall be

—

(i) medical benefit ; and

(ii) sickness benefit and disablement benefit at the rates and

subject to the conditions specified in Table D. of Part I. of the

Fourth Schedule to this Act

;

(c) No part of her contributions shall bo retained by the Insvirancc

Commissioners for the purpose of discharging their lial)ilitieH to

approved societies in respect of the reserve values created under

this Act

:
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Provided that, whci'o a married woman elects not to become such a

voUintary contributor, she shall bo entitled to have a sum equal to the

remaining two-thirds of her transfer value applied in accordance with

regulations of the Insurance Commissioners towards the pajment of any of

the benefits specified in Part III. of the Fourth Schedule to this Act until

the same is exhausted, except that, where a reserve value was credited to

the society in respect of such woman at the date of her entrance into insur-

ance, so much of such sum as aforesaid as may be prescribed shall not be

so applied but shall be written off the amount of the reserve values credited

to the society.

(3) Where the husband of a married woman who has been so suspended

from ordinary benefits as aforesaid and who is a member of an approved

society dies, she may, if she is qualified to become a voluntary contributor,

and elects to do so within one month after the death of her husband,

become an ordinary voluntary contributor paying contributions at the rate

which would have been applicable to the case had she become such a

contributor at the date of her entry into insurance :

Provided that she may, whether or not so qualified, if she so elects

within one month after the death of her husband, continue to be or become

a voluntary contributor on the same terms and subject to the same con-

ditions as above provided as respects married women.

In either such case there shall be transferred from the married women's

suspense account to the society the proper reserve value calculated as

aforesaid.

(4) Where a married woman who was at the date of her marriage a

deposit contributor is by virtue of this section suspended from the ordinary

benefits under this Part of this Act, two-thirds of the sum standing to her

credit in the Post Office fund shall be applied in accordance with the regula-

tions of the Insurance Commissioners towards the payment of any of the

benefits specified in Part III. of the Fourth Schedule to this Act until the

same is exhausted.

(5) Where a woman who was a married woman at the commencement
of this Act at any time subsequently either before or within one year after

the death of her husband becomes an employed contributor and a member
of an approved society, she shall be entitled to full benefits, notwithstanding

that at the time of so becoming she is of the age of seventeen or upwards.

(6) Where any arrears of contributions have accrued due in respect of a

married woman during coverture such arrears shall, on the death of her

husband, be disregarded and she shall be thenceforth entitled to benefits as

if such arrears had never accrued due.

(7) Except as provided by this section, a married woman shall not be

entitled to become a voluntary contributor, and, if a woman is before

marriage a voluntary contributor, she shall on marriage not be entitled to

continue to be such a contributor.

(8) If a woman, whilst a voluntary contributor at such reduced rates of

benefit as are provided by this section, becomes employed within the mean-

ing of this Part of this Act, she shall be entitled to a certificate (to be

granted in manner herein-before provided) exempting her from liability to
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become an employed contributor so, however, that such exemption shall

not exempt the employer from his liability to pay contributions in respect

of her, or deprive him of his right to recover such part of those contribu-

tions as is payable on her behalf, but of each weekly contribution so paid

by the employer threepence shall be treated as her contribution as a volun-

tary contributor and the balance shall be applied for her benefit in such

manner as the society may determine.

(9) If at any time the married women's suspense account is insufficient

to meet the liabilities imposed on it by this section, the deficiency shall be

made good out of the sums retained by the Insurance Commissioners for

discharging their liabilities in respect of the reserve values created by

this Act.

(10) Transfer value for the purposes of this section shall be calculated

in such manner as the Insurance Commissioners may prescribe.

(11) Where a woman is a member of an approved society at the time

when she is entitled to exercise an option under this section, it shall be the

duty of the society to give her full information as to the nature of her

rights.

(12) Where a deficiency has been found in respect of the society or

branch of which a woman is a member at a valuation previous to the time

when she became suspended from ordinary benefits under this Part of this

Act, and that deficiency has not been made good at the thne of her marriage,

or where a woman is in arrears at that time, such adjustments in the sums

transferred to the married women's suspense account, and in the balance

of her transfer value, and in the rates of benefit to which she is entitled

under this section, shall be made as the Insurance Commissioners may

prescribe.

(13) Save as aforesaid, the provisions of this Part of this Act shall apply

to a woman who has been married, both during and after coverture, in like

manner as if she had never been married.

(14) This section shall apply in the case of a woman whose marriage

has been dissolved or annulled, or who has, for a period of not less than

two years, been actually separated from or deserted by her husband, as if

her husband had died at the date at which such dissolution or annulment

took effect, or, as the case may require, at the expiration of such period of

two years.

Notes on Section 44.— This Section {together with the Fourth Schedule

Part I. Table D, and Part III., which are i^rintcd immediately after

tliese notes) makes provisions to meet the special case of insured women who

become married, which man ^^ thus summarized :
—

The insured woman who gets married has accumulated, during her

apinstcrhood, a certain insurance reserve. Section 44 gives her the use of

that reserve, and

(1) the right to re-enter insurance if she becomes widowed, and

(2) a right to a continued but modified insurance as a married

woman.
Upon marriage, unless she continues to work for wa^cs, the injured
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woman's right to ordinary benefits is suspended. One-third of the reserve

which she has created by her subscriptions is carried to a " Married

Women's Suspense Account." If she becomes a widow and employed, she

has the right of re-entry into insurance at the rate at which she originally

entered, i.e., as though 16 years of age. So much for provision for

widowhood. It remains to explain the immediate insurances commanded

by the insured woman who mairies.

Two Options upon Marriage.—Upon marriage, the insured woman
ha^ certain options given her. Within one month, or 7vithin a longer

period, if her Society allows it {although she tnay not follotv any occupation

for gain), she can choose one of two courses.

First option.— The first is a voluntary insurance on modified terms.

She will pay 3d. a iveek, aJid this, in addition to the remaining

two-thirds of the insurance reserve which she has built up {and

plus a State contribution of one-foxirth of the benefits, roughly

equal to one penny per loeeh), will enable her to receive the

folio iving benefits

:

(1) Medical Benefit,

(2) Sickness Benefit of 5s. per tveek for 13 weeks, and 38. a week for a

second 13 weeks.

(3) Disablement Beyiefit for life of 3s. per week {Subsection (2) {b) and

Schedule 4, Fart I., Table D). {Maternity Benefit alsois received,

but on account of the husband's insurance).

Second Option.— The insured woman ivho marries may elect to pay no

more contributions and to have the remaining two-thirds of her

reserve {including {Subsection (2)), at the discretion of tlie

Insurance Commissioners, some part of the reserve placed to her

credit under the Reserve Value provision) used as a deposit upon

which she can draw, as far as the money will go, for the

following benefits {Subsection (2) and Schedule 4, Part III.) :
•

(1) Payment of 5s. a week on confinementfor a period of not more than

four weeks on any one occasion.

(2) Payments during any period of distress {such as unemployjnent),

subject to the discretion of the Ajoproved Society or Insurance

Committee administering the benefit.

Note that for the purposes of this Section divorce or legal separation

from a husband puts a woman in the same position as though she becomes

a loidow.

FOURTH SCHEDULE.

PART 1.

Rates of Benefits.

Table D.—Rates and Conditions for Married Women.

Sickness benefit : during the first thirteen weeks, the sum of 5s. a week;

during the second thirteen weeks, 3s. a week.
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Disablement benefit : the sum of 3s. a week.

Sickness benefit and disablement benefit shall not be payable during

the two weeks before and four weeks after confinement, except in respect

of a disease or disablement neither directly nor indirectly connected

with childbirth.

FOURTH SCHEDULE.

PAET III.

Benefits for Married Women who do not become Voluntary

Contributors at reduced rates.

Payment of the sum of 5s. a week on confinement during a period not

exceeding four weeks on any one occasion.

Payments during any period of sickness or distress, subject to regulations

made by the Insurance Commissioners and to the discretion of the society

or committee administering the benefit.

Section 45.— (l) This Part of this Act shall apply to persons of the Special

age of seventeen or upwards at the date of entry into insurance who are provisions as
• . to aliens

not British subjects, subject to the following modifications :

—

(a) No such person shall be qualified to become a member of an

approved society for the purposes of this Part of this Act, except

upon the terms and subject to the conditions herein-after

mentioned
;

(6) No part of the benefits to which such persons may become entitled

shall be paid out of moneys provided by Parliament

;

(c) The rate of sickness, disablement, and maternity benefit shall, as

respects a deposit contributor, be reduced, in the case of men, to

seven-ninths, or in the case of women to three-quarters, of the rate

to which they would otherwise be entitled under this Part of this

Act ;

(d) No part of the sums payable in respect of such persons for medical

benefit and sanatorium benefit or towards the expenses of ad-

ministration of benofits shall, in tlie case of such persons, bo paid

out of moneys provided by Parliament.

(2) Where such a person becomes a member of an approved society the

following provisions shall have effect :

—

(i) The contributions payable by or in respect of such person shall be

credited to the society
;

(iij The society shall in each year pay to tlio Insurance (yoniiuittcc the

whole of the siuns payable in respect of such person for medical

benefit and sanatorium benefit

;
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(iii) The rate and conditions of sickness benefit, and disablement benefit,

and maternity benefit shall be such as may be determined by the

society
;

(iv) Such person shall not be deemed to have joined an approved society

for the purpose of the provisions of tliis Part of this Act relating to

reserve values, and no part of the contributions of such person

shall be retained by the Insurance Commissioners towards the

discharge of their liabilities in respect of reserve values.

(3) A woTiian who, having been a IJritish subject before marriage, has
ceased to be a British subject by reason of marriage with a person not being

a British subject, shall not be subject to the provisions of this section if her

husband is dead, or the marriage has been dissolved or annulled, or she has
for a period of not less than two years been actually separated from or

deserted by her husband.

(4) This section shall not apply to any person who, on the fourth day of

May nineteen hundred and eleven, was a member of a society which, or

a separate section of wliich, becomes an approved society, and had then been
resident in the United Kingdom for five years or upwards, or to any person
who is transferred to an approved society or the Post Office fund in

pursuance of an arrangement with the Government of any foreign State.

Notes on Sect/on 45.— This Section makes a special arrangement
with regard to alicyis.

The alien himself and his employer contribute as in the case of a
British subject, but the State does not contribute at all, and the benefits

paid are accordingly reduced.

Special pro-
visions wltli

regard to

persons in

Ihe naval and
military
service of the
CroviTi.

28 Iz 29 Vict.

c. 73.

Section 46.— (1) For tlie purpose of providing seamen, marines, and
soldiers with such benefits during their term of service and after their return

to civil Hfe as are herein-after in this section mentioned, there shall be deducted
from the pay of every seaman and marine within the meaning of the Naval
and Marine Pay and Pensions Act, 1865, and of every soldier of the regular

forces (other than soldiers of His Majesty's Indian Forces, the Royal Malta
Artillery, and native soldiers of any regiment raised outside the United King-

dom), the sum of one penny halfpenny a week, and there shall be contributed

by the Admiralty and the Army Council respectively, out of moneys provided

by Parliament for navy and army services, in respect of every such seaman,

marine, and soldier who has joined an approved society in the manner here-

after mentioned, the sum of one penny halfpenny per week, and, in respect

of every other such seaman, marine, and soldier, such sum per week as may
be prescribed

:

Provided that no such deduction shall be made from the pay of a seaman,
marine, or soldier who has completed the period of his first engagement and
has re-engaged for pension unless he so elects within the prescribed time,

and that no contribution shall be made by the Admiralty or Army Council in

respect of any week in respect of which such a deduction is not made.

(2) A seaman, marine, or soldier

—

(a) who was at the date of his entry or enlistment an insured person
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and had joined and was at that date a member of an approved

society ; or

(6) who within six months of the date of his entry or enlistment, or, in

the case of a seaman, marine, or soldier serving at the commence-

ment of this Act, within six months after the commencement of

this Act, or within such longer period as may be prescribed, joins

an approved society for the purposes of this Part of this Act

;

shall, for the purposes of this Part of this Act, be treated as if he were

an employed contributor, subject, until his discharge, to the following

modifications :

—

(i) The employed rate shall be three pence, and the deductions made

from his pay and the contributions made in respect of him by the

Admiralty or Army Council shall be treated as the contributions

paid in respect of him

;

(ii) He shall not be entitled to medical benefit, sanatorium benefit, sick-

ness benefit, or disablement benefit

;

(iii) Maternity benefit shall be payable, notwithstanding that both he and

his wife are resident outside the United Kingdom at the date of

the confinement, and the society may arrange with the Admiralty

or Army Council for the administration of the benefit through the

Admiralty or Army Council,

(iv) The sum to be retained out of each weekly contribution by the In-

surance Commissioners towards the discharge of their liabilities in

respect of reserve values shall be one penny, and the remaining

five-ninths of a penny shall be paid out of the Navy and Army
Insurance Fund herein-after constituted.

(3) With respect to seamen, marines, and soldiers who have not joined

an approved society as aforesaid, the following provisions shall have

effect :

—

(a) The sums so deducted and the contributions so made as aforesaid in

respect of such men shall bo paid into the National Health Insur-

ance Fund, and out of such sums there shall be retained by the

Insurance Commissioners towards discharging their liabilities in

respect of the reserve values created under this Part of this Act

the like amount as if such men were members of approved societies,

and the balance shall be credited to a special fund to be called

the Navy and Army Insurance Fund :

(b) There shall also be paid into the Navy and Army Insurance Fund in

each year out of moneys provided by Piuliamcnt a sum equal to

two-ninths of the amount, calculated in the prescribed manner,

which would have been payable in that year in respect of medical,

sanatorium, sickncsB, and disablement benefits (including expenses

of administration) had all seamen, marines, and soldiers from

whose pay deductions are made under this section been members

of approved societies and entitled to such benefits as employed

contributors.

(c) The weekly contributions to be made by the Admiralty and Army
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Council in respect of such men aliall be such as may from time to

time be required to keep the Navy and Army Insurance Fund
solvent

:

{<!) If an}' such man was at the date of his entry or enhstment a

deposit contributor, lie shall, for the purpose of dealing with the

sum standing to his credit in the Post Office fund, be treated as if

the Navy and Army Insurance Fund had been an approved

society, and he had at the date of his entry or enlistment become
a member of that society :

(e) In the case of a seaman, marine, or soldier serving at the commence-
ment of this Act, there shall be credited to the Navy and Army
Insurance P'und such reserve value as would have been credited

to an approved society had he at that date become a member of

the society as an employed contributor : Provided that no such

reserve value shall be credited to that fund if at the date afore-

said he had completed the period of his first engagement and had
re-engaged for pension, unless he elects to have deductions made
from his pay, or unless, not having so elected, he becomes on dis-

charge entitled to benefits payable out of that fund as herein-after

mentioned :

(/) Every such man shall, until discharged, be entitled to maternity

benefit payable out of the Navy and Army Insurance Fund, and
shall be entitled to such benefit, notwithstanding that both he
and his wife are at the date of the confinement resident outside

the United Kingdom, and the benefit shall be administered by the

Admiralty and Army Council either directly or through Insurance

Committees :

(g) On the discharge of a seaman, marine, or soldier, from whose pay
deductions have been made and continue to be made up to the

date of his discliarge, there shall be debited to the Navy and Army
Insurance Fund, and, if he becomes a member of an approved

society within the prescribed time from his discharge, there shall

be credited to that society, or, if he does not become a member of

such asociety within the prescribed time from his discharge, there

shall, unless he becomes entitled to benefits out of the Navy and

Army Insurance Fund as herein-after mentioned, be carried to his

credit in the Post Office fund the transfer value which would have

been payable in respect of him had he been a member of an

approved society throughout his period of service, or, in the case

of a man serving at the date of the commencement of this Act,

since that date, and, if he becomes a deposit contributor, so much
of the reserve value, if any, credited to the Navy and Army
Insurance Fund in respect of him shall be cancelled as would

have been cancelled had he been transferred from an approved

society to the Post Office fund :

(7t) A man discharged from service as a seaman, marine, or soldier who
pros^es that tlie state of his health is such that he cannot obtain

admission to an apj^roved society may, if he so elects, on making
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application to the Insurance Commissioners in the prescribed

manner within three months of his discharge, or such longer time

as may be prescribed, become, subject to regulations made by the

Insurance Commissioners after consultation with the Admiralty

and Army Council, entitled to benefits (other than additional

benefits) provided under this Part of this Act at the full rate, the

cost of which benefits shall be payable out of the Navy and Army
Insurance Fund, and such benefits shall be administered by

Insurance Committees or otherwise in such manner as may be

prescribed by such regulations as aforesaid, and any contributions

paid under this Part of this Act by or in respect of hmi shall be

paid into that fund :

Pro^^ded that

—

(i) no deduction from benefits shall be made on account of

any pension to which a man may be entitled

;

(ii) the rate of sickness benefit shall be reduced, in the

case of a man who entered into insurance when of the age of

seventeen or upwards or who is in arrears, to the like extent

as it would be reduced had he been an employed contributor

and a member of an approved society who entered into

insurance at the like age or who is in arrears to the like

extent, so however that the rate of sickness benefit shall in

no case be reduced below five shillings a week

;

(iii) there shall in each year be repaid to the Navy and

Army Insurance Fund, out of moneys provided by Parlia-

ment, a sum equal to two-ninths of the amount expended out

of the fund on such benefits aforesaid, including the expenses

of administration

;

(iv) if a man who is so entitled to benefits payable out of

the Navy and Army Insurance Fund at any time becomes a

member of an approved society for the purposes of this Part

of this Act, he shall cease to be entitled to benefits payable

out of that fund, and there shall be debited to that fund and

credited to such society the transfer value which would have

been so debited and credited if he had been at that time

transferred from one approved society to another approved

society.

(4) In the application of this Part of this Act to a man who is or has

been a seaman, marine, or soldier, and to whom this section applies

—

(i) the date of his entry or enlistment as a seaman, marine, or soldier,

or, if he was serving at the commencement of this Act, the date

of that commencement, sliall, unloHS he was an insured person at

the date of his entry or enlistment, be treated as the date of his

entry into insurance

;

(ii) deductions from pay, with the corrcspondiug contributions made by

the Admiralty and Anny ('ouncil, shall be treated as payments of

contributions at the employed rate for the purpose of reckoning

the number of contributions made in respect of him, arrears, and
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transfer value, and for the purpose of qualifications for becoming

a voluntary contributor ;

(iii) a seaman, marine, or soldier during his term of service shall, if he

has joined an approved society as aforesaid before his entry or

enlistment, be deemed to reside in that part of the United

Kingdom in which he resided immediately before his entry or

enlistment, or, if after his entry or enlistment, in the part of the

United Kingdom in which the registered office or other principal

place of business of the society or branch which he has joined is

situate, and in any other case in England, and all persons entitled

to benefits payable out of the Navy and Army Insurance Fund
shall be deemed to reside in England.

(5) Discharge shall, in the case of a seaman, marine, or soldier who on

the completion of any term of service is transferred to a reserve, include

such transfer.

(6) This section shall not apply to a seaman, marine, or soldier who
entered or enlisted before the age of sixteen until he attains that age, and

on attaining that age shall apply to him as if he had entered or enlisted at

the time when he attained that age.

(7) The foregoing provisions of this section shall, subject to such

adaptations and modifications as may be prescribed, apply to men belonging

to the Naval Reserves when employed on service during war or any

emergency, and to men of the Army Reserve when called out on permanent

service, and to men of the Territorial Force when called out on embodiment,

but, except as aforesaid, shall not apply to any such men.

(8) Where a man of the Naval Reserves, the Army Reserve, or the Terri-

torial Force is being trained and is in receipt of pay out of the moneys
provided by Parliament for Navy or Army services, he shall, for the

purposes of this Part of this Act, be deemed, whilst so training, to be

employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act and to be in the sole

employment of the Crown. Provided that this subsection shall not apply

to a man who was not immediately before the training an insured person,

except in such cases and under such circumstances as may be specified in a

special order made by the Insurance Commissioners.

Notes on Section 46.— This Section makes a special scheme for the

Army and Navy.

The plan of the Section is as follows : The soldier or sailor {Subsec-

tion (1) ) ivill have l^d. a week compulsorily deducted from his pay. To

this his employers, the Army Council or Admiralty, ivill add l^d., making

a weekly contribution of 3d. in respect of each man. The State will con-

tribute two-ninths of the benefits payable, as in the case of civilians.

Within six monllis of the beginning of the Act the soldier or sailor is to \

have the option to join any Approved Society {Subsection [2)), and hisl

contributions will go to that Society in order to accumulate the proper]

reserve necessary to put him on an equal footing with other members when]

he leaves the Service, and to give maternity benefit to his wife while he is in

tJie Service.
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If this option is not exercised, the Sd. contribution mill go to a special

Navy and Army Insurance Fund (Subsection (3) ), on the books of which

the insured person will remain until he obtains his discharge. On leaving

the Service, he can join any Approved Society as though he were 16 years of

age, and his reserve will be paid over to the Society he chooses accordingly.

If, on leaving the Service, he is broken in health (Subsection (3) (h) ), he goes

on the Fund at once for 10s. a week for I'd weeks and 5s. a week thereafter.

Section 47.— (1) The Insurance Commissioners shall from time to time Special

make special orders specifj-ing any classes of employment in which a custom
^^j^^^.^ ^^^

or practice is shown to their satisfaction to prevail according to which the pioyer liable

persons employed receive full remuneration during periods of disease or to pay wages

disablement, or any part thereof, and, where the custom or practice is during sick-

confined to certain localities, the order shall also specify the localities m
which the custom prevails, and, subject to the provisions of this section,

the order may contain such incidental, supplenaental, and consequential

provisions as appear necessary for adapting the other provisions of this Part

of this Act to cases under this section.

(2) It shall be lawful for any employer who employs persons in any class

of employment specified in any such order, within a locality (if the custom

is confined to certain localities) so specified, to give to the Insurance Com-

missioners the prescribed notice, and thereupon the employer shall, as

respects all such persons, be subject to the liabilities, and this Part of this

Act shall apply in respect of all such persons, subject to the modifications,

herein-after mentioned.

(3) The employer shall be liable to pay full remuneration to every such

person during any period or periods not exceeding six weeks in the aggregate

in any one year during which such person may be suffering from any disease

or disablement commencing while such person is in his employment, not-

withstanding that such person may have left his employment before the

expiration of that time

:

Provided that, if any such person is engaged for a term of not less than

six months certain, the employer shall be liable to pay full remuneration

during any period of disease or disablement lasting less than six weeks, and

for the first six weeks of any period of disease or disablement lasting more

than six weeks, notwithstanding that the aggregate exceeds six weeks, but,

where any such period extends beyond the term of the engagement, the

employer shall not be liable to niake any payment in respect of any part

thereof after the expiration of such term.

(4) This Part of this Act shall ai)i)ly in respect of persons so employed

as aforesaid, subject to the following modifications :

—

(a) Sickness benefit shall not bo payable in respect of any period during

which full rcnmneration is payable by the employer under this

section, but, for the purpose of circulating the rate and duration

thereof, shall be deemed to have been paid for six weeks before

the date as from which it becomes actually payal)lc :

(b) The employed rate shall ho reduced by two pence (or, where the

employed contributor is u woman, one penny halfpenny) :
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(r) The weekly contributions payable by the employer shall be reduced

by one penny (or, where the employed contributor is a woman,

one halfpenny), and the weekly contributions payable by the

emplo3'ed contributor shall be reduced by one penny :

((I) There shall be credited to the approved society of which any such

person is a member, or, if he is a deposit contributor, to his

account in the Post Oifice fund, the difiference between the

amount of contributions at such reduced rate actually paid in

respect of him and the amount which would have been paid if

those contributions had been at the full rate, and the amount
of that difference shall be treated as having been expended on

sickness benefit, and the proper proportion thereof shall

accordingly be paid out of moneys provided by Parliament

:

(e) Contributions shall not be payable in respect of any period

of disease or disablement during which full remuneration is

payable under this section if the prescribed notice has been

given

:

(J) The rules of an approved society or Insurance Committee as to

notices and proof of disease and disablement may extend to

periods of disease and disablement during which full remuneration

is payable imder this section.

(5) Where a person on ceasing to be so employed becomes temporarily

unemployed, paragraphs (b) and (d) of the last foregoing subsection shall

continue to apply in respect of him, and sickness benefit shall not be

payable in respect of the first six weeks of any period of disease or dis-

ablement commencing after he ceased to be so employed, but, for the

purpose of calculating the rate and duration thereof, shall be deemed to

have been paid during those six weeks, and notwithstanding anything in

this Part of this Act a disease or disablement shall not, for the purposes of

sickness benefit, be treated as a continuation of a previous disease or

disablement unless the medical practitioner attending such person certifies

that it in fact is so.

(6) Where such a person as aforesaid ceases to be employed within the

meaning of this Part of this Act, and is entitled to become a voluntary

contributor paying contributions at the employed rate, paragraphs (b)

and (d) of subsection (4) shall, if he becomes a voluntary contributor,

continue to apply in respect of him, and sickness benefit shall not be

payable in respect of the first six weeks of any period of disease or disable-

ment commencing after he became a voluntary contributor, but, for the

purpose of calculating the rate and duration thereof, shall be deemed to

have been paid during those six weeks, and, notwithstanding anything

in this Part of this Act, a disease or disablement shall not, for the purposes

of sickness benefit, be treated as a continuation of a previous disease or

disablement unless the medical practitioner attending such person certifies

that it in fact is so

:

Provided that, if any such person at any time wishes to become an
ordinary voluntary contributor, he may beconae such after the payment of

twenty-six weekly contributions at the full rate, or, if the society of which
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he is a member consents, after the payment of such less nmnber of such
contributions as the society may appoint.

(7) Where any employers wish to avail themselves of the provisions of

this section as respects the persons employed by them in a class of employ-
ment, or in a locality, in which no such custom or practice as aforesaid

exists, they may apply to the Insurance Commissioners, and the Com-
missioners, if, after ascertaining the views of the persons so employed, they
think fit, may make a special order extending the provisions of this section

as respects the applicants to the class of employment or locality mentioned
in the application as if it were a class of employment or locality in which
such a custom or practice as aforesaid prevailed.

(8) Any question as to whether an employer is entitled to avail himself

of the provisions of this section as respects any persons employed by him
shall be determined by the Insurance Committee, subject to appeal to the

Insurance Commissioners.

(9) The payment of contributions purporting to be at the reduced rate

authorized by this section as respects an}' persons employed by an employer
in any class of employment, shall be conclusive evidence that he is, as

respects those persons and all other persons employed by him in the same
class of employment in the same locality, under the liability imposed by
this section.

(10) An employer who has given such notice as aforesaid may, by giving

three months' previous notice to the Insurance Committee, withdraw his

notice as from the commencement of the next calendar year, and in such

case, as from that date, this section shall cease to apply in respect of the

persons employed by him in the class of employment to which the notice of

withdrawal relates.

(llj None of the provisions of this section shall apply as respects any
person employed at a rate of remuneration which is less than ten shillings

a week.

(12) Nothing in this section shall relieve any employer from any legal

liability to pay wages during sickness to any person employed by him in

accordance with any established custom.

Notes on Section 47.— This Section provides that the Insurance Com-
missioners may, from time to time {by Special Orders, Section 113), specify

employments in which there is a custom of maintai7iing or jioyiny workers
in sickness, brinrjiny such employments within the scope of the following
provisions

:

Tho employer in such trades may elect to assume liability to 2'ay his

employees full 2^ay during the first six weeks of their sickness {Subsection

(8)). // he makes such election, reduced contributions are accepted in

respect of Ms workers ; if he refuses to accejH such definite liability, then

tlie ordina/ry contributions are j^ayablr. If the liability is accepted, the

contributions of employer and cmpluycd {Subsection (4) {b) (c) ) arc reduced
by, in the case of a male worker, one penny for the emi)loyer and one penny
for the man, and in the case of a female worker, one lialfjienny for the

employer arid one penny for the woman.
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Thi^ modifying Stciion in no way luomens the position of the domestic

servant, clerk, sfmp assistant, agricultural labourer, or other worker who

comes under it. All the benefits of Section 8 remain intact, save that the

employer's maintenance by full wages for six weeks takes the place of the

first six tveeks' money benefit.

Special pro-

visions as to

the mercan-
tile marine.

57 & 58 Vict,

c. CO.

Section 48.—In the application of this Part of this Act to masters,

seamen, and apprentices to the sea service and the sea fishing service, the

following provisions shall have effect :

—

(1) Neither sickness benefit nor disablement benefit shall be paid to a

master, seaman, or apprentice suffering from any disease or dis-

ablement in respect of any period during which the owner of

the ship is under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, as amended

by any subsequent enactment, or otherwise, liable to defray the

expense of the necessary surgical and medical advice and attend-

ance and medicine, and of his maintenance, but, for the purpose

of calculating the rate and duration of sickness benefit, such

benefit shall be deemed to have been paid from the commence-

ment of the disease or disablement until the determination of

such liability as aforesaid, and he shall not be entitled to medical

benefit during such period

:

(2) In the case of masters, seamen, and apprentices serving on foreign-

going ships or ships engaged in regular trade on foreign stations,

the employed rate and the employer's contributions shall each be

reduced by one penny per week, and every four weekly contribu-

tions paid in any calendar year by a master, seaman, or apprentice

whilst serving on such a ship shall, for the purposes of deter-

mining the number of contributions to be paid by him in that

year and for the purposes of calculating arrears, be treated as five

such contributions

:

Provided that

—

(a) nothing in this provision shall affect the number of

employer's contributions to be paid in respect of such a

master, seaman, or apprentice, but no employer's contribu-

tions paid in respect of any week in respect of which no

contribution is payable by the master, seaman, or apprentice

shall be taken into account in reckoning the amount of his

arrears ;

(b) there shall be credited to the approved society of

which the master, seaman, or apprentice is a member, or, if

he is a deposit contributor, to his account in the Post Office

fund, a sum equal to two-fifths of the amount of the contri-

butions actually paid in respect of him, and an equal sum
shall be treated as having been expended on sickness benefit,

and the proper proportion thereof shall accordingly be paid

out of moneys provided by Parliament

:
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(3) A master, seaman, or apprentice who is neither domiciled nor has a

place of residence in the United Kingdom shall not be deemed to

be employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act, but the

employer shall be liable to pay the same contributions in respect

of him as would otherwise have been payable by him as

employer's contributions, except in cases where the ship is

engaged in regular trade on foreign stations

:

(4) The Board of Trade shall, as soon as may be after the passing of

this Act, cause a society to be formed, to be called the Seamen's

National Insurance Society, of which any masters, seamen, and

apprentices to the sea service and the sea fishing service who
are employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act shall

be entitled to become members, but nothing in this section shall

prevent any such person joining another approved society instead

of the society so formed :

(5) The affairs of the Seamen's National Insurance Society shall be

managed by a committee constituted in accordance with a

scheme to be prepared by the Board of Trade with the approval

of the Insurance Commissioners, comprising representatives of

the Board of Trade, of shipowners, and of members of the

society in equal proportions, and the society shall, notwith-

standing anything in this Part of this Act, become an approved

society :

(6) All contributions paid by employers in respect of masters, seamen,

or apprentices who are neither domiciled nor have a place of

residence in the United Kingdom, and consequently deemed not

to be employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act,

shall be credited to the Seamen's National Insurance Society.

(7) In addition to medical, sanatorium, sickness, disablement, and

maternity benefits, members of the Seamen's National Insurance

Society shall be entitled to such other benefits as may be provided

under a scheme to be prepared by the committee of management,

with the approval of the Board of Trade and the Insurance

Commissioners, and such other benefits shall include pensions

for masters and seamen with long sea service, and the scheme

may provide for preference being given to masters and seamen

who have served in foreign-going ships or ships engaged in

foreign trade over those who have served in the coasting and

home trade ships, and such preference may be proportionate

to the length of time spent in the first-mentioned service :

Provided that

—

(a) the scheme shall provide for making a proper pro-

portion of the sums credited to the Hcaincii's National

Insurance Society under the last foregoing subsection

applicable towards the payment of pensions or super-

annuation allowances granted by other approved societies

to members with such sea service that, had they been

members of the Seamen's National Insurance Society,

18
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they would have been entitled to pensions under the

scheme'; and

(b) in the case of the transfer of a member of the society

to another approved society, the transfer value payable

in respect of him shall be calculated with reference to

the habilitics of the society for benefits other than such

pensions as aforesaid

:

(8) The rules of the Seamen's National Insurance Society shall provide

for allowing a member who leaves the sea service and is unable to

obtain admission to another approved society on account of the

state of his health to continue a member of the Seamen's National

Insurance Society for the purposes of this Part of this Act, and

the rules of that society may provide that a member of the society

who has fulfilled the conditions entitling him to such pension as

aforesaid shall not be deprived of his right to the pension by

reason only that he has ceased to be a member of the society at

the time when the pension first becomes payable or ceases so to be

at any subsequent time.

(9) Where a master, seaman, or apprentice is at the commencement of

this Act a member of a society which becomes an approved

society he may, if that society and the Seamen's National Insur-

ance Society so agree, continue to be a member of the first-

mentioned society for the purposes of benefits under this Part of

this Act other than pension, and become a member of the last-

mentioned society for the purposes of pension only, and in such

case the balance of the contributions payable in respect of him
(after deducting the sums to be retained by the Insurance Com-

missioners towards discharging their liabilities in respect of reserve

values) shall be divided between the two societies in such propor-

tion as they may agree.

(10) Expressions in this section have the same meaning as in the Mer-

chant Shipping Acts, 1894 to 1907, but the expressions " foreign-

going ships" and " home trade ships " include ships engaged in

the sea fishing service, and the expression " ship engaged in

regular trade on foreign stations " means a ship engaged regularly

in trade between ports outside the British Islands when trading

between such ports, but, for the purjaoses of this provision, a ship

shall not be deemed not to be engaged in such a trade by reason

only that she puts into a port in the United Kingdom for the pur-

pose of survey or repair.

(11) The provisions of this Part of this Act affecting the employed rate

and the rates of contributions of employers and contributors in

Ireland, and depriving insured persons in Ireland of medical

benefit, shall not apply to any such master, seaman, or appren-

tice, unless he has a permanent place of residence in Ireland and

is not a member of the Seamen's National Insurance Society

;

and, in the case of a master, seaman, or apprentice serving on a

foreign-going ship or a ship engaged in foreign trade to whom
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such provisions do apply the amount by which the employed rate

and the employer's contributions are to be reduced shall be one

halfpenny a week.

(12) Members of the Seamen's National Insurance Society shall, for the

purposes of this Part of this Act, be deemed to reside in England,

and the medical benefit and sanatorium benefit of such members

shall be administered by the society instead of by the Insurance

Committee, and the provisions of this Part of this Act relating to

the administration of those benefits shall apply accordingly subject

to such modifications as may be prescribed ; but nothing in this

provision shall prevent the society agreeing with Insurance Com-
mittees for the administration of those benefits by the Committees

in relation to individual members of the society.

Notes on Section 48.— This Section arranges a special scheme for tlie

Mercantile Marine in view of the degree of insurance which the seaman in

the foreign shipping trade already enjoys through the Merchant Shipping

Act. It sets up a separate Seamen's Insurance Fund {Subsection (4) ),

which fund ivill he fed hg reduced contributions from shipowners and

seamen. Only British seamen are to be insured, but in order that foreign

seamen shall not tJierefore obtain a preference in employment, the ship-

owner will have to contribute to the fund for foreign as well as for British

seamen.

The seaman in the foreign trade is to contribute {Subsection {2) ) 4d.

a week, but four contributions are to count as five, while the shipowner's

contribution is to he 2d. a week instead of 3d.

In vieiv of the obligations ivhich already rest upon shipowners under the

Merchant Shipping Act, these contributions will he sufficient, not only to

raise seamen's health insurance to the level enjoyed by landsmen under the

Act, but in addition to provide seamen tuith long-service pensions {Sub-

section (7) ).

A Committee of Management is to he formed {Subsection (5) ) composed

of representatives of the Board of Trade and of masters and men in equal

proportions, and this Committee is empowered to prepare a scheme of

benefits.

What has been stated above as to reduction of contributions refers to

the foreign shipping trade only. In the coasting and home trades the

usual contributions have to be paid, as the legal liahilitg under the Mer-

chant Shipping Act docs not in their case give sufficient relief to make
reductions possible. These ordinary contributors in the coasting and home
trades do not go into the Srainen's National Insurance Society, unless the

^individual seaman clwoaes that Society as his Approved Society.

Section 49.—(1) If any person who ia of the age of sixty-five or Provisions

upwards and under the age of seventy at the commencement of this Act as to persons

ia employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act, the like con- ^^^^ siity-

tributiona shall, until he attains the ago of seventy, be payable by his jnencement
employer in respect of him as in the case of employed contributors, and of Act.
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the provisions of this Part of this Act relating to the payments of con-

tributions and the recovery thereof shall apply accordingly.

(2) For every weekly contribution made by or in respect of such a

person, there shall be contributed out of moneys provided by Parliament

the sum of two pence.

(3) If such a person becomes a member of an approved society for the

purposes of this section all contributions payable in respect of him under

this section (including contributions out of moneys provided by Parliament)

shall be credited to the society, and he shall become entitled to such

benefits as the society may determine, but no reserve value shall be

credited to the society in respect of him and no part of the contributions

payable in respect of him shall be retained by the Insurance Commissioners

towards the discharge of their liabilities in respect of reserve values.

(4j If such a person does not become a member of an approved

society as aforesaid he shall become a deposit contributor, and accordingly

all contributions payable in respect of him (including contributions out of

moneys provided by Parliament) shall be carried to his credit in the Post

OfHce fund, but the benefits to which he becomes entitled shall be such as

may be determined by the Insurance Conmiittee.

(5) No part of the cost of benefits under this section shall be payable

out of moneys provided by Parliament.

Notes on Section 49.— This Section maTces special arrangements for

those employed persons who are aged over 65 hut not over 70.

These persons do not come under the ordinary scheme of benefits, and

the State contributes in resjJect of them in a different tvay (Subsection (2) ).

Instead of contributing towards benefits, the State adds 2d. to each weekly

contribution of Id. by employer and employed {&d. in the case of a

ivoman).

If the persons become members ofApproved Societies, the Societies shall

grant such benefits as the contributions will pay for. Failing membership

of a Society, the persons will be dealt with by the Insurance Committees

on the deposit plan, such benefits being paid as the Committees determine.

Special

provisions a3

to seasonal

trades.

Section 50.—Where it is proved to the satisfaction of the Insurance

Commissioners that a trade or business carried on by any employers is of a

seasonal nature and subject to periodical fluctuation, and that those

employers systematically employ persons throughout the year and work

short time during the season when the trade or business is depressed,

the Insurance Commissioners may make a special order reducing, as

respects such persons, the employed rate and the contributions payable

by the employers and contributors to such extent and for such period in

the year as may be specified in the order, and increasing such rate and

contributions to a corresponding extent and for a corresponding period

during the remainder of the year, and the order may contain such

incidental, supplemental, and consequential provisions as may appear

necessary for adapting the other provisions of this Part of this Act to cases

under this section.
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Section 51.— (1) Where the managers of any institution carried on for Special pro-

charitable or reformatory purposes prove that the persons who are inmates
^!^?^gg*Qf

°

of and supported by the institution receive maintenance and medical attend- charitable

ance when sick, the Insurance Commissioners may grant a certificate of homes, &c.

exemption to those managers, and, where such a certificate of exemption is

granted, an^- such inmates who are employed by the managers of the

institution shall not, in respect of such employment, be deemed to be

employed within the meaning of this Part of this Act

:

Provided that it shall be a condition of such exemption that the

managers shall be liable to pay in respect of any such inmate who, having

been an inmate of the institution for more than six months, leaves the

institution, the following sums :

—

(a) In the case of a person who was at the time of entering the institu-

tion below the age of sixteen, such capital sum as will be sufficient

to secure him benefits under this Part of this Act at the full rate
;

(b) In the case of a person who was at the time of entering the institu-

tion of the age of sixteen or upwards, and who was at that time an

insured person and a member of an approved society, a sum equal

to the value, calculated in the prescribed manner, of the contribu-

tions which, apart from this section, would have been paj'able in

respect of him during the time he was in the institution.

(2) Every such inmate as aforesaid shall, if he was an insured person

before entering the institution, be suspended from benefits whilst

he is such an inmate, and, if he was at such a time a member of

an approved society and has been an inmate of the institution for

a period exceeding six months, the time during which he is in the

institution shall be disregarded for the purpose of reckoning

arrears.

Special pro-

vision aa to

pertons
hecoming
certificated

teachers.

61 & 62 Vict,

c. 57.

Section 52.—Where a person who has been employed to teach in a

public elementary school ceases to be employed within the meaning of this

Part of this Act by reason of becoming a teacher to whom the Elementary

School Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1898, applies and does not become

a voluntary contributor, there shall be paid to the Board of Education by

the approved society of which he is a nicmbor or, if he is not a member of

an approved society, out of the amount standing to his credit in the Post

Office fund, a sum equal to the value calculated in the prescribed manner of

the contributions paid by or in respect of him under this Part of this Act

since hr; first began to teach in a public elementary school, or, if tlic amount

standing to his credit is less than that sum, then the wliolc amount so

standing to his credit ; and the sum so paid to the Board of Education

shall be placed by them to his credit in the Deferred Annuity fund in

swcordancc witli the rules for the time being applicable thereto.

Section 53.—(1) This Part of this Act shall apply to persona employed Application

by or under the Crown, other than those with respect to whom special pro- *°Jl*. ".J?^'*^ '#11 BOliS in XIi6

vision is made by this Part of this Act, m like manner as if the employer Bcrvice of

were a private person : the Crown.
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National
Health Insu-

rance Fund.

Proviiled that, in the case of a person employed in the private service of

the Crown, the head of the department of the Royal Household in which he

is employed shall be deemed to be his emploj-er.

(2) The provisions of this Act relating to reduced insurance in cases

where the employer is liable to pay wages during sickness shall extend in

respect of persons employed by or under the Crown to cases where two-

thirds only of the full renmneration are payable during periods, or parts of

periods, of disease or disablement, if such remuneration is so payable for

not less than three months in any year, and those provisions shall apply

accordingly as if two-thirds of the full remuneration were substituted for the

full remuneration and as if three months were substituted for six weeks

as the maximum amount of time during any year such remuneration is

payable.

FINANCIAL PROVISIONS.

Section 54.— (l) All sums received in respect of contributions under

this Part of this Act and all sums paid out of moneys provided by Parliament

under this Part of this Act in respect of the benefits thereunder and the

expenses of administration of such benefits shall be paid into a fund, to be

called the National Health Insurance Fund, under the control and manage-

ment of the Insurance Commissioners, and the sums required to meet

expenditure properly incurred by approved societies and insurance com-

mittees for the purposes of the benefits administered by them and the

administration of stich benefits shall be paid out of that fund.

(2) The sums payable to the said fund out of moneys provided by Parlia-

ment shall be paid in such manner and at such times as the Treasury may
determine.

(3) The Insurance Commissioners shall ascertain periodically what sums

standing in the National Health Insurance Fund to the credit of the several

societies and of the Post Office fund and of the Navy and Army Insurance

Fund are available for investment, and the amount so ascertained shall, so

far as not required under the provisions of this Part of this Act to be paid

over to societies for investment, or to be retained for investment on their

behalf, or for the discharge of habilities of societies, be carried to a separate

account, called the Investment Account, and shall be paid over to the

National Debt Commissioners and by them invested in accordance with

regulations made by the Treasury in any securities which are for the time

being authorized by Parliament as investments for Savings Banks funds, but

those Commissioners shall, in making the investment, give preference to

stock or bonds issued under the provisions of the Acts relating to borrowing

for raising capital for the purposes of the local loans fund where the

purposes for which such capital is required is the making of advances for the

purposes of the Housing of the Working Classes Acts, 1890 to 1909

:

Provided that nothing in this provision shall prevent the Insurance Com-

missioners paying over to the National Debt Commissioners for temporary

investment, pending the ascertainment of the amount available for invest-

ment as aforesaid, any sums in the National Health Insurance Fund not

required to meet current liabilities.
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(4) There shall be credited to the Post Office fund and to the Navy and

Army Insurance Fund interest at the prescribed rate per annum on the

sums from time to time standing to the credit of those funds in the Invest-

ment Account.

(5) The accounts of the National Health Insurance Fund shall be

audited by the Comptroller and Auditor-General in such manner as the

Treasury may direct.

(6) The National Debt Commissioners shall present to Parliament

annually an account of the securities in which moneys forming part of the

said fund are for the time being invested.

Notes on Section 54.—-4s the contributions pass to the Post Office

through the purchase of the necessary stamps by employers, the Post

Office will hand over the insurance moneys it thus collects to the various

Boards of Insurance Commissioners. These moneys, together with the

Exchequer grants, will form the National Health Insurance Funds.

This Section provides that the Insurance Commissioners may hand

over any part of the fund {except the part which the Societies have the

right to invest themselves, viz., their own members' contributions) to the

National Debt Commissioners for investment in proper securities. The

Commissioners, in making such investments, are to give preference to loans

raisedfor thepurpose of Housing {Subsection (3)).

Section 55.— (1) The Insurance Commissioners shall cause tables to be Reserve

prepared showing, in cases in which such provision is necessary, the capital values,

sums (in this Part of this Act referred to as " reserve values ") which it

is necessary to provide in respect of members entering into insurance at

ages over the age of sixteen to meet the estimated loss (if any) arising

through the acceptance by an approved society of such persons as members
upon the terms and conditions as regards contributions and benefits pre-

scribed by this part of this Act.

(2) On a person of the age of seventeen or upwards joining an approved

society for the purposes of this Part of this Act, there shall be credited to the

society the reserve value (if any) appropriate to such person in accordance

with such tables.

The sums so credited to a society in respect of reserve values shall carry

interest at the rate of three per centum per annum.

(3j Out of each weekly contribution paid by or in respect of an insured

person who is a member of an approved society (other tliaii a vohintary con-

tributor who entered into insurance within six months after the commence-

ment of this Act and at the date of that entry was of the age of forty-

five years or upwards) there shall be retained by the Insurance Com-
missioners the sum of one penny and five-ninths (or in the case of women
one penny halfpenny), and the amounts so retained shall, together with any

other moneys available for the purpose, be applied in iiiariiior provided

by this Part of this Act towards discharging the liabilities of the In-

surance Coiumissioncrs to approved societies in respect of the reserve

values created by this section.
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(4) The Insuranco Coiumiaaioners shall periodically apportion amongst

the several societies, including the Navy and Army Insurance Fund, the sums
retained by them, and the sums (if any) otherwise available for the discharge

of such liabilities as aforesaid, in proportion to the amount of reserve values

for the time being credited to the several societies, and shall credit to each

society the amount so apportioned, and any balance of the sum so credited

to a society, after providing for interest on the reserve values for the time

being credited to the society, shall be written off the amount of the reserve

values so credited.

(5) If any person is convicted of the offence of knowingly making any

false statement as to his age in any declaration made for the purpose of

obtaining a reserve value to be credited to an approved society in respect of

him, the x'eserve value shall be cancelled, and the member of the society in

respect of whom it was credited shall be treated as if he had entered into

insurance after the expiration of one year from the commencement of

this Act.

Notes on Section 55.— Tliis important Section deals with the equali-

zation of the age factor at the beginning of the AcVs ojjerations.

The Act when it comes into force on July 15, 1912, will find the persona

insured under it at all ages between 16 and 65. This Section makes them
all of one insurance age—16 years—by crediting all persons over 16 ivith

such reserves as they ivould have accumulated if theij had been contributing

since the age of 16 {Subsection (1) ).

When the insured person joins a Society, he will taJce this appropriate

reserve loith him {Subsection (2) ), so that Approved Societies may be quite

indifferent as to the age of neio members.

The paper debt created by crediting these reserves is to be liquidated

{Subsection (3) ) by a small deduction from each weehly contribution.

From a man's contribution of Id., l^d.

„ woman's „ „ 6(i., \hd.

Thus each contributor, of whatever age, pays equally that all may enjoy

a level start in 1912.

It is estimated that the entire burden of the age factor will be liquidated

in about 18 years. Larger benefits will then be payable, since the benefit

fu/nd will automatically increase {Section 8 (9) ).

Transactions
between tlie

Insurance
Commis-
sioners and
societies.

Section 56.— (1) The Insurance Commissioners shall, subject to the

approval of the Treasury, make regulations with respect to crediting and

debiting to the several societies sums received and paid by the Insurance

Commissioners on behalf of and to societies and as to the payments to be

made by and to the Commissioners to and by societies, and those regulations

shall, amongst other things,

—

(a) provide for crediting to each society the contributions paid by or in

respect of the members of the society after deducting the amounts

retained thereout for discharging the liabilities of the Insurance

Commissioners in respect of reserve values

;
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(6) requii'e the Insurance Commissioners, on carrying any sum to the

credit of an approved society in the investment account, to pay

over to the society for investment, or at the request of the society,

to retain for investment on behalf of the society, four-sevenths, or,

so far as the sums are attributable to women, one-half, of the

amount so credited to the society
;

(c) provide for crediting to each societj' interest at the prescribed rate

per annum on the sums for the time being standing to the credit

of the society in the investment account

;

(d) provide for the discharge of debit balances in such manner as the

Insurance Commissioners determine, either by the reduction of

the reserve values credited to the society or out of the proceeds

of the realization of securities held by the society or by the

Commissioners on behalf of the society, and out of the sums
standing to the credit of the society in the investment account,

proportionately :

Provided that, in the case of any society which gives notice to that

effect to the Insurance Commissioners, no part of the sums carried to the

credit of the society in the investment account shall be paid over to the

society or retained by the Commissioners for investment on its behalf, but

the whole amount shall remain to the credit of the society in the invest-

ment account, and in such case the regulations made under the foregoing

provisions shall apply to the society subject to the prescribed modifications,

(2) Every approved society shall invest any sums paid to the society

for investment, and shall for the purpose have power to invest in any
securities in which trustees are for the time being by law empowered to

invest trust funds, or in any stocks, mortgages, or other securities issued by
any local authority within the meaning of the Local Loans Act, 1875, and 38 & 39 Vict,

charged on any rates levied by or on the order or precept of such authority, ^- *'•

or in any other securities for the time being approved by the Insurance

Commissioners.

(3) Where, at the request of a society, the Insurance Commissioners

instead of paying over any sum to the society retain such sum for invest-

ment on behalf of the society, they shall invest such sum in accordance

with the directions of the society in any securities in which the society

might have invested it had it been paid over to the society, and shall from
time to time vary such investments in accordance with the like directions,

and shall pay over to the society all sums received by way of interest or

dividend on the investments held by tliem on behalf of the society.

(4) Every approved society shall apply the sums received bj- way of

interest or dividend on investments held by the society or by the Insurance

Commissioners on behalf of the society towards the cost of the benefits

under this Part of this Act of the members of the society and the cost of

the administration of those benefits, or otherwise, as the Insurance Com-
missioners may prescribe.

Note on Section 56.—Dij Subsection (1) {b) of this Section, the

Approved Societies may invest the contributions {the fourpcnces and three-
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jmices, that is) of their oion members. It is earnestly to be hoped, how-

ever, that Approved Societies will have the sense to leave such moneys in

the hands of the Commissioners for investment.

Constitution
of Insurance
Commis-
sioners,

appointment
of inspectors,

&c.

69 & 60 Vict.

c. 25.

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS : ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

Section 57.—(1) As soon as may be after the passing of this Act

there shall be constituted for the purposes of this Part of this Act Com-
missioners (to be called the Insurance Commissioners), with a central office

in London, and with such branch offices as the Treasury may think fit, and

the Commissioners shall be appointed by the Treasury, and of the Com-
missioners so appointed one at least shall be a duly qualified medical

practitioner who has had personal experience of general practice.

(2) The Insurance Commissioners maj' sue and be sued, and may for all

purposes be described by that name, and shall have an official seal whicli

shall be officially and judicially noticed, and such seal shall be authenticated

by any Commissioner or the secretary to the Commissioners, or some
person authorized by the Commissioners to act on behalf of the secretary.

(3) The Insurance Commissioners may appoint such officers, inspectors,

referees, and servants, for the purposes of this Part of this Act as the Com-
missioners, subject to the approval of the Treasury as to number, may
determine, and there shall be paid out of moneys provided by Parliament

to the Commissioners and to such officers, inspectors, referees, and servants,

such salaries or remuneration as the Treasury may determine ; and any

expenses incurred by the Treasury (including the remuneration of valuers

and auditors appointed by the Treasury) or the Commissioners in carrying

this Part of this Act into effect, to such extent as the Treasury may
sanction, shall be defrayed out of moneys provided by Parliament.

(4) Every document purporting to be an order or other instrument

issued by the Insurance Commissioners and to be sealed with the seal of

the Commissioners authenticated in manner provided by this section, or to

be signed by the secretary to the Commissioners or any person authorized

by the Commissioners to act on behalf of the secretary, shall be received in

evidence and be deemed to be such order or instrument without further

proof, unless the contrary is shown.

(5) The Insurance Commissioners may empower any inspector appointed

by them to exercise in respect of any approved society or any branch of

an approved society all or any of the powers given by section seventy-six

of the Friendly Societies Act, 1896, to an inspector appointed thereunder :

Provided that any complaint or report as to any such branch as afore-

said made by an inspector under this subsection shall be communicated to

the central body or other central authority of the society.

Note on Section 57.—Observe that by Sections 80, 81, and 82, separate

Boards of Insurance Commissioners are set up for Scotland, Ireland, and

Wales respectively.
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Section 58.—The Insurance Commissioners shall, as soon as may be Appoint-

after the passing of this Act, appoint an Advisory Committee for the
^^^g^jy

purpose of giving the Insurance Commissioners advice and assistance in committee,

connection with the making and altering of regulations under this Part of

this Act, consisting of representatives of associations of employers and

approved societies, of duly qualified medical practitioners who have personal

experience of general practice, and of such other persons as the Com-

missioners may appoint, of whom two at least shall be women.

INSURANCE COMMITTEES.

Section 59.—(l) An Insurance Committee shall be constituted for Appoint-

every county and county borough.
liturance

(2) Every such committee shall consist of such number of members as
Cjjjjunittees.

the Insurance Commissioners, having regard to the circumstances of each

case, determine, but in no case less than 40 or more than 80, of whom

—

(a) three-fifths shall be appointed in such manner as may be prescribed

by regulations of the Insurance Commissioners so as to secure

representation of the insured persons resident in the county or

county borough who are members of approved societies, and who

are deposit contributors, in proportion, as nearly as may be, to

their respective numbers

;

(6) one-fifth shall be appointed by the council of the county or county

borough ;

(c) two members shall be elected in manner provided by regulations

made by the Insurance Commissioners, either by any association

of duly qualified medical practitioners resident in the county or

county borough which may have been formed for that purpose

under such regulations, or, if no such association has been formed,

by Buch practitioners

;

(d) one member or, if the total number of the committee is sixty or

upwards, two members, or, if the total number of the committee

is eighty, three members, shall be duly qualified medical

practitioners appointed by the council of the county or county

borough
;

(e) the remaining members shall be appointed by the Insurance Com-
missioners :

Provided that

—

(i) The regulations with respect to the appointment of mem-
bers to rf!i)r(;Hent insured persons shall provide for con-

ferring on the approved societies which have members
resident in the county or county borough the power of

appointing the rcprcKcntatives of such incniberH, and, where

an association of the deposit contributors resident in the

county or county borough has been formed under such regu-

lations as aforcKaid, for conferring on sucli association the

power of ai)pointing the representatives of tlie deposit con-

tributors.
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(ii) Of the mcnibors appointed by tlio council of the county

or county borouj^h two at least shall be women, and of the

members appointed by the Insurance Commissioners one at

least shall be a duly qualified medical practitioner and two

at least shall be women.

i:^) The Insurance Commissioners may, where any part of the cost of

medical benefit or sanatorium benefit is defrayed by the council of the

county or county borough, increase the representation of the council and

make a corresponding diminution in the representation of the insured

persons.

(4) The Insurance Commissioners may make regulations as to the

appointment, quorum, term of office, and rotation of members and pro-

ceedings generally (including the appointment of sub-conunittees consisting

wholly or partly of members of the committee) of the committee, and the

employment of officers and the provision of offices by the committee,

including the use by the committee, with or without payment, of any offices

of a local authority, but subject to the consent of such authority, and any

such regulations may provide for the constitution of district insurance

committees, and for apportioning amongst the several district insurance

committees any of the powers and duties of the Insurance Committee and

regulating the relations of district insurance committees to the Insurance

Committee and to one another :

Provided that the regulations so made shall require the Insurance

Committee of every county (except in cases where, owing to special cir-

cumstances, the Commissioners consider it unnecessary) within six months
after the commencement of this Act to prepare after consultation with the

county council and submit for approval to the Commissioners a scheme for

the appointment of district insurance committees for the county and

prescribing the area to be assigned to each such committee, and in par-

ticular the scheme shall provide for the appointment of a district insurance

coraniittee for each borough (including the City of London and a metro-

politan borough) within the county having a population of not less than ten

thousand, and for each urban district within the county with a population

of not less than twenty thousand, but, if the Insurance Committee or, on

appeal, the Insurance Commissioners consider it expedient in the case of

any such borough (outside London) or urban district, any adjoining areas

may be grouped with such borough or urban district for the purpose of the

appointment of a district insurance committee.

(5) Any Insurance Committee may, and shall if so required by the

Insurance Commissioners, combine with any one or more other Insurance

Committees for all or any of the purposes of this Part of this Act, and,

where they so combine, the provisions of this Part of this Act shall apply

with such necessary adaptations as may be prescribed.

Notes on Section 59.^This Section makes a far-reaching provision in

setting up for each County and County Borough what is termed an "Insur-

ance Co7nm,ittee," which is charged generally tvith the oversight of the

health of insured persons in its area.
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These Insurance Committees are supjilemenfal to existing Local

Health Authorities, but they will not diminish the functions of Local

Autlwrities.

By Subsection (2) it will be seen that insured persons have a majority

representative on the Committees. Thus the Societies which are so much
interested in ynaintaining health are given power to make their interest

felt.

The Insurance Cornmittees (Subsection (4) ) in consultation with the Local
Authority, are to divide their areas into suitable districts and appoint a
" District Committee " to each.

Section 60.—(1) The Insurance Committee of a county or count}' Powers and
borough shall, in addition to the other powers and duties conferred and duties of

imposed on it by this Part of this Act, have the following powers and c^mnmtees
duties :

—

(a) It shall make such reports as to the health of insured persons

within the county or county borough as the Insurance Commis-
sioners, after consultation with the Local Government Board,

may prescribe, and shall furnish to them such statistical and
other returns as they may require, and may make to them such

other reports on the health of such persons and the conditions

affecting the same, and may make such suggestions with regard

thereto as it may think fit, and the Insurance Commissioners
shall forward to the councils of the counties, boroughs, and urban

and rural districts, which appear to them to be affected by or

interested in any such reports, returns, or suggestions, copies of

such reports, returns, and suggestions, and the reports and
returns so made shall include such reports and returns as will

enable an analysis and classification to be made of the persons

who are deposit contributors :

{b) It shall make such provision for the giving of lectures and the

publication of information on questions relating to health as it

thinks necessary or desirable, and may, if it thinks fit, for that

purpose make arrangements with local education authorities,

universities, and other institutions :

(c) It shall keep proper books and accounts in the prescribed form and
shall, when re<]uired, submit such accounts to audit by auditors

appointed by the Treasury.

(2) For the purpose of assisting Insurance Committees in the exercise

and performance of their powers and duties under this Part of this Act, and
with a view to promoting co-operation between such conunittees and the

councils of counties, boroughs, and urban and rural districtw, any medical

officer of health may, at the request of an Insurance Committee and with

the consent of the council by whom he is appointed, attend meetings of the

committee and give such advice and assistance as is in his power.

(3) For the purposes of this section, the covmcil of a borough includes

the mayor, aldermen, and commons of the City of London in common
council assembled, and the council of a metropolitan borough.

k
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Notes on Section 60.— TJic power and duties of Insurance Committees

are not otili/ those mentioned, in tJiis Section. The Committees will control

the expenditure upon the Sanatoria scheme {but not the distribution of the

grants for building the Sanatoria, wJiich is a function of the Local Gov-

ernment Board) and will administer the medical benefits {Sections 15 it 16).

The Insurance Committees also administer all benefits for the Deposit

Contributors [Section 42).

They tvill be able to ask for a j)ublic inquiry in cases of excessive local

sickness {Sectio7i 63) due to neglect of the Public Health or Housing Acts,

and if a case is proved against the Local AutJiority, that Authority will

have to reimburse the Insurance Committees concerned for any extra cost

which they have incurred through the excessive sickness.

Income. Section 61.—(1) All sums available for sanatorium benefit in a county,

or county borough, and all sums payable in respect of the members of

approved societies and deposit contributors resident in the county or

county borough for the purposes of medical benefit and administrative

expenses in any j'ear, shall be paid or credited to the Insurance Committee

at the commencement of that year.

(2) There shall also be paid to the Insurance Committee in every year

by each Approved Society having members who are insured persons

resident in the county or county borough, in respect of each such member,

the sum of one penny towards the administrative expenses of the

committee :

Provided that, if the special cii'cumstancos of any county are such that

the Insurance Commissioners consider that the travelling expenses of the

members of the committee should be repaid to them by the committee, the

Insurance Commissioners may authorize such repayment, and in such

case may increase the said sum of one penny to such sum, not exceeding

twopence, as they may determine.

(3) It shall be lawful for any local authority, out of any fund or rate out

of which the expenses of the authority are payable, to subscribe such sums

as it may think fit towards the general purposes of the Insurance

Committee.

Notes on Section 61.— Tins Section should be read with Section 15,

Section 17, and Section 42, which refer to Medical Benefit and Sanatorium

Benefit and the Deposit Contributors respectively, and which authorize the

Insurance Committees to request the Treasury and Local Authority to

defray any additional expenditure they incur in resp>ect of medical

expenses over and above what is provided by the Approved Societies.

Subsection (3) authorizes the Local Authority to subscribe to the funds

of the Insurance Committee.

Local
medical
committees.

Section 62.—Where a local medical committee has been formed for

any county or county borough or for any area for which a district

committee has been formed and the Insurance Commissioners are satisfied
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that such committee is representative of the duly qualified medical

practitioners resident in the county or county borough or such area as

aforesaid, they shall recognize such committee, and, where a local medical

committee has been so recognized, it shall, subject to regulations made by

the Insurance Commissioners, be consulted by the Insurance Committee

or district committee, as the case may be, on all general questions

affecting the administration of medical benefit, including the arrangements

made with medical practitioners giving attendance and treatment to insured

persons, and shall perform such other duties, and shall exercise such

powers, as may be determined by the Insurance Commissioners.

EXCESSIVE SICKNESS.

Section 63.—(1) Where it is alleged by the Insurance Commissioners Inquiries

or by any approved society or Insurance Committee that the sickness ^^*° causes
of 8XC6SS1V6

which has taken place among any insured persons, being, in the case gicimess &c.

where the allegation is made by a society or committee, persons for the

administration of whose sickness and disablement benefits the society or

committee is responsible, is excessive, and that such excess is due to the

conditions or nature of emploj'ment of such persons, or to bad housing or

insanitary conditions in any locality, or to an insufiicient or contaminated

water supply, or to the neglect on the part of any person or authority to

observe or enforce the provisions of any Act relating to the health of

workers in factories, workshops, mines, quarries, or other industries, or

relating to public health, or the housing of the working classes, or any

regulations made under any such Act, or to observe or enforce any public

health precautions, the Commissioners or the society or committee making

such allegation may send to the person or authority alleged to be in

default a claim for the payment of the amount of any extra expenditure

alleged to have been incurred by reason of such cause as aforesaid, and,

if the Commissioners, society, or committee and such person or authority

fail to arrive at any agreement on the subject, may apply to the Secretary

of State or the Local Government Board, as the case may require, for

an inquiry, and thereupon the Secretary of State or Local Government

Board may appoint a competent person to hold an inquiry.

(2) If, upon such inquiry being held, it is proved to the satisfaction of

the person holding the inquiry that the amount of such sickness has

—

(i) during a period of not less than three years before the date of the

inquiry ; or

(ii) if there has been an outbreak of any epidemic, endemic or infectious

disease, during any less period

;

been in excess of the average expectation of sickness by more than ten per

cent., and that such excess was in whole or in part duo to any such cause

as aforesaid, the amount of any extra expenditure found by the person

holding the inquiry to have been incurred under this Part of this Act by

any societies or committees where the allegation is made by the Insurance

Commissioners, or, if the allegation is made by a society or committee, by
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the society or coiumittce in question, by reason of such cause shall be

ordered by him to be made good in accordance with the following

provisions :

—

(a) \Vh9re the excess or such part thereof as aforesaid is due to the

conditions or nature of the employment or to any neglect on the

part of any employer to observe or enforce any such Act or

regulation as aforesaid, it shall be made good by the employer :

(h) Where such excess or such part thereof as aforesaid is due to bad

housing or insanitary conditions in the locality, or to any neglect

on the part of any local authority to observe or enforce any such

Act or regulation or such precautions as aforesaid, it shall be

made good by such local authority as appears to the person

holding the inquiry to have been in default, or, if due to the

insanitary condition of any particular premises, shall be made
good either by such authority or by the owner, lessee, or occupier

of the premises who is proved to the satisfaction of the person

holding the inquiry to be responsible :

(c) Where the excess or such part thereof as aforesaid is due to an

insufficient or contaminated water supply, it shall be made good

by the local authority, company, or person by whom the water is

supplied, or who having imposed upon them the duty of affording

a water supply have refused or neglected to do so, unless the

local authority, company, or person prove that such insufficiency

or contamination was not due to any default on the part of the

authority, company, or person, but arose from circumstances over

which they had no control.

(3) Where any such inquiry as aforesaid is held in respect of bad

housing or insanitary conditions in any locality, it shall be lawful for the

local authority to serve notice upon the owner, lessee, or occupier of any

premises which are the subject-matter of the inquiry, and, where it is

proved that such a notice has been served and that any such extra expense

as aforesaid, or any part thereof, has been caused by the act or default of

such owner, lessee or occupier, the person holding the inquiry may order

the owner, lessee or occupier to repay to the local authority the amount of

the extra expenditure or part thereof which has been so caused.

(4) For the purpose of this section, the average expectation of sickness

shall be calculated in accordance with the tables prepared by the Insurance

Commissioners for the purpose of valuations under this Part of this Act,

but any excessive sickness attributable to any disease or disablement which

is due to any disease or injury in respect of which damages or compensation

are payable under the Employers' Liability Act, 1880, or the Workmen's

Compensation Act, 1906, or at common law, shall not be taken into

account.

(5) The Insurance Commissioners shall make regulations as to the

procedure on inquiries under this section, and a person holding an inquiry

under this section shall have all such powers as an inspector of the Local

Government IJoard has for the purposes of an inquiry under the Public Health

Acts, and shall have power to order how and by what parties costs, includ-
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ing such expenses as the Secretary of State or Local Government Board

may certify to have been incurred by them, are to be paid, and an order

made by such person under this section may, by leave of the High Court,

be enforced in the same manner as a judgment or order of the Court to the

same effect

:

Provided that a society or committee shall not be ordered to pay the

costs of the other party to the inquiry if the person holding the inquiry

certifies that the demand for an inquiry was reasonable under the circum-

stances, and, when he so certifies, the Treasury may repay to the society or

committee the whole or any part of the costs incurred by it.

(6) Without prejudice to any other method of recovery, any sum ordered

under this section to be paid by a local authority may, in accordance with

the regulations of the Local Government Board with the approval of the

Treasury, be paid out of the Local Taxation Account and deducted from

any sums payable either directly or indirectly out of that account to the

local authority.

(7) For the purposes of this section, any expenditure on any benefit

administered by an Insurance Committee shall be deemed to be expen-

diture of that Committee, but any sums paid to any such Committee under

this section to meet extra expenditure on sickness benefit or disablement

benefit shall be dealt with for the benefit of deposit contributors in accord-

ance with regulations made by the Insurance Commissioners.

(8) Where under this section any sum is paid to the Insurance Com-

missioners, the Insurance Commissioners shall apply the same in discharge

of any expenses incurred by the Commissioners under this section and

shall distribute the balance amongst the societies and committees which

appear to the Commissioners to have incurred extra expense on account of

the excessive sickness in such proportions as the Commissioners think just.

(9) Where an association of deposit contributors resident in any county

or county borougli has been formed under regulations made by the Insurance

Commissioners, the Insurance Committee for the county or county borough

shall, if 80 required by the association, take proceedings under this section

on behalf and at the expense of the association.

Notes on Section 63.— This ''Excessive Sickness" Section is an ex-

ceedingly interesting experiment. It gives important and far-reaching

powers to the Insurance Commissioners, the Insurance Committees, and

to Approved Societies to recover undue costs entailed upon them by
*' excessive sickness " due to neglect.

Observe that by (Subsection (1) ) a very loide meaning attaches to the

words—
^^ person or authorihi alleged to be in default.'"

Such person or authority may be, by the terms of the Subsection—
(1) A private individual in the capacity of

(a) Houseoxvner,

(b) Employer,

(c) Fouler of a water-supply, creator of a nuisance, dtc.

19

b
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(2) A firm or company in the capacity of

(a) JJouscoumcrs,

(b) Empluyeriif

(c) Foulers ofwater-aupply, creators of a nuisance, dtc.

(3) A water authority, either municipal or joint-stock.

(4) A Local Authority, either in respect of bad water-supply, inejffic.it i

sanitation, neglect of Housing Acts, neglect of Public Heahn
Acts, neglect of Factory Act, neglect of Mines Act, <tc.

Subsection (1) thus states the causes affecting insured persons in respect

of which the Insurance Commissioners, Insurance Committees, or Approved

Societies may act—
(1) Conditions or nature of employment,

(2) Bad honbing,

(3) Insanitary conditions,

(4) Insufficient or contaminated water-supply,

(5) Neglect of Factory Act,

(6) Neglect of Mines Act,

(7) Neglect of Public Health Acts,

(8) Neglect of Housing Acts,

(9) Neglect of ''public health precautions.'"

^'Excessive Siclcness" is defined in Subsections (2) and (4) to be

excess of 10 per cent, above average expectation as calculated by fhe Ins'

ance Commissioners,

The procedure is—
(1) A claim by the Commissioners, Committee, or Society against

person or authority alleged to be in fault.

(2) If the claim is disjrufed, the Commissioners Committee, or Society

m^ay apply to the ajyj^ropriate Government Department, either the

Home Office or Local Government Board, for an inquiry.

(8) If the official inquirer finds that for 3 years before the inquiry, or,

in the case of an outbreak of epidemic, endemic, or infectious

disease, for a less period, ^^ excessive sickness," as above defined,

has occxirred, the cost of it shall be made good by the responsible

person or authority {Subsection (2) (a) (b) (c) ).

Under Subsection (3) a Local Authority called to account in respect of

bad housing or insanitation may summon the owners ofinsanitaryproperty

before the Commissioners who hold the inquiry, and if the case is proved

against the owners pass on to them the levy made tipon them by the Insur-

ance Committee.

Observe that an Insurance Committee which recovers money in this way
must spend it on Deposit Contributors ; an Approved Society may apply

such money for the good of its members; the Commissioners shall first

defray their costs in the inquiry amd distribute the balance to the Com-

mittees and Societies of the locality concerned {Subsections (7) (8) ).
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SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS.

Section 64.—(1) If under any other Act of the present session any sum ^"^^
is made available for the purposes of the provision of or making grants

^^
in aid to sanatoria and other institutions for the treatment of tuberculosis

or such other diseases as the Local Government Board with the approval of

the Treasury may appoint, such sum shall be distributed by the Local

Government Board with the consent of the Treasury in making grants

for those purposes, and the Treasury before giving their consent shall

consult with the Insurance Commissioners.

Pro\'ided that such sum shall be apportioned between England, Wales,

Scotland, and Ireland in proportion to their respective populations ascer-

tained in accordance with the returns of the census taken in the year

nineteen hundred and eleven.

(2) If any such grant is made to a county council, the Local Government

Board may authorize the county council to provide any such institution, and,

where so authorized, the county council shall have power to erect buildings

and to manage and maintain the institution and for that purpose to enter

into agreements and make arrangements with Insurance Committees

and other authorities and persons, and to do all such things as may be

necessary for the purposes aforesaid, and any expenses of the county council,

so far as not defrayed out of the grant, shall be defrayed out of the county

fund as expenses for general county purposes, or, if the order of the Local

Government Board so directs, as expenses for special county purposes charged

on such part of the county as may be provided by the order.

(3) For the purpose of facilitating co-operation amongst county councils,

county borough councils, and other local authorities (not being Poor Law

authorities) for the provision of such sanatoria and other institutions as

aforesaid, the Local.Government Board may by order make such provisions

as appear to them necessary or expedient, by the constitution of joint com-

mittees, joint boards, or otherwise, for the joint exercise by such councils and

authorities of their powers in relation thereto, and any such order may pro-

vide how, in what proportions, and out of what funds or rates the expenses

of providing such institutions, so far as they are not defrayed out of grants

under this section, are to be defrayed, and may contain such consequential,

incidental, and supplemental provisions as may appear necessary for the

purposes of the order, and an order so made shall be binding and conclusive

in respect of the matters to which it relates.

(4) An Insurance Committee may, with the consent of the Insurance

Commissionera, enter into agreements with any person or authority (other

than a Poor Law authority) that, in consideration of such person or authority

providing treatment in a sanatorium or institution or otherwise for persons

recommended by the Committee for sanatorium benefit, the Connnitteo will

contribute out of the funds available for sanatorium benefit towards the

maintenance of the institvition or provision of such treatment, such annual

or other payment, and subject to such conditions and for such period as may

be agreed, and any such agreement sliall be binding on the Committee and

their successors, and any sums payable by theCommitteethereunder may be
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paid by the Insurance Coniniissioners and deducted from the sums payable

to the Committee for the purposes of sanatorium benefit.

Notes on Section 64.—" If under any other Act " {Subsection (1) ). This

Section tJtus takes cognizance of the Finance Act, 1911, which provided

JQ1,500,000 to assist in building Saiiaturia.

The Local Government Board is to dispense ths jE1,500,000 in consulta-

tion with the Insurance Commissioners.

Power to

Insurance
Commis-
sioners to

make regu-
lations, &c.

Section 65.—The Insurance Commissioners may make regulations for

any of the purposes for which regulations may be made under this Part of

this Act or the schedules therein referred to, and for prescribing anything

which under this Part of this Act or any such schedules is to be prescribed,

and generally for carrying this Part of this Act into effect, and any regula-

tions so made shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament as soon as

may be after they are made, and shall have effect as if enacted in this Act

:

Provided that, if an address is presented to His Majesty by either House
of Parliament within the next subsequent twenty-one days on which that

House has sat next after any such regulation is laid before it, praying that

the regulation may be annulled, His Majesty in Council may annul the regu-

lation, and it shall thenceforth be void, but without prejudice to the validity

of anything previously done thereunder.

Determina-
tion of ques-
tions by
Insurance
Commis-
sioners.

Section 66.— (1) If any question arises

—

(a) as to whether any employment or any class of employment is or

will be employment within the meaning of this Part of this Act or

as to whether a person is entitled to become a voluntary con-

tributor ; or

(6) as to the rate of contributions payable by or in respect of any

insured person ; or

(c) as to the rates of contributions payable in respect of an employed

contributor by the employer and the contributor respectively
;

the question shall be determined by the Insurance Commissioners, in

accordance with regulations made by them for the purpose :

Provided that

—

(i) if any person feels aggrieved by the decision of the Insurance Com-
missioners on any question arising under paragraph (a), he may
appeal therefrom to the county court, with a further right of

appeal upon any question of law to such judge of the High Court

as may be selected for the purpose by the Lord Chancellor, and

the decision of that judge shall be final

;

(11) the regulations of the Insurance Commissioners may provide for

questions under paragraph (6) being determined, in the case of

any person who is or is about to become a member of an approved

society, by the society ;
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(iii) the Insurance Commissioners may, if they think fit, instead of

themselves deciding whether any class of employment is or will

be employment within the meaning of this Part of this Act,

submit the question for decision to the High Court in such

summary manner as subject to rules of court may be directed by

the court, and the court, after hearing such parties and taking

such evidence (if any) as it thinks just, shall decide the question,

and the decision of the court shall be final.

(2) This section shall come into operation on the passing of this Act.

Notes on Section 66.—Questions of the character dealt with in this

Section are bound to arise, and its provisions are therefore of importance.

As to (a) class of employment, Section 1 and Schedule 1 raise many-

interesting points offact and of laiv, owing to the enormous variety of

employments in a complex society. The great mass of the insured will

cause no difficulty ; it is the marginal cases which loill raise doubts.

As to (c), observe that by Schedule 2, Part I., the respective shares of the

contributions paid by employers and employed vary with wages.

The Insurance Commissioners are to determine questions under (a), (b),

and (c), but tliey may by regulations allow questions binder (b) to be deter-

mined by the Apjiroved Societies when they relate to the case of a member

or one seeking membership.

Under (1) aggrieved persons may appeal to the County Court against

the Commissioners' decisions, tvith a further appeal to the High Court.

As to decisions under (a) on questions of nature of emplo^jment (Sec-

tion 1 and Schedule 1) the Commissioners may themselves submit cases for

decision to the High Court.

Section 67.—(l) Subject to the provisions of the foregoing section Disputes,

every dispute between

—

(a) An approved society or a branch thereof and an insured person

who is a member of such society or branch or any person claim-

ing through him ;

(b) An approved society or branch thereof, and any person who has

ceased to be a member for the purposes of this Part of this Act

of such society or branch, or any person claiming through him
;

(c) An approved society and any branch thereof

;

(d) Any two or more branches of an approved society ;

relating to anything done or omitted by such person, society, or branch (as

the case may be) under this Part of this Act or any regulation made there-

under, shall be decided in accordance with the rules of the society, but any

party to such dispute may, in such cases and in such manner as may be

prescribed, appeal from such decision to the Insurance Conimissioners.

(2) Every dispute between an insured person and the Insurance Com-

mittee, relating to anything done or omitted by such person or the

Insurance Committee under this Part of this Act, or any regulation made

hereunder, shall be decided in the prescribed manner by the Insurance

Commissioners.
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. (3) The Insurance Oomniissioners may authorize referees appointed by

tbein to decide any appeal or dispute submitted to the Insurance Com-
missioners under this section.

(4) The Insurance Conmiissioners may make regulations as to the

procedure on any such appeal or dispute, and such regulations may apply

any of the provisions of the Arbitration Act, 1889, but, except so far as it

may be so applied, the Arbitration Act, 1889, shall not apply to proceedings

under this section, and any decision given by the Insurance Commissioners

or a referee under this section shall be tinal and conclusive.

Notes on Section 67.— This Section, while recognizing the autonomy

of an Approved Society, gives its members an aj^peal to the Insurance

Coynmissioners in cases of dispute.

Under Subsection (2) disputes between an Insured Person and the

Insurance Committee are to be decided by the Insurance Commissioners.

DispiUes might conceivably arise as to the administration of Medical and
Sanatorium Benefit in the case of a Society member and as to any of the

benefits in the case of a Deposit Contributor.

Protection

against dis-

tress and
execution
in certain
cases.

Section 68.—(l) Where the medical practitioner attending on any

insured person in receipt of sickness benefit certifies that the levying of any

distress or execution upon any goods or chattels belonging to such insured

person and being on premises occupied by him, or the taking of any

proceedings in ejectment or for the recovery of any rent or to enforce any

judgment in ejectment against such person, would endanger his life, and

such certificate has been sent to the Insurance Committee and has been

recorded in manner hereinafter provided, it shall not be lawful during any

period named in the certificate for any person to levy any such distress or

execution or to take any suoh proceedings or to enforce any such judgment

against the insured person :

Provided that, if any person desirous of levying such distress or

execution or taking such proceedings or enforcing such judgment disputes

the accuracy of the certificate, he may apply to the registrar of the county

court, who, if he is of opinion that the certificate should be cancelled or

modified, may make an order cancelling or modifying it, and no appeal

shall lie against any such order or a refusal to make any such order.

(2) A certificate granted for the purpose of this section shall continue in

force for one week or such less period as may be named in the certificate,

but may be renewed from time to time for any period not exceeding one

week, up to but not beyond the expiration of three months from the date of

the grant of the original certificate, but no such renewal shall have effect

unless sent to the Insurance Committee and recorded as aforesaid

:

Provided that the protection conferred by this section shall not extend

beyond the expiration of one month from such date if, on demand being

made by the person desirous of levying such distress or execution, or taking

such proceedings, or enforcing such judgment, proper security is not given

for payment of rent thereafter to become due from the insured person or

the amount of the judgment debt, as the case may be, and any dispute as
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to the suflaciency of the security shall be determined by the registrar of the

county court, whose decision shall be final and not subject to appeal,

(3) If any person knowingly levies or attempts to levy any such distress

or execution or takes any such proceedings or enforces or attempts to

enforce any such judgment in contravention of this section, he shall be

liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds.

(4) A certificate or renewal thereof granted undet this section shall

forthwith be sent to the Insurance Committee, and the Committee shall,

unless it has reason to suspect its genuineness, record it in a special register

without fee, and such register shall, at all reasonable times, be open to in-

spection ; and, where so recorded, its genuineness shall not be questioned

in any proceedings against a sherifi" or other officer for failure to levy any

distress or execute any warrant.

(5) Where the time within which a warrant may be executed is limited,

any period during which the warrant cannot be executed by reason of the

provisions of this section shall be disregarded in computing the time

within which the warrant may be executed.

Note on Section 68.— This Section protects a person " in receipt of

sickness benefit " from distraint or ejectment for non-payment of rent

wlien such distraint or ejectment ivoidd '^endanger his life," but observe

that bij the proviso of Subsection (2) the 2)rotection is not to extend beyond

one month unless security for the payment of rent is given. Given such

security the j^rotection may run to, but not beyond, three months.

Section 69.—(1) If, for the purpose of obtaining any benefit or pay- Oflfences.

ment or the crediting of a reserve value under this Part o£ this Act, either

for himself or for any other person, any person knowingly makes any false

statement or false representation, he shall be liable on summary conviction

to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months with or without

hard labour.

(2) If any employer has failed to pay any contributions which under this

Part of this Act he is liable to pay in respect of an employed contributor,

or if any such employer, any insured person, or any other person is guilty

of any other contravention of or non-compliance with any of the require-

ments of this Part of this Act or the regulations made thereunder in respect

of which no special penalty is provided, he shall for each oflence be liable

on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding ten pounds, and where the

ofTence is failure or neglect on the part of the cuii)loyer to make any such

contributions, to pay to the Insurance Commissioners a sum equal to the

amount of the contributions which he has so failed or neglected to pay,

which sum when paid shall be treated as a payment in satisfaction of such

contributions :

Provided that no person shall be liable to any penalty in respect of

any matter if he has acted in conformity with any decision in respc^ct thereto

by the Insurance Connnissioners, or, if the matter is one which the

Insurance Committee is competent to decide, in conformity with its

decision.
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civil pro-

ceedings
agralnst

employer for

neglecting

to pay con-

tributions.

Section 70.^(1) Where an employer has failed or neglected to pay

any contributions which under this Part of this Act he is liable to pay in

respect of a person being a member of an approved society in his employ-

ment, and by reason thereof that person has been deprived in whole or in

part of his right to any benefits which would otherwise have been payable

to him, he shall be entitled to take proceedings against the employer for the

value of the right of which he has been so deprived, and in any such pro-

ceedings the employer may be ordered to pay to the Insurance Commis-

sioners a sum equal to the value so ascertained, which sum when paid shall

be carried to the credit of the society of which such person is a member,

and thereupon such person shall thenceforth be entitled to receive from the

society benefits at the same rate as he would have been entitled to had the

contributions been properly paid, together with the difference between

the amount of the benefits (if any) he has actually received and the benefits

he would have received had the contributions been properly paid.

(2) Proceedings may be taken under either this or the last preceding

section notwithstanding that proceedings have also been taken under the

other section in respect of the same failure or neglect to pay contributions.

Notes on Section 70.—By this Section, an employer who has neglected

to pay contributions *'in respect of a person being a member ofan Apj'roved

Society" is liable to make good " the value of the rigld'^ of which he has

deprived his employee, and not merely tJie contributions he has neglected

to pay.

But, as the Section specifically applies only to *' a member of an Approved

Society " it appears that if through an employer's default a man loses, e.g.,

his chance, although 60 years of age, to become a member of an AjJj^roved

Society as though 16, he cannot recover the value of his loss from the

employer.

Repayment
of benefits

improperly
paid.

Provisions

as to appli-

cation of

existing

funds of

friendly

societies.

Section 71.—If it is found at any time that a person has been in receipt

of any payment or benefit under this Part of this Act without being lawfully

entitled thereto he, or in the case of his death his personal representatives,

shall be liable to repay to the Insurance Commissioners the amount of such

payment or benefit, and any such amount may be recovered as a debt due

to the Crown and when so recovered shall be carried to the credit of the

society of which such person was a member, or if he was not a member of

any approved society, of the Post Office fund.

Section 72.— (1) Every registered friendly society which provides

benefits similar to any of those conferred by this Part of this Act, shall

submit to the Registrar of Friendly Societies a scheme for continuing,

abolishing, reducing, or altering such benefits as respects members who

become insured persons and for continuing, abolishing, or reducing the

contributions of such members, so, however, that the combined effect of

the alteration of the benefits and contributions shall not prejudicially affect

the solvency of the society, and, if the scheme or a supplementary scheme

shows on an actuarial valuation that, owing to the alterations in the benefits
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and contributions effected by the scheme, any part of the existing funds of

the society is set free as not being required to meet the liabilities of the

society, the scheme or the supplementary scheme shall provide for the

application of the part of the funds so set free in any one or more of the

following ways :

—

(a) towards the cost of the provision of other or increased benefits

payable by the society independently of this Part of this Act to

existing members whether insured persons or not

;

(6) in reduction of the contributions payable by such members in

respect of the benefits payable by the society independently of

this Part of this Act

;

(c) towards the payment or repayment of contributions payable under

this Part of this Act by such of its existing members as are

entitled and elect to receive benefits under this Part of this Act

through the society.

(2) This section shall apply to branches of registered societies in like

manner as to societies : Provided that a society with branches may, if it so

desires (subject always to the exercise of any right of a branch, expressly

conferred by the rules of the society, to dispose of any of its funds for the

benefit solely of the members of the branch), submit a scheme applicable to

all its branches, and it shall be competent for the society to provide by its

scheme or supplementary scheme for the application of the whole or any

part of any sums so set free towards the discharge of any deficiencies in

any of its branches which may be found to exist on such actuarial valuation

as aforesaid.

(3) Any scheme adopted by a society or branch of a society in accord-

ance with its rules when confirmed by the Registrar of Friendly Societies

shall be deemed to be incorporated in the registered rules of the society or

branch and may be amended accordingly, so, however, that no amendment

shall be inconsistent with the provisions of this section.

(4) This section shall apply to seamen, marines, and soldiers, from

whose pay deductions are made under this Part of this Act as if they were

insured persons, and for the purposes of this section "existing" means

existing at the passing of this Act.

(5) This section shall come into operation on the passing of this Act.

Notes on Section 72.— Thin Section shu aid be considered in connection

with the important Section 55 which fuminhea every insured person of

whatever age between 16 and 65 with such an insurance reserve as is

necessary to put him in proper financial standing as though his contribution

is that of a person of 10.

As all existing Friendly Society memhers obtain by Section 55 a proper

reserve, which is duly credited to their Societies, it will bo seen that the

existing reserves of Friendly Society members, so far as they relate to

health insurance, are set free. Section 72 enables Societies to readjust

their benefits and contributums, and allows them to use the liberated

reserves eitlier to increase benefits or reduce contributions, or both.
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Provisions cs
to existing

employers'
provident
funds.

Section 73.— (l) Where at the passing of this Act a superannuation

or other provident fund has been estabHshed for the benefit of the persona

employed by one or more employers, the provisions of the last foregoing

section shall apply with the necessary adaptations and with this modifica-

tion that, where under the Act, deed, or other instrument establishing the

fund or otherwise any sura is payable by the employer towards benefits

secured by the Act or deed, and those benefits include benefits similar to

any of those conferred by this Part of this Act, the scheme may provide for

allowing the employer to deduct from any contributions payable by him as

aforesaid towards benefits of a nature similar to those under this Part of

this Act an amount not exceeding the amount of the employer's contribu-

tions payable by him under this Part of this Act.

(2) ^Vhere the fund is one out of which pensions or superannuation

allowances are payable, and it is proved to the satisfaction of the Insurance

Commissioners that the rearrangements required in consequence of this

Part of this Act will, upon a valuation under the existing rules of the fund,

affect prejudicially the sum available for the payment of pensions or super-

annuation allowances, the Insurance Commissioners may grant a certificate

authorizing the value of the prospective extension of benefits under this

Part of this Act when the reserve values have been written oflf as herein-

before provided, to be brought into account in the valuation of the assets

available for the discharge of the liabilities of the fund in respect of

pensions and superannuation allowances.

Provisions as
to minors
who are
members of

approved
societies.

Section 74.—Any member of an approved society who is a minor may
execute all instruments and give all acquittances necessary to be executed

or given under the rules of such society, but shall not be a member of the

committee, or a trustee, manager, or treasurer of such society or any branch

thereof.

Power for

societies to

re^ster
under
Friendly
Societies

Act, 1896.

Section 75.—Any society for the purpose of carrying on business

under this Act, either alone or together with any purpose mentioned in

section eight, subsection (1), of the Friendly Societies Act, 1896, may, after

the passing of this Act, be registered as a friendly society under the Friendly

Societies Act, 1896, notwithstanding that the contributions under this Act

are not voluntary.

Application
of Acts of

Parliament
to approved
societies and
sections.

Section 76.— (1) Except in so far as may be inconsistent with this

Part of this Act, any business transacted under this Part of this Act by any

approved society shall be treated as part of the ordinary business transacted

by societies of the class to which that society belongs, and any enactment

applying to the society in relation to the transaction of such ordinary

business shall apply accordingly in relation to the business transacted by

the society under this Part of this Act.

(2) This section shall apply to an approved society which is a separate

section of another body, subject to the necessary adaptation.
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Section 77.— (1) The Local Government Board may, for the purposes Powers of

of their powers and duties under this Part of this Act, hold such local *^® Local

inquiries and investigations as they may think fit, and the Board and their
gQa^^

inspectors shall have for the purposes of such an inquiry the same powers

as thej' respectively have for the purposes of an inquiry under the Public

Health Acts, and the expenses incurred by the Board in respect of such

inquiries and other proceedings under this Part of this Act (including the

salary of any inspector or officer of the Board engaged in the inquiry or

proceedings, not exceeding three guineas a day) shall be paid by such

authorities and persons out of such funds and rates as the Board may
by order direct, and the Board may certify the amount of the expenses so

incurred, and any sum so certified and directed by the Board to be paid by
the authority or person shall be a debt from that authority or person

to the Crown : Provided that this provision shall not apply to inquiries

with respect to responsibihty for excessive sickness.

(2) Any approval given by the Local Government Board under this Part

of this Act may be given for such term, and subject to such conditions as

the Board may think fit, and the Board shall have power to withdraw any
approval which they have given.

(3) The Local Government Board may make it a condition of any
approval to be given, or grant of money to be made under this Part of this

Act, that the Board shall have such powers of inspection as may be agreed.

Note on Section 77.—See Sections 16 and 17, referring to Sanatorium
Benefit, for the j^owers and duties referred to in this Section. The Section

chiejiy has reference to the building of sanatoria under Section 64.

Section 78.—If any difficulty arises with respect to the constitution of Power to

Insurance Committees, or the advisory committee, or otherwise in bringing

into operation this Part of this Act, the Insurance Commissioners, with the

consent of the Treasury, may by order make any appointment and do

anything which appears to them necessary or expedient for the establish-

ment of such committees or for bringing this Part of this Act into operation,

and any such order may modify the provisions of this Act so far as may
appear necessary or expedient for carrying the order into effect : Provided

that the Insurance Conunissioners shall not exercise the powers conferred

by this section after the first day of January nineteen hundred and fourteen.

remove difa-

culties.

Section 79.—For the purposes of this Part of this Act, unless the Interpreta-

context otlierwine requires,

—

tion :

The expression " branch," in relation to a society, shall not include any
branch of the society which is not itself separately registered

;

The expression " disease or disablement " means such disease or dis-

ablement as would entitle an insured person to sickness or

di^^ublement benefit

;

The expression "dependants," in relation to any peison, includes such

persons as the njiproved society or Insurance Committee shall

ascertain to be wholly or in part dependent upon hia earnings

;
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A person whose normal occupation is eniployment within the rncaning

of this Part of this Act shall, for the purpose of reckoning the

number and rate of contributions, be deemed to continue to be an

employed contributor notwithstanding that he is temporarily

unemployed, but, if such period of unemployment extends beyond

twelve months, he shall not continue to be an employed con-

tributor unless the approved society of which he is a member or,

if he is not a member of such a society, the Insurance Committee,

is satisfied that his unemployment is due to inability to obtain

employment, and is not due to any change in his normal

occupation ;

The suspension of a member of an approved society from benefits

under this Part of this Act shall not be deemed to deprive the

member of his membership ;

Membership of an approved society means membership for the purposes

of this Part of this Act

;

The expression " valuer " means a person possessing actuarial qualifi-

cations as may be approved by the Treasury ;

The expression " county " means administrative county ;

The Scilly Isles shall be deemed to be a county and the council of those

Isles the council of a county, but the Insurance Committee for the

Scilly Isles shall be constituted in such manner as the Insurance

Commissioners prescribe

;

Monmouthshire shall be deemed to form part of Wales

;

A person shall be deemed according to the law in England, "Wales, and

Ireland, as well as according to the law in Scotland, not to have

attained the age of seventeen until the commencement of the

seventeenth anniversary of the day of his birth, and similarly

with respect to other ages.
I

AppUcation Section 80.—This Part of this Act in its application to Scotland shall

to Scotland. be subject to the following modifications :

—

(1) For the purpose of carrying this Part of this Act into eflfect in

Scotland, there shall be constituted, as soon as may be after the

passing of this Act, Commissioners for Scotland (to be called the

Scottish Insurance Commissioners), with a central office in Edin-

burgh, and with such branch oflBces in Scotland as the Treasury

may think fit, and the Scottish Insurance Commissioners, of

whom one at least shall be a duly qualified medical practitioner,

shall be appointed by the Treasury, and may appoint such officers,

inspectors, referees, and servants for the purposes aforesaid as the

Scottish Insurance Commissioners, subject to the approval of the

Treasury, may determine, and the provisions of this Part of this

Act with respect to the payment of the salaries and remuneration

of the Insurance Commissioners, and the officers, inspectors,

referees, and servants appointed by them, and with respect to

the payment of the expenses incurred by the Treasury or the

Insurance Commissioners in carrying this Part of this Act into
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effect shall, with the necessary modifications, apply to the pay-

ment of the salaries and remuneration of the Scottish Insurance

Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees, and servants

appointed by them and to the payment of expenses incurred by

the Treasury or the Scottish Insurance Commissioners in carrying

this Part of this Act into effect in Scotland, and for the purpose

aforesaid the Scottish Insurance Commissioners, and the officers,

inspectors, referees, and servants appointed by them shall

respectively have all the like powers and duties as are, by the

provisions of this Act, conferred and imposed on the Insurance

Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees, and servants

appointed by them, and references in those provisions to the

Insurance Commissioners shall be construed as references to the

Scottish Insurance Commissioners :

(2) All sums received from contributions under this Part of this Act in

respect of insured persons resident in Scotland, and all sums paid

out of moneys provided by ParUament in respect of benefits under

this Part of this Act to such persons, and the expenses of admini-

stration of such benefits shall be paid into a fund to be called

the Scottish National Health Insurance Fund, under the control

and management of the Scottish Insurance Commissioners, and

the sums required to meet expenditure properly incurred by

approved societies and Insurance Committees for the purposes

of such benefits and the administration of such benefits shall be

paid out of that fund, and the foregoing provisions of this Act,

with respect to the National Health Insurance Fund, shall, with

the necessary modifications, apply to the Scottish National Health

Insurance Fund accordingly

:

(3) The expression " Local Government Board " means the Local

Government Board for Scotland (in this section referred to as

the Board) : Provided that, as regards the making of regulations

respecting sums payable out of the Local Taxation (Scotland)

Account, the said expression means the Secretary for Scotland

;

the expression " Local Taxation Account " means the Local

Taxation (Scotland) Account; and the expression "inspector

of the Local Government Board " includes a person acting under

section seven or section eight of the Public Health (Scotland) 60 & 61 Vict.

Act, 1897 :
°- ^^•

(4) The expression " county borough " means a burgh or police burgh

within the meaning of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 52 & 63 Vict.

1HH9 (in this section referred to as the Act of 1H89), containing '^

within the police boundaries thereof according to the census of

nineteen hundred and eleven a population of twenty thousand

or upwards, and includes the burgh of Dumfries and the police

burgh of Maxwciltown, as if tlicy were a single burgh, and all

other burghs and police burghs hhall, for the purposes of this Part

of this Act, be held to be within the county, and unless already

represented on the county council shall, for the purposes of this
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Tart of tliis Act, be represented thereon as may be determined byl

the Secretary for Scothvnd: Provided that references to the

council of a county borough shall, in the case of Dumfries and

Maxwelltown, be construed as references to a joint committee 1

of the town councils thereof which ishall from time to time be

appointed subject to the provisions of section seventy-six of the
j

Act of 1889:

(5) References to a county and the county council thereof shall, aa

regards

—

(a) the counties of Kinross and Clackmannan ; and

(b) the counties of Elgin and Nairn

;

be construed in each case as references respectively to a com-|

bination of the two recited counties and to a joint committee

of the county councils thereof which shall from time to time I

be appointed subject to the provisions of section seventy-sixj

of the Act of 1889 :

(6) The minimum number of an insurance committee for any areaj

containing a population of less than forty thousand shall bel

twenty-five instead of forty; and, where a number less than!

forty is fixed, the constitution of the committee may be varied!

as may be prescribed, so, however, that the proportion ofj

members to be appointed by insured persons and by a county!

or town council and the number of members possessing ai|

medical qualification shall not be altered

:

(7) No person, except a medical practitioner qualified as such, shall!

be qualified for appointment as member of an Insurance Com-

mittee by a county or town council unless he is a member ofj

a local authority within the county under the Public Health!

(Scotland) Act, 1897, or of the town council, as the case may]

be ; but this requirement shall not apply to women if womer

so qualified are not available :

(8) Before submitting for approval a scheme prescribing areas toj

be assigned to district committees, the Insurance Committee!

of a county shall consult with the county council, or any com-

mittee thereof appointed for the purpose, and shall considerj

any representation received from them :

(9) "Where, owing to sparseness of population, difiiculties of com-

munication, or other special circumstances, they consider ifc!

desirable, an Insurance Committee shall have power, with the'

consent of the Scottish Insurance Commissioners, to modify

or suspend any benefits for the administration of which they

are responsible ; but, where such modification or suspension

takes place, provision shall be made by the Committee, with

the like consent, for the increase of other benefits or the grant

of one or more additional benefits to an amount equivalent to

the value of the modification or suspension :

(10)—(a) If it appears to any county council that, having regard

to the number of employed contributors resident in the county
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who are not members of any society approved under the fore-

gomg provisions of this Act, it is desirable that steps should

be taken for the establishment under the council of an approved

society for the county (in this section referred to as a county

society) the Council may, at any time before the expiration

of one year from the commencement of this Act, submit to

the Scottish Insurance Commissioners a scheme for the establish-

ment of a county society ;

(6) The scheme may provide for

—

(i) the representation of the council on the committee of

management of the society ;

(ii) the appointment of officers subject to the approval of the

council

;

(iii) the delegation of powers to committees

;

(iv) the givmg of security by means of a charge upon the

general purposes rate or otherwise

;

(v) the restriction of membership to insured persons resident

in the county not being members of any other approved society ;

(vi) the reduction of benefits below the mmimum rates fixed

by this Part of this Act ; and

(vii) such other matters as may appear necessary, and in par-

ticular such further modifications of the provisions of this Part

of this Act with respect to approved societies as may be re-

quired for the purpose of adapting those pro\'isions to the case

of a county society

;

(c) Wliere such a scheme has been approved by the Scottish In-

surance Commissioners, the provisions of the scheme shall have

effect, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Part

of this Act ; and, subject to those provisions, the county society

shall be an approved society for all the purposes of this Part

of this Act;

{d) A county council desirous of submitting a scheme under this

section may, at any time after the passing of this Act, take such

steps as appear necessary with a view to ascertaining what in-

sured persons resident in the county are eligible and willing to

become members of the proposed county society, and generally for

the formation of the society ;

(11) A person appointed in terms of the section of this Act relatmg

to excessive sickness to hold an inquiry shall report to the

authority a|)pointing him, and any further action following on

such inquiry which, in accordance with the provisions of that

Bection, la to be or may be taken by tlic person making the

inquiry, shall not be taken by him, but may be taken by that

authority after consideration of the report, and that section shall

be read and construed accordingly :

(12) Expenses incurred by a county council under this Part of this Act

shall be defrayed out of the general purposes rate
;
provided that,

notwithstanding anything contained in the Act of 1HH9, the rate-
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payers of a police burj^h sliall not bo assessed by tlie county

council for anj' such expenses unless the police burgh is, for the

purposes of tliis Part of this Act, held to be within the county ;

and provided further that, with respect to every burgh within the

meaning of the Act of 1889, which is, for the purposes of this Act,

held to be within the county, subsection (3) and subsection (4) of

section sixty, and section sixty-six, of the Act of 1889, shall, so far

as applicable, liave effect as if such expenses were expenditure

therein mentioned ;

(13) Expenses incurred by a town council under this Part of this

Act (whether under requisition from the county council or other-

wise) shall be defrayed out of the public health general assess-

ment, but shall not be reckoned in any calculation as to the

statutory limit of that assessment ; and references to the borough

fund or borough rate shall be construed accordingly :

(14) The expression "borough" and the expression " urban district
"

mean a burgh or police burgh within the meaning of the Act

of 1889, and the expressions " rural district " and " council of

a rural district," unless inconsistent with the context, mean
respectively a district of a county within the meaning of the

said Act and the district committee thereof : Provided that the

population limit prescribed for boroughs and urban districts

in the subsection of this Act relating to the appointment of

district committees for these areas shall not apply :

(15) The expression " Lord Chief Justice " means the Lord President of

the Court of Session :

(16) The expression " county court " means the sheriff court ; and, in

lieu of an appeal from the county court upon any question of law,

there shall be substituted an appeal from the sheriff upon any

question of law in terms of subsection (17) (b) of the Second

Schedule to the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906 : Provided

that the decision of either division of the Court of Session on such

appeal shall be final.

(17) The expression " workhouse " means poorhouse ;
" coverture

"

means marriage; "levy any distress or execution" means use

any diligence ;
" ejectment " means removing ;

" amount of

judgment debt " means amount decerned for ;
" registrar of

the county court " means court exercising jurisdiction in the

proceedings ;
" certified midwife " means any midwife possessing

such qualifications as may be prescribed ;
" public elementary

school" means public school ; "Public Health Acts" means the

54 & 65 Vict. Public Health (Scotland) Acts, 1897 and 1907; "Local Loans

t\.^f\^ ,, X
A-ct, 1875" means the Local Authorities Loans (Scotland) Acts,

1891 and 1893 ; and " High Court " means Court of Session

:

(18) Unless inconsistent with the context, references to the Elemen-

tary School Teachers Superannuation Act, 1898, to the deferred

annuity fund under that Act, and to the Board of Education,

shall be construed, respectively, as references to section fourteen

56 & 57 Vict

c. 8.
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of the Education (Scotland) Act, 1908, and a scheme thereunder, 8 Edw. 7

to the Scottish Teachers' Sup

Scotch Education Department.

to the Scottish Teachers' Superannuation Fund, and to the

Note on Section SO.— The chief specialprovisions for Scotland made by

this Section are :
—

(1) The Minimum Benefits may be modified by the Scottish Com-

missioners, in cases ivhere sparseness of population makes any of them,

unsuitable.

(2) County Councils are specifically given an important power them-

selves to organize Approved Societies in suitable cases.

Section 81.—This part of this Act, in its application to Ireland, ^^^j^*^^'^

shall be subject to the following modifications :

—

(1) For the purpose of carrying this Part of this Act into effect in

Ireland, there shall be constituted, as soon as may be after the

passing of this Act, Commissioners for Ireland (to be called

the Irish Insurance Commissioners), with a central office in

Dublin, and with such branch offices in Ireland as the Treasury

may think fit, and the Irish Insurance Commissioners, of whom
one at least shall be a duly qualified medical practitioner, shall

be appointed by the Treasury, and may appoint such officers,

inspectors, referees, and servants for the purposes aforesaid as

the Irish Insurance Commissioners, subject to the approval of

the Treasury, may determine, and the provisions of this Part

of this Act \vith respect to the payment of the salaries and

remuneration of the Insurance Commissioners and the officers,

inspectors, referees, and servants appointed by them, and with

respect to the payment of the expenses incurred by the Treasury

or the Insurance Commissioners in carrying this Part of this

Act into effect shall, with the necessary modifications, apply to

the payment of the salaries and remuneration of the Irish

Insurance Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees,

and servants appointed by them and to the payment of expenses

incurred by the Treasury or the Irish Insurance Commissioners

in carrying this Part of this Act into effect in Ireland, and for

the purpose aforesaid the Irish Insurance Commissioners and
the officers, inspectors, referees, and servants appointed by them
shall respectively have all the like powers and duties as are by

the provisions of this Act conferred and imposed on tlie Insur-

ance Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees, and

servants appointed by them, and references in those provisions

to the Insurance ConimisKioncrs shall be construed as references

to the Irish Insurance Commissioners :

(2) All sums received from contributions under this Part of this Act

in respect of insured persons resident in Ireland and all sums
paid out of nionoys provided by Parliament in respect of benefits

under this Part of this Act to such persons and the expenses of

20
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administration of such benefits shall be paid into a fund to be

called the Irish National Health Insurance Fund, under the

control and management of the Irish Insurance Commissioners,

and the sums required to meet expenditure properly incurred

by approved societies and Insurance Committees for the pur-

poses of such benefits and the administration of such benefits

shall be paid out of that fund and the foregoing provisions of this

Act with respect to the National Health Insurance Fund shall,

witli the necessary modifications, apply to the Irish National

Health Insurance Fund accordingly :

(3) The provisions of this Part of this Act conferring a right to exemp-

tion shall extend to any person employed in harvesting or other

agricultural work who proves

—

(a) that he is an Irish migratory labourer, that is to say, a

person who, having a permanent home at some place in

Ireland has temporarily removed to some other place in

Ireland or to Great Britain for the purpose of obtaining such

employment ; and

(6) that he ordinarily resides at such permanent home for

not less than twenty-six weeks in the year and is not employed

within the meaning of this Part of this Act whilst so resident

;

and any contributions paid in Great Britain by the employer of a

person holding a certificate of exemption by virtue of this pro-

vision shall be transferred to the Irish Insurance Commissioners

for the purpose of being carried to such account and being dealt

with in such manner as may be prescribed by the regulations made

in that behalf by the Irish Insurance Commissioners :

(4) Employment in Ireland as an outworker, where the wages or other

remvmeration derived from the employment are not the principal

means of livelihood of the person employed, shall be deemed to

be included amongst the excepted employments specified in

Part II. of the First Schedule to this Act

:

(5) The reference to the Lord Chancellor shall be construed as a

reference to the Lord Chancellor of Ireland
;

The reference to the Lord Chief Justice shall be construed as a

reference to the Lord Chief Justice of Ireland ;

The reference to the Local Government Board, as regards the

making of regulations with respect to payments out of the Local

Taxation Account, shall be construed as a reference to the Lord

Lieutenant, and other references to the Local Government Board

shall be construed as references to the Local Government Board

for Ireland, and the reference to the Local Taxation Account shall

be construed as a reference to the Local Taxation (Ireland)

Account

:

(6) A reference to the Housing of the "Working Classes (Ireland) Acts,

1890 to 1908, shall be substituted for the reference to the Housing

of the Working Classes Acts, 1890 to 1909, a reference to the

Public Health (Ireland) Acts, 1878 to 1907, shall be substituted
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for the reference to the Public Health Acts, and a reference to the

rate or fund appHcable to the purposes of the Public Health

(Ireland) Acts, 1878 to 1907, shall be substituted for any reference

to the borough rate or borough fund :

(7)—(a) If it appears to any county council that, having regard to the

number of employed contributors resident in the county who are

not members of any society approved under the foregoing pro-

visions of this Act it is desirable that steps should be taken by the

council for the establishment of an approved society for the

county under the council (in this section referred to as a county

society), the council may, at any time before the expiration of one

year from the commencement of this Act, submit to the Irish In-

surance Commissioners a scheme for the establishment of a county

society.

(b) The scheme may provide for

—

(i) the representation of the council on the committee of

management of the society ;

(ii) the appointment of officers subject to the approval of the

council,

(iii) the delegation of powers to committees ;

(iv) the giving of security by means of a charge upon the

county fund or otherwise ;

(v) the restriction of membership to insured persons resident

in the county not being members of any other approved

society ;

(vi) the reduction of benefits below the minimum rates fixed

by this Part of this Act ; and

(vii) such other matters as may appear necessary, and in par-

ticular such further modifications of the provisions of this Part

of this Act with respect to approved societies as may be required

for the purpose of adapting those provisions to the case of a

county society
;

(c) Where such a scheme has been approved by the Irish Insur-

ance Commissioners, the provisions of the scheme shall have

effect, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Part of

this Act ; and, subject to those provisions, the county society shall

be an approved society for all the purposes of this Part of this

Act;

(d) A county council desirous of submitting a scheme under this

section may, at any time after the passing of this Act, take such

steps as appear necessary with a view to ascertaining what

insured persons resident in the county arc eligible and willing to

become nicmbers of the proposed county society, and generally

for the formation of the society :

(8) The provisions with respect to the appointment of Insurance Com-

mittees shall have effect, subject to the following modifications,

namely :
—
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The number of members of an Insurance Committee shall be

twenty-four, and of that number

—

(a) twelve shall be appointed in such manner as may be pre-

scribed by regulations of the Irish Insurance Counnissioners so

as to secure representation of the insured persons resident in

the county or county borough who are members of approved

societies, and who are deposit contributors, in proportion, as

nearly as may be, to their respective numbers, and the regu-

lations so made shall provide for conferring on the approved

societies which have members resident in the county or county

borough the power of appointing representatives of such mem-
bers, and, where an association of deposit contributors resident

in the county or county borough has been formed under such

regulations as aforesaid, for conferring on such association the

power of appointing the representatives of the deposit con-

tributors
;

(b) eight (of whom at least one shall be a member of a local

sanitary authority and at least two shall be women) shall be

appointed by the council of the county or county borough ; and

(c) four (of whom at least two shall be duly qualified medical

practitioners) shall be appointed by the Irish Insurance

Commissionei-s :

Provided that the Irish Insurance Commissioners may, where any

part of the cost of sanatorium benefit is defrayed by the council

of the county or county borough, increase the representation of

the council and make a corresponding diminution in the repre-

sentation of the insured persons :

(9) An insured person in Ireland shall not be entitled to medical

benefit under this part of this Act, and the provisions with

respect to medical benefit shall not apply :

Provided that medical benefit for an insured person being a

member of an approved society shall be deemed to be included

amongst the additional benefits specified in Part II. of the Fourth

Schedule to this Act, and that such medical benefit when
provided shall be administered by the Insurance Committee in

accordance with the provisions of this Part of this Act, unless the

Irish Insurance Commissioners otherwise direct

:

(10) As respects Employed Contributors in Ireland, the employed rate

shall be the rate specified in Part II. of the Second Schedule

to this Act, and the contributions by the contributors and con-

tributions by the employers shall be at the rates specified in

Part II. instead of the rates specified in Part I. of that schedule,

and there shall be credited to the society of which any employed
contributor in Ireland is a member, or, if he is a deposit

contributor, to his account in the Post Office fund, the difference

between the amount of contributions actually paid by or in

respect of him at the rate specified in Part II. of the Second

Schedule to this Act and the amount which would have been
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paid if those contributions bad been at the rate specified in

Part I. of that schedule, and the amount of that difference shall

be treated as having been expended on benefits and the proper

proportion thereof shall accordingly be paid out of moneys

provided by Parliament

:

(11) The foregoing provisions of this section as to the crediting of

differences shall apply in the case of voluntary contributors

resident in Ireland, with the modification that, where the

voluntary rate is not the same as the employed rate, the

difference to be credited shall be the difference between the amount

of contributions actually paid at the voluntary rate and the

amount which would have been paid if the contributor had been

a voluntary contributor resident in Great Britain :

Provided that, in the case of a married woman resident in

Ireland becoming a voluntary contributor at reduced rates of benefit

under the special provisions with respect to married women, the

rate of contributions payable by her shall be one penny halfpenny

a week instead of three pence a week, and the difference to be

credited shall be one penny halfpenny a week accordingly :

(12) In ascertaining the voluntary rate applicable to voluntary contri-

butors in Ireland in cases where that rate is not the same as the

employed rate, regard shall be had both to the provisions of this

section as to the crediting of differences and to the proportion of

benefits to be paid out of the contributions payable by or in

respect of such contributors :

(13) Rules of an approved society or Insurance Committee under this

Part of this Act may provide for the inspection of medical relief

registers by officers of the society or Connnittee at all reasonable

times, and for the furnishing to the society or Committee of such

medical certificates as may be necessary for the purposes of the

administration of the benefits administered by the society or Com-

mittee, and for the payment by the society or Committee to duly

qualified medical practitioners of such remuneration in respect of

the furnishing of those certificates as the Irish Insurance Commis-

sioners may sanction, and all payments so made by the society or

Committee shall be treated as expenses of administering the

benefits aforesaid :

(14) If a grant is made to a county council or county borough council

out of any sum made available under any other Act of the present

session for the purposes of the provision of or making grants in

aid to sanatoria and other institutions for the treatment of tuber-

culosis or such other diseases as the Local Government lioard may,

witli the approval of tlio Treasury, appoint, the council nuiy,

subject to the sanction of the Local Government Board, exorcise

for all or any of those purposes the powers given to them by

Part IL of the Tuberculosis Prevention (Ireland) Act, 190H, in like

niiinncr as if those purposes were purposes authorized by that Part

of that Act, and any oxpcnacs of the council so far as not defrayed

8 Edw.
C. 56.
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out of the Rrant shall be defrayed in manner provided by that Part

of that Act

:

(15) For the purposes of proceedings in Ireland under the provisions

of this Part of this Act relative to disputes, regulations of the

Irish Insurance Commissioners may apply all or any of the

19 & soviet. provisions of the Common Law Procedure (Ireland) Act, 1856,

^" with respect to arbitration

:

(16) The special provisions with respect to the reduction of contribu-

tions in cases where the employer is liable to pay wages during

sickness shall have effect, subject to the modification that, where

the rate of contributions payable by the employed contributor is

one halfpenny a week, the weekly contributions payable by the

employer shall be reduced by one penny halfpenny (or, if the

employed contributor is a woman, one penny), and the weekly

contributions payable by the employed contributor shall be

reduced by one halfpenn3^

(17) In the special provisions as to persons becoming certificated

teachers, references to the Board of Education, to the Elementary

School Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1898, and to a public

elementary school shall respectively be construed as references

to the Superintendent of the Teachers' Pension Office, to the

42 fis 43 Vict. National School Teachers' (Ireland) Act, 1879, and to a national

c- 74. school, and any sums paid to tlie Superintendent of the Teachers'

Pension Office in pursuance of those provisions shall be carried to

the Pension Fund established under the last-mentioned Act and

shall be dealt with in accordance with rules under that Act

:

(18) As respects insured persons in Ireland, " six-elevenths " shall be

substituted for " four-sevenths " and (in the case of women)

"four-ninths " shall be substituted for " one-half "
:

(19) For the reference to the registrar of the county court, there shall

be substituted a reference to a magistrate appointed under the

P j3 Constabulary (Ireland) Act, 1836 :

(20) For references to a duly certified midwife, there shall be substi-

tuted references to a midwife having such qualifications as may

be prescribed.

Note on Section 81.—For convenience ofreference Schedule 2, Part II.,

giving the rates of contributions for Ireland, is printed hnmediately after

this note.

The chief special provisions for Ireland made by this Section are

(1) the elimination of medical benefit except as an Additional Benefit,

and a consequent reduction in the contributions ;

(2) exempting from compulsory insurance an Irish migratory labourer

emjAoyed in harvesting or other agricultural work ;

(3) exclusion from compulsory insurance of an out-worker wliose

wages from the eynpiloyment are not his principal means of

livelihood ;

(4) the establishment of County Societies similar to those in Scotland

(see Section 80).
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SECOND SCHEDULE.

PART II.

Employed Rate in Ireland.

In the case of men ... ... ... 5^d. a week.

,, „ of women ... ... ... AhA. ,,

Contributions by Employers and Employed Contributors.

To be paid by the employer ... ... 2^d. a week.

, J
Men, 3d. „

„ „ contributor ... -j ,,. „,
(. ^\omen, 2d. ,,

In the case of employed contributors of either bex of the age of 21 or

upwards whose remuneration does not include the provision of board and
lodging by their employer, and the rate of whose remuneration does not

exceed 2s. 6d. a working day, the following shall be the rates of con-

tribution :

—

Where the rate of remuneration does not exceed Is. 6d. a working day

—

A week.

To be paid by the employer ... ...\ :i,^
' „?,'^ •> ^ -^

( „ Women, 3U.
„ out of moneys provided by Parliament ... Id.

"Where the rate of remuneration exceeds Is. 6d. but does not exceed 28.

a working day

—

A week.

To be paid by the employer ... ...\ ' „,'
*^

•' ^ -^
i „ women, 3d.

>i ,, contributor ... ... ... ^d.

„ out of moneys provided by Parliament ... Id.

\Vhere the rate of remuneration exceeds 2s. but does not exceed 2s. 6d.

a working day

—

To be paid by the employer ... ... i
' J, S^ ^ 1 -^

( „ women, 2.id.

» I, contributor ... ... ... 2d.

Section 82.—(l) For the purpose of carrying this Part of this Act into Establiflh-

effcct in Wales, there Hhall be constituted, as soon as may be after the ™®°' of

pasBlng of this Act, Commissioners for Wales (to be called the Welsh aionera for
Insurance CommiBHioncrH) with a central office in such town in Wales as Wales,

the Treasury may determine, and with such branch offices in Wales as the
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Treasury may tliink fit, and the Welsh Insurance Commissioners, of whom
one at least shall be a duly qualified medical practitioner, shall be appointed

by the Treasury, and may appoint such otticers, inspectors, referees, and
servants for the purposes aforesaid as the Welsh Insurance Commissioners,
subject to the approval of the Treasury, may determine, and the provisions

of this Part of this Act with respect to the payment of the salaries and
remuneration of the Insurance Commissioners, and the officers, inspectors,

referees, and servants appointed by them, and with respect to the payment
of the expenses incurred by the Treasury or tlie Insurance Commissioners
in carrj'ing this Part of this Act into effect shall, with the necessary

modifications, apply to the payment of the salaries and remuneration of

the Welsh Insurance Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees,

and servants appointed by them, and to the payment of expenses incurred

,by the Treasury or the Welsh Insurance Commissioners in carrying this

Part of this Act into effect in Wales, and for the purpose aforesaid the

Welsh Insurance Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees, and
servants appointed by them shall respectively have all the like powers
and duties as are by the provisions of this Act conferred and imposed on
the Insurance Commissioners and the officers, inspectors, referees, and
servants appointed by them, and references in those provisions to the

Insurance Commissioners shall be construed as references to the Welsh
Insurance Commissioners.

(2) All sums received from contributions under this Part of this Act in

respect of insured persons resident in Wales, and all sums paid out of

moneys provided by Parliament in respect of benefits under this Part of

this Act to such persons, and the expenses of administration of such benefits

shall be paid into a fund to be called the Welsh National Health Insurance
Fund, under the control and management of the Welsh Insurance Com-
missioners, and the sums required to meet expenditure properly incurred

by approved societies and Insurance Committees for the purposes of such

benefits and the administration of such benefits shall be paid out of that

fund, and the foregoing provisions of this Act, with respect to the National

Health Insurance Fund, shall, with the necessary modifications, apply to

the Welsh National Health Insurance Fund accordingly.

(3) The powers of the Local Government Board with respect to the

distribution of any sum available for the purpose of the provision of or

making grants in aid to sanatoria and other institutions shall, as respects

the part thereof apportioned to Wales, be exercised by the Welsh Insurance

Commissioners.

(4) If before or within twelve months after the commencement of this

Act there is established for Wales by royal charter an association for the

purpose of providing sanatoria and other institutions for the treatment and
prevention of tuberculosis or such other diseases as the Local Government
Board, with the approval of the Treasury, may appoint, the Welsh Insurance

Commissioners in making and the Treasury in approving grants from any
such sum as is in the last preceding subsection mentioned shall have regard

to the provision of such institutions which may have been made, or may be

proposed to be made, by the association.
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Note on Section 82.—Observe that in Wales the Welsh Insurance

Commissioners set up hij this Section dispense the Sanatoria building

fund in place of the Local Government Board.

Section 83.— (l) There shall be constituted as soon as may be after Jomt com

the passing of this Act, in accordance with regulations to be made by the
p^j^jj^g.

Treasury, a joint committee of the several bodies of Commissioners sionera.

appointed for the purposes of this Part of this Act, consisting of such

members of each such body selected in such manner as may be provided by

the regulations and of a chairman and other members (not exceeding two

in number) to be appointed by the Treasury, and the chairman shall not by

reason of his office be incapable of being elected to or voting in the

Commons House of Parliament.

(2) The joint committee may make such financial adjustments as may

be necessary between the several funds under the control and management

of the several bodies of Commissioners, and shall exercise and perform such

powers and duties of the several bodies of Commissioners under this Part

of this Act, either alone or jointly with any of those bodies, as may be

provided by such regulations.

(3) Amongst the powers so exercisable by the joint committee shall be

included a power of making regulations as to the valuation of societies and

branches which have amongst their members persons resident in England,

Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, or any two or any three of such parts of the

United Kingdom, and the regulations bo made shall require that, for the

purposes of the provisions of this Part of this Act relating to valuations,

surpluses, deficiencies and transfers, the members resident in each such

part shall be treated as if they formed a separate society.

(4) Kegulations made by the Treasury under this section shall be laid

before Parliament as soon as may be after they arc made, but, if an Address

is presented to His Majesty by either House of Parliament within the next

subsequent twenty-one days on which that House has sat next after any

such regulation is laid before it, praying that the regulation maybe annulled,

His Majesty in Council may annul the regulation and it shall thenceforth

be void, but without prejudice to the validity of anything previously dono
,

thereunder.

Note.—Sections lOB to 115 inclusive arc General Provisions ariplying both

to the Health Section (Part I. of the Act) and the Unemployment

Section (Part II. of the Act). They will he found printed at the end

of Book II paye 877.
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T

CHAPTER XXI

OF THE INHERENT IRREGULARITY OF WORK

HE essence of the problem of unemployment is that all irork,

J- or nearly all work, is more or less irregular, and will in some

measure always remain so. Man can never hope to reduce his

operations to machine-like regularity, and indeed if a man were a

machine he would be less than a man. He cannot hope so to

control the forces of nature as to prevent bad seasons, shortages of

material, and other primary causes which affect the regularity of

employment. He can neither hope nor desire so to regulate the

demands and tastes of mankind as to make every trade permanent

and regular in character. It is but necessary to remind ourselves

of the chief causes of unemployment to realize the truth of this.

Work is irregular because of the effect of season upon demands
for goods in many trades, and in particular in certain trades-

Seasonal effects are pronounced in the clothing, building, gas, piano-

forte, cycle, and many other industries. The workers in these trades

have to find alternative employments as best they can to keep them-

selves going while their main employment is in its slack season.

The process of dovetailing is exceedingly diflicult and in some cases

almost impossible, as, for example, in the pianoforte industry. This

is one of the irregularities which can never be abolished by legis-

lation. By no process of law can we make it as convenient to

build a house in the winter as in the summer, or cause as great a

demand for artificial light in the summer as in the winter in northern

latitudes. As one writes these words it seems almost ridiculous to

state such obvious truths in cold print, but, unfortunately, the speeches

of many leading politicians, with their promises of the abolition of

unemployment, show how necessary it is to cite the most elementary

truths connected with the subject.

301
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Irregularity of work occurs through climatic variations at home
or abroad. At home bad weather may stop many forms of work,

and abroad extreme variations of rainfall may produce shortage of

crops or materials and throw large numbers of men out of employ-

ment in the United Kingdom. Man's increasing control of natural

forces gives hope of a partial control of climate, but it will probably

be long before this great cause of irregularity of work is sensibly

reduced.

Irregularity of work may arise from shortage of materials caused

not alone by vagaries of climate, but by economic shortage in relation

to demand, natural or artificial, Material may be "held up" by its

producers in one country, with the consequence that tens of thousands

of men are thrown out of work in other countries. This is a matter

in connection with which mankind has the remedy in its own hand,

but it is not likely to apply it while crude animosities divide the

principal races of man, and while production for profit remains.

Irregularity of work is caused frequently by changes of fashion,

especially in connection with the trades which serve women. The

most remarkable irregularities of employment occur from this cause

—for example, the " hobble-skirt " fashion has been felt severely

by woollen manufacturers. A universal craze for velveteen may

spring up, causing overtime to be worked in one branch of the textile

industry ; within six months fashion may have discarded velveteen

and reduced scores of mills to short time. Braids and other trimmings

"come in" and "go out" with but a moment of warning. Indeed,

it is not too much to say that many of the trades of women are wan-

toned with by the caprices of fashion. Here is a cause of irregularity

which may disappear with the dethroning of the fashion-plate, but that

disappearance would only be possible in a society in which women

were sufiQciently cultured to adopt an individually suitable, but not

necessarily constant, form of attire. The play of a multitude of

individual tastes and caprices would create a fairly constant demand by

striking an average call for various dress materials. It is the universal

dressing in one way all at one time which makes fashion the enemy of

regular employment.

Irregularity of work is produced by the sudden introduction of new

machinery or new methods in an industry, and this factor is of growing

importance now that capital units are large and new processes are so

much more quickly adopted than of old. At the beginning of the

twentieth century it is not uncommon for the methods of a trade to be

revolutionized within two or three years. A notable instance of rapid

change is the case of ferro-concrete in the building trade, which has

displaced thousands of workmen in this country alone in the course of
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a few years. In an unorganized society it is very difficult readily to

find new employment for men so displaced, and here we have a

particular form of unemployment which is exceedingly difficult to deal

with under existing circumstances.

Irregularity of work is caused by the amalgamation of firms and the

failure of firms, which often throws out of work ageing men who find

it hard to obtain new situations.

Irregularity of work is caused by war, and it is also caused by

preparations for war when there is either a sudden increase or sudden

decrease of armaments. The effect of a war between two foreign

countries is sometimes marked in a third country, when the latter is a

large exporter of war materials. War sets up a demand for the pro-

duction of particular industries,' and at its termination causes sudden

dislocation in them.

Irregularity of work may be caused by financial difficulties, which

sometimes occur on a very large scale, as, for example in the United

States at the close of 1907, when it is credibly estimated that at least

one man out of four was thrown out of work in the course of a few

months, and when the production of American iron was reduced by

one-half within six months. It does not need a very keen imagination

to conjure up the situation created in a great industrial nation like

America by the halving of the output of a staple trade within such

a short space of time.

Irregularity of work on a large scale results from the fact that trade

does not progress in the world as a whole, or in any country, regularly,

but in a wave of alternate advances and regressions. This phenomenon

is only too familiar to observers of commerce and industry in all

countries. The difference in the bulk of employment as between the

best part of a trade cycle and its worst is often considerable. In big

industrial nations like the United Kingdom or the United States, it

means, expressed in units of industry, the loss of work for tens, or even

for hundreds of thousands as between the point of greatest inflation and

the point of greatest depression. We know that these trade cycles are

the inevitable consequence of competitive industry, in which production

is not properly related to demand, and in which consumption therefore

must periodically run ahead of demand and cause depression. It is

perfectly true that industry and commerce could be so organized

by great States in federation with each other as to avoid tlieso

irregularities, but it is also unfortunately true that there is no prospect

of such organization of the world's resources and trade in the near

future. We cannot hope for it until the great peoples of the world and

their leaders have a firmer grasp of the scheme of tilings entire than

they yet possess.
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Irregularity of work is also caused through the processes of com-

petitive industry demanding as one of their necessary factors the

attachment to each industry of more workers than the industry can

properly employ. It is obvious that by no other means could com-

petitive industry be carried on, since without the presence of a fringe

or margin of unemployed workmen it would not be possible to com-

pete for contracts. Here, again, is a cause of irregularity which can

only cease with competition itself. It is only in monopolistic or nearly

monopolistic industries, such as the Post Office and the railway

system, that this particular cause of unemployment is eliminated. If

the Post Office were carried on by competitive or partly competitive

local letter-carrying companies operating throughout the country, a

large margin of unemployed workers Would be necessary to the trade

to enable it to be carried on. Because the Post Office business is

worked nationally without competition, there is, for practical purposes,

no unemployment connected with it, for the only difficulty that arises

is the special rush of work at a time like Christmas.

Such is a brief survey of the causes of irregularity of work. They

are seen to be exceedingly varied in character, but similar in effect for

the unfortunate workmen whom we expect to bear the brunt of them.

We are able, in part, to apply more or less accurate measurement

to irregularity of work. Let us look at some available evidence.

The British shipbuilding industry is the most triumphant item in

the long list of trades carried on in the United Kingdom. To recite

the records of British shipyards is to make statements which appear

to be almost incredible, so wonderful is the degree of supremacy which

they reveal.

Let us take the plain records of facts relating to British and

foreign shipbuilding, compiled by " Lloyd's Register of British and

Foreign Shipping." By reason of their natural resources in coal and

iron, three nations are supremely fitted to be shipbuilders now that

shipbuilding has come to be a combination of several branches of the

iron, steel, and engineering trades. Those three nations are the

United Kingdom, the German Empire, and the United States.

"Lloyd's Register" gives us the figures on page 305 for these three

countries and for all the world, " all the world " including not only

foreign countries but British Possessions also.

The royal progress of British shipbuilding is seen at a glance.

Roundly, two-thirds of all the ships built in all the world are

constructed in the shipyards of the United Kingdom. Germany and

America are still so far behind in this respect that their united

statistics appear insignificant when contrasted with our own. Here is

a matter where the United Kingdom challenges not one nation and not
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any group of nations, but all the world, including her own colonies and

possessions.

But these remarkable facts establish something more than the

supremacy of the British shipbuilder. They afford us a valuable test

of the state of trade in the world, and throw a remarkable light upon

one of the chief causes of unemployment. They afford us a means of

measuring the fluctuation of trade not only in one country but in

all countries.

I particularly direct the reader's attention to the fluctuations in

shipbuilding from year to year. It is rarely indeed that in two

THE WORLD'S SHIPBUILDING (MERCHANT VESSELS).

Year.
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1907, there was, apart from the carrying-on of general processes, work

for only 57 men in 1908. In the following year, 1909, there was

slight recovery, but it is clear that for about two years grave unem-

ployment occurred in the British shipbuilding industry.

Or take the smaller German figures. Small as they are, they show

an even more serious rate of reduction. In 1907 275,003 tons were

constructed in German shipyards ; in two years the figures fell to

128,696 tons—a fall of over 50 per cent.

SHIPYARD WOEK AND UNEMPLOYMENT.
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which their employers have little or no control. " Under the

bludgeoning of Fate, my head is bloody but unbowed," sang Henley.

It will be perceived that there is good need for the spirit of Henley in

the life of a shipyard worker.

The shipbuilding industry, because it is concerned with the

fashioning of the main instruments of international commerce, ex-

periences a concentration of all the depressions of all the trades that

contribute to international commerce. That is the simple and
unfortunate explanation of the facts I have reviewed. The rhythms
of trade—the alternate expansions and contractions which are con-

VAGARIES OF BRITISH EXPORTS COMPARED WITH COURSE OF
TRADE UNION UNEMPLOYMENT.

Year.

1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893

Exports of
British Goods.

201,000,000
199,000,000
193,000,000
192,000,000
223,000,000
234,000,000
242,000,000
240,000,000
233,000,000
213,000,000
213,000,000
222,000,000
234,000,000
249,000,000
263,000,000
247,000,000
227,000,000

218,000,000

Trade
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as certainly as night succeeds clay, this Trade Union will in the course

of a few years have to pass through another trade depression, when
one in ten, or one in five, or even one in four of its members, will be

out of work and on the Society's funds.

Let us consider a wnder measure of variation. In the table on

page 307 I contrast the exports of British goods from the United

Kingdom %vith the rate of unemployment amongst British Trade

Unionists as returned by the Trade Unionists themselves to the Board

of Trade. Here we see reflected in the export branch of our trade the

same fluctuations which affect so acutely the shipbuilding industry.

We also see the Trade Union unemployment rate, which reflects both

the export trade and the home trade, fluctuating with the export figures

as we should expect a priori. These statistics point to the undeserved

sufferings of hundreds of thousands of men. We have a picture in

large of an irregularity which affects in some degree almost every

working class household.
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OF THE DOCTRINE OF REGULAR PAY

WE have reminded ourselves of the inherent irregularity of v^ork^

and we have to decide what it is our duty to do in view of that

irregularity. "We see very plainly that we cannot keep the wheels of

trade ever turning at the same rate for so many hours a day. The

question we have to decide is this : If work is irregular, is it necessary

that those who work should suffer through an irregularity which we
have not yet learned to control, and which inquiry shows to be in

some measure an irregularity which will always obtain ?

A moment's thought will show that we already contrive in some

measure to save from suffering through irregularity of work a certain

proportion of our people. When we pass fi-om wage-earners to

salary-earners, we notice that while irregularity of work still obtains,

irregularity of maintenance becomes much less common. It is usual for

commercial houses to employ a definite staff of officers and clerks, and

to keep them regularly employed throughout the year whatever the

condition of trade. This rule commonly applies both to big and little

offices. Commercial operations are in some degree perhaps more

regular than industrial operations ; nevertheless, there are no com-

mercial houses whose work is perfectly regular in all seasons of the

year, or even in every month or in every week. We may say with

truth, broadly, that commercial employees, travellers, clerks, and

others, although they are by no means guaranteed of employment, or

free from the evils and sorrows of dislocation, have a much more

regular maintenance than manual workers.

An exceedingly striking illustration of this may be found ])y turning

to the Report of the Census of Production, 1907, Schedule ilO, the

Building and Constructing trades. The report shows that the average

number of persons employed on the last Wednesdays of January, April,

July, and October, l!i07, hy builders and contractors in the United

Kingdom engaged in the construction of and repair of buildings, rail-

300
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ways, tramways, highways, harbours, canals, waterworks, &c., was

returned as 513,961, thus:

—

PERSONS EMPLOYED.
Malea

:

Under 18

Over 18

Females

:

Under 18

Over 18
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work ! We see that the increase between January and April was only-

Tie upon 37,194, or a rise of 2 per cent, approximately. We see clerical

employment remaining constant during the summer, and falling only

slightly—a little more than 1 per cent.—by the end of October. While

clerical employment is thus not wholly regular, we find it regularity

itself as compared with the employment of wage-earners by the same

firms. The extreme variation in the case of the latter was about

15 per cent.

Nor are we to suppose that only 15 per cent, of the men concerned

suffer unemployment. The custom of the building and constructing

trades is to engage men for the job only, and to turn them ofif as soon

as the job is finished. Each builder works with a small nucleus, some-

times a very small nucleus, of steadily employed men, foremen mainly,

and for the rest, takes his dip into the always overloaded labour

market.

The needs of salaried persons and of wage-earners are precisely the

same. They both need regular pay if they are to maintain themselves

in usefulness and efficiency. It is a very real reproach to our organizing

ability that we have not yet discovered a means of pooling the products

of such a trade, in such a manner that all those who work in it may get

a regular maintenance. Building is a prime necessity, and a most

honourable employment. The men who work in it, whether they are

building ugly boxes for working men, jerry-built villas for the middle-

class, bright red brick villas for stockbrokers at Weybridge or Wimble-

don, or even churches and cathedrals for those who desire to worship

God publicly, are alike condemned to an erratic and unreasonable

method of engagement and pay, which is destructive of body and soul

alike, and which is the greatest enemy of thrift.

I give another striking example of the unfortunate contrast which

obtains between the treatment of " mental " and of " manual " workers.

It is afforded by the return of employment in brick and fireclay

factories. The average number of persons employed in these on the

last Wednesdays of January, April, July, and October, 1907, according

to the employers' own returns, was :

—

BRICK AND FIRECLAY FACTORIES. SALARIED PERSONS AND
WAGE-EARNERS: 1907.

Males

:

Under 18 «,250

Over 18 50,854

Fenialea :

Under 18 491

Overly 'A'^^'i

TuUl 6;},287
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Brickuiaking fluctuates with (1) season of the year, (2) state of

traile, (3) state of weather at any time of year, and we get the following

return of employment at the four dates already mentioned :

—

BRICKMAKING : FLUCTUATION OF WAGE-EARNERS'
EMPLOYMENT: 1907.

Number at

Work.

... 56,200

... 61,445

... 63,950

... 57,925

January

.

April

July

October ,

Extreme Variation 7,750

In July 63,950 wage-earners were in work; in January only

56,200; what were the balance of 7,750 doing in January? What,
indeed? By what alternative work did they combat the winter?

How was the wolf kept from the door of these men and women, who
make the bricks which shelter from the weather both the just and the

unjust?

As for the 3,407 salaried persons, let me state their happier position

in the official terms :

—

" The number of salaried persons employed sJioioed practically no

variation througJwut the year."

What is true of these trades is true in greater or less degree of

many other industries. Indeed, we may say of the output of the

United Kingdom as a whole, whether of goods or of services, that it

is produced for the regular maintenance of the few, and for the irregular

maintenance of the many.
It is true that we cannot make work regular, but we can by con-

certed effort and common rule decide that irregularity of work need not

mean irregularity of maintenance, and that the first duty of a civiliza-

tion is so to pool its resources and its risks that no man, or set of men,
shall be made to endure the consequences of an irregularity which

civilization cannot prevent. Society can assure to every honest man,

if it cares to do so, the regular maintenance which it now admits to be

due to the dishonest man. A civilization which puts its rogues under

a roof, and maintains them in physical efficiency, should be ashamed to

make the honest man bear the brunt of unemployment when it has full

knowledge that industrial operations cannot always offer employment

to each of its citizens. We have got to recognize that there is a known
risk of unemployment, and that a certain proportion of us become the

targets of that risk. There is no secret about it. There is in it no

element of the unexpected. As regularly as the seasons pass—that is.
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with a general regularity tempered by minor irregularities—a certain

proportion of the workmen in a large number of trades, we know, are

unable to find work to do. We have to face this ascertained thing, and

to decide that we will not allow certain amongst us to be crucified in

order that our civilization as a whole may enjoy the fruits of the

irregular work that we know of.

Thus, at last, we shall do something to treat men not less sensibly

and not less humanely than we treat our horses. Long ago Thomas

Carlyle asked, in effect : Which of us, possessing a horse, fed it when

we had work for it to do and turned it out to starve when we could not

employ it? In his speech at Birmingham on June 10, 1911, Mr.

Lloyd George said to his audience, in the vein of Carlyle, " Let us treat

men as intelligently as we treat horses." A correspondent of TJie Times,

hiding her distinguished person under the nom de guerre "Barbara"

(I presume that she is distinguished since The Tivies honoured her

communication with large type), made, in a letter which appeared on

June 12, 1911, the following observations upon Mr. Lloyd George's

utterance :

—

" Mr. Lloyd George argued at Birmingham that, because it pays to repair and

lubricate machinery and to feed and care for horses, therefore it must pay to spend

all that may be needed for the improvement and effectiveness of the population. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer is surely too shrewd to be the dupe of analogies so trans-

parently false. We limit the number of machines and of horses to that which we

require; we make machines only from the best patterns, and we breed horses only

from the best stock ; we extract from both all the work of which they are capable ; we

destroy both when they cease to be useful to us. We can do none of these things to

men. What then becomes of Mr. Lloyd George's rhetoric ?
"

This letter is an amusing illustration of the folly of the superior and

"educated" person, who so often has less grip of economic truth than

a day-labourer (compare the coming round of the economists of to-day

to the " common workman's " view of wages arrived at generations ago).

It is perfectly true that there is not a complete analogy between a

iniichino and a man, or between a horse and a man, but what there is

of incompleteness in the analogy goes rather to increase the force of

the Chancellor's utterance than to weaken it. "Barbara" should

reflect that society cannot always destroy machines and liorses when

they cease to be useful to it. If society has raised capital to buy

machinery, and then finds it necessary to discard the macliinery, the

capital item often lives on after the item of plant has been scrapped.

It remains written on a share certificate, and demands from society its

toll of interest as though it wore still efiicicnt. The original plant made

long years ago for British railways, and long since destroyed, still
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figures for value on stock certificates and brings its owners wages

to-day. A man, on the other hand, does not Uve so long after he has

ceased to be an effective instrument, so that on that score society, if it

pays the fullest possible debt to man as long as he lives, and even after

the power to labour has departed, is in a less onerous position than it

is in regard to the debt to a capitalist for a horse or for a machine.

But, even if we put that important point aside, "Barbara" errs in

going back as far as the birth of the worker. The capitalist does not

take over men and women from their birth ; he waits until they have

been reared to a working age before he buys their services, and thus

escapes what the slave-owner did not sometimes escape, the cost of

perfecting the human machine. Having this privilege, he must at least

be expected to aid in keeping the machine efficient, and in providing

towards the period after efficiency has departed through age.

" Barbara " may also be reminded that moral obHgations exist in

regard to a man which do not obtain in our relations to machinery

or even in our relation to horses.

"Barbara" indeed, is but uttering the false economics against

which Carlyle and Ruskin so passionately and eloquently protested.

The National Insurance Act is instinct with the new spirit which

Carlyle and Ruskin did so much to give to the present generation, a

spirit which, in the words of the opening paragraph of " Unto This

Last," repudiates " the idea that an advantageous code of social action

may be determined irrespectively of the influence of social affection."

The road to regular payment for irregular work may be long to

travel, but it is the manifest duty of every man to help the nation

along it. To create an insurance fund, out of which out-of-work pay

may be provided when pay is not forthcoming, is the first step on the

appointed way.

I
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OF VOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

THE irregularity of work has for many years past caused some of

the Trade Unions in the worst affected trades to estabHsh various

schemes for aiding their members in unemployment. Essentially', this

voluntary work amounts to a pooling of risks by a certain number of

men, who subscribe periodical payments in order to aid those of their

number who happen to be sufferers from irregularity. The practical

shape taken by the aid is either a weekly payment in unemployment or a

grant in aid of travelling expenses when looking for work. The work
of Trade Unions is little known to the upper and middle classes, few of

whom have any conception of the beneficent work the Societies have

accomplished in saving their members from undeserved destitution and

degradation, and it may be added in saving the public purse from the care

of those rescued. It is commonly believed that Trade Unions spend

most of their funds in " agitation." The truth is far otherwise, as will

be gathered from the following statement relating to the 100 Principal

Trade Unions, taken from the Fourteenth Abstract of Labour Statistics

(Cd. 5458) :—

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPENDITURE OF THE 100 PRINCIPAL
TRADE UNIONS.

Expenditure on
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It is rarely that Dispute Benefit {i.e., Strike or Ijock-out pay) rises

much above £200,000. The £609,000 of 1908 is quite exceptional, and

even so it is far less than was paid to out-of-work members. In the

10 years 1900-1909 the 100 Principal Trade Unions paid out £5,544,000

for Unemployment Benefit, as against £2,127,000 for Dispute Benefit.

These 100 Principal Trade Unions had in 1909 only 269,000

members, so that in that year each member received on the average

£3 10s. in the year to aid him in unemployment.

In the Yellow Book (Cd. 5703) on Trade Union Unemployed

Benefits issued in 1911, a special account of Trade Union work in

Unemployment Insurance is given for the year 1908 only. This

enables us to take a wider survey, covering a larger variety of trades,

some of which, e.g., railway servants, are in regular employ. The

report shows :

—

ALL TRADE UNIONS IN 1908.

Number of Trade Unions 1,059

Membership at end of 1908 2,357,381

Expenditure on Unemployment Benefit £1,254,000

We arrive at an expenditure on Unemployment Benefit of about

10s. per head per annum, averaged over irregular and regular trades,

ranging from exceedingly fickle industries like shipbuilding to regular

employment like railway, tram, postal, and public authority work.

The Trade Unions included which provide Unemployment Benefit

of any moment for their members have a membership of about 700,000,

which gives an average expenditure of about £1 15s.

The total number of our manual workers is (1911) about 15,500,000

in round figures, and if we add clerks, say 650,000, and shop assistants,

say 900,000, we arrive at 17,050,000 manual workers and small salary

earners. Of these the majority are visited by some degree of irregu-

larity and uncertainty of employment, and fully one-half, or say

9,000,000, are subject to considerable fluctuations.

It is thus but a small proportion of our workers who have been able

to make voluntary provision against unemployment.

Even where it is made it is often difficult to provide an allowance

of any value. The United Operative Bricklayers' Society, for

example, whose members are peculiarly subject to unemployment,

finds itself able to grant no more than a travelling benefit of " is. 6d.

for one day per Branch in each 3 months," increased to two or more

days in certain large towns. The United Operative Plumbers'

Society, for a subscription of Is. per week, grants in addition to Sick

and Accident Benefits an Unemployment Benefit of 9s. a week, and

a Travelling Benefit, but the grant only lasts for seven weeks. The
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Boiler Workers' Society, in order to pay, in addition to Sick and

Accident Benefit, &c., an unemployment grant of from 5s. to 10s. per

week (according to length of membership) for 14 weeks, has to charge

a subscription of Is. 6d. a week. It will be realized how difficult it is

for the humbler workers in shipyards or in the building or engineering

trades, who receive only 25s. a week or so, to find such a subscription

as would give them out-of-work pay.

Realizing (1) that work is for the most part inherently irregular,

(2) that irregularity of maintenance need not necessarily accompany

irregular work, and (3) that employers and the public at large, as well

as the employed, have a vital interest in maintaining workmen in

efficiency, it becomes the bounden duty of the State to intervene and

to create a pooling system to which the workmen themselves shall not

be the only contributors. The principle of Unemployment Insurance,

as we are adopting it in the United Kingdom, is to establish an

Unemployment Insurance Fund, fed by employers, employed, and the

State, out of which Unemployment Benefit may be forthcoming to

succour the victims of an irregularity which we cannot yet overcome.

It is admittedly an experiment in legislation, and it is not disguised

that the subject presents some difficulties of detail. The aim is so

great, however, and the possible end to be achieved so valuable, that

the experiment would be worth making even if the difficulties were

much greater.
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SYSTEM

CHAPTEE XXIV

AN OUTLINE SKETCH OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE

THE broad outlines of the National Unemployment Insurance Law
of 1911 are as follows :

—

The scheme has two sides, the first a compulsory insurance, the

second an aid to voluntary insurance.

The compulsory or main scheme is, in view of the experimental

character of the work, confined to what may be broadly described as

the building and engineering groups of trades. As these employ about

2,500,000 workpeople, however, the scheme, although limited, is on
a large scale. These two particular groups are chosen because of the

extreme irregularity of the employment they afford.

An Unemployment Fund is established for the relief of these 2,500,000
compulsorily insured persons by contributions from the employer, the

employed, and the State, which are normally as follows :

—

d.

The employer pays 2J per worker per week.
The employee pays ... 2J per week.

The State adds a sum equal to one-sixth

of the joint contribution of employer

and workman, viz Ij} per worker per week.

Total GiJ per worker per week.

In unemployment no contribution is paid by the workman.
Compulsion is effected, as in the case of the National Health Insur-

ance, by compelling the employer to pay the joint contribution of him-

self and his workman, and giving him power to deduct the workman's
share from wages.

22 321
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It is believed that these contributions will be sufl&cient to provide

for the insured workman, in unemployment, (after the first week), a

Money Benefit of 7s. per week up to a maximum of 15 weeks in

any 12 months.

The workman becomes eligible for Benefit in unemployment after

having paid 26 contributions.

The administrators of the scheme are the Board of Trade, working

through the Labour Exchanges. To these an " Unemployment Officer
"

will be appointed to receive claims. The Labour Exchange provides an

automatic means of checking claims, since the workman, who has to go

to it for his Benefit, must either be provided with suitable work by the

Exchange or given his Benefit. The Exchange will thus, in effect,

give either work or out-of-work pay. The main condition of receiving

Unemployment Benefit is that the man must be capable of work, but

unable to obtain it. The Labour Exchange will be in the best possible

position to judge of that, since the workman if properly claiming

benefit will be registered as unemployed.

The workman is protected from acting as blackleg in labour

disputes. Ordinarily, of course, he must take suitable work if offered

him by the Exchange, but he can decline to interfere in a strike or

lock-out and draw his Unemployment Benefit as though no job were

available.

Similarly with regard to rates of wages. A workman can refuse a

job at less wages than he customarily receives without losing his right

to Benefit.

When a Trade Union pays Unemployment Benefit it can administer

the State scheme for its members instead of the Labour Exchange,

drawing from the Board of Trade the funds for the purpose.

The Unemployment scheme is designed to reduce as well as to

alleviate unemployment. Prevention is, of course, impossible under

present conditions, but certain provisions are introduced to encourage

regularity as much as may be. The chief of these is that when an

employer shows that he has employed a man continuously for a year

he can recover one-third of the contributions he has paid in respect of

the man, i.e., one-third of 10s. lOd.

It remains to describe broadly the second or voluntary side of the

Insurance scheme.

This consists in encouraging Trade Unions in any Trade to arrange

schemes of Unemployment Benefit for their members. If they do so

they may be granted by the State, out of moneys provided by Parlia-

ment [Tiot out of the Unemployment Insurance Fund), one-sixth of

what they pay out, up to a maximum benefit of 12s. a week.

The description in detail which follows in the succeeding chapters
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will show that the scheme has been most carefully worked out. It is

an exceedingly valuable social experiment, and the nation is much

indebted to its chief author, Sir Huberc Llewellyn Smith, of the Board

of Trade, and to two successive Presidents of the Board of Trade, Mr.

Sydney Buxton and Mr. Winston Churchill, for starting it on its useful

career.

It may be added that the German Imperial authorities, after care-

ful examination of the subject, and in spite of the existence of a well-

organized and long-established system of public labour exchanges,

decided a few years ago that compulsory national insurance against

unemployment was impracticable. There have been one or two small

continental municipal schemes of unemployment insurance put into

operation, but their experience is scarcely worth relating. The com-

pulsory insurance of some 2,500,000 workers by the scheme described

above will be the first large-scale experiment in unemployment insur-

ance in the world. If it is successful, as it deserves to be, we shall

have done something to repay the debt which we owe to Germany for

her own great and fruitful experiments in Social Insurance.

By Section 115 the National Unemployment Insurance comes into

operation on July 15, 1912, but if it is found impossible to complete work-

ing arrangements in time, the date of operation may be postponed by

Order in Council to a date not later than October 1, 1912.



CHAPTER XXV

THE WORKMEN COMPULSORILY INSURED

The " Insured Trades " {Sections 84, 103, 104, and Sixth Schedide).

THE compulsory scheme begins by scheduling certain trades to

which alone it is to apply. These trades are chief amongst

those peculiarly subject to irregularity of work, and are as follows :

—

(1) BUILDING ; i.e., the construction, alteration, repair, decor-

ation or demolition of buildings, and including the making of wood

fittings of a kind commonly made by builders.

The building trades feel acutely the effect of general variations of

trade, and they are also hard hit by seasonal fluctuations. Of late

years, too, a change of method has been felt by some of its varied

employments through the rapid progress of ferro-concrete. The

"pouring-out" of buildings is playing havoc with the employment

of bricklayers, masons, and carpenters, and is likely to affect them

still more in the near future.

(2) CONSTEUCTION OF WORKS ; whether in connection with

railways, ports, canals, bridges, or any other work of construction,

including repairs and alterations.

The many kinds of contract work are also markedly variable in

the quantity of employment they afford, and they are badly hit by

severe weather.

(3) SHIPBUILDING ; including building of boats, or other craft,

or parts or tackle thereof, and including alterations or repairs (but

not including persons members of a ship's crew).

This is perhaps the trade above all to feel the vagaries of trade.

Because ships carry so much of the produce of almost all trades, the

effects of general depression mean for those connected with ships

an aggregation of depressions. In " slump " years it is not uncommon
for one in five, one in four, or even one in three of shipyard workers

of a district to be thrown idle. A Trade Union serves the actual

shipbuilders, but there are subsidiary employments to which the Act

affords help the persons engaged in them have been hitherto denied,
324
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(4) MECHANICAL ENGINEEEING ; covering every branch of

engineering, and including the making of firearms and ordnance.

(5) IRONFOUNDING ; whether or not included under the fore-

going headings.

These are also severely visited trades. Engaged in making the

instruments of production, engineers feel in bad times a concen-

tration of the adversities of other manufacturers.

(6) VEHICLE MANUFACTURE ; including every sort and kind

of vehicle or parts of vehicles, and including repairs.

This covers, of course, the motor-car and cycle trades as well as

the making of carts or wagons or railway vehicles, and many of these

industries have special seasons of depression in addition to the effects

of general irregularity. Cycle-making, for example, is for obvious

rfeasons a trade which slumps in winter.

(7) SAWMILLING (including machine woodwork) carried on

in connection with any other of the Insured Trades or of a kind

commonly so carried on.

These are trades which, intimately connected with building con-

struction, feel all the vagaries which are unhappily associated with it.

These seven trades, or rather groups of trades, cover many branches

and subsidiary trades, and on the other hand they may bo broadly

described as the Building and Engineering industries.

They are termed by the Unemployment Section of the Act

" Insured Trades," and wherever that term is employed the above

trades are to be understood as referred to.

Number of Persons Compulsorily Insured.

The last available Census returns of United Kingdom occupa-

tions relate to 1901, and it will be understood, therefore, that the

actuary who prepared the details of the scheme for the Government,

Mr. Thomas G, Ackland, had to estimate the extent of existing

employment in the Insured Trades from the 1901 figure?, wit.h duo

regard to the increase of population in the succeeding eleven years.

Mr. Ackland's figures, originally estimated for March, 1912, (and

subject to some slight variations which, in view of the partly con-

jectural character of the figures, we may disregard), given on page 326,

may be taken roundly as applicable to the date of the Act's first

operation, July 15, 1912.

We may put it, roundly and with sufficient accuracy, that 2,500,000

persons are brought into compulsory insurance.

0/ tJiese 2, .500,000 persons, not more than 405,000 heloTig to Trade

Unions, ami of tliese 465,000, not more than 350,000 belong to Trade
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Unions granting Unemployment Benefit apart from a viere travelling

allowance when in search of work.

It should be observed that almost all these persons are males.

Only under the heading "Vehicle Manufacturers" are any women
or girls included, and there they are solely found, I think, in connection

with the cycle trade, in which they are employed in assembling small

parts—which is a not unsuitable trade for women—and, I regret to

add, in punching rims and in cleaning frames, which are occupations

wholly unfitted for women.

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE INSURED TRADES.

(Based—in the tebms of the National Insurance Bill as first introduced— on

Persons over 18 in 1912. The inclusion in the Act as passed into Law ov

Boys of 16-18 and exclusion of Apprentices adds about 100,000 to the

AoOltEOATE.)

Class of Insured Trade.

Building

Engineers and Ironfounders

Shipbuilders

Mill-sawyers

Vehicle Manufacturers

General Labourers

Total "Insured Trades"

Building
Group.
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which harass the wage-earners, I have used the terms " mental " and

"manual," but they are curiously inappropriate in connection with

some of the callings concerned. For example, a bricklayer who builds

an arch or a curved chimney-flue is performing a combination of mental

and manual operations of no mean order, but we term his work
" manual," while characterizing as " mental " the mere entering up

of figures in a book. A bricklayer, or a carpenter, is easily the mental

superior, by reason of the constant exercise of his brain in overcoming

difficulties of detail and computation, of the ordinary clerk. Yet custom

gives the one an irregular wage and turns him adrift the moment his

job is ended, while giving the other, the inferior and less skilled work-

man, a regular salary and a superior status. Thus we often lead the

sons of bricklayers and carpenters to conceive honest skilled and

honourable professions as beneath the sons of their fathers. May
Unemployment Insurance take us even a little step along the road

which leads to the universal distribution of "manual" tasks, and the

consequent winning of honourable ease for all men

!

To return to the definition, it will be seen to apply the term work-

man to both sexes, and to all those over 16 years of age, excluding

apprentices and excluding other than "manual labourers." It applies

alike to the skilled and to the unskilled, to the organized and to the

unorganized.

It should be noted that, by Section 107, in deciding whether a

workman is in an Insured Trade, regard is to be had to his own

occupation and not to that of his employer.

Workmen employed by the Crown are included, unless they are

"established " or pensionable, but the system may be adapted (Section

107) to suit their special circumstances.

"Workmen in private or municipal employ who have security of

tenure similar to that enjoyed by "established" workmen under the

Crown, may (Section 107) l)e exempted from Compulsory Insurance.

Reservists or Territorials in training who, prior to their training,

were working in any Insured Trade, are to continue in Compulsory

Insurance, and the Crown is considered their employer (Section 98).

In the case of workers whoso principal work is not an Insured

Trade, and who do work in an Insured Trade occasionally in a rural

district, no contributions are payable (Section 97), unless by agreement

between employer and employed.

In connection with a scheme covering groups of industries within

which there is a considerable variety of employments, questions may
conceivably arise as to whether or not a particular worker or class of

workers is within the compulsory provisions or not. The duty of

preliminary decision rests with the Board of Trade, but (Section 91)
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final decision, in case of any dispute, whether by employer or employed,

rests with an independent Umpire appointed by the Crown, and special

provision is made to enable employers, workmen, or the Board of Trade

to obtain decisions of the Umpire before the Act comes into operation.

The Board of Trade may (Section 103) by Special Order, and after

a public inquiry, add to the number of Insured Trades with the consent

of the Treasury, but the expenditure out of State money is not to be

increased beyond £1,000,000 a year within three years of the making of

the order.

The Board of Trade are given power (Section 104) to exclude, by

Special Order, from Compulsory Insurance, subsidiary occupations

connected with the Insured Trades, but the Special Order must be laid

before Parliament for approval.

I

I



CHAPTER XXVI

THE COMPULSORY CONTRIBUTIONS

Amount of the Contributions {Section 85, Eighth Schedule, etc.).

IN the normal case, the workman in an Insured Trade pays a com-

pulsory contribution of 2^d, per week, and the employer pays

a compulsory contribution of 2|d. per week for each insured person

in his employ.

To this joint contribution of 5d. the State adds one-third, i.e., l|d.,

making a total contribution in respect of each normal workman of 6|d.

for each week of employment.

As workmen are often employed for less than a week, the following

provisions are made :

—

If the period of employment exceeds two days it is counted as

a whole week, and the normal 5d. is paid.

If the period of employment is two days or less, then for each day

the employer and employed pay each Id.

As boys, if not under IG years of age, are included in the scheme, it

is provided that the contribution of a worker below the age of 18 is to be

Id. for the worker and Id. for his employer.

Whatever the contribution the State adds one-third.

It will make the contributions clearer if we set them out in tabular

form :

—

COMPULSORY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.

Age and Period of Employment.
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During unemployment,from whatever cause, and wlicthcr the workman
is in benefit or not, no contribution is required of him.

The Stato bears all costs of management and administration

beyond 10 per cent, of the income of the Unemployment Insurance

Fund. In the case of the normal joint contribution, which is 6§d.,

that means that 6fd, - gd., or Gd., is available for benefits.

Should the Contributions be Larger?

In view of the severe character of unemployment in most of the

Insured Trades, and the necessarily imperfect data upon which it is

founded, I feel some regret that the contributions were not faxed at a

higher rate, say 3d. for the workman and 4d. for the employer, making

7d., with a State addition of 2d., making 9d. This would have assured

a benefit of Os. a week in unemployment with a fair margin for

contingencies, and more nearly assimilated the rate of benefit with

that paid in sickness under the Health Insurance, I have named a

higher rate for the employer than for the employed because the

employer has a greater responsibility in regard to unemployment than

in regard to sickness. It is the margin of unemployed labour, and the

power to employ and dismiss at a moment's notice which goes with it,

that is used by the capitalist as the buffer between him and bad times.

It is a sort of Human Eeserve Fund, far more effective than any

financial reserve fund, which helps to adjust the employer's finances as

between good and bad years. There is a strong case for making the

employer's contribution larger, and if the estimates of the scheme fail,

this must be borne in mind.

Organizing Casual Labour—Opposing Views.

Particularly do these observations apply to the case of employment

for less than a week. There is an excellent and salutary measure of

penalization in causing the employer to pay Id. for each day for a

period of employment of less than three days, which means a payment

of 6d. a week if three separate men are taken on and knocked off

again in the same week and each employed in that week for 2 days.

That is as it should be, for it amounts to making casual labour

dearer to use than continuous labour. The strength of this proper

penalization, however, has been somewhat lessened by the provisions

of Section 99, which is summarized thus by the Board of Trade

themselves :

—

In the case of workmen already in the service of an employer, or subsequently

engaged by him through a Labour Exchange, the Labour Exchange may, by arrange-

ment with the employer, undertake on his behalf the whole duty of keeping and
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stamping insurance books, and, further, may treat all the periods of employment of

the same or different workmen engaged by that employer through the exchange as a

single continuous period of employment of one workman. In other words, an

employer u-ho uses the exchange may pay according to the amount of labour he ha^,

in fact, used, even though the employment has been discontinuous, and though he has

not always had the same man. Correspondingly, a man engaged through the Labour

Exchange by one or more employers with whom an arrangement has been made will

be allowed to pay at the rate of a single contribution per week, however many

separate engagements he has had. (The italics are mine.)

The intention of the Section is to induce employers and workmen,

particularly the former, to use the Labour Exchanges, in connection

with the theory that Labour Exchanges can eliminate casual labour.

It is more than questionable, however, whether this offer of the Labour

Exchange to relieve an employer of the responsibility of employing

casuals—an offer which, if accepted, relieves the employer of

penalization by extra payments for casual workers—does not encourage

rather than diminish discontinuous employment. I do not myself

believe that the deliberate organization of casual labour can rid

us of the evil, but it is only fair to add that the opposite view is widely

accepted. Most certainly the well-organized Labour Exchanges of

Germany have not eliminated casuals. I leave the subject here with

an expression of strong and growing doubt, while I fully recognize the

excellent intentions of the Section criticized.

Deductions from Wages and Consequent Economy {Section 85).

Compulsion is exercised in practice, as in the case of the Health

Insurance, by collecting the joint contribution of employer and

employed from the employer, and enacting that the employer may

deduct the workman's share in paying wages.

It is illegal for the employer to deduct his own proper contribution

from wages, and any agreement entered into to enable him to do so is

null and void.

The contributions will normally be paid by the employers to the

Board of Trade through the Postmaster-General by the purchase of

specially designed stamps at post ofTiccs, which stamps will be affixed

to the employee's Insurance Book in proof of payment. The workmen

will bo reminded, by tlio employer stamping his Insurance J5ook with

5d., while deducting only half that sum from the wage, that the

Unemployment Insurance scheme, like the Sickness Insurance schemoi

is not really a deduction from wages but an addition of 2id. a week

to wages.

The economy of collecting through the employer is obvious. It is

done for the mere cost of stamps and a little bookkeeping, whereas
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collpction from the workman would cost fully 33 per cent, of the

coutrihutions paid.

Return of Contributions at Age 60 (Section 95).

At the ago of 60 a workman raay demand and recover from the

Unemployment Fund the amount, if any, by which his own con-

tributions (not including those of the employer and the State) exceed

the amount of benefit which he has enjoyed, with compound interest

at 2h per cent.

If the insured workman dies after reaching the age of 60 and before

claiming return of any such balance of contributions his personal

representatives may recover it.

There are distinctly two sides to the provision. The first is that

it is an encouragement to workmen to be steady in their employ-

ment. It is very doubtful, however, whether it can have any decided

influence in this respect.

The second is that it is surely subversive of the principle of such

an insurance for the workman to have his cake and eat it too. If

a workman reaches age 60 without having suffered much unemploy-

ment in a normally precarious trade, he has had his luck, and has no

good reason to regret that he has paid IDs. lOd. a year against the

great risk of unemployment. He has actually enjoyed protection from

risk all the time, and the fact that he has come through without

unemployment does not alter the fact. He has not been unlucky not

to draw benefit, but luckier than his insured fellows who have suffered

and who at 60 have no balance to their credit.

On the whole, and especially in view of the uncertainty of the data

upon which the scheme is based, I think the drawing-out provision

unfortunate.

Employers Encouraged to give Regular Employment {Section 94).

With a view to encouraging regular employment, an employer who

employs a workman continuously throughout a prescribed period of

12 months, can recover one-third of the contributions he has paid on

account of the workman.



CHAPTEE XXVII

MACHINERY OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

Board of Trade Control.

BEFOEE proceeding to deal with the benefits granted by the

Unemployment Insurance system, it will be convenient to

describe the machinery employed in its administration.

The system is kept quite distinct from the National Health In-

surance. It is controlled and administered in general by the Board of

Trade through the Lal^our Exchanges, but its local administration may

be deputed to Trade Unions.

The Board of Trade control of the Unemployment Insurance is

thus more intimate than the control of the Health Insurance by the

Insurance Commissioners, for it extends to local administration, and is

not merely confined to general supervision and co-ordination. It

appoints local servants as well as a central staff, and such inspectors,

&c., as it may deem necessary, with the approval of the Treasury.

The Unemployment Fund (Sections 92, 93).

An " Unemployment Fund " is established under the control and

management of the Board of Trade. Into it will be paid the con-

tributions described in the last chapter, and out of it will bo paid,

through local official or unofficial agencies, the benefits described in

the following cbapter. Tlie accounts will be audited by the Comp-

troller and Auditor-General.

Any surplus accumulating will be invested by the National Debt

Commisaioners in accordance with the rules governing tbo investment

of Savings Banks' moneys.

As will bo seen by a study of the finance of the schomo

(Chapter XXXI.), it is quite possible that in a year of bad trade the fund

might bo temporarily exhausted, although not actually insolvent. It is

therefore provided that the Treasury may advance money to the

Unemployment Fund out of the Consolidated I'und on the security of

393
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the future income of the Unemployment Fund. Such advance is not

to exceed £3,000,000 at any time. If, while the advance is outstand-

ing, it appears to the Treasury that the Unemployment Fund is

insolvent, the Board of Trade shall, if the Treasury so directs, make

by order such modifications of the contributions to or benefits paid out

of the Unemployment Fund as they may deem desirable to restore

solvency. It is provided, however, that the joint contribution of

employer and employed is not to be raised more than Id. per workman

per week, and that the benefit is not to be reduced below 5s. per week.

The order must be laid before Parliament with a special report

explaining the reasons for making it, and it is to lapse three months

after solvency is restored.

The Labour Exchanges and " Insurance OfiBcers " {Section 88).

The Unemployment Section of the National Insurance Act, like

most Acts of Parliament, does not explain itself. Section 88 states

that the local administration of the Unemployment Benefit is to be

placed in the hands of "Insurance Officers" specially appointed for

the purpose.

It is the intention to attach these "Insurance Officers" to the

Labour Exchanges, a chain of which has been already established

throughout the country. "Where there is no Labour Exchange, a local

sub-oifice will be established under the immediate control of a Labour

Exchange. So the entire nation will be brought within the scope of

the system with great economy, for the offices of Labour Exchanges

will in few cases need enlargement in order to cope with this insurance

business which is intimately and organically connected with their other

work. The " Insurance Officer " is the chief addition to staff, and I

imagine that in small towns no new officer will be required at all.

The number of Labour Exchanges now established (January, 1912)

is 273, of which—
216 are in England

20 ,, „ Wales
25 „ ,, Scotland

12 ,, ,, Ireland

273

These received in the five weeks ended December 29, 1911, 139,263

applications for employment and 53,018 notifications of vacancies.

Kelating the applications to the vacancies notified, they filled 40,481

vacancies in the five weeks. It is of particular interest, in view of our

present subject matter, to show what trades were dealt with. In
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December, 1911, the applications on the Eegister at some time

during the month occurred in the following groups of trades :

—

Men

—
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Unionist out-of-work will apply to his Society instead of to the Labour

Exchange, and no State Insurance office will intervene. This is dealt

with in fuller detail in Chapter XXIX.
In cases of dispute between a Trade Union and its member on the

WORK OF THE LABOUR EXCHANGES.

Five Weeks ended December 29, 1911.



CHAPTER XXVIII

THE OUT-OF-WORK BENEFIT

The Rates and Periods of Unemployed Benefit {Seventh Schedule).

THE rate of benefit is 7s. per week during unemployment, payable

after the first week of unemployment for a period not exceed-

ing 15 weeks in any period of 12 months. If the workman is under

17 years of age he is not paid any benefit, and his contributions

accumulate against a later period when he will have more need for

benefit. If the workman is over 17, and not over 18, he receives

one-half the normal rate of benefit, viz., 3s. 6d. per week up to a

maximum of 15 weeks in any 12 months. To restate these provisions

in another form :

—

For Workmen over 18 years of age—
(After the first week of unemployment) 7s. per week up to a

maximum of 15 weeks in any 12 months.

For Workmen from 17 to 18 years of age—
3s. 6d. per week up to a maximum of 15 weeks in any 12 months.

For Workmen U7ider 17 years—
No benefit.

It is provided that tho unemployed insured workman is not to

recoivo more than one week's benefit for every five contributions which

he has paid. This provision is thus explained l)y the sponsors of tho

measure: "This rule, while it will not bo felt by men who work

steadily in youth, and only make large claims on the fund in exceptional

trade depressions or in their later years, will restrict the claims to

benefit of men who are incompetent or idle. Tho same rule provides

also an automatic means of dealing with the claims of those who work
23 337
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partly at an insured trade and partly in another trade. Such men will

got a correspondingly reduced claim upon the fund."

In view of this rule, it becomes necessary to make a special provision
,

to bring into benefit, without undue delay, new entrants to the

Unemployed Insurance. A man becomes eligible for benefit after
^

paying 26 contributions, and if the above rule applied to him,

and he became unemployed at the twenty-seventh week, he would be

eligible for only 5 weeks' benefit within 12 months. It is therefore

provided that if a workman has been working in an insured trade

before the passing of the Act, there shall be deemed to be added to the

number of contributions which he has actually paid, 5 contributions for

each 3 months during which he has worked in the trade up to a

maximum of 25 contributions.

Therefore, the normal workman, after he has paid the 26 actual

contributions required before he can draw benefit at all, will be treated

as having paid 51 contributions, and will be ehgible accordingly for

10 weeks' unemployed benefit. After the lapse of another six months

he becomes eligible for the full 15 weeks' benefit.

In view of the experimental character of the system, and the

character of the available data upon which its finance is based (see

Chapter XXXI.), power is given to the Board of Trade to vary benefits,

either by way of increase or decrease, if it should be found necessary,

but they may not reduce benefit below 6s. without a Special Order

made after a public inquiry.

The probability is, however, that if such a pubHc inquiry were

found necessary, Parliament would feel it necessary to revise the scheme

in order to prevent the benefit falling below 6s.

The Workman's Documentary Title (Section 85).

The workman's documentary title to Unemployed Benefit is his

••Insurance Book," which he obtains from the Labour Exchange, or

Trade Union, or Post Office, and presents to his employer every week

to be stamped when his wages are paid. The stamped Insurance Book

proves that he is insured, and therefore entitled, if out of work, to

Unemployment Benefit within the statutory conditions. The unem-

ployed man presents it to the Labour Exchange or to his Trade Union

with a citizen right conferred upon him to ask for work, or, failing work,

out-of-work pay. " Every workman who, having been employed in

... an insured trade, is unemployed, and in whose case the . . .

statutory conditions are fulfilled, shall be entitled ... to receive

unemployment benefit," runs Section 84. It amounts to a

recognition of the right to work or to maintenance.
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Statutory Conditions Attaching to the Citizen Right (Section 86).

The statutory conditions which make an insured workman eligible

for Unemployment Benefit are as follows :

—

(1) He has to prove that he has been working in an Insured Trade

for at least 26 separate weeks in the preceding 5 years. This, of

course, is to insure that the Benefits shall be paid to men who have

really been connected with an Insured Trade. As only a fraction more

than 5 weeks per annum for 5 years is specified, the hona-fide workman

will find no difiiculty in this condition.

(2) He has to show that he has made application for Unemployment

Benefit in a prescribed manner, and that he has been continuously

unemployed since the date of his application. This simply means that

upon becoming unemployed he must take his Insurance Book to the

Labour Exchange or to his Trade Union, and register himself as out

of work.

(3) He has to show that he is capable of work, but unable to obtain

suitable employment. This simply means in practice that the Labour

Exchange or Trade Union will readily know whether he is able to

obtain suitable employment, for if it were going, he could be found

a job.

(4) He must not have exhausted his right to benefit, i.e., he must

not have received the full one week's benefit for each 5 contributions

paid.

But there are some important provisos to protect the workman from

possible interpretations of these statutory conditions. These are :

—

(a) With regard to strikes or lock-outs. He has the right to dechnc,

with regard to the third condition above, to interfere in a labour dispute

which does not concern him by accepting a situation in connection

with it. In this connection, it should bo noticed that the term '* Trade

Dispute" is defined in such manner as to cover a sympathetic dispute.

(6) With regard to rates of wages. The unemployed workman,

without forfeiting his right to benefit under Section 3 above, may

decline either

—

(i.) An ofTor of employment in the district where ho was last

ordinarily employed, at a rate of wage lower, or on

conditions less favourable, than those which he habitually

obtained in his usual employment in that district, or

would have obtained had he continued to be so

employed ; or,

(ii.) An offer of employment in any other district at a rate of

wage lower, or on conditions less favourable, than those

generally observed in such district by agrooracnt between
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associations of employers and of workmen, or, failing any

such ajTreemcnt, than those generally recognized in such

district by good employers.

Thus a man may refuse a job at less than his ordinary wages in his

own neighbourhood, or an offer of a job at a distance at less than the

recognized fair wages of the locality.

Let us suppose that, before becoming unemployed, a workman has

been receiving 25s. a week. He will not be deprived of benefit merely

because he refuses to accept another job in the same district at 23s.

;

he can hold out for his old accustomed rate of pay, and draw Unem-
ployed Benefit if he is otherwise entitled to it.

Of course, a man is not entitled to Unemployed Benefit if he is

directly involved in the strike or lock-out.

A few disqualifications have to be noted :

—

(1) A workman is disqualified who is out of work from misconduct,

or who leaves his work without proper cause ; the disqualification,

however, only lasts for six weeks.

(2) A workman is disqualified while imprisoned, or if he goes into

the workhouse or leaves the country. i

(3) A workman is not eligible for Unemployment Benefit while he

is receiving money benefit (Sickness or Disablement Benefit) under the

National Health Insurance.

{

Workman's Relations with the Labour Exchange (Sections 88,

90, &c.)

For the workman to continue to receive benefit, we have seen that

it is a statutory condition that he must show that he is " continuously

unemployed." This means that he must turn up at the Labour

Exchange regularly, and continue to sign the unemployed register

daily during working hours. This at once protects the Unemployment

Fund and ensures that if the Labour Exchange hears of work it may
direct the workman to it.

The workman's application is to the Insurance Officer, in cases

where he is not a Trade Unionist whose Society administers the

system. The Insurance Officer decides in the first place whether the

workman is entitled to benefit, or whether he is entitled, let us say,

to refuse an offer of work because of its conditions. In cases where

the workman is dissatisfied with the Insurance Officer's decision,

he may appeal to the Court of Eeferees described in the last chapter.

These Courts will sit frequently, so that there will be no delay in

arriving at decisions. It is contemplated that the Courts shall sit

in convenient centres weekly, and clear up all the appeals for the
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week. The workman can make his appeal without charge, and if

he has to attend the Court, he will receive his travelling expenses.

If the Court of Eeferees agree with the Insurance Officer, their

decision is final. If they differ, a further appeal lies to the Umpire
appointed by His Majesty, whose decision is final.

Some Miscellaneous Points.

The benefits paid under the Unemployment Insurance are inalien-

able, and all contracts seeking to make them otherwise are null and
void.

When Boards of Guardians are making a grant of outdoor relief

they are to exclude consideration of the receipt by a workman of

Unetoployment Insurance (as of Health Insurance) up to the limit

of 5s.



CHAPTEE XXIX

THE SEPARATE SCHEME OF SUBSIDIES AND THE
GENERAL AID TO TRADE UNIONS

The "Ghent" System.

THERE has been in practice for some years in certain foreign

countries, either municipally or nationally, a system of Un-
employment Insurance which has come to be called the Ghent system,

because it originated at that place. |
The system consists of leaving Unemployment Insurance entirely

to the voluntary efforts of Workmen's Associations, and to restrict

State interference to the encouragement of such voluntary efforts by

subsidies in respect of the Unemployment Benefits distributed. This

system spread v^ith various modifications from Ghent to Holland,

Italy, France, Germany, Denmark, and Norway. In the last-named

two countries and in France such subsidies have been granted by the

National Government. The plan has a good deal to recommend it,

and it has been especially favoured by those who have conceived it

next to impossible to check claims under a compulsory system.

The National Insurance Act, Part II., has very wisely grafted this

Ghent system on to its main scheme of compulsory insurance, and

by virtue of this important provision there is reason to believe that a

very substantial addition may be made to the 2,500,000 workers

who, we have seen, are brought within the main compulsory

provisions.

Subsidies to Trade Unions {Section 106).

The Board of Trade are given power, with the consent of the

Treasury, to make grants to " any Association of persons not trading

for profit, the rules of which provide for payments to persons whilst

unemployed," i.e., Trade Unions. The Trade Union may be concerned

with any description of industry whatsoever, and not necessarily one

of the Insured Trades.
342
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The grant is not to exceed one-sixth of the aggregate amount paid

out in Unemployment Benefit by a Trade Union, and it is not to

be paid in respect of Unemployment Benefit exceeding 12s. a week.

This subsidy, in the case of Trade Unions administering the Com-
pulsory Unemployment Insurance Benefit of 7s., is not to apply to

sums paid to the Trade Union in respect of the fact that it dispenses

the State Benefit (on this see also page 345.)

Let us see what this means to some typical large and small Trade
Unions connected with trades not included amongst the Insured

Trades.

TYPICAL TRADE UNIONS WHICH WILL BENEFIT BY THE SUBSIDY
SYSTEM.

Trade Union.
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at present attempt to grant unomploymont benefits. The following are

typical instances :

—

TYPICAL TRADE UNIONS WHICH DO NOT PAY UNEMPLOYMENT
BENEFITS.

Trade Union.
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Let us now see where Trade Unions stand in respect of the

compulsory and voluntary sides of the scheme.

Case 1.—Trade Union in an Insured Trade {i.e. its members are

compulsorily insured for 7s. a week) which is paying out-of-work

benefit of 12s. a week, and which administers the State Insurance.

Let us suppose that the Trade Union has 1,000 members

unemployed during a year, and that they draw between them 5,000

weeks of Unemployment Benefit. That means that the Trade Union

would pay out altogether £3,000 in out-of-work pay in the year.

£1,750 of this {i.e. 5,000 times 7s.) the Union would get from the

Board of Trade in connection with the Compulsory Insurance. Of the

balance of £1,250, £208—or one-sixth—would also be repaid them by

th6 Board of Trade under the subsidy scheme, leaving only £1,0-42

to be found out of tJie Society funds m respect of a total Unemploymant

payment o/ £3,000.

Case 2.—Trade Union not in an Insured Trade, which pays an

out-of-work benefit of 10s. a week. Its only relation with the Board

of Trade under the Insurance Act is in connection with the subsidy

plan. The Board of Trade will repay to it one-sixth of what it pays

out in benefit. If it has 1,000 members out of work in a year and they

draw between them 5,000 weeks of benefit at 10s. or £2,500, the

Trade Union will receive a subsidy of £416.

Trade Unions will thus be greatly helped in all their functions, for,

in view of the assistance given them in connection with Unemployment

Insurance, more of their funds become available for general purposes.



CHAPTER XXX

INSURANCE IN RELATION TO PREVENTION OF
DESTITUTION

General FreYentive Effects.

INSURANCE against unemployment does not, of course, remedy

unemployment, or destroy what I have termed the inherent

irregularity of work. The unemployed man drawing out-of-work pay

is still unemployed, and his labour is just as much lost to the nation.

Insurance, however, indirectly prevents a certain phase of unemploy-

ment only too likely to arise when a workman is idle and without

maintenance. The unemployment treated of in this work is the

unemployment of men capable of work who cannot find work to do. J

There is, however, another phase of unemployment exhibited in the
"

person of the unemployable man, and the unemployable man is often

a product of the deterioration of men through recurrent lack of employ-

ment combined with lack of maintenance. Undoubtedly the National

Insurance Act will prevent the manufacture of unemployables, and

it will do so in the working of both its Health section and its

Unemployment section.

The unemployed workman, with his Insurance Book, and his

citizen right to work or maintenance, kept in constant touch with an

inteUigent department which he knows to be doing its best to find him

employment, is a man in a very different frame of mind from, and a

man much less likely to fall into despair and destitution than, the

same man without status and without recognition, wandering at large

from foreman to foreman while every day he and his family grow

weaker and more desperate. It is impossible to doubt that each name

written in an Insurance Book is something done to rob us of William

"Watson's reproach that "the starved and stunted human souls are

with us more and more."

Specific PreventiYe Provisions.

The National Unemployment Insurance system has a number of

provisions specifically directed to the lessening of unemployment.
346
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(1) Casual Labour.—As we saw in Chapter XXVI., the employment

of casual workers costs an employer more for contributions than if

he gives regular employment. To employ a builders' labourer for

three days costs a builder 2hd., as though he employed him for a week.

This is certainly calculated to discourage casual employment. On
the other hand, as pointed out in Chapter XXVI., the Board of Trade, in

pursuance of their proper policy of encouraging the use of Labour

Exchanges, have made it possible for an employer of casual labour

to escape the extra contribution by putting himself in the hands of

the Labour Exchange in order that six days' work in a week, although

performed for him by two or three separate men, may cost him no

more than 2id. As I have already pointed out, there are two views

as to the possible result of this. The Board of Trade take the view

that by organizing casual labour you can decasualize labour. The

other view is that to provide a machine to supply casual labour is to

make it more convenient than before to obtain an odd man when you

want him.

(2) E-ncouraging Continuous Employment.—This is done in two

ways. When an employer can show that he has employed a man
regularly throughout the year, he can obtain repayment of one-third

of the 10s. lOd. he has paid on his workman's behalf.

Again, when an employer makes an arrangement with his work-

man to work systematic short time during periods of depression, instead

of keeping on some men and " sacking " others, the Board of Trade have

power to remit the contributions both of the employer and the

employed.

(3j Traiyiing of Workmen.—If a workman is found to be frequently

unemployed through lack of skill or knowledge of his trade, he may be

trained or instructed (Clause 100). The cost of the training is borne

by the Unemployment Fund, on the principle that it gains by his

training. If such a workman refuses to be tested for training, or the

results of his training are found to bo unsatisfactory, he may be asked

to take other work by the Labour Exchanges, instead of what ho has

termed his trade.

Finally, the working of Unemployment Insurance will provide the

nation with such information on the subject of unemployment as it

has never before possessed. That information will not merely enable

us to frame a perfected scheme of Unemployment Insurance ; it will

stimulate effort in many other directions, and undoubtedly load to

the more intelligent handling of every part of what is a many-sided

and complex problem.



CHAPTER XXXI

FINANCIAL BASIS OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

Unemployment Experience.

WE come in conclusion to the financial basis of the Unemployment
Insurance Scheme.

As was shown in Chapter XXV., the number of workmen to be

compulsorily insured against unemployment is about 2,500,000.

Mr. Ackland, the Government actuary, had to work upon unemploy-

ment data relating to a much smaller body of workmen. The records

of Trade Unions form the most valuable information available, and

various particulars were obtained relating to some 400,000 Trade

Unionists, a body sufficiently large to give fairly reliable results.

Examining the Trade Union unemployment rates, the following

particulars are obtained relating to unemployment experience

—

TRADE UNION UNEMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE.

(Average for the 20 Yeaes 1891 to 1910.)

Class of Trade Union.
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each month. The 12 monthly records are averaged to make an
annual rate. Twenty such annual rates are averaged to make the

figures in the first column above. The second column is derived from
the first, for an average yearly rate of 5 per cent, indicates {very roughly)

either that 5 per cent, of all the workmen engaged may be deemed to be

constantly unemployed all the year, or that each individual workman
may, on the average, be deemed to be unemployed for 5 per cent,

of the working year, i.e., for 15 or 16 days.

It will be observed that the building rate refers to carpenters and
plumbers only, but there is no doubt that a higher rate of unemploy-

ment exists in the building trade as a whole. For safety, therefoi'e, it

has been assumed that the unemployment in the building trade, as a

whole, is double that of the carpenters and plumbers taken alone. It

has also been assumed that the general labourers are unemployed at

a high rate.

Estimated Experience Belied On.

Working on this combination of ascertained facts and intelligent

assumptions, it is estimated that the 2,500,000 men to be compulsorily

insured have an average unemployment rate of

8-6 per cent, per annum,

equivalent to

26'8 days of unemployment per member per annum.

Taking the building and engineering groups separately, the building

group is estimated to have an average rate of unemployment of 10*4

per cent, per annum, equivalent to 32-4 days of unemployment per

member per annum, while the engineering group is estimated to have

an unemployment rate of G'5 per cent., equivalent to 203 days of

unemployment per member per annum.

These estimates are sot out in tabular form on p. 350.

The next thing to be arrived at is what proportion of the days of

of lost time are covered by the Unemployment Benefit scheme. As the

Act provides benefit for 15 weeks, it will be seen that not the wholo

of the days of lost time have to bo provided for. Working upon

the best available material, again Trade Union data, wo arrive at the

conclusion that it is necessary to provide funds to cover 71 per cent, of

the unemployment, i.e., tliat 71 per cent, of tho unemployment is eligible

for tho State benefit.
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ESTIMATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT AMONGST 2,121,000 OF THE
INSUKED WORKMEN. *

Trado.
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But there are some deductions to make. The workman loses time

through unemployment and through sickness, and he is then excused

from contributing. So it is estimated that we can only rely upon

receiving 44 weeks' contributions in a year, and I think this estimate

too sanguine.

In the next place it will be remembered that the employer who

employs regularly has the benefit of reduced payment ; he can have

one-third of his money back. That reduces the number of employers'

twopence-halfpennies receivable.

There are also adjustments to make in respect of the boys under 18

who pay lower contributions.

Taking all this into account, it is assumed that the following net

contributions will be available for benefit :

—

' NET CONTEIBUTIONS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS.

Average Contribution of "Workman ...

„ Employer ...

>i
,, State...

Per Aunum.
s. d.

9 2
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contributions, and, after allowing for this condition, and one or two

other minor considerations, it is believed that there will be a small

surplus or working margin of lOd. per member on the average year's

working.

It will bo seen that the scheme has been prepared with considerable

care, and that it is probably financially sound. In view of the paucity

of data, however, it is impossible to say that the figures are more than

roughly accurate. Happily it may be found that the cost has been

under, rather than over-estimated. We shall not be able to judge of

that before some years have passed, in view of the calculations being

averaged on the experience of two decades.

The object of basing the scheme upon the average of 20 years'

experience will be obvious. Such a period includes several trade

cycles, and gives, therefore, a fair mean of good, bad, and indifferent

trade years.

The trade of 1911 was good, and that of 1912 is not likely to be

bad. Sooner or later, however, bad trade must come, and the accu-

mulated reserve of the years of plenty will be needed to pay out larger

benefits in the lean years.
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UNEMPLOYMENT INSUKANCE

PART III : THE NATIONAL INSURANCE
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NATIONAL INSUEANCE ACT, 1911.

[1 & 2 Geo. 5. Ch. 55.J

AKKANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

PAET II.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.

Section.

84. Eight of workmen in insured trades to unemployment benefit.

85. Contributions by workmen, employers, and the Treasury.

86. Statutory conditions for receipt of unemployment benefit.

87. Disqualifications for unemployment benefit.

88. Determination of claims.

89. Appointment of umpire, insurance officers, inspectors, &c.

90. Courts of referees.

91. Regulations.

92. Unemployment fund.

93. Treasury advances.

94. Refund of part of contributions paid by employer in the case of

workmen continuously employed.

95. Repayment of part of contributions by workmen in certain cases.

96. Refund of contributions paid in respect of workmen working short

time.

97. Saving for occasional employment in rural neighbourhoods.

98. Payment of contributions in case of Reservists or Territorials during

training.

99. Provisions with respect to workmen engaged through labour

exchanges.

100. Subsidiary provisions.

101. Offences and proceedings for recovery of contributions, Ac.

102. Periodical revision of rates of contribution.

103. Power to extend to other trades.

104. Exclusion of subsidiary occupations.

365
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105. Arrangements with associations of workmen in insured trade who

make payments to members whilst unemployed.

106. Repayments to associations who make payments to persons, whether

workmen in insured trade or not, whilst unemployed.

107. Interpretation and application.

Note : Part III. of the Act has general application to both the Health

and Unemployment Sections. It will be found on page 377 et aeq.



NATIONAL INSUKANCE ACT, 1911.

[1 & 2 Geo. 5. Ch. 65.]

PAKT II.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. wS^L
in insured

Section 84.—Every workman who, having been employed in a trade trades to un-
nientioned in the Sixth Schedule to this Act (in this Act referred to as " an employment

insured trade "), is unemployed, and in whose case the conditions laid down benefit.

by this Part of this Act (in this Act referred to as " statutory conditions ")

are fulfilled, shall be entitled, subject to the provisions of this Part of this

Act, to receive payments (in this Act referred to as "unemployment
benefit") at weekly or other prescribed intervals at such rates and for such

periods as are authorized by or under the Seventh Schedule to this Act, so

long as those conditions continue to be fulfilled, and so long as he is not

disqualified under this Act for the receipt of unemployment benefit

:

Provided that unemployment benefit shall not be paid in respect of any

period of unemployment which occurs during the six months following the

commencement of this Act.

Notes on Section 84.— This Section, togetJier with Schedules 6 and 7

(which are printed immediately after these notes for convenience of refer-

ence) defines—
(1) The claims of workmen ivho are to he compulsorilij insured against

unemployment.

(2) TJie amount of the benefit payable.

(3) The periods of time for tvhich the benefit isjfayahle.

It should be observed at once that the Board of Trade is the central

CO it rolling autlwrity for the Unemployment Insurance.

As to the workman insured—
(1) the term "workman " is defined by Section 107 ;

(2) the " Insured Trades" of Section 1 are clearly set out in tlie Sixth
Schedule. Observe that by Section 103 the Board of Trade have
power to extend to other trades, and that by Section 104 they

have power to exclude subsidiary occupations.

The normal rate of Benefit jjrescribfd by Schedule 1 are : For work-
men over IB (after the first week of unemployment). Is. per week up to a
'tnnximnm of 13 iveeks in any 12 months; For workmen from 17 to 18,

3«. 6<Z. per week instead of Gs.; For workmen under 17 years. No Benefit.

It isprovided by Schedule 7, Parayrapli 4, that the insured manis not (o

receive more than one week's beyiefit for every five contributions paid by him.
867
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But this proviso is added, that if a worhman has been worVing in an

insured trade before the passing of the Insurance Act, there shall be deemed

to be added to the number of contribatio7is which he has actually paid five

contributions for each three months during which he has been in the trade

up to a maximum of 25 contributions.

In view of the experimental character of the scheme, it is also provided

{first and last paragraph of Schedule 7) that the Board of Trade may

prescribe alterations in the benefits.

SIXTH SCHEDULE.

List of Insured Trades for the purposes of Part II. of this Act

RELATING TO UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.

(1) Building ; that is to say, the construction, alteration, repair, decora-

tion, or demolition of buildings, including the manufacture of any fittings of

wood of a kind commonly made in builders' workshops or yards.

(2) Construction of works ; that is to say, the construction, reconstruc-

tion, or alteration of railroads, docks, harbours, canals, embankments,

bridges, piers or other works of construction.

(3) Shipbuilding ; that is to say, the construction, alteration, repair or

decoration of ships, boats or other craft by persons not being usually

members of a ship's crew, including the manufacture of any fittings of wood

of a kind commonly made in a shipbuilding yard.

(4) Mechanical engineering, including the manufacture of ordnance and

firearms.

(5) Ironfounding, whether included under the foregoing headings or not.

(6) Construction of vehicles ; that is to say, the construction, repair, or

decoration of vehicles.

(7) Sawmilling (including machine woodwork) carried on in connection

with any other insured trade or of a kind commonly so carried on.

SEVENTH SCHEDULE.

Rates and Periods of Unemployment Benefit.

In respect of each week following the first week of any period of

unemployment, seven shillings, or such other rates as may be prescribed]

either generally or for any particular trade or any branch thereof

:

Provided that, in the case of a workman under the age of eighteen, noj

unemployment benefit shall be paid while the workman is below the age of
j

seventeen, and while the workman is of the age of seventeen or upwards!

but below the age of eighteen, unemployment benefit shall only be paid atj

half the rate at which it would be payable if the workman was above thej

age of eighteen.

No workman shall receive unemployment benefit for more than fifteen]

or such other number of weeks as may be prescribed either generally or fori

any particular trade or branch thereof within any period of twelve months,!

or in respect of any period less than one day.
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No workman shall receive more unemployment benefit than in the

proportion of one week's benefit for every five contributions paid by him
under this Act

:

Pro\aded that for the purpose of the foregoing paragraph

—

(a) in the case of a workman who satisfies the Board of Trade that he

is over the age of twenty-one and has habitually worked at an

insured trade before the commencement of this Act, there shall

be deemed to be added to the number of contributions which he

has actually paid five contributions for each period of three

months or part of such period during which he has so worked

before the commencement of this Act, up to a maximum of

twenty-five contributions ; and

(6) where, owing to the fact that the wages or other remuneration of a

workman are paid at intervals greater than a week, or for any

other like reason contributions are paid under Part II. of this Act

in respect of any workman at intervals greater than a week, that

» workman shall be entitled to treat each of such contributions as

so many contributions as there are weeks in the period for which

the contribution has been paid.

Any time during which a workman is, under Part II. of this Act, dis-

qualified for receiving unemployment benefit shall be excluded in the

computation of periods of unemployment under this schedule.

A period of unemployment shall not be deemed to commence till the

workman has made application for unemployment benefit in such manner
as may be prescribed.

The power conferred by this schedule on the Board of Trade to prescribe

rates and periods of unemployment benefit shall not be exercised so as to

increase the rate of benefit above eight shillings per week or reduce it

below six shillings per week, or to increase the period of unemployment'
benefit above fifteen weeks, or to alter the proportion which the period

of benefit bears to the number of contributions paid, except by rules

confinned by an order made in accordance with the provisions of this Act
relating to special orders.

Section 85.— (1) The sums required for the payment of unemployment Contribu-

benefit under this Act shall be derived partly from contributions by work- tious by

men in the insured trades and partly from contributions by employers of
'^°'^^®°'

such workmen and partly from moneys provided by Parliament. and the

(2) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, every workman Treaauxy.

employed within the United Kingdom in an insured trade, and every

employer of any such workman, shall be liable to pay contributions at

the rates specified in the Eighth Schedule to this Act.

(8) Except where the regulations under this Part of this Act otherwise

prescribe, the employer shall, in the first instance, bo liable to pay both the

contribution payable by himself, and also on behalf of and to the ex-
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elusion of the workman, the contribution payable by such workman, anc

subject to such reguhitions, shall bo entitled, notwithstanding the proj

visions of any Act or any contract to the contrary, to recover from th^

workman by deductions from the workman's wages or from any othej

payment due from him to the workman the amount of the contributions sc

paid by him on behalf of the workman.

(4) Notwithstanding any contract to the contrary, the employer shall

not be entitled to deduct from the wages of or other payment due to the

workman, or otherwise recover from the workman by any legal process the

contributions payable by the employer himself.

(5) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, the Board of

Trade may make regulations providing for any matters incidental to

the payment and collection of contributions payable under this Part

of this Act, and in particular for

—

(a) payment of contributions by means of adhesive or other stamps

affixed to or impressed upon books or cards, or otherwise,

and for regulating the manner, times and conditions in, at and

under which stamps are to be affixed and impressed or payments

are otherwise to be made ;

(6) the issue, sale, custody, production, and delivery up of books or

cards and the replacement of books or cards which have been lost

destroyed or defaced.

(6) A contribution shall be made in each year out of moneys provided

by Parliament equal to one-third of the total contributions received from

employers and workmen during that year, and the sums to be contributed

in any year shall be paid in such manner and at such times as the Treasury

may determine.

Notes on Section 85.— This Section, together with Schedule 8 {which

is printed immediately after these notes) deals with the contributions and

the manner of their collection.

The compulsory contributions to the Unemployment Insurance are as

follows

:

—
The workman's contribution is 2^d. for each period of employment of a

week or less, and the employer's contribution is also 1\d.for each period of

employment of a tveek or less, but rvhere the period of employment is tiuo

days or less, the contributions of employers and toorkmen are Id. a day.

In the case of workmen below the age of 18, the contributions are \d. for

each week or lessfrom workman and employer respectively {Schedule 8).

The State contribution to the unemjdoyment fund is one-third of the

total contributions from workmen and employers {Section 85 (6) ).

The State is to bear any cost of administration over 10 per cent, {or ^d.

2)er week).

During unemployment no contribution is requiredfrom the workman.

Compulsion is effected by collection of the contributions through the

employers, tvho are given power to deduct the workman's share from their

wages {Subsections {3), (4), and (5) ).
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EIGHTH SCHEDULE.

Contributions for the purposes of Part II. of this Act

RELATING TO UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.

Rates of Contributions from Worlimen and Employers.

2Ad.

2.'.d.

From every workman employed in an insured trade for

every week he is so employed ...

From every employer by whom one or more workmen

are employed in an insm-ed trade, in respect of each

workman, for every week he is so employed

Provided that, in the case of a workman below the age of eighteen,

Id. shall be substituted for 2^d. as the contribution from the workman

and from the employer, but, for the purpose of reckoning the number

of contributions in respect of such a workman except as regards the pay-

ment of unemployment benefit before he reaches the age of eighteen,

the Id. shall be treated as two-fifths of a contribution.

Every such period of employment of less than a week shall, for the

purposes of this schedule, be treated as if it were employment for a whole

week, except that, where the period of employment is two days or less,

the contributions both of the employer and of the workman shall be

reduced to one penny if the period does not exceed one day and to twopence

if it exceeds one day ; and, in such case, in reckoning the number of

contributions under Part II. of this Act and schedules therein referred to,

contributions at such reduced rates shall be treated as two-fifths or

four-fifths of a contribution as the case may require.

Section 86.—The statutory conditions for the receipt of unemploy- statutory

ment benefit by any workman are

—

conditions

(1) that he proves that he has been employed as a workman in an J'^g^nf-E
^

insured trade in each of not less than twenty-six separate ment benefit,

calendar weeks in the preceding five years
;

(2) that he has made application for unemployment benefit in the

prescribed manner, and proves that since the date of the applica-

tion he has been continuously unemployed

;

(8) that he is capable of work but unable to obtain suitable

employment
;

(4) that he has not exhausted his right to unemployment benefit

under this Part of this Act

:

Provided that a workuian shall not be doeincd to liave failed to fulfil

the statutory conditions by reason only that he has declined

—

(a) an ofTcr of employment in a situation vacant in consequence of

a stoppage of work due to a trade dispute ; or

(6) an offer of employment in the district where ho was last ordinarily

employed at a rate of wage lower, or on conditions less favourable,

than those which he habitually obtained in his usual employment
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in that district, or would have obtained had he continued to bej

so employed ; or

(c) an ofTer of employment in any other district at a rate of wage]

lower or on conditions less favourable than those generallyj

observed in such district by agreement between associations oj

employers and of workmen, or, failing any such agrectuent,!

than those generally recognized in such district by good]

employers.

Note on Section 86.—Observe that uyider proviso (a) a worhman doeai

not lose his right to benefit because he has declined to interfere in en

labour dispute which does not concern him, by accepting a situationin con-i

nection with it. He has the furthtr right, without prejudice to his benefitA

to decline to accept less than his customary rate of wages in his owrn
district, or less than the recognized rate paid by good employers if he goe8\

to a strange district.

Disqualifica-

tions for

unemploy-
ment benefit.

Section 87.— (1) A workman who has lost employment by reason of a]

stoppage of work which was due to a trade dispute at the factory, workshop,]

or other premises at which he was employed, shall be disqualified fori

receiving unemployment benefit so long as the stoppage of work continues,!

except in a case where he has, during the stoppage of work, become bon^

fide employed elsewhere in au insured trade.

Where separate branches of work which are commonly carried on as

separate businesses in separate premises are in any case carried on inj

separate departments on the same premises, each of those departments

shall, for the purposes of this provision, be deemed to be a separate factorj

or workshop or separate premises, as the case may be.

(2) A workman who loses employment through misconduct or whc
voluntarily leaves his employment without just cause shall be disqualifiec

for receiving unemployment benefit for a period of six weeks from the date

when he so lost employment.

(3) A workman shall be disquaUfied for receiving unemployment benefit

whilst he is an inmate of any prison or any workhouse or other institutiooj

supported wholly or partly out of public funds, and whilst he is resident

temporarily or permanently outside the United Kingdom.

(4) A workman shall be disqualified for receiving unemployment benefit

while he is in receipt of any sickness or disablement benefit or disablement

allowance under Part I. of this Act.

Determina-
tion of

claims.

Section 88.— (1) All claims for unemployment benefit under this Par

of this Act, and all questions whether the statutory conditions are fulfilled

in the case of any workman claiming such benefit, or whether those con-

ditions continue to be fulfilled in the case of a workman in receipt of sue!

benefit, or whether a workman is disqualified for receiving or continuing tc

receive such benefit, or otherwise arising in connection with such claims^

shall be determined by one of the officers appointed under this Part of thia
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Act for determiuing such claims for benefit (in this Act referred to as

•' insurance officers ") :

Provided that

—

(a) in any case where unemployment benefit is refused or is stopped,

or where the amount of the benefit allowed is not in accordance

with the claim, the workman may requii-e the insurance officer to

report the matter to a court of referees constituted in accordance

with this Part of this Act, and the court of referees after con-

sidering the circumstances may make to the insurance officer

such recommendations on the case as they may think proper,

and the insurance officer shall, unless he disagrees, give effect to

those recommendations. If the insurance oflicer disagrees with

any such recommendation, he shall, if so requested by the court

of referees, refer the recommendation, with his reasons for dis-

agreement, to the umpire appomted under this Part of this Act,

whose decision shall be final and conclusive

;

(6) the insurance officer in any case in which he considers it expedient

to do so may, instead of himself determining the claim or

question, refer it to a court of referees, who shall in such case

determine the question, and the decision of the court of referees

shall be final and conclusive.

(2) Nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing an insurance

officer or umpire, or a court of referees, on new facts being brought to his

or their knowledge, revising a decision or recommendation given in any
particular case, but, where any such revision is made, the revised decision

or recommendation shall have efi"ect as if it had been an original decision

or recommendation, and the foregoing pi-ovisions of this section shall apply

accordingly, without prejudice to the retention of any benefit which may
have been received under the decision or recommendation which has been

revised.

(3) The Arbitration Act, 1889, shall not apply to proceedings under this 62 & 53 Vict,

section, except so far as it may be applied by regulations under this Part c. 49.

of this Act.

(4j For the purposes of proceedings under this section in Ireland, 19 & 20 Vict,

regulations may apply all or any of tlie provisions of the Common Law ^- ^''^•

Procedure (Ireland) Act, 1856, with respect to arbitration.

Note on Section 88.— This Section will he heller understood if it is

borne in mind that the intention is to work the system chiefly through the

Labour Exchanges. Tlic " Insurance Officer " loill be attached to a Labour
Exchange.

Section 89.— (1) For the purposes of this Part of this Act, an umpire Appointment
may be appointed by His Majesty, and insurance officers shall be appointe<l of umpire,

by the J3oard of Trade (Huljjcot to tlic consent of the Treasury as to
^"rance

number) and the insurance officers shall be appointed to act for sucii Bpector's &c
areas as the Board direct.

(2) The Board of Trade may appoint such other officers, inspectors, and
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servants for the purposes of this Part of this Act as the Board may, witt

the sanction of the Treasury, detcnnine, and there shall he paid out of

moneys provided hy Parliament to the umpire and insurance officers

and to such other officers, inspectors, and servants, such salaries or

remuneration as the Treasury may determine ; and any expenses incurred

by the Board of Trade in carrying this Part of this Act into effect to

such amount as may be sanctioned by the Treasury shall be defrayed

out of moneys provided by Parliament

:

Provided that such sura as the Treasury may direct, not exceeding

one-tenth of the receipts, other than advances by the Treasury, paid

into the unemployment fund on income account shall, in accordance

with regulations made by the Treasury, be applied as an appropriation

in aid of money provided by Parliament for the purpose of such salaries,

remuneration, and expenses.

Courts of

referees.
Section 90.— (1) A court of referees for the purposes of this Part of

this Act shall consist of one or more members chosen to represent employers,

witli an equal number of members chosen to represent workmen, and a

chairman appointed by the Board of Trade.

(2) Panels of persons chosen to represent employers and workmen

respectively shall be constituted by the Board of Trade for such districts

and such trades or groups of trades as the Board may think fit, and the

members of a court of referees to be chosen to represent employers and

workmen shall be selected from those panels in the prescribed manner.

(3) Subject as aforesaid, the constitution of courts of referees shall be

determined by regulations made by the Board of Trade.

(4) The reg\ilations of the Board of Trade may further provide for the

reference to referees chosen from the panels constituted under this section,

for consideration and advice, of questions bearing upon the administration

of this Part of this Act, and for the holding of meetings of referees for the

purpose.

(5) The Board of Trade may pay such remuneration to the chairman and

other members of a court of referees and such travelling and other allowances

(including compensation for loss of time) to persons required to attend before

any such court, and such other expenses in connection with any referees, as

the Board with the sanction of the Treasury determine, and any such

payments shall be treated as expenses incurred by the Board of Trade in

carrying this Part of this Act into effect.

Regulations. Section 91.— (1) The Board of Trade may make regulations for any of

tlie purposes for which regulations may be made under this Part of this Act

and the Schedules therein referred to, and for prescribing anything which

under this Part of this Act or any such Schedules is to be prescribed, and—

(a) for permitting workmen who are employed under the same employer

partly in an insured trade and partly not in an insured trade to be

treated with the consent of the employer as if they were wholly

employed in an insured trade ; and
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(6) for giving employers, and workmen, and the Board of Trade an
opportunity of obtaining a decision by the umpire appointed under

this Part of this Act on any question whether contributions under

this Part of this Act are payable in respect of any workman or

class of workmen, and for securing that a workman in whose
case contributions have been paid in accordance with any such

decision, shall, as respects any unemployment benefit payable in

respect of those contributions, be treated as a workman employed

in an insured trade, and for securing that employers and workmen
shall be protected from proceedings and penalties in cases where,

in accordance with any such decision, they have paid or refrained

from paying contributions ; and

(c) for prescribing the evidence to be required as to the fulfilment of

the conditions and qualifications for receiving or continuing to

receive unemployment benefit, and for that purpose requiring the

attendance of workmen at such offices or places and at such times

as may be required ; and

{d) for prescribing the manner in which claims for unemployment

benefit may be made and the procedure to be followed on the

consideration and examination of claims and questions to be

considered and determined by the insurance officers, courts of

referees, and umpire, and the mode in which any question may be

raised as to the continuance, in the case of a workman in receipt

of unemployment benefit, of such benefit, and for making provision

with respect to the appointment of a deputy umpire in the case of

the unavoidable absence or incapacity of the umpire ; and

(e) with respect to the payment of contributions and benefits during

any period intervening between any application for the decision of

any question or any claim for benefit, and the fintd determination

of the question or claim ; and

(/) for providing that, where any workmen are employed in or for the

purposes of the business of any person, but are not actually

employed by tliat person, that person may be treated for the

purposes of this Part of this Act as their employer instead of

their actual employer, and for allowing that person to deduct

from any payments made by him to the actual employer any

sums paid by hiui as contributions on behalf of the workmen,

and for allowing the actual employer to recover the like sums

from the workmen ; and

generally for carrying this Part of this Act into effect, and any regulations

80 made shall have effect as if enacted in this Act.

Any regulations made under this section for giving an opportunity of

obtaining a decision of tlie umpire may be brought into operation as soon as

may be after the passing of this Act.

(2) The regulations may, with the concurrence of the Postmaster-

General, provide for enabling claimants of unemployment benefit to make

their claims for unemployment benefit under this Act tlirough tiie Post

Office, and for the payment of unemployment benefit through the Post Office.
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(3) All regulations made under this section shall be laid before each

House of Parlianient as soon as may bo after they are made, and, if an

address is presented to His Majesty by either House of Parliament within

the next subsequent forty days on wliich that House has sat next after any

such regulation is laid before it, praying that the regulation may be annulled,

it shall thenceforth be void, but without prejudice to the validity of anything

previously done thereunder, or to the making of any new regulation.

Unemploy-
ment fund.

Section 92.— (1) For the purposes of this Part of this Act, there shall

be established under the conti-ol and management of the Board of Trade a

fund called the Unemployment fund, into which shall be paid all contribu-

tions payable under this Part of this Act by employers and workmen and

out of moneys provided by Parliament, and out of which shall be paid all

claims for unemployment benefit and any other payments which under this

Part of this Act are payable out of the fund.

(2) The accounts of the unemployment fund shall be audited by the

Comptroller and Auditor-General in such manner as the Treasury may
direct.

(3) Any moneys forming part of the unemployment fund may from time

to time be paid over to the National Debt Commissioners and by them
invested in accordance with regulations made by the Treasury in any

securities which are for the time being authorized by Parliament as invest-

ments for savings banks moneys.

(4j The National Debt Commissioners shall present to Parliament

annually an account of the securities in which moneys forming part of the

said fund are for the time being invested.

Note on Section 92.—Note that as the employers pay the joint con-

tributions of themselves and their workmen by purchasing special stamps

at Post Offices, the Unemployment Fund will receive the contributions

from the Postmaster-Qeneral.

Treasury
advances.

Section 93.— (1) The Treasury may out of the Consolidated Fund or

the growing produce thereof advance on the security of the unemployment
fund any sums required for the purpose of discharging the liabilities of that

fund under this Part of this Act : Provided that the total amount of advances

outstanding at any time shall not exceed three million pounds.

(2) If, whilst any part of any such advance is outstanding, it appears to

the Treasury that the unemployment fund is insolvent, the Board of Trade

shall, if the Treasury so direct, by order, make such temporary modifications

in any of the rates of contribution, or the rates or periods of unemployment
benefit, and during such period, as the Board of Trade think fit, and as will

on the whole, in the opinion of the Treasury, be sufficient to secure the

solvency of the unemployment fund

:

Provided that no order made "under this subsection shall reduce the

weekly rate of unemployment benefit below the sum of five shillings, or

shall increase the rates of contribution from employers or workmen by
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more than one penny per workman per week, or increase those rates

unequally as between employers and workmen, and no such order shall

remain in force more than three months after all the advances and interest

thereon have been repaid, or come into force until one mouth after it is

made.

(3) An order under this section shall not be made so as to be in force at

any time while any previous order made under this section is in force.

(4) On any such order being made, the Board of Trade shall cause the

order, together with a special report as to the reasons for naaking the order,

to be laid before Parliament.

(5) The Treasury may, for the purpose of providing for the issue of sums
out of the Consolidated Fund under this section, or for the repayment to

that fund of all or any part of the sums so issued, or for paying off any

security issued under this section, so far as that payment is not otherwise

provided for, borrow money by means of the issue of Exchequer bonds or

Treasury bUls, and aU simis so borrowed shall be paid into the Exchequer.

(6) The principal of and interest on any Exchequer bonds issued under

this section shall be charged on and payable out of the Consolidated Fund
of the United Kingdom, or the growing produce thereof.

(7) Notwithstanding anything in any other Act, money in the hands of

the National Debt Commissioners for the reduction of the National Debt

shall not be applied to purchasing, reducing, or paying off any Exchequer

bonds or Treasury bUls issued under this section.

Note on Section 93.—Study of the finance of the scheme {Chapter

XXXI.) ivill show that, if had trade occurs in the early years of the

Act's operation, the Unemployment Fund may easily be exhausted. Hence
this Section, which enables the Board of Trade to carry on the scheme
until trade recovers and contributions again accumulate.

Section 94.—(1) The Board of Trade shall, on the application of any
employer made within one month after the termination of any calendar

year, or other prescribed period of twelve months, refund to such employer

out of the unemployment fund a sum equal to one-third of the contributions

(exclusive of any contributions refunded to him under any other provisions

of thi.s Part of this Act) paid by him on his own behalf during that period in

respect of any workman who has been continuously in his service througli

the period, and in respect of whom not less than forty-five contributions

have been paid during the period.

(2) For the purpose of meeting any change in the period for which any
refund of contributions is to be made under the foregoing provisions of this

section, or for the puriwase of making provision for any period which may
elapse between the date on which contributions commence to bo payable

under this Part of this Act and the date on which the first period for the

refund of contributions under the foregoing provisions of this section com-
mences, the Board of Trade may, ho far as necessary for the purpose, api)ly

the provisions of this section to any period less than twelve months, subject

Refund of

part of con-

tributions

paid by em-
ployer in the
case of

workmen
continuously
employed.
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to such proportionate reduction of the number of contributions required aa

they direct, and this section shall take effect as regards any such period of

less than twelve months as so applied.

Note on Section 94.— The value of this Section to the employer who
gives regular eiuploymcjit is, per man per annum—

From one-third of 45 x 2\d.,

to one-third of 52 X 2^d.,

cr from 3s. 1^(7. to 3s. Id. per workman per annum.

Repayment
of part of con-
tributions by
workmen in

certain cases.

Section 95.— (1) If it is shown to the satisfaction of the Board of

Trade by any workman or his personal representatives that the workman
has paid contributions in accordance with the provisions of this Part of this

Act in respect of five hundred weeks or upwards, and that the workman has

reached the age of sixty, or before his death had reached the age of sixty,

the workman or his representatives shall be entitled to be repaid the

amount, if any, by which the total amount of such contributions have

exceeded the total amount received by him out of the unemployment fund

under this Act, together with compound interest at the rate of two and a

half per cent, per annum calculated in the prescribed manner.

(2) A repayment to a workman under this section shall not affect his

liability to pay contributions under this Part of this Act, and, if after any

such repayment he becomes entitled to unemployment benefit, he shall be

treated as having paid in respect of the period for which the repayment has

been made the full number of contributions which is most nearly equal to

five-eighths of the number of contributions actually paid during that period.

Note on Section 95.— This is a Section of doubtful expediency. It

appears to strike at the principle of insurance, and is especially to be

deprecated in vieiv of tlie benefits provided by the scheme being low.

If an insured workman has had the good fortune to be regularly

employed for many years, the principle of insurance demands, as in the

ca^e of health insurance, that he should merge his contributions in the

common fund to help tlie unfortunate.

Refund of

contributions
paid in

respect of

workmen
working
short time.

Section 96.— (1) If any employer satisfies the Board of Trade that

during any period of depression in his business workmen employed by him
have been systematically working short time, and that during such period

he has paid contributions under this Part of this Act on behalf of such

workmen, as well as on his own behalf, without recovering such contri-

butions from such workmen either by way of deductions from wages or

otherwise, there shall be refunded to him out of the unemployment fund, in

accordance with regulations made by the Board of Trade, the contributions

so paid by him in respect of those workmen (including those paid on behalf

of the workmen as well as those paid on his own behalf), for the period or

such part thereof as in the circumstances may seem just

:

Provided that, except in a case where the working of short time has
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been effected by stopping the work for some day in the week which has

been usually recognized as a working day of at least four hours in the trade

and district, no such refund shall be made in respect of any workmen for

any week in which the hours of work have exceeded five-sixths of the

number usually recognized as constituting a full week's work at that time

in the trade and district.

(2) Any employer who desires to take advantage of this section may
make an application to the Board of Trade with a view to obtaining their

ruling as to the circumstances under which, and the means by which, he

proposes to effect a reduction of working hours, and the Board of Trade

may, if they think fit, on the necessary information being supplied, give

their ruling as to whether the circumstances are such, and the proposed

means of reducing working hours are such, as to satisfy the requirements of

this section.

Section 97. Where a workman is employed in a district which is rural

in its character, and the workman usually follows in that district some occu-

pation other than an insured trade, and is employed in an insured trade

occasionally only, contributions under this Part of this Act shall not be pay-

able in respect of the workman, except in cases where the employer and the

workman agree that contributions shall be payable notwithstanding this

provision.

Saving for

occasional
employment
in rural

neighbour-
hoods.

Section 98.—Where a man of the Naval Reserves, the Army Reserve,

or the Territorial Force, is being trained and is in receipt of pay out of the

moneys provided by Parliament for Navy or Army services, and im-

mediately before the training was employed in an insured trade, he shall,

for the purposes of this Part of this Act, be deemed, whilst so training, to be

in the employment of the Crown in an insured trade.

PajTnent of

contributions
in case of

Reservists or
Territorials

during
training.

Section 99.— (1) The Board of Trade may, in such cases and on such

conditions as the Board may prescribe, make an arrangement with any em-

ployer liable to pay contributions under any part of this Act, whereby, in

respect of workmen engaged by him through a labour exchange, or in his

employ at the date of such arrangement, the performance of all or any of the

duties required under any part of this Act to be performed by the employer

in respect of those workmen, whether on his own behalf or on behalf of the

workmen, shall be undertaken on behalf of the employer by the labour

exchange, and whereby in respect of such workmen difTcrent periods of

employment, whether of the same workmen or different workmen, may,

for the purposes of the employer's contributions under this Part of this

Act, but not for the purposes of a refund of nny part of tho employer's

contributions, be treated as a continuous employment of a single

workman.
('2) Where any such arrangement has been made, all tho periods of

employment during which a workman engaged through a labour exchange is

employed by one or more employers with whom such an arrangement has

25

Provisions

with respect

to workmen
engaged
through
labour
exchanges.
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been made, may, subject to regulations made by the Board of Trade, on the

application of the workman, be treated for the purposes of his contributions

under this Part of this Act as a continuous period of employment under one

employer, and those regulations may provide for the refund of part of his

contributions under this Part of this Act accordingly.

Notes on Section 99.—An interesting if doubtful Section. Its effect

is to save an emploijcr from paying more than 1\d. a week in respect of a

iveek's work, althottgh that week's work may be performed by six men,

who, but for this Section, would cost him (Section 85 and Schedule 8)

Gd. a week.

The Section is devised to induce employers of casual labour to use the

Labour Exchanges ; it seems to have been forgotten that it also removes

the salutary discouragement of Section 85 and Schedule 8.

Subsidiaxy Section 100.— (1) If the repeated failure of any insured workman to

provisions. obtain or retain employment appears to the insurance oflficer to be wholly

or partly due to defects in skill or knowledge, the insurance ofl&cer may, if

he thinks fit, for the purpose of testing the skill or knowledge of the work-

man, offer to arrange for the attendance of the workman at a suitable place

for the purpose, and may, out of the unemployment fund, pay all or any of

the expenses incidental to such attendance.

If the workman fails or refuses either to avail himself of the ofifer, or to

produce satisfactory evidence of his competence, or if as a result of the test

the insurance officer considers that the skill or knowledge of the workman
is defective, and that there is no reasonable prospect of such defects being

remedied, such facts shall be taken into consideration in determining what

is suitable employment for the workman.

If in any case as a result of the test the insurance officer considers that

the skill or knowledge of the workman is defective, but that there is a

reasonable prospect of the defects being remedied by technical instruction,

the insurance officer may, subject to any directions given by the Board of

Trade, pay out of the unemployment fund all or any of the expenses

incidental to the provision of the instruction, if he is of opinion that the

charge on the unemployment fund in respect of the workman is likely to be

decreased by the provision of the instruction.

(2) The regulations of the Board of Trade made under this Part of this

Act shall provide for the return to a workman who is not a workman in an

insured trade and to his employer of any contributions paid by them
respectively under the belief that the workman was a workman in an

insured trade, subject, in the case of the workman's contributions, to the

deduction of any amount received by him in respect of unemployment
benefit under a similar belief.

(3) \Yhere under regulations made by the Board of Trade any sum has

been paid out of the unemployment fund by way of reward for the return of

a book or card which has been lost, the person responsible for the custody of

the book or card at the time of its loss shall be liable to repay the sum so

paid, not exceeding one shilling in respect of any one occasion.
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Note on Section 100.— The first Subsection of this Section usefully

provides for the testing and training of unemployed ivorhmen, but it could

not be put into very considerable use without impairing the normal benefits

of the fund.

Section 101.—(1) If for the purpose of obtaining any benefit or pay- Offences and

ment under this Part of this Act, either for himself or for any other person,
fgr recovery

or for the purpose of avoiding any payment to be made by himself under of contrilJn-

this Part of this Act, or enabling any other person to avoid any such pay- tions, &c.

ment, any person knowingly makes any false statement or false representa-

tion, he shall be liable on summary conviction to imprisonment for a term

not exceeding three months, with or without hard labour.

(2) If any employer or workman has failed to pay any contributions

which he is liable under this Part of this Act to pay, or if any employer or

workman or any other person refuses or neglects to comply with any of the

requirements of this Part of this Act, or the regulations made thereunder,

he shall, for each offence, be liable on summary conviction to a fine not

exceeding ten pounds, and also, where the offence is failure or neglect to

make any contribution under this Part of this Act, to pay to the unemploy-

ment fund a sum equal to three times the amount which he has refused or

neglected to pay (not exceeding five pounds), which sum, when paid, shall

be treated as a payment in satisfaction of the contributions which he has

so refused or neglected to pay.

(3) Proceedings under the foregoing pro\'isions of this section shall not

be instituted except by, or with the consent of, the Board of Trade, and

may be commenced at any time within three months of the date at which

the offence comes to the knowledge of the Board of Trade.

(4) Nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing the Board

of Trade from recovering any sums due to the unemployment fund by

means of civil proceedings, and all such sums shall be recoverable in

such proceedings as debts due to the Crown.

(5j If it is found at any time that a person has been in receipt of

unemployment benefit under this Part of this Act whilst the statutory

conditions were not fulfilled in his case, or whilst he was disqualified for

receiving unemployment benefit, he shall be liable to repay to the un-

employment fund any suras paid to him in respect of unemployment benefit

whilst the statutory conditions were not fulfilled, or whilst he was dis-

qualified for receiving the benefit, and the amount of such sums may

be recovered as a debt due to the Crown.

(6) In any proceedings under this section, or in any proceedings

involving any question as to the payment of contributions under this

Part of this Act, or for the recovery of any sums due to tlic nn(>niploynicnt

fund, the decision of the umpire appointed under tliis Part of this Act

on any question arising, whether the trade in which the workman is or

has been employed is an insured trade or not shall be conclusive for the

purpose of tliose proceedings, and, if no such decision has been obtained

and the decision of the question is necessary for the determination of the

proceedings, the question shall be referred, in accordance with the regula-
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tions made under this Part of this Act, to the umpire for the purpose

of obtaining such a decision.

Periodical

revision of

rates of ccn-

tilbution.

Section 102.—If at any time after the expiration of seven years from

tlie conuncncement of this Act it appears to the Board of Trade that the

unemployment fund is insufficient or more than sufficient to discharge

the liabiUtics imposed upon the fund under this Part of this Act, or that

the rates of contribution are excessive or deficient as respects any particular

insured trade, or any particular branch of any such trade, the Board may,

with the sanction of the Treasury, by special order made in manner

herein-after provided revise the rates of contribution of employers and

workmen under this Part of this Act, and any such order may, if the

Board think fit, prescribe different rates of contribution for different

insured trades or branches thereof, and, where any such order is made,

the rates prescribed by the order shall, as from such date as may be

specified in the order, be substituted as respects trades or branches thereof

to which it relates for the rates prescribed by this Act

:

Provided that, where such a revision has been made, no further revision

under this section shall be made before the expiration of seven years from

the last revision, and that no order under this section shall increase the

rates of contribution from employers or workmen by more than one penny

per workman per week above the rates specified in the Eighth Schedule

to this Act, or shall vary such rates unequally as between employers

and workmen.

Notes on Section 102.— The necessarily tentative and experimental

character of the scheme makes this provision necessary.

Observe that the variation in contributions may not be made before the

expiration of seven years. That is to give due time for a cycle of trade to

test the finance of the scheme. A limit of Id. is put to increase, so that it

is a very modest Section, surely too modest in view of the way in which it

is hedged about by " consent of Treasury " and " Special Order,"

This power of revision of Contributions should be read in connection

tvith the statutory power of revising Benefits given to the Board of Trade

by the first and last paragraphs of the Seventh Schedule. Why the one

poiver should be embodied in a Section and the other in a Schedule does

not appear.

Power to

extend to

oilier trades.

Section 103.—If it appears to the Board that it is desirable to extend

the provisions of this Part of this Act to workmen in any trade other than

an insured trade, or to vary the definition of " workman " with respect

to the age of the persons included therein, either generally or for any

particular insured trade, or any particular branch of any such trade, the

Board may, with the consent of the Treasury, make, in manner herein-

after provided, a special order extending this Part of this Act to such

workmen or so varying the definition of "workman," as the case may be,

either without modification or subject to such modifications of rates of
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contribution or rates or periods of benefit as may be contained in the order,

and, on any such order being made, this Part of this Act shall, subject to

the modifications (if any) contained in the order, apply as if the trade

mentioned in the order were an insured trade, or as if the definition of

" workman " were varied in accordance with the order, as the case may be,

and as if the rates of contribution and the rates and periods of benefit

mentioned in the order were the rates of contribution and the rates and

periods of benefit provided by this Part of this Act in respect of such

trade

:

Provided that no such order shall be made if the person holding the

inquiry in relation to the order reports that the order should not be made,

or if the order would, in the opinion of the Treasury, increase the con-

tribution to the imemployment fund out of moneys provided by Parliament

to a sum exceeding one million pounds a year before the expiration of three

years from the making of the order, and that the rates of contribution

mentioned in the order shall not exceed the rates specified in the Eighth

Schedule to this Act, and shall be imposed equally as between employers

and workmen.

Note on Section 103.— This Section and the succeeding one are modi'

fications of the Sixth Schedule, and should be read together toith it. (The

Schedule ia printed immediately after the notes to Section 84.)

Section 104.—The Board of Trade may, if in any case they consider

that it is desirable, by special order exclude from the occupations which arc

to be deemed employment in an insured trade for the purpose of this Part

of the Act

—

(a) Any occupation which appears to them to be common to insured

and uninsured trades alike, and ancillary only to the purposes of

an insured trade ; and

(h) Any occupation which appears to them to be an occupation in a

business which, though concerned with the making of parts or the

preparation of materials for use in connection with an insured

trade, is mainly carried on as a separate business or in connection

with trades other than insured trades
;

and, on any such order being made, the occupation to which the order

relates shall not be treated as employment in an insured trade for the

purposes of this Part of this Act.

Any special order made under this section may be made so as to cover

one or more occupations. The provisions of this Part of this Act as to the

laying of rcgulationH before Parliament and the prcHcntation of an AddresB

thereon shall apply to special orders made under this section.

Exclusion of

subsidiary

occupations.

Section 106.— (1) The lioard of Tnvde may, on the application of any Arrange

association of workmen the rules of which provide for payments to its
™*°*'iaTil!?L

'

members, being workmen in an insured trade, or any class thereof, whilst qj workmen
unemployed, make an arrangement with such association that, in lieu of In inBured
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paying unomployment benefit under this Part of this Act to workmen who
!

prove that they are mouibers of the association, there shall be repaid

periodically to the association out of the unemployment fund such sum as

appears to be, as nearly as may be, equivalent to the aggregate amount

which such workmen would have received during that period by way of

unemployment benefit under this Part of this Act if no such arrangement

had been made, but in no case exceeding three-fourths of the amount of the

payments made during that period by the association to such workmen as

aforesaid whilst unemployed.

(2) The council or other governing body of any association of workmen

which has made such an arrangement as aforesaid shall be entitled to treat

the contributions due from any of its members to the unemployment fund

under this Part of this Act, or any part thereof, as if such contributions

formed part of the subscriptions payable by those members to the associa-

tion, and, notwithstanding anything in the rules of the association to the

contrary, may reduce the rates of subscription of those members

accordingly.

(3) For the purpose of determining whether a workman has exhausted

his right to unemployment benefit under this Part of this Act, the amount

of any sum which, but for this section, would have been paid to him by

way of unemployment benefit shall be deemed to have been so paid.

(4) The Board of Trade may make regulations for giving effect to this

section, and for referring to the umpire appointed under this Part of this

Act any question which may arise under this section.

(4) The fact that persons other than workmen can be members of an

association shall not prevent the association being treated as an association

of workmen for the purposes of this section, if the association is substan-

tially an association of workmen.

Notes on Section 105.— TJds important Section makes it possible for

tlie Board of Trade to administer Unemployment Benefit to members of

a Trade Union through the Trade Union instead of through the

''Insurance Officer" and the Labour Exchange {Section 88).

Observe that the privilege is restricted {Subsection (1) ) to Trade Unions

which pay unejnployment benefit, and that as they can obtain only ^ths of

what they pay out in Out-of-work Benefit they are encouraged and induced

to pay a higher rate than the Is. a week provided by Section 84.

When a member of a Trade Union is compulsorily insured under

Section 84, the 1\d. deducted by his employer becomes in effect part of his

contribution to his Trade Union {Subsection (2) ).

Repayments
to associa-

tionB who
make pay-
ments to per-

son£ whether
workmen in

insured trade

Section 106.—(1) The Board of Trade may, with the consent of the

Treasury, and on such conditions and either annually or at such other

intervals as the Board may prescribe, repay out of moneys provided by

Parliament to any association of persons not trading for profit the rules of

which provide for payments to persons whilst unemployed, whether work-

men in an insured trade or not, such part (in no case exceeding one-sixth)

as they think fit, of the aggregate amount which the association has
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expended on such payments during the preceding year or other prescribed
^^'^^*;jj^'*

period, exclusive of the sum (if any) repaid to the association in respect of

such period m pursuance of an arrangement under the last foregoing

section, and exclusive, in the case of payments which exceed twelve

shillings a week, of so much of those pa\Tnents as exceeds that sum.

(2) No repayment shall be made under this section in respect of any

period before the expiration of six months from the commencement of

this Act.

(3) The Board of Trade may make regulations for giving effect to this

section, and for determming the mode in which questions arising under

this section shall be settled.

Notes on Section 106.— This exceedlnghj important Section is in

effect a separate department of unemployment insurance, quite distinct tn

method and principle from the scheme embodied in Sections 84-105

inclusive.

It is the ''Ghent" system of encouraging Trade Unions which give

Unemployment Benefit to their members.

It applies to ALL trades, and not merely to the trades named in

Schedule 6.

If any Trade Union j^ays Unemployment Benefit to its members, the

Board of Trade may repay to it, out of the public purse, up to one-sixth of

its such expenditure, within the limits of an Unemployment Benefit of 12«.

a week.

This is quite distinct from the provision of Section 105, by which Trade

Unions in the insured trades may administer the Unemployment Benefit

provided by the Compulsory Scheme.

Section 107.—(l) For the purposes of this Part of this Act—

The expression "workman" means any person of tlic ago of sixteen

or upwards employed wholly or mainly by way of manual labour,

who has entered into or works under a contract of service with

an employer, whether the contract is expressed or implied, is

oral or in writing, and in relation to a person wliilst unemployed

means a person who, when employed, fulfilled the conditions

aforesaid, but docs not include an indentured apprentice ;

Contributions made by an employer on behalf of a workman shall bo

deemed to be contributions by the workman ;

Two periods of unemployment of not less than two days each, Bcparuted

by a period of not more than two diiyn, during which the work-

man has not been employed for more than twenty-four hours or

two periods of unemployment of not less than one week each,

separated by an interval of not more than six weeks, shall bo

treated as a continuous period of unemployment, and the expres-

sion "continuously unemployed" sliall have a corresponding

meaning

;

Interpreta-

tion and
application.
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8 Edw. 7. Temporary work provided by a central body or distress committee
c 18. under the Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905, or towards the pro-

vision of which any such central body or distress committee has

contributed under that Act, shall not be deemed to be employ-

ment in an insured trade

;

A workman shall not be deemed to be unemployed whilst he is follow-

ing any remunerative occupation in an insured trade, or whilst

he is following any other occupation from which he derives any

remuneration or profit greater than that which he would derive

from the receipt of unemployment benefit under this Part of

this Act.

A workman shall not, for the purposes of contributions, be deemed to

be emploj'ed in any period in respect of which he receives no

remuneration from his employer, notwithstanding that he con-

tinues during such period in his employment.

The expression " trade dispute " means any dispute between employers

and workmen, or between workmen and workmen, which is

connected with the employment or non-employment, or the

terms of employment, or with the conditions of labour, of any

persons, whether workmen in the employment of the employer

with whom the dispute arises or not.

(2) In determining any question as to whether any trade in which a

workman is or has been employed is an insured trade or not, regard shall

be had to the nature of the work in which the workman is engaged rather

than to the business of the employer by whom he is employed.

(3) This Part of this Act shall apply to workmen employed by or under

the Crown to whom this Act would apply if the employer were a private

person, except to such of those workmen as are serving in an established

capacity in the perixianent service of the Crown, subject, however, to such

modifications as may be made therein by Order in Council for the purpose

of adapting the provisions of this Part of this Act to the case of such

workmen.

(4) If the Board of Trade are satisfied that any class of workmen are,

having regard to their claim to pension or to the other terms of their service,

in as permanent a position as that of persons serving in an established

capacity in the permanent service of the Crown, the Board of Trade may
exempt that class of persons from the provisions of this Part of this Act,

and any persons so exempt shall not be deemed to be workmen.
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PART III

GENERAL PROVISIONS

It should be observed that these General Provisions apply not only to

Part II. of the Act, the Unemployment Insurance, but to Part I., the

Health Insurance.

Section 108.—Stamps required for the purposes of this Act shall be Provisions as

prepared and issued in such manner as the Commissioners of Inland ^° stamps.

Kevenue, with the consent of the Treasury, may direct, and the said Com-
missioners may, by regulations in. accordance with the provisions of Part I.

of this Act relating to regulations by the Insurance Commissioners, pro-

vide for applying, witli the necessary adaptations, as respects such stamps,

all or any of the provisions (including penal provisions) of the Stamp 64 & 65 Vict.

Duties Management Act, 1891, as amended by any subsequent Act, and '^^ ^^•

section sixty-five of the Post OiHce Act, 1908, and may with the consent

of the Postmaster-General provide for the sale of such stamps through the ^•
Post Office.

Section 109.—In granting outdoor relief to a person in receipt of or Outdoor

entitled to receive any benefit under this Act, a board of guardians shall not reliet.

take into consideration any such benefit, except so far as such benclit

exceeds five shillings a week.

Section 110.— (1) There shall be included among the debts which,

under section one of the Preferential Payments in Pankruptcy Act, 1888,

and section two hundred and nine of the Companies (Consolidation) Act,

1908, arc, in the distribution of the property of a bankrupt and in the dis-

tribution of the fiwsets of a company being wound up, to be paid in priority

to all other debts, all contributions payable under this Act by the bankrujit

or the company in respect of employed contributors or workmen in an
377

Priority of

claimB for
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bankrupt
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til & 62 Vict,

c. 62.
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8 Edw. 7.

C. 69.

46 & 47 Vict,

c. 53.

50 & 51 Vict.

C. 43.

38 &
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(c) to examine, either alone or in the presence of any other person,

as he thinks fit, with respect to any matters under this Act,

every person whom he finds in any such premises or place, or

whom he has reasonable cause to believe to be or to have

been an employed contributor or workman in an insured trade,

and to require every such person to be so examined, and to sign a

declaration of the truth of the matters in respect of which he is

80 examined

;

(d) to exercise such other powers as may be necessary for carrying this

Act into effect.

(2) The occupier of any such premises or place and any other person

employing any employed contributor or workman in an insured trade, and

the servants and agents of any such occupier or other person, and any

employed contributor or workman in an insured trade shall furnish to any

inspector all such information and shall produce for inspection all such

registers, books, cards, and other documents as the inspector may reason-

ably require.

(3) If any person wilfully delays or obstructs an inspector in the

exercise of any power under this section or fails to give such information or

to produce such documents as aforesaid, or conceals or prevents or attempts

to conceal or prevent any person from appearing before or being examined

by an inspector, he shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine

not exceeding five pounds

:

Provided that no one shall be required under this section to answer any

question or give any evidence tending to incriminate himself.

(4) Where any such premises or place are liable to be inspected by

inspectors or other officers, or are under the control, of some other Govern-

ment department, the Insurance Commissioners or Board of Trade may
make arrangements with that other Government department for any of the

powers and duties of inspectors under this section being carried out by

inspectors or other officers of such other Government department, and,

where such an arrangement is made, such inspectors and officers shall have

all the powers of an inspector under this section.

(5) Every inspector shall be furnished with the prescribed certificate of

his appointment, and on applying for admission to any premises for the

purposes of this Act shall, if so required, produce the said certificate

to the occupier.

Section 113.— (1) Sections eighty and eighty-one of the Factory and Procedure

Workshop Act, 1901, relating to tlie making of regulations under that Act,
gpe^^al''"^

as set out and adapted in the Ninth Schedule to this Act, shall apply to orders,

special orders made under this Act.

(2) Before a special order (other than a special order excluding any

occupation from the occupations which are to be deemed employment in an

insured trade) comes into force, it shall be laid before each IIoukc of

rarhament for a jjcriod of not less than thirty days during which the

House is sitting, and, if cither of those Houses before the expiration of

1 Edw. 7.

0. 22.
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those thirty days presents an Address to His Majesty against the order or

any part thereof, no further proceedings shall be taken thereon without

prejudice to the making of any new order.

Provisions

as to birth

certificates.

Section 114.—Where, for the purposes of this Act, the age of any

person is required to be proved by the production of a certificate of birth,

any person shall, on presenting a written requisition in such form and con-

taining such particulars as may be from time to time prescribed by the

Local Goveinmcnt Board for England, Scotland, or Ireland, as the case

may be, and, on payment of a fee of six pence, be entitled to obtain a

certified copy of the entry of the birth of that person in the birth register,

under the hand of the registrar or superintendent registrar having the

custody thereof, and forms for such requisition shall on request be supplied

without any charge by every registrar of births and deaths and by every

superintendent registrar.

NINTH SCHEDULE.

Provisions of the Factory and "Workshop Act, 1901, applied to Special

Orders made under this Act.

80.— (1) Before the authority empowered to make special orders make

any special order under this Act, they shall publish, in such manner as they

may think best adapted for informing persons affected, notice of the pro-

posal to make the order, and of the place where copies of the draft order

may be obtained, and of the time (which shall be not less than twenty-one

days) within which any objection made with respect to the draft order by or

on behalf of persons affected must be sent to the authority.

(2) Every objection must be in writing and state

—

(a) the draft order or portions of draft order objected to ;

(6) the specific grounds of objection ; and

(c) the omissions, additions, or modifications asked for.

(3) The authority shall consider any objection made by or on behalf of

any persons appearing to them to be affected which is sent to them within

the required time, and they may, if they think fit, amend the draft order,

and shall then cause the amended draft to be dealt with in Hke manner as

an original draft.

(4) Where the authority do not amend or withdraw any draft order to

which any objection has been made, then (unless the objection either is

withdrawn or appears to them to be frivolous) they shall, before making

the order, direct an inquiry to be held in the manner hereinafter provided.

81.— (1) The authority may appoint a competent and impartial person

to hold an inquiry with regard to any draft order, and to report to them

thereon.

(2) The inquiry shall be held in public, and any objector and any other

person who, in the opinion of the person holding the inquiry, is affected by
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the draft order, may appear at the inquiry either in person or by counsel,

solicitor, or agent.

(3) The witnesses on the inquiry may, if the person holding it thinks fit,

be examined on oath.

(4) Subject as aforesaid, the inquiry and all proceedings preliminary and

incidental thereto shall be conducted in accordance with rules made by the

authority.

(5) The fee to be paid to the person holding the inquiry shall be such as

the authority may direct and shall be deemed to be part of the expenses of

the authority in carrj'ing this Act into effect.

(6) For the purposes of this schedule, the expression " authority " means

the Insurance Commissioners or the Board of Trade, as the case may be.

Section 115.—This Act may be cited as the National Insurance Act, short title

1911, and shall, save as otherwise expressly provided by this Act, come into and corn-

operation on the fifteenth day of July nineteen hundred and twelve :

Provided that His Majesty in Council may, should necessity arise,

substitute some subsequent date or dates not being later than the first day

of January nineteen hundred and thirteen as respects the provisions of this

Act relating to health insm-ance, and not being later than the first day of

October nineteen hundred and twelve as respects the provisions of this Act

relating to unemployment insurance.
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INDEX TO BOOK I

HEALTH INSURANCE

Accident Insurance, adoption urged, 21
German system described, 45

Accounts, of Approved Societies, 227, 232
of Insurance Committees, 269

Additional Benefits, 67, 94, 136, 200, 203,
204

after Liquidation of reserve values, 201
Distress Fund as, 112
substituted for Minimum Benefits in

specific cases, 68
Administration, cost of Central, not

charged on contributions, 170
Cost of local, 170
Expenses of, 129

Admiralty, as Employer of Insured Sea-
men, 156, 248

Advisory Committee, appointed by Com-
missioners, 267

of Insurance Commissioners, 152
Age, Definition of, 175, 284

of Insured Persons, 75
Not bar to membership, 120, 229
Reserves for those over 16, 174

Age Factor, elimination for, 66, 67, 263,
264

Wiped out in 18 years, 66, 67, 263, 264
Age Limits, Method of reckoning, 74
Aged Persons, contributions, 85

I'robfibie number of, 166
Provisions for, 76

Ageing Persons, Benefits for, 109
Agents, on commission, 74, 189, 191
Agricultural Holding, employment, 191
Agricultural labourer, Irish migratory,

163

Special rates when Employer main-
tains, 86

Aliens, provisions as to, 73, 160, 247
Sf^amrn, 159

Amery, Mr. L. 8., His mistaken criticism,

l:!9

Apothecaries Act, 1815, 218
Appeal, Insured Person's right of, 76, 85,

92

con-

214,

Approved Societies, 119
Accounts and returns, 71, 232
Administer Maternity Benefit, 222
Age no bar to membership of, 70
Aliens members, 160
Allowed to invest own members'

tributions, 122
Benefit Rules, 108
Benefits administered by, 213,

215
Conditions barring membership, 70
Conditions of approval, 121, 223, 224
Constitution of, 223 to 230
Contributor free to choose, 92
County groups, 237
Deficits of, 232, 233, 234, 237
Definition of, 223, 224
Employers' Funds may become, 226
Estimated growth of, 166
Freedom of choice of members, 119
Good management rewarded, 69
Independence of, 238
Insurance Card procedure, 91
Investment of own members'

tributions, 71, 132, 265
Local management by, 69
May claim under Workmen's

pensation Act, 108
May decide contribution rates, 80
May excuse Arrears in unemployment,
207

May not seek monetary profit, 69
Members credited witli reserve, 2(13

M(!Mibers' voice in managcnicnt of, 92
Membership in each division of U.K.,

J 61

Membership, interpretation, 284
Mc'inbership of, 229
Municipally organized, 124
Nature of rules, 227
No MinimiiMi inctiibership nredrd, 225
Ollicial KctiirnH conipulHory, 131
Power in Excessive Hicknoss, 71, 119,

271, 274

con-

Cora-

383
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Approved Societies, coiitimirtl—
Tower to uiulertake Health Insurance,

225
Belation to Insurance Commission, 152

]{ij;ht to select members, 229

Siiilors may join, 150

Secessions, 228

Security required, 227
Self-government of, 224

Separate accounts required for State

Insurance, 232
Separation of Men's and Women's
Funds, 123, 240

Sickness books, 127

Small Societies pooled financially but

otherwise independent, 237, 238, 239

Soldiers may join, 156

Surplus of, 94, 232, 233

Total members of, 75

Transactions with Insurance Commis-
sioners, 264

Transfer of membership, 230

Valuations of, 232, 233

With Branches, 240
Withdrawal of approval, 229

Women in, 147

Army, Special scheme for, 155, 248

Statistics, 156

Army and Navy Insurance Fund, 157

Army Council, as Employer of Soldiers,

248
Arrears of Contributions, 67, 81, 111, 112

Examples of Working of Provisions,

114, 115
Manchester Unity, old Kule for, 110

May be remitted as Additional Benefit,

204
Not counted during first year of Act's

working, 207

Kot counted in sickness, 106, 207

Not counted against Insured Women
receiving Maternity Benefit, 207

Paying up of, 207

Table of benefits during, 113, 114

Treatment of, 116, 141, 206, 207, 208,

209
Asiatics, in Mercantile Marine, 159

Bid Lives, become Deposit Contributors,

140

Bailment, Employment under contract of,

I'JO ^ .

Bankrupt Employers, and Contributions,

85. 377

Bastardy Laws Amendment Act, 1872, 222

Benefit, Disablement {see Disablement

Benefit)

Maternity {see Maternity Benefit)

Medical {see Medical Benefit)

Sanatorium (see Sanatorium Benefit)

Sickness [see Sickness Benefit)

Benefit Work of Trade Unions, 131

Benefits

—

Additional (see also Additional Benefits),

200, 203, 204
Administration of, 79, 95, 127, 213

General description, 93, 95

German Sickness insurance, 46

Inalienable, 110, 378

Increased in 1930 for same contribu-

tions, 66, 94, 177

Minimum, list of, 66, 199, 201, 203

,, Margin of safety, 69

,, Power to vary, 213

Pieduced for married women, 68

Refund of improper payments, 280

Scottish variations, 162

Secured by substantial margin, 171

State's share of cost of, 83, 87

Table of reductions when in arrears,

113, 114

Value at different ages, 174

When Insured Person outside U.K.,

200
Benevolent fund, for distressed members,

94
Birth Certificates, 74, 380

Birth-rate, Effect on finance, 167

Births, in United Kingdom, 107

Board and lodging, Relation to contribu-

tions, 193

Board of Central Control, 71

Board of Guardians, Eelation to Benefit

payments, 377

Board of Trade, Relation to Seamen's

Society, 159, 256, 259

Boatmen, 189

Branches, of Approved Societies, 240, 283

British Medical Assoc, on Contract Prac-

tice, 24, 97

Cabdrivers, 189

Cards, Contributors' Insurance, 199

Casual labourer. Case of, 74, 140

When excluded, 191

Central Authority, and investment of

funds, 132

Central Financial Committee, of Associa-

tion of small societies, 237

Certificate of Exemption, from insur-

ance, 102

Charitable Homes, Inmates may be ex-

empted, 76, 261

Special provisions for inmates of, 76 261

Chemists, Contract with Insurance Com-
mittees, 70

Dispense medicines, 67

German law, 48

Income under the Act, 97

Panels of, 99, 217

Right to supply drugs, 217

Clerks, case of, 189

I

1
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Clerks, continued—
Economic compulsion of, 5
Railway, 74
Rates when maintained in Sickness by

employer, 86, 88
"Club" doctormg-, 96
Coal Mines, Boys working in, 73
CoUecting Societies, Conditions of ap-

proval, 133
Definition of, 10, 132
Lapses from, 113
Management Expenses, 89, 183
May form section to work Act, 119, 225
Statistics, 11

Commencement of Act, 381
Commercial Travellers, 189
Commission agents, 191
Commissioners of Inland Revenue, Apply

Stamp Duties Act, 377
Companies in liquidation. Contributions

due by, 377
Comptroller and Auditor-General, Audits

iiccounts, 263
Compulsion

—

How effected, 65
Justification of, 3, 47
Liability to, 76
in practice, 89
in relation to Insurance, 3

Compulsory contributors, (see Employed
Contributors)

Compulsory Insurance, The case for, 3
et ^eq.

Cost of Administration, 79
Effect upon thrift, 39, 40
Exemptions from, 76
Occupations excepted from, 74

Confinement (»ee Maternity Benefit)

Consumptives {see Sanatorium Benefit)

Contributions, Additional Benefits in 1930
obtained for normal, 66, 94

Age factor eliminated, 66
Approved Society may decide questions

as to, 86
Arrears of {>ce Arrears)

at diderent ages, 81, 82
and Bankrupt Employers, 85
Cease at 70. 66, HH, 193
Change from voluntary rate to employed
and vice vcrBi\, 197, 198

Collection through employers saves
costs, 90

Compulsorily Insured Persons', 79
Compulsory principle examined, 3

Cost of various benefits, 170
Deducted from wages by employer, 193
Deductions from, to meet Itoscrve

Values, 263, 264
Division hotwoon »mployoc8, employers,
and Treasury, ]'.)2

during unemployment, remission, 117
EfTect upon production, 33

Contributions, continued—
Employed rate, normal, 194
Employers ' {see also Employers), 65, 80

et seq.

Employer may not deduct his own share
from wages, 92, 193, 194

by employer when no wages paid, 196
of entrants after six months, 84
Flat Kate of, 170
Of Friendly Society members may be

reduced, 136
How derived, 79
Incidence of, 33
Insured Person may increase his, 93
of Insured woman who marries 243
Ireland, 163, 295
Margin on Minimum Benefits, 69
Method of collection, 65, 89, 90, 199
Not payable during sickness, 81
of persons aged 65 to 69, 85
Piecework regulations, 196
Prior claim against Bankrupts, 377
rates when employers maintain in sick-

ness, 86, 150, 253 to 256
Remission of, as Additional Benefit,

204
Schedule of rules, 195
in Seasonal Trades, 84, 260
by State in case of low wages, 80
of State to Sanatorium Benefit, 80
State's miscellaneous, 179
State's share of Aged Persons', 85, 109
State's share of, 79
Table of, 83, 87
Times of payment, 80
Voluntary, 66, 196
when wages are low, 80
when worker is in joint employ, 92,

196

Contributors, Ages of, 170
Deposit {sec Deposit Contributors)
Employed {sec Employed Contributors)
enter as if 16 years of ago, 135
Income limit, Medical Benefit, 98
may buy additional insurance, 132
Number of, 165, 166
right of additional insurance, 124
Bight of Choice of doctor, 96
Voluntary {sre Voluntary Contributors)

Convalescent homes. Maintenance by
Soci.'ticH, 91, 204

Convalescent Pay, as Additional Benefit,
94, 201

Cotton operatives, economic compulsion
of. 5

Nuiiihcr of, .'!7

Cotton trade, KfTcct of National Insur-
ance upon, .'17

Inlluonce of Trade Unionism, 37
output, 37
wages estimated by Mr. G. II. Wood,

38

26
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County, Interpretation of, 284

County Societies, in Irclantl, 163, 289

in Scotland, 1()2, 284

Crown Employees, 158, 190, 261

" Daily Mail," Campaign against Act, 105,

172
Servant " Tax " agitation, 150

Date of Commencement, of membership
section, 77

of Act generally, 71, 119

Deatb-rate, reduced in Germany by in-

surance, 61
Tuberculosis, 100

Deduction, of Contributions from wages,

l',i:5, 194

Deficit, of Approved Societies, 234, 237

Dental treatment, 07. 94, 204

Dependants, Interpretation of term, 283

medical attendance for, 94, 204

Money benefit, 99
Money Payment under Sanatorium

Benefit, 108
Sanatorium Benefit for, 99

Deposit Contributors, 70, 75, 120, 139,

140, 145 ct scq.

Administration of Benefit, 95, 127

Associations of, 145

Benefits, 70
Classification of, 70, 127

Definition of, 70

Disappearing Factor, 141

Insurance Committees administer bene-

fits of, 71

May receive more than their deposit,

144

Not Augmented hj Lapses, 116

Number of, 75, 140, 145

Number of women, 147

Kejected of Approved Societies, 230

and Sanatorium Benefit, 101

Scheme explained, 144, 240, 241, 242

State contribution, 70

Tentative character of scheme, 143

Transfer to Approved Society, 242

Deposit Societies, 133

Difficulties, Power to remove, 283

Disablement Benefit, 67, 94, 104, 199, 202

administration of, 67, 95

Cost of at age 16, 170

Deposit Contributors', 144, 240

extension, as an additional benefit, 94

Incapacity for work condition, 199

Married Women's provisions, 69, 149,

243, 245, 246
suspension of, 206
Table of payments, 103

waiting period, 95, 201

when contributor in hospital, 211

Disablement, Partial, Payment in, as

Additional Benefit, 204

Disease or Disablement, interpretation of,

283
Disputes, Provisions as to, 92, 277

Distraint, forbidden in sickness, 91, 109,

27S

Distress Fund, as Additional Benefit, 112,

204
District Insurance Committees, 125

Doctors, as merchants, 23

choice of, 9(), 216
Choice of, under German law, 48

contract with Insurance Committees, 70

Decrease of work under Act, 97, 98

Friendly Societies' remuneration of, 96

Government allowance per head, 96

Income under the Act, 97
Insurance Commissioners' regulations,

95
may form a Local Medical Committee,

96
on Board of Insurance Commissioners,

152
opinions on contract practice, 26, 27, 97

Panels of, 215
Present income from contract practice,

96, 97
Bates of payment from Societies, 24, 96

llemuneration, 98
representation on Insurance Com-

mittees, 126

Plight to be included in panel, 95

Eight to treat Insured, 215

suggestions for rates of pay in contract

practice, 25

to elect to Insurance Committees, 126

to prescribe only, 67

Domestic Servants, Case of, 106, 149, 189

clioice of Additional ]5cnefits, 68

Monthly contributions, 80

Bates of Contribution when employer

maintains, 86, 88
Substitution for Sickness Benefits, 108

Double insurance, for State benefits pro-

hibited, 231

Drugs, I'rovision of, 217

Druids, The Order of, statistics of, 16, 17

Druids, U.A.O., statistics of, 16, 17

Education (Scotland) Act, 191

Elementary School Teachers' Superaimua-
tion Act, 1.S98, 158, 191, 261

Emigration, Effect on Finance, 167

of Insured Person, 123, 230, 231

Employed Contributors, Aged Persons'

provisions, 76
Ages of, 73, 75
Changing to Voluntary Contributors, 84

defined, 188

Exceptions, 190

may proceed against Employer, 85
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Employed Contributors, continued—
Number of, 77, 161
provisions where employer maintains

in sickness, 68
Right to Insurance Card, 91

Employed rate, Change to voluntary rate,

84, 197, 198
Employed rate of contribution, 194

Employers, of Aliens, 160
(Bankrupt) Priority of claims for con-

tributions, 377
Civil Proceedings against, for neglect

to contribnte, 280
of Domestic servants, 149
Fines for defaulting, 85
Liability for excessive sickness, 271,

274
Maintenance of employees in sickness,

253
May not deduct own contribution from

employee, 92
Must contribute for exempted persons,

193
Penalty for failing to contribute, 194

Right to deduct employee's contribution

from wages, 195
view of insurance in Germany, 38

Employers' Associations, Represented on
Advisory Couiniittec, 152

Employers' Contributions, 65, 80, 192

modified when maintain in sickness, 86

Payment by Stamps, 90
when Bankrupt, «5

when worker works for more than cue

employer, 92, 196

Employers' Liability, German law of, 53

Employers' Provident Funds, As Approved
Societies, 91, 119, 12;j, 138, 226

Conditions of approval, 120

Exempted from pooling arrangement,

238
Gain under the Act, 120

Provisions as to existing reserves, 282

Emplojnnenta, included in Health In-

Hurance, 189

England, Number of insured, IGl

Reserve Values of Insured, 176

England and Wales, Friendly Society

HtatisticH, U, 1.",, 'JO

Evans, BIr. Worthlngton, M.P., on Deposit

Contributors, 110

On lapsing, 116

Exceptions from Compulsory Insurance,

74, 190

ExceBsive tlckness, 119, 125 et teq.

definition of, 128

Powers of Insurance CommitlccB, 71,

128
Provisions as to, 271. 274

Exemptions, from Compulsory Insurance,

76, 192

Expenditure, Insurance Fund, 178

Factory and Workshop Act, compelled
efficiency in Lancashire, 37

Neglect of, 271, 274
Provisions of, applied to special orders,

3S0
Finance, 165 et seq., 262 et seq.

Age factor wiped out in 18 years, 66
Basis of Act's, 192

Control of Insurance Fund, 152

Proportions of contributions, 192

of Scheme, State's share of, 79
Section of Act, 262 to 266
Separate funds for England, Wales,

Scotland, and Ireland, 153

Finance Act of 1911, Provision for

Sanatoria, 79, 99, 100

Fines, for defaulting employers, 85
Limitation of, 214

Fishermen, 74, 191

Flat Rate of Contributions, 170

Foresters, Ancient Order of, Number of

Members, 12, 10, 17

Sickness Experience, 169

Free Gardeners, B.O.A., statistics of, 16,

17
Free Gardeners, N.U.O., statistics of, 16, 17

Friendly Societies Act, application to Ap-
proved Societies, 225

Approved Societies may register under,

282

Friendly Societies, Act keeps small

Societies solvent, 69

arrears not allowed under old rules, 81

Central management of, 151

Contract rates of pay to doctors, 24

Choice of members, 69, 132
Definition of, 10, 132

Effect of Act upon, 131

Existing funds, provisions, 280
Financial Gain through Act, 120, 134,

136
Financial position of small, 19, 20

Insolvency of some, 130
Lapses from, 143

Liabilities reduced, 135

management Expenses, 89

May be Approved Societies, 09, 119,

22 1 , 225
may continue usual benefits, 132

Medical Institutes, 28
must become solvent 69, 122

Number of, 130

Number of annual lapses, 112

Power to increase benefits, 135

I'owers under Act, 132

UcgistratioM advantages, 132

Release of old reserves, 134, 135, 136

Small branches to pool risks, 122

State Grant to, 130, 134

statistics, 11, 14 to 17

Subsidy gained through Act, 134,

136
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Funeral Benefit, in Germany, 49

Fxmeral Insxirance, statistics of, 12

Oermany, Accident insurance law, 45

ft fcq.

effect of insurance on exporters, 38

Employers on insurance, 39

Experience of Tuberculosis, 100

Growth of savings in, 40

Growth of Trade Unions, 44, 137

Invalidity and Old Age Insurance law,

57 et !^eq.

Maternity Benefit, 49, 107

Miners' Sick Funds, 46

Numbers of insured under different

laws, 45, 46, 55, 57, 61

Old Age and Invalidity insurance, 46

ct seq.

Pensions for widows and orphans, 46,

56 et sieq.

Sickness Insurance law, 47 et seg.

Social Insurance, 43 etseq

Wages in, 36

Golf Caddies, compulsorily insured, 74

Guarantee, of Benefits in practice, 171

Hearts of Oak Friendly Society, 16, 17

Home OfBce, inquiry into excessive sick-

ness, 271, 274

Home workers, 74, 189

Honorary members of Approved Societies,

224
Hospital Nurses, 68

Hospitals, Money Benefit while in, 99

Tower of Approved Societies and In-

surance Committees to subscribe to,

223
Provisions when contributors are in-

mates, 211

Houseowners, Liability in Excessive Sick-

ness, 271, 274
Housing Acts, 262
Neglect of, 271, 274

Housing, as cause of excessive sickness, 128

Insurance Commissioners to invest in,

153

Hygiene, Insurance Committees' powers

regarding, 71, 127

Incapacity for work, Condition of Sick-

ness and Disablement Benefits, I'J'J

Income, of Insurance Fund, 178

Income Limit, of Compulsory Contributors,

73, 188, 191

for Medical Benefit, 98

of Voluntary Contributors, 77, 188

Income Tax payers, number of, 73

Industrial Insurance Companies, 12, 13,

89, 133, 225

Industrial insurance, waste in, 89

Inoculation, Insured may refuse to sub-

mit to, 214

Insolvency, of small Friendly Societies,

19, 20, 21

Inspection, Conditions of, 92, 378

Insurance Books, 199

Insurance Cards, 65, 90, 91, 132, 144, 153,

199

Insurance CommiBsioners, 71, 151, 266

et seq.

Accounts of Approved Societies, 232

Appoint Officers, Inspectors, &c., 266

appointments to Insurance Committees,

126
Approval of Approved Societies' and

Insurance Committees' rules, 214,

227
Approval of Employers' Funds, 226

Approval of Societies, 223, 224

arrange Voluntary Kate of contribution,

197
calculate Transfer Values, 230

Certify for exemption, 192

Contributors' right of appeal to, 92

and Deposit Contributors, 241

Determination of questions, 276

Establishment of, 266

Excessive Sickness powers, 271, 274

may Exclude outworkers, 190

may Exempt certain persons, 192

may Exempt outworkers, 189

Financial control, 262 to 266

Financial supervision of Societies, 232

to 240
functions of, 71

Health reports from Approved Societies,

269
Inclusion of excepted employments, 188

Irish, 289

Joint Committee of the four Boards,

153
Machinery for payment of contribution,

199
Medical Benefit regulations, 199, 202,

215 to 219
Parliamentary check on power of regu-

lation, 153, 276

Piecework regulations, 196

Post Oliice relation with. 65

Power to remove difficulties, 153, 283

Power to make regulations, 76, 153,

276
Powers of decision, 85

Powers as to disputes, 277

recognise Medical Committees, 96

Scottish, 284
_ .

Secessions from Approved Societies, 228

Security required from Societies, 227

Separate Boards for each division of

U.K., 71, 153,284, 289, 295

Special Orders of, 153
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Insurance Commissioners, continued—
Specify employments in which em-

ployers maintain in sickness, 253,

255
Transactions with Societies, 264

Variation of Benefits, 213
Welsh, 295
Withdrawal of approval from Societies,

229
Insurance Commissioners' Advisory Com-

mittee, 152 1

Insurance Committees, 70, 126, 267 et seq. I

Additional expenditure, to indefinite
|

amount, on Medical and Sanatorium
Benefit mav be met bv Treasury and
Local Authority, 218, "219, 221 !

Accounts audited by Treasury, 269
Administration of I3enetits, 95
Administer Benefits of Deposit Con-

tributors, 95
Administer Medical Benefit, 215

Administer Sanatorium Benefit, 220, 221

Benefit Rules, 108

Benefits administered by, 213, 214, 215

Constitution of, 126, 267

Contributors' majority on, 98

Deposit Contributors' relation to, 144

District, 125

Duties and powers of, 269

Excessive Sickness powers, 71, 271, 274

Functions of, 70, 125

Income of, 129, 270
May combine, 127

Powers and duties of, 126

Kelation to pooling of small Societies,

239
Insurance Fund, Bears burden of age

factor, 66
Nation as a contributor to, 66

provision for sanatoria, 100

State's share of, 79

Insurance Tax Protest Lea^c, 105, 172

Insured Persons, Age limit, IsH

DctinitioM of, 1H7

Inmates of Charitable Homos, 261

Number in each division of U.K., 161

Right of appeal from decision of Insur-

ance CommisHioners, 276

statistics of, 165, 166

Und.r 21, IJenefits of. 204, 206

Investment, of Insurance Commissioners,

153, '.^62, 266

Ireland, Application of Act to, 162, 289

Contributions in, 163, 295

County Societies, 163, 2«9

Society statistics, 14, 15

Migratory labourers, 163, 2h9

National Health Insurance Fund, 290

Number of Insured, 161

Reserved values of insured, 176

Separate Insurance CommisBioners, 153,

2B9

Joint Committee, of Boards of Insurance

Commissioners, 153, 297

Lapse of membership, protection from,

141, 206
Lascars, Shipowners must contribute for,

159

Local Authority, contribution to Medical

Benefit, 80, 98, 223
contribution to Sanatorium benefit, 80,

275
Liability in excessive sickness, 271, 274

Local Government Board, Inquiry into

excessive sickness, 271, 274

Powers of, 283
Relations to Sanatorium Benefit, 199,

220, 275
Low-paid labourers, Provision as to ma-

lingering, 205, 206

Contributions of, 194

Macara, Sir Charles, opposition to Na-

tional Insurance, 36
Malingering, Provision as to, 126, 205, 206

Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, Central

Olliceof, 151

conditions of sick pay, 102

Financial control of branches, 151

Form of claim for Sickness Benefit, 102

I'orm of Medical certificate, 102

Medical examinations abolished, 139

Progress of, 12, 16, 17

Rule (old) regarding Arrears, 111

scale of doctors' payments, 96

Sickness Experience of, 167

Tuberculosis experience, 100

Manual Workers, No Income limit for

purposes of Act, 73

Number of, 73

Margin of Safety, in contributions, 171

Marines, Spfciul scheme for, 155, 218

Married Women (.-<•<• Women)
Married Women's Suspense Account, 1 18,

243
Marshall, Professor, on Wages and clli-

cieiiov, 34

Maternity Benefit, 67, 69, 94, 135, 199,

202 It »cq.

on account of Husband's insurance, 69

Administration of, 67, 95, 222

in " Confinement," 67

Contrii>utions not payable by insund

woman receiving, 107, 203

Contributions for, 170

Defined, 67, 106, 199. 202

Deposit Contributors', 144, 240

in Germany, 49

Husband's duly during receipt of, 107

Increase of, as Additional Bern lit, 91

Insured woman entitled to sick pay in

addition to, 200

Number of daily payments, 107
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Maternity Beneflt, contiimed—
Optional additional benefit of certain

women, 119
Posthumous child, 199

Punishment of neglectful husbands, '222

Re-insuranco of Approved Societies in

respect of, 222
Eule may not penalise woman because

of husband's fault, 21-1

Suspension of, 114, 206
Waiting period, 95, 201
Waiting Period for Voluntary Contri-

butors, 107
when coniincd woman is in hospital, 211

Maximum Benefits, 178
Medical Aid, Numbers insured for, 18

Medical Aid Societies, 30, 96
Medical Beneflt, 93, 95, 199 et .^cq.

Administration of, 67, 95, 127, 215 to

219
continued throughout life, G6

Contracts with Doctors, 95
Contributions for, 170
Defined, 95, 199, 201
for Dependants, 67
Deposit Contributors', 70, 144, 240

described, 66
Duration of Payment, 99
Funds available, 129, 219

Income limit provision, 98, 216

Insurance Committees administer, 215

Insurance Committee's power of ex-

penditure, 98
of Insured Woman who marries, 243

Insured Person's right to refuse opera-

tion, 99
not Forfeited through misbehaviour,

214
of Married Women, 68, 149

Not applied to Ireland compulsorily,

163, 289
Suspension of, 206
Treasury and Local Authority may

supply additional funds indefinitely,

218
waiting period, 94, 201

Medical Clubs, number of members, 96

Medical Committees (Local), 96, 270
Medical Institutes, May be recognised,

9H, 217
Remuneration of Doctors, 28

Medical Ofttcer may attend Insurance

Committee, 126
Medical Practitioners (see Doctors)

Medical Profession, Represented on Advi-

sory Committee, 152
Represented on Insurance Commission,

152
Medicines, Cost of, under Society con-

tract, 96
prices of, 217
Supply of, 98, 217

Men, contributions of low-paid workers, 194

Normal contributions, 194

MercantUe Marine, 74, 158, 190, 256

Merchant Shipping Act, 158, 256

Midwife, Woman may choose attendance

by, 203
Midwives Act , 1902, 222
Miners, economic compulsion of, 6

Mines Act, neglect of, 271, 274

Minimum Benefits (see Benefits, Mini-

mum)
Why secure, 171

Minors, Provisions as to, 205, 206, 282

Misconduct, of Insured Persons, 214

Monmouthshire, Deemed part of Wales,

284
Moimiouthsliire and South Wales Coal

Owners' Association, deductions from

wages, 6

Muncipal Approved Societies, 124

Municipal Employees, 74, 190

National Conservative Union, Misleading

pamphlet of, 139, 140

National Debt Commissioners, Invest for

Insurance Commissioners, 153, 262

National Deposit Friendly Society, 17

National Health Insurance, Economy of, 31

National Health Insurance Fund, 152,

2(32, 263
Separate Funds for England, Wales,

Scotland, Ireland, 153

total of, 178
National Insurance Act, 1911, Date of

passing into law, 119

Part I., Health Section, 183 et seq.

Title, 65, 187, 115

National School Teachers' (Ireland) Act,

191

Naval and Marine Pay and Pensions Act,

248
Navy and Army Insurance Fund, 248, 262

Navy, Special scheme for, 155, 248

Statistics, 156

Newsholme, Dr. Arthur, on Consumptives,

100
Nuisances (creators of). Liability in

excessive sickness, 271, 274

Nurses, 68

Occupations, Excepted from Compulsory

Insurance, 74
Occupied Persons, Number of, 73

Offences, Provisions, 279

Officials, of National scheme, 151

Old Age Insurance, Germany, 46, 58

Old Age Pensions as Additional Benefits,

204
before 70 years of age, 67, 108

Relation to Insurance, 60, 70, 88, 193
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Operations, Insured may reasonably re-

fuse, 214
Oppenheimer, Sir Francis, on German

savings and insurance, 40
Outdoor Relief, Relation to Benefit pay-

ments, 117, 377
Outworkers, 74, 76, 189, 190, 191

in Ireland, 164

Parliament, power to annul Commis-
sioners' regulations, 153

Representative of Commissioners in,

154
Pensions, for Seamen, 159
Piecework, Contributions as to, 196
Pooling, of small Societies, 237
Post OfBce, Channel for contributions,

152, 263
Deposit Contributors' relation to, 144

and Health Insurance Stamps, 65

Post Oflace Contributors [see Deposit Con-
tributors), 139 et seq.

Post OfiBce Fund, for Deposit Contributors,

241, 2t;2

Post Office Savings Bank, effect of Com-
pulsory insurance upon, 39

Posthumous child. Maternity Benefit and,

19'J

Postmaster-General, Relations with In-

surance Commissioners, 214

Poverty, in relation to Insurance, 143

Prices, Element in cost of production, 33

Production, Effect of contributions on
cost, 33

Railway clerks, 74

Railway Employees, when pxcepted, IVIO

Rates, of Benefits (f«r Benefits)

Rates of Contribution, normal, 193, 194

for Vohuitary Contributors, 190, 197

Rechabites, I.O., 120

Rechabites. I.O., Salford Unity, 10. 17

Recurrent sickness, claims, treatment of,

200
Reserve Values. 174 et xt-'i., 263

Benefits incrtaHcd after liquidation of,

201
Definition of, 263
Liquidation of, 177, 263

Reserves, of Friendly Societies released,

tahlcof, l.'U

" Riches and Poverty," quoted, 1 13

Royal Household, KmployeoH of, 15H

Rules, of Approved Societies. 214, 227

of Insurance ComniittecH, 214

Safety of Benefits, how sccurod, 171

Sailors, in lioyai Navy, Special scheme,
24h

Sanatoria, Administration of Fund, 101
Present accommodation, 100
State's provision for, 79, 98, 100

Sanatorium Benefit, 93, 99, 135
Administration of, 67, 95, 127, 220
Contributions for at age 16, 170
decreases Doctors' contract work, 97,

9S
Defined, 67, 199, 203
Dependants may receive, 99, 221

for Deposit Contributors, 70, 144, 240
Funds for, 129, 220
Insurance Committee's power of ex-

penditure upon, 101
Local Government Board's powers, 99,

220
no Waiting period, 94, 102, 201
State's contribution to, 80
Suspension of, 114, 206
Temporary provisions for, 102
Welsh Commissioners dispense Sana-

toria Building Fund for Wales, 297
Saving, Effect of State Insurance on, 39,

41

Scilly Isles, Deemed a County, 284
Scotland, Application of Act to, 162, 284

Benefits may be modified, 284
County Societies may be formed, 162,

286
Friendly Society statistics, 14, 15, 20
National Health Insurance Fund, 285
Number of Insured, 161

Reserve values, 176
Separate Insurance Commissioners, 153

Seamen, Long Service pensions for, 159
of Mercantile Marine, 158
Numbers of, 159
Royal Navy, Sperial scheme, 155

Seamen's National Insurance Society, 159,

2-17

Seasonal Trades, provisions for, 84, 260
Secessions, from Approved Societies, 228
Security, of Minimum Benefits, 171

Shepherds LO.A., Ashton Unity, Statis-

tics of, 16, 17

Shipowners, contribute for foreign sea-

men, 256, 259
Contriliutions of, 158

Shop Assistants, IK'J

raits of contribution when Employer
maintains, 86, 88

Sickness, Bflniviour during, 214

Sickness Benefit. 67, 93, 102, 104, 199,

202 rt mi/.

Administration of, 67, 95
Capitalised Value of, 134

Ceases at 70, 104

Cost of, at aKO 16, 170
DejioHit Contributors', 144, 240

for Emi)loy<<l Contributor aged 50 and
upwards. 205, 206

Incapacity for work condition. 199
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Sickness Benefit, coutimied—
Increase of, as Additional Benefit, 204

o( Insured Woman who nianios and
continues to contribute, '2-43, '245, •24()

Interval prescribed as to recurrent ill-

ness, 200
Manchester Unity's practice, 102

of Married Women, 149

Other Benefits may be substituted for,

108
Rates of, 104, 200, 202, 203

reduced rates, 202, 204, 20G. 208, 200

Reduced in arrears, 113, 114, 207, 208,

209
Suspension of, 206
Table of payments, 103

Table of reductions in arrears, 209

Waiting Period, 94, 104, 201

when contributor is in hospital, 211

and Workmen's Compensation, 107

Sickness, Distraint forbidden in serious,

91
Excessive, 71

Sickness Experience, 167

Basis of State scheme, 168

of A.O. Foresters, 169

Soldiers, Special scheme for, 155, 248

Sons of Temperance, statistics, 16, 17

Special Orders of Insurance Commis-
sioners, 153

Procedure for making, 379

Stamps, for Payment of contributions,

00, 199, 377
State Employees, 74

State Subsidy, Total of, 178

State's Contribution, for Ageing Persons,

109
Superannuation Allowances, as Additional

Benefits, 94, 204

Surplus, of Approved Societies, 234, 237

Suspension of Benefits, 206, 214

Taxation, or contribution, 31

Teachers, Case of, 74, 158, 191, 261

Thrift, Effect of compulsory insurance on,

39,41
Title of Act, 187, 381

Trade Unions, As Approved Societies, 69,

119, 138, 224, 225
Benefit Work of, 131

Effect of Act upon, 131

Federation encouraged, 137

Finance of, 136
Financial Gain through Act, 120, 136

German statistics, 44, 137

Insurance methods, 131, 136

Must keep separate accounts, 69

Slow growth of British, 137
Statistics, 11

Transfer of membership, 120, 123, 230

Transfer value, definition, 230

Treasury, Appoint Insurance Commis-
sioners, 266

Audit Societies' accounts, 232
Audit accounts of Insurance Commit-

tees, 269
Contributions for low-paid workers, 194

Finiincial relations, 262 to 266
Tuberculosis, Foresters' cases, 97, 100
Germany's experience, 61, 100

Percentage of deaths, 99, 100

Sanatorium Benefit described, 199, 203

Tuberculosis (aec Sanatorium Benefit)

Unemployment, and Arrears, 114, 115,

206 to 209
Benefit of Married Women when hus-

band unemployed, 149

Contributions during, 117

Payment of Employers' share in, 207,

208
Uninsurable {see Deposit Contributors)

United Kingdom, Friendly Society statis-

tics, 14, 15, 16, 17

Number of Insured, 161

Vaccination, Insured may refuse, 214

Valuation, at Government expense, 131

of Approved Societies' accounts, 121,

232
Valuer, Interpretation of, 284

Voluntary Contributors, aged under 45,

84

Aged over 45, 84, 197

changing to Compulsory, 84

defined, 188
Income Limit, 77
Insurance Commissioners to prescribe

treatment in arrears, 207
Maternity Benefit of, 106

Number and ages of, 75, 161

rates of contribution, 196, 197

Voluntary, rate, Definition, 197

Voluntary Insurance, Conditions of, 66,

73, 76
examined, 10

Of Married women, 68, 77, 149

Wage-earners, number of, 73

Wages, Compulsorily increased, 90

and contributions, 83, 87

Cotton trade, 38
deductions from, 6, 33

E-fficiency produced by high, 33

Employers may not deduct own con-

tribution from, 33

Growth of, in Germany, 44

Number earning 35s. and over, 23

Raised by employers' contribution, 33

State contributes in cases of low, 80
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Waiting periods, for benefits 94, 201
Wales, Application of Act to, 29-5

Commissioners of, Control Sanatoria,

162
Number of Insured, 161
Reserve values, 176
Separate Insurance Commissioners, 153,

295
Water Authority, Liability in excessive

sickness, 128, 271, 274
Watson, Mr. A. W., on Sickness Experi-

ence, 1(57

Week, Definition of calendar, 196
Widows, Right of re-entry into insurance,

147, 243
Women, on Advisory Committee, 152

Benefits varied on marriage, 149
Case of, 146 et srii.

Contributions of Employed contributors,

79
contributions of low-paid workers, 194
Domestic Servants', 149
Insured women who marry may draw

on their reserve, 243, 247
Married women. Not entitled to be

voluntary contributors unless in-

sured before marriage, 244
and Voluntary Insurance, 68, 77
Number included, 147
provisions for, 68, 243
Reserve, how treated, 148

Women, continued—
Married Women's Suspense Account,

148, 243
Maternity Benefit {fee Maternity

Benefit)

Modified contributions when employer
maintains in sickness, 86, 88

Money Benefits, rate of, 103
Normal contributions, 194
Number of Compulsory Contributors,

75
Number of Deposit Contributors, 75
Number of Insured, 147, 166
Number of Voluntary Contributors,

75
Options on Marriage, 68, 148, 246
Payments lessen with age, 82
Re-entry in widowhood, 69
representation on Insurance Committees,

126
Separation of Women's funds, 123,

150
Sickness Experience, 169
Single, under Act, 147

Table of contributions, 83, 87
Women Visitors prescribed, 109, 214

Workmen's Compensation, 52 et seq.

compulsory insurance needed, 21

German law, 53
Relation to finance of scheme, 169

Relation to Money Benefits, 107

INDEX TO BOOK II

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

Ackland, Mr. T. O., estimates of, 325,

:^H, :j.jO, :5.j2

Administration, State bears cost over
10 per cent, 330

Appeal, from decisions of Court of

Referees, 341
From deciHJons of Insurance Officer,

311

Armaments, and Unemployment, 303
Automobile making, an Insured Trade,

32.3, :{.5r^

Bakers (Amalgamated Operative), 343
Bakers, of Scotland, 34

1

Bankrupts, Contributions due by, 377
Benefit, Definition of right to, 338

Description of, 337, 341
Disqualifications for, 362

i Benefit, continued—
I Inalienable, 341, 378

Limited by contributions, 337, 358, 359
Not paid under 17, 337
PeriodH of, 358
Power to vary, 338
Rates of, 358
R(!lation to wages, 339
Statutory comlilions attaching to, 839
Worker not eligible while receiving sick

pav under Part I., 310
for Workman 17 to IH. 337
for Worktimn over 18, 337

Birth Certmcatos, Provision at sixpence,

3 SO

Blackleg, In-^urod workman protected

from Iwcoinin;;, 3iil

Board of Ouardlans, Relation to bmifit

payments, 341, 377

27
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Board of Trade, Administers Voluntary
System, 342

Controls Unemployment Insurance,
331, 360

May add to insured trades by special

order, 328
may exclude subsidiary occupation, 328
may Extend provisions to other trades,

372
Power to vary benefits, 338
Powers as to inclusion of workers, 327

Boat-building, an Insured Trade, 324,

Boilermakers' Society, 317
Unemployment, 306

Bookbinders, 343
Boot Makers (Amalgamated), 344

Boot and Sboe Operatives (National

Union), 343
Bottle Makers. 343
Bricklayers' Trade Union, 316
Brick-makers, 344
Brick-making, Unemployment in, 311
Building, An Insured Trade, 324, 358
Numbers insured, 326
Unemployment rate, 348
Irregular work, 310
Wage-earners employed in, 310

Cabinet Makers, 343
Cabinet Makers, Scottish, 344

Card Operatives, 343

Carlyle, on Comparative treatment of men
and horses, 313

Carpenters, Unemployment rate, '348

Carriage Building, an Insured Trade, 325,

3o8
Casual Labour, Treatment of, 330
Clerk, His mental work, 327
Clothiers' Operatives, 343
Coach-building, Unemiiloyment rate, 348
Combination, a cause of unemployment,

303
Commencement of Act, 381

Commissioners of Inland Revenue, Apply
Stamp Duties Act, 377

Companies, in liquidation. Contributions

due by, 377
Competition, cause of Unemployment, 304
Compositors, 343

Comptroller and Auditor-General, to audit

Unemployment Fund, 333
Compulsory scheme, outlined, 321

Construction of works, an Insured Trade,

324, 3.J8

Continuous employment, encouraged, 347
" Continuously unemployed," Meaning of,

375
Contract work, an Insured Trade, 324,

358

Contributions, Ainount of, 32'.)

Balance returnable at, 60, 332
Not required in Unemployment, 330
Payment by stamps, 360
Prior claim against Bankrupts, 377
Proceedings for recovery, 371
Rates of, 361

Kates may be revLsed, 372
Receipts from, 351
Refund to employers who give regular

employment, 332, 367
Repayment to workers aged 60, 332,

308
by Workmen, employers, and the Trea-

sury, 359

Court of Referees, Constitution of, 364
Reviews Insurance Officer's decisions,

335, 363.

Crown Employees, Application to, 376
Provisions as to, 327

Cycle Making, an Insured Trade, 325,

358
Cycles of Trade, and Unemployment, 303

Destitution, Prevention of, 346

Disqualifications, for Benefit, 340, 362

Dock Labourers (National Union of),

344

Dock, Wharf, and General Workers, 344

Doctrine of Regular pay, 30'.i

Dyers, 343

Economy of deduction from wages, 331

Employers (Bankrupt), Priority of claims

for contributions due by, 377
Compulsory contribution, 329

on Court of Referees, 364

to Deduct workmen's contribution from

wages, 331
Encouraged to give regular employment,

332, 367
Engineering, an Insured Trade, 325, 358
Unemployment rate, 348

Engineers, Numbers insured, 326

Exports, United Kingdom, 307

Factory and Workshop Act, Provisions of,

applied to special orders, 380

Fashion, and Unemployment, 302

Felt Hatters, 343
Ferroconcrete, a cause of unemployment

in building trades, 302

Finance, of Compulsory scheme, 348 to 352

Financial crises, and Unemployment, 303

French Polishers, 343

Furnishing Trades, 343
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Germany, Decision against Unemploy-
ment Insurance, 323

Effect of Labour Exchanges, 331
Shipbuilding, 305
Unemployment in, 306

Ghent System, 342, 374

InEpectors, Board of Trade may appoint,

363
Powers of, 37H

InEurance Book, Each Insured Person to

have, 331
is Title to benefit, 338

" Insurance Officer," to Administer benefit,

o6i, 3(53

Insured Trades, Defined and described,

324, 3.57, 3.58

Power of Board of Trade to add to,

328
Ironfounders, Numbers insured, 426
Ironfonnding, an Insured Trade, 325,

35 S

Irregrdarity, Inherent in work, 301

Labour Disputes, delation of benefit to, 339

Labour Exchanges, Employers may engage
casual labour through, and pay
ordinary contributions, 330, 339

Inducement to use, 331

Statistics of, 335, 330
Work of, 334
Worker in benefit must report at, 340

Labourers, numbers insured, 326
Lace Makers, 343

Lloyd George, Mr., on Treating men as

wtil as hor«<'S, 313

Lock outs, Iifriation of benefit to, 33(1

Machinery, und l'ne)ii]i'i)yiinnt, iiU'j

Machinery of the Unemployment Insur-

ance, -i-'^

Manual work. 327
Manujd workers, alone insured, 326

Niirnb<-r of. 310
Materials, and Unemployment, 302
Mental labour, 327
Mill Sawyers, Numbers innured, 32G

rnfr.'iplovrriiiit rate, 34K

Motor-car making, an Iii'^iirfd Trade

.

325, 35H

National Debt Commissioners, T<" liucit

Funds, 333, 300

National Insurance Act, Part II., Unf-m-

ployriK nt Sfc( lion, 355 to 370

Offences, 371

Outdoor Relief. Relation to Benefit pay-

menfii, 341, 377

Paper Makers, 343
Parliament, may annul regulations, 366
Persons compulsorily insured, 325, 358
Plumbers', Trade Union, 316
Unemployment rate, 348

Pooling, Unemployment risks, 317
Post OfBces. may Administer Unemploy-

ment Benefit, 365
Sell Insurance stamps, 331

Pottery Cvenmen, 344
Prevention of Destitution, 340
Preventive provisions, 346

Railway carriage, and wagon building,

I

an Insured Trade, 325, 358
Referees, Court of, Beviews Insurance

OtKcer's decisions, 335, 363

I

Regular Pay, possible for salary earners,

I
312

Regular work, encouraged by Insurance

system, 347

Regularity of work, in measure impossible,

301
Regulations, Board of Trade to make,

3C)4

Reservists, in training, 327, 369

Ruskln quoted, 314

Salary Earners, Excluded from Insurance,

:iiO

Regular pay of, 309 to 312

Saw -milling, an Insured Trade, 325, 358

Shipbuilders, Numbers insured, 326

Shipbuilding, an Insured Trade, 324,

35S

Statistics of, .505

Unemployment in, 304, 306

Unemployment rate, 34H

Short time. Provisions as to, 347, 308

Silversmiths, 343

Special Orders, Procedure for making,

379
Stamps, Bought to pay contributions, 331

provisions as to, 377

Statutory conditions, for Unemployment
1'. m lit, 357, 3()1

Strikes, Kelulion of Benefit to, 339

Subsidiary occupations, Board of Trade

may excludr, 373

.May be included by Board of Tnule,
32H

Subsidy to Trade Unions, 342, 374

Territorials, in training, 327, 309

Title of Act, 1H7, 3Sl

Trade Cycles, and I'noniploymont, 303

Trade Dispute, Mi lining of, 370

Trade Unions, Muv administer Compulsory
Insurance, 333, 335. 314. 373
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Trade Unions, contiiiued—
Dispute piiyineiits, 315
Expenditure of, 315
Funeral piiynients, 315
Gain luuler Unemployment Insurance

systenj, 344
Helped to pay Unemployment Benefit,

342
Members unemployed, 307
Membership of, 31(5

Number of, 310
Sick payments, 315
Superannuation payments, 315
Unemployment Benefit Statistics, 315
Unemployment payments, 315

Training of workmen, 347, 370
Travelling Benefit, 315
Treasury, Contribution of, S2'.)

may make Advances to Unemployment
Fund, 333, 33(i

Typographical Association, 343

Umpire, Appointed to decide disputes, 328
Final Court of Appeal, 335, 3(53, 364

Unemployment, Amount estimated for,

350
Causes of, 301, 304
Estimate for scheme, 340
no Contribution during, 329
statistics, 306, 307, 310, 311, 312
when deemed continuous, 375

Unemployment Benefit, Periods of, 358
Rates of, 358
of Trade Unions, 316

Unemployment Fund, Contributions to be

paid to, 3fJ6

Uncmployraont Fund, Control by Board
of Trade, 3:{;{

Unemployment Insurance, Case for, 301
United Kingdom, Shipbuildiu),', 305
United States, Shipbuilding, 305
Unemployment in, 306
Unemployment in 1007, 303

"Unto This Last," quoted, 314
Upholsterers, 343

Van-building, an Insured Trade, 325,

318
Vehicle makers. Number insured, 326
Vehicle making, an Insured Trade, 325,

3o.s

Voluntary Unemployment Insurance, 315,

321, 342, 374
all trades included, 342

Wages, Contrast with salaries, 310, 311,

312
Deduction from, 331
Insured Workman may stipulate for

fair, 361
Eelation to benefits, 340
Workman may refuse unfair, 330

War, and Unemployment, 303
Weather, and Unemployment, 302
Women's trades, and Unemployment,

302
Wood work, an Insured Trade, 325, 358
Workman, Definition of, 326, 375
Workmen, Compulsory contributions, 329

Contributions at different ages, 329

on Court of Keferees, 364
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